A BAPTIST BIBLIOGRAPHY

LEA, AVA HAMMOND
LEA, AVA HAMMOND, 1868-

LEA, JOSEPH, 1816-1876
Historical sketch of the Baptist church at Weston-by-Weedon...
Compiled from the original church book of 1681. Northampton,
Taylor & son, 1868. 29p. Angus NRAB TxFwSB KyLoS

LEA, WALTER THOMAS, 1860-1946
The place of baptism in the Baptist church. Issued by Worcestershire
16p. In B.U.L.

LEACH, DANIEL F
Life: See: Leach, Rev. H. C.
Memoirs of Rev. Daniel F. Leach, read at the 40th anniversary of
Hancock Baptist church, Feb. 14th, 1899. n.t-p. [n.p.n.d.]
[4p.] NRAB

Wilbert Eldred: or, Is it well with the child? Phila., A.B.P.S.
[c1887] 2p. 1., 3-347p. front., plates. DLC NRAB

LEACH, EDWARD
Mr. Spurgeon's appeal to Englishmen. London [n.d.] Angus

Thanksgiving sermon. A sermon preached on sabbath morning,
Feb. 9, 1879, in Chalk Farm Chapel, London. London, Yates &
Alexander, 1879. 12p. Angus NRAB

LEACH, FRANK PLATT, 1861-
Church and school, publisher, 1900-1919. C.R. p. 111

LEACH, HENRY CURTIS, 1842-1918
Comp.: See: Memoirs of Rev. Daniel F. Leach, read at the 40th
anniversary of Hancock Baptist church. Feb. 14th, 1899. n. t-p.
[n.p.n.d.] [4p.] bNRAB

LEACH, SANFORD
Bible baptism defended, strictures on a late tract, by Rev. J. W.
Wood, entitled 'Bible baptism', pub. by ministerial conference
of the Sussex Baptist assoc. N. Y., L. Colby, 1844. 57p.
NRAB

THE LEACHEROUS ANABAPTIST [Francis Smith]: or, the dipper dipt.
A new Protestant ballad, etc. London, Printed for B. Harris,
1681. s. sh. Non-Baptist Whitley 34-681 110 NRAB(mf) NcWFC

LEADER, GEORGE CHARLES, 1868-1956
The ministry of the lay preacher. London, Kingsgate press [1943]
64p. NRAB TxFwSB KyLoS CBB
LEADER'S GUIDE TO be used with The Broken Wall. The epistle to the Ephesians. [Phila.] Judson press [n.d.] 41,(1)p. NRAB L1152

LEAR, (MISS) D  
Comp.: See: Leicester (Eng.) Buckingham Baptist Church  
...Centenary souvenir, 1847-1947 [Bristol, T. O. Elworthy & son, n.d.] 24p. illus. Compiled by Miss D. Lear. NRAB L1153

LEARNED, WILLIAM CHANDLER, 1828-1912  
Man formed and reformed. In mss. McIntyre L1154

Some thoughts upon the Bible account of the creation of man. Read at minister's conference, California. Published in Pacific Baptist. 1894. McIntyre L1155

LEARNED, WILLIAM SETCHEL, 1876-1950  

LEAS, DAVID PORTER, 1842-1916  
History of the Sabbath school of the First Baptist church of West Philadelphia for fifty years, from 1843 to 1893. [n.p.n.d.] p. 67-71. NRAB L1157

LEATHERS, FRED S  
See: Westwood (Mass.) First Baptist church  
The 85th anniversary of the First Baptist church in West Dedham now Westwood. Address given by Rev. Fred S. Leathers...1909. 17p. L1158

LEATHERS, W. W., JR.  
Historical sketch of First Baptist Church, Henderson, North Carolina, 1856-1956. Dr. W. W. Leathers, Jr., Pastor, 1956. 94p. TND L1159

LEATHERS, WILLIAM WARREN, 1907-  

LEATHERWOOD, MATTIE C -1958  


LEATHERWOOD, MATTIE C 1958 (continued)
Comp.: Songs we sing from three to six. Silhouettes by Marjorie
music. DLC NRB TxFwSB LNB FkCeBT KyLoS TND L1165

Jt. au.: See: Strickland, Hazel N
Beginner Sunday school work. Nashville, S.S.B. of S.B.C. [1943]
152p. DLC NRB TxFwSB LNB TND KyLoS PFEF MokCM CCovB NRCR L1166

LEAVELL, CHARLOTTE (HARRY), 1901-
Genealogy of the nine Leavell brothers of Oxford, Mississippi,
[c1957] xvi, 185p. KyLoS LNB L1167

LEAVELL, CLARENCE STANLEY, 1889-
The successful Sunday School at work. Nashville, Sunday School


LEAVELL, CORNELIA
(Foreign mission bd. publ.) NRB TxFwSB LNB TND KyLoS L1170

LEAVELL, MRS. CORRA ALICE BERRY, 1851-1913
See: Leavell, Roland Quinche

LEAVELL, FRANK HARTWELL, 1884-1949
Life: See: Broach, Claude U
Dr. Frank; an informal biography of Frank H. Leavell, leader of
LNB KyLoS L1172

Ed.: See: All-Southern Baptist Student conference. 2d, Atlanta,
[c1931] 235p. On cover: Second All-Southern Baptist Student
conference, Atlanta, Ga., Oct. 30-Nov. 2, 1930. NRB TxFwSB KyLoS
TND NcWfC L1173

Ed.: See: All-Southern Baptist Student conference. 3d, Memphis,
252p. On cover: Proceedings third All-Southern Baptist Student
conference, Memphis, Tennessee, Oct. 25-28, 1934. NRB TxFwSB
KyLoS NcWfC TND L1174

See: All-Southern Baptist Student conference. 3d, Memphis,
Sunday School Board, Department of Southern Baptist student work.
32 leaves. Made up of plates of songs taken from Songs of Faith.
KyLoS L1175

Ed.: See: All-Southern Baptist Student conference. 4th, Memphis,
217p. On cover: Proceedings, fourth All-Southern Baptist Student
conference, Memphis, Tenn. Oct. 27-30, 1938. NRB TxFwSB KyLoS
LNB TND L1176
LEAVELL, FRANK HARTWELL, 1884-1949 (continued)

See: Baptist International Youth Conference.

CCovB


DLC NRAB TxFWsB LNB ICU KyLoS

__S.B.C. [1951] 160p. CCovB


DLC NRAB TxFWsB LNB TND CCovB KyLoS IOBNB MntCA NRCR

MoKcM NRAB KyLoS TxFWsB LNB NcWfC TND

DLC KyLoS TxFWsB LNB TND CCovB


Training in leadership. Nashville [c1920] 113p. NRAB LNB


LEAVELL, MRS. FRANK HARTWELL
See: Leavell, Mrs. Martha Boone

LEAVELL, GEORGE WALNE, 1882-1957


LEAVELL, JAMES BERRY, JR., 1909-
Life: See: Leavell, Roland Quinche, 1891-1963

LEAVELL, LANDRUM PINSON, 1874-1929

Life: See: Leavell, Roland Quinche, 1891-

Life: See: Leavell, Roland Quinche, 1891-
An unashamed workman, the biography of Landrum Pinson Leavell...
[Richmond, Print. by L. H. Jenkins, inc., c1932] 146p. front., pl., ports. DLC NRAB TxFwSB LNB TND KyLoS L1194

The B.Y.P.U. manual... Nashville, S.S.B. of S.B.C. [c1907] 159p. McIntyre DLC NN TxFwSB LNB TND PCC L1195

B.Y.P.U. yearbook. 1922. KyLoS L1196
___1923. TND L1197
___1924. TND KyLoS L1198
___1925. Baptist S.S. bd. KyLoS L1199
___1928. TND L1200
___1929. TND L1201

See: Bunyan, John, 1628-1688
The Pilgrim's progress, from this world to that which is to come. Edited for use in B.Y.P.U. study classes by L. P. Leavell...
Nashville, S.S.B., S.B.C. [c1922] 141p. NRAB TxFwSB TND KyLoS HcKch IOBhB L1202

The Convention normal manual; psychology division. S. Sch. Board. (Collaborator with Dr. B. W. Spilman) 49p. McIntyre L1203


Don't Delay: Decide Today. Pamphlet. TND L1206

Guide for teachers of David, the master poet. Baptist S.S. bd.
US 28 L1207


___Nashville, S.S.B. of S.B.C. [c1918] 159p. DLC KKcbT TND L1210
LEAVELL, LANDRUM PINSON, 1874-1929 (continued)


Mr. and Mrs. George W. Leavell, by L. P. Leavell. 1927. 23p. Leavell, George W., 1844-1905. Leavell, Mrs. Corra Alice (Berry), 1851-1913. KyLoS


_Nashville, S.S.B., S.B.C. [c1922] 166p. TxFwSB


_Nashville, S.S.B. [c1922] 170p. LNB TND


See: Spilman, Bernard Washington, 1871-1950

Manual normal para los obreros de la Escuela Dominical, el primer curso normal Bautista, en tres divisiones: La Escuela Dominical, su metodo y su historia, por L. P. Leavell; Los libros de la Biblia, por
LEAVELL, LANDRUM PINSON, 1874-1929 (continued)


See: Spilman, Bernard Washington, 1871-1950


___Nashville, S.S.B. [c1917] 152p. LNB KyLoS L1231

___Nashville, S.S.B., S.B.C. 1934. 72p. CBB L1232

___Nashville, S.S.B., S.B.C. c1934. 79p. TxFwSB L1233


When shall I give my life to Jesus? Nashville, Baptist S.S. bd. TND L1235

LEAVELL, LEONARD ORINIBUS, 1886-1952

LEAVELL, MRS. MARTHA (BOONE) 1894-1960


What does the Bible say? Nashville, Broadman [n.d.] 11p. illus. (Looking toward marriage) TxFwSB L1242

LEAVELL, ROBERT THOMAS BRYAN
The Christian attitude toward agitators; a sermon...Grenada, Miss., First Baptist Church, 1966. 9 leaves. KyLoS L1243

LEAVELL, ROLAND QUINCHE, 1891-1963
Life: See: Auchmuty, James Adair, Jr.
LEAVELL, ROLAND QUINCHE, 1891-1963 (continued)

Life: See: Hudgins, William Douglas, 1905-
'Moses, my servant, is dead'. In memory of Dr. Roland Q. Leavell.
Jackson, Miss., First Baptist Church. [1963] 10p. KyLoS L1245

Adjudando outrem a ser Cristao. (Winning others to Christ).
Traducao de Waldemira Almeida. Rio de Janeiro, Publicado pela
Uniao Geral de Senhoras, Auxiliar a Convencao Batista Brasileira.
118p. TND L1246

book house, 1963. 128p. NRAB TxFwSB LNB CRU TND KyLoS MoKcM
IOBNB L1247

Brightening up heaven. Atlanta, Ga., Home Mission Board, S.B.C.
[n.d.] 6 leaves. KyLoS TND L1248

Christianity our citadel. Atlanta, Ga., Home Mission Board, S.B.C.
[1943] 2p. 1., [7]-95p. NRAB TxFwSB LNB TND KyLoS MoKcM L1249

The Christian's business: being a witness. Nashville, Broadman
press, 1964. 128p. TxFwSB LNB ICU KyLoS TND MoKcM L1250

En Busca de Almas (In Search of Souls). Temuco, Chile, Libreria
el Lucero. TND L1251

Corra Berry Leavell, a Christian mother. 1952. 57p. TxFwSB
LNB KyLoS TND L1252

Evangelism, Christ's imperative commission. Nashville, Broadman
press [c1951] 234p. DLC TxFwSB LNB KKcBT TND KyLoS CBB MoKcM
IOBNB CCovB NCRR L1253

See: Syllabus for study and questions for examination on
evangelism, prepared by Roland Q. Leavell ... Based on
text: Evangelism, Christ's imperative commission by

A handbook for Southern Baptist participation in 'The Nation-wide
Baptist evangelistic crusade for 1940.' Atlanta, Ga., Home Mission
Board, S.B.C., 1940. 48p. KyLoS NRAB L1255

A handbook for the southwest Baptist revival of 1939 ... Texas
edition by Dr. R. C. Campbell. Atlanta, Georgia, Home Mission
Board, Southern Baptist convention, 1939? 45p. TxFwSB LNB L1256

Helping others to become Christians. Atlanta, Ga., Home Mission
Board, S.B.C. [c1939] 2p. 1., [7]-143p. DLC NRAB TxFwSB LNB
KKcBT TND KyLoS L1257

Landrum Pinson Leavell, D.D., an unashamed worker. Nashville,
Broadman press [c1941] 178p. front. DLC NRAB TxFwSB LNB TND
KyLoS MoKcM L1258

Manifestations of a mighty ministry. Funeral sermon for James Berry
Leavell, by [his brother] Roland Q. Leavell, Dec. 6, 1933. 8p.
KyLoS L1259
LEAVELL, ROLAND QUINCHE, 1891-1963 (continued)
Louisville, Ky., 1925. [v],120p. KyLoS

Plainly, How to be Saved. Atlanta, Home Mission Board. Pamphlet.
TND
Comp.: Preaching the doctrines of grace. ...Nashville, Broadman
press [c1939] 150p. DLC NRAB TxFWSB LNB TND KyLoS PCC MoKcM
MNtCA NRCR

Prophetic preaching, then and now. Grand Rapids, Baker book house,
1963. 96p. LNB PPEB MoKcM

The romance of evangelism. N. Y., London [etc.] F. H. Revell co.
[1942] 95p. incl. forms. DLC NRAB TxFWSB LNB KKcBT TND CBB
CaNSWA CCovB

Saving America to save the world. N. Y. [etc.] F. H. Revell co.
[c1940] 126p. DLC NRAB TxFWSB LNB KKcBT TND KyLoS CBB MoKcM
NCwFC CCovB IOBNB

The sheer joy of living. Grand Rapids, W. B. Eerdmans pub co.
[c1961] 93p. NRAB TxFWSB LNB TND KyLoS MoKcM

Studies in Matthew: the King and the kingdom. Nashville, Convention
press [c1962] 146p. TxFWSB LNB KKcBT KyLoS TND MoKcM

Syllabus for study and questions for examination on evangelism.
Based on text: Evangelism, Christ’s imperative commission by

An unashamed workman, the biography of Landrum Pinson Leavell.
[Richmond, print. by L. H. Jenkins, inc., c1932] 146p. front.,
pl., ports. DLC NRAB TxFWSB LNB TND KyLoS MoKcM IOBNB

Winning others to Christ. Nashville, S.S.B. of S.B.C. [c1936]
121p. diagr. DLC NRAB TxFWSB LNB TND KyLoS PCC CBB PPEB MoKcM
IOBNB CCovB

Reprinted 1943. 110p.


LEAVELL, ULLIN WHITNEY, 1894-1960
The Friendly Hour Reader Series. ASB p. 303

Golden Rule series by [Ullin W. Leavell, Mary Louise Friebele,
and Tracie Cushman. N. Y., American Book co., c1956] (Modern
McGuffey Readers) TxFWSB(6v.) PPEB(3v.)

The Leavell reunion, June 17-21, 1952, Charlottesville, Va.,
Jarman printing co., 1952? 29p. LNB

Open doors. N. Y., American Book co., 1956. Golden Rule
series. TND

Philanthropy in Negro education. Nashville, George Peabody college
for teachers, 1930. xv, 188p. DLC ICU KyLoS

L1260
L1261
L1262
L1263
L1264
L1265
L1266
L1267
L1268
L1269
L1270
L1271
L1272
L1273
L1274
L1275
L1276
L1277
LEAVELL, ULLIN WHITNEY, 1894-1960 (continued)
The study of dual educ. A southern culture... Nashville, 1935.
ICU L1278
Teacher's Manual for the second year. N. Y., American Book co.,
1936. TND L1279
Teacher's Manual for the fifth year. N. Y., American Book co.,
1937. TND L1280
Teacher's Manual for the sixth year. (Book Six - Winning our
Way) N. Y., American Book co., 1939. TND L1281

LEAVELL, WILLIAM HAYNE [Query Baptist?]
L1282
A sketch of the life of W. H. Leavell. [In: George, James Z.,
The political history of slavery in the U. S., N. Y., 1915]
ICU L1283

LEAVELL, ZACHARY TAYLOR, 1847-1904
Baptist annals or twenty-two years with Mississippi Baptists,
A.B.P.S. [c1890] 128p. front., ports. NBuG NRAB TxFwSB LNBL
TND KyLoS L1284
A complete history of Mississippi Baptists, from the earliest times.
By Z. T. Leavell and T. J. Bailey, with an introduction by Prof.
Franklin L. Riley...Jackson, Missa., Mississippi Baptist pub. co.,
1904. 2v. Paged continuously. DLC KyLoS LNB MB N NRAB TxFwSB
ICU TND KyLoS NcWfC L1285
Early beginnings of Baptists in Mississippi. [n.p.n.d.] [245] -
253p. (Extracted from Mississippi Historical Soc. publ. Vol. 4
L1286
Existing Baptist orphanages of the South.
L1287
The trial of faith: sermon (In Southern Baptist pulpit, pp. 201-
208) MNtCA L1288

LEAVENWORTH, A. J.
Reasons for not being a Baptist by ... A lover of Scripture and
truth. Charlotte, N. C. Published by Daniel Gould. Thomas J.
Holton, Printer, 1834. 62p. NcWfC L1289

LEAVENWORTH, J LYNN, 1915-
Jt. au.: See: Aikawa, Takaaki, 1905-
NRAB TxFwSB CRU KKcBT ICU PCC CBB PPEB MoKcil CCovB MNtCA NRCR
L1290
See: American Baptist Convention Board of Education
Second half century of A. B. C. leadership development. A report to
the Commission on the Ministry, A. B. C. Prepared by the Department
of Theological Education, American Baptist Board of Education.
LEAVENWORTH, J  LYNN, 1915-  (continued)
TxPwSB LNB HoLiWJ CRI KxkBt ORNC L ND TND PCC PPEB MoKcM CcOvB 1NtCA
IOBNE CBB KyLoS ICU DLC NRCR  L1292

PPEB  L1293

See:  Smith, Raymond F
4p. NRAB  L1294

See:  Wolf, William J., ed.
155p. Do the Baptists have treasures? By J. Lynn Leavenworth,
p. 24-25. KyLoS  L1295

LEAVENWORTH (KAN.) BAPTIST CHURCH
Manual. Leavenworth, 1886. 75p. NRAB  L1296

LEAVESLEY, THOMAS DALE
See:  Colmar (Pa.) Montgomery Baptist church
"Old Montgomery" ...Compiled by... 225th anniversary June 1944.
History, Nellie H. Gilkeson... [n.p.n.d.] 40p. ports. NRAB  L1297

LEAVITT, JOSHUA, 1794-1873

2 vols. MBC  L1299

__8th ed. rev.  N. Y., Jonathan Leavitt, 1831. 2v. in 1. CBB  L1300


N. Y., Jonathan Leavitt, 1832. 216p. NRAB PPrHi TND  L1302

__11th ed. rev.  The work complete, two volumes in one, with a supplement. N. Y., Published by Jonathan Leavitt. Boston, Crocker and Brewster, 1832. 213p. plus index; 213p. plus index: 106p. KyLoS  L1303

__18th ed. rev.  N. Y., J. Leavitt [etc.] 1833. 2 vols. in one.
NRAB MBC PPrHi  L1304

__18th ed. rev.  N. Y., W. Robinson [etc.] 1838. 213,(3), and 213,(3), and 106p. NRAB  L1305
LEAVITT, JOSHUA, 1794-1873 (continued)
   26th ed. 1842. ICU

LEAVITT, JULIUS ADELBERT, 1852-1925
   Jesus the teacher. 1891. NTI p. 113
   Syllabus of the Four Gospels. 1922. NTI p. 113
   Syllabus of the Old Testament. 1921. NTI p. 113

LEBANON (CONN.) BAPTIST CHURCH
   See: Bronson, Asa C
   Historical discourse...75th anniv. Sept. 12, 1880. Willimantic
   Conn., Journal Steam Job Print, 1881. 16p. NRAB

LECOMpte, EDWIN AUGUSTUS, 1835-1880
   A discourse commemorative of John W. Crafts...in...Boston...
   April 29, 1866. Boston...1866. 14p. Sabin Cathcart MB

A LECTURE FOR all sects and schismatics to read. Verse [n.d.]
   Whitley 118-660

LEDBetter, EDITH LINER
   The gracious adventurers. Atlanta, Ga., Home Mission Board,
   Graded series: Intermediates) TxFWSB KyLoS TND hokCh

   See: Rowden, Marjorie
   The gracious adventurers: teacher's guide. [Atlanta, Ga., Home

   Steeples against the sky. Atlanta, Ga., Home Mission Board,

      Study guide to: See: Standridge, Doris Rippy
      Teacher's guide [to Steeples against the sky, by Edith Liner
      illus. Home Mission Board's 1962 theme: "New churches for
      our time" NRAB TxFWSB KyLoS

LEDFORD, BUCK
   [1951?] 39p. Victory Baptist Church, Maryville, Tenn. KyLoS

LEDGEEWOOD (N.J.) BAPTIST CHURCH
   The 25th anniversary of the pastorate of Rev. and Mrs. John H.

LEDoux, (MADAME) PROSPERE, 1827-1905
   Autobiography; with incidents of Grande Ligne. McIntyre

LEE, MRS. ADA
   Life: See: Lee, Mrs. Ada
   An Indian priestess, the life of Chundra Lela, with introduction by
   the Rt. Hon. Lord Kinnaird. N.Y. [etc.] F.H. Revell [c1903]
   121,[1]p. (Life-sketch of the author, p. 119-121) NRCR ICU
   CBB DLC IOBNNB
LEE, MRS. ADA (continued)
In and out of the homes of India. Calcutta, published by the
TxPwsB

An Indian priestess... London, Morgan & Scott [Intro. 1902] 121,
[1]p. front., plates, ports. NRAB TxPwsB PCC


Seven heroic children: a great sorrow and a great victory. Edited
TxPwsB

LEE, ALFRED HAMPDEN, 1852-1937
Object addresses. 1900. 79p. McIntyre

LEE, ALVIN J
Baptistic values and usages of worship. 1939. 146p. Thesis.
Th.D. Kansas City Baptist Theological Seminary. NRAB(mf)
KKcBT TND

LEE, ELIAS -1829
Life: See: Crew, Henry
Second series of letters to Mr. Elias Lee on the Character of the
Son of God, being a reply to his letters to Mr. Henry Crew in answer
to seven letters. Hartford, Printed for the author, 1826. 24p.
Whitley 61-826M NRAB

See: DeLaune, Thomas, d. 1685
A plea for the Non-conformists, shewing the true state of their case:
and how far the conformists separation from the Church of Rome, for
their popish superstitions, etc. introduced into the service of God,
justifies the Non-conformist's separation from them. In a letter to
Dr. Benj. Calamy, on his sermon called Scrupulous conscience, inviting
hereto. And a Parallel scheme of the pagan, papal, & Christian
rites and ceremonies. To which is added, A narrative of the
sufferings underwent. With a preface by the author of the Review
...and a preface to the Ballston ed. Ballston, Saratoga county:
Re-printed by William Child, at the printing-office, north of the
court-house. 1800. xxxix, (41) 211p. NRAB MHI KyLoS CBB
TOBNE

The dispute between Elder Elias Lee, and the Rev. Ammi Rogers,
which originated on the subject of Christmas. 1st Ballston ed.

The dissolution of earthly monarchies, the downfall of antichrist...
Being a sermon, delivered to the Baptist church in Ridgefield,

A letter to...James Carnahan...being a defence of Martha Howel and
the Baptists against the misrepresentations and aspersions of that
gentleman. ...[Utica, T. Walker, printed 1808] 24p. NWU T PPL
LEE, ELIAS  -1829 (continued)
Letters to Mr. Henry Grew, being a reply to seven letters addressed by him to Mr. Elias Lee, in answer to his remarks on Mr. D. Millard's "True Messiah in Scripture light," and his strictures on Mr. Grew's pamphlet "on the character of the son of God." Ballston Spa, J. Comstock, 1825. 24p. NRAB

A narrative of the remarkable restoration of Miss Martha Howel, of Mindon, in the state of New-York. ...N. Y., Printed by Smith & Forman [etc] 1807. 32p. NRAB RPB RBC

Remarks on Mr. David Millard's late publication entitled, "The True Messiah in Scripture light;" in which a few of Mr. M's inconsistencies and absurdities are pointed out and exposed: to which are added, some strictures on a pamphlet upon the same subject, since published by Mr. Henry Grew, of Hartford, in Connecticut, by Elias Lee, preacher to the Baptist church at Ballston Springs. Utica, Augustine G. Dauby, 1824. 73p. NRAB

Replied to: See: Grew, Henry

Letters to Mr. Elias Lee on his 'Remarks on Mr. D. Millard's late publication', and on his strictures on Mr. Grew's pamphlet on the character of the Son of God. Hartford, Printed for the author, 1825. 24p. Whitley 50-825H NRAB

A reply to Mr. Eber Coule's Sermon, on the danger and possibility of falling from grace. Troy, Moffitt & Lyon, 1802. 40p. MH

A reply to the Rev. Ethan Smith's two sermons, on the subjects and mode of baptism. To which is added, a brief summary of the reasons why the Baptists cannot commune with the Presbyterian churches. Ballston Spa, Printed by James Comstock, 1820. 48p. NRAB PCC

A thorough method with Mr. Peter Edward's "Short method with the Baptists;" or, The last refuge of infant baptism annihilated by Scripture prohibition. Troy, [N. Y.] 1805. 96p. RPB

LEE, ERNEST EUGENE, 1876-1963


Reprinted 1959.

LEE, ERNEST EUGENE. 1876-1963 (continued)
Intermediate B.Y.P.U. manual...Nashville, S.S.2. of the S.B.C. [1934] 105p. incl. forms. This edition...is the work of a committee of Intermediate B.Y.P.U. specialists appointed by the B.Y.P.U. department of the Baptist Sunday school board. -p.11. Published in 1922, revised in 1927, rewritten in 1934. DLC TxFwSB LNB TND KyLoS CCovB

Nashville, Sunday School Board, Southern Baptist Convention (cl1922) 118p. KyLoS


LEE, FLORENCE
Learning through doing. Board of education and publication of the Northern Baptist Convention [1947?] Pamphlet. CBB

LEE, FLORENCE B
A junior teacher's guide on India, Pakistan and Ceylon. N. Y., Friendship press, 1954. 64p. PPEB


LEE, FLORENCE E
Children and stewardship. [N. Y., N. B. C., Council on finance and promotion, 1944] 15p. NRAB CBB
LEE, FRANK W.
Child welfare in China... N. Y., Child welfare committee of America, inc. [1928] 11p. DE DLC L1359

LEE, G. AVERY
Life's everyday questions. Nashville, Broadman press [c1953]
123p. DLC NRAB TxFwSB LNB TND KyLoS L1360

Preaching from Ecclesiastes. Nashville, Broadman press [c1958]
xix, 142p. NRAB TxFwSB LNB MBC TND KyLoS PPEB iKIoKcM CCovB IOBNB L1361

What's right with the church? Nashville, Broadman press [1967]
128p. TxFwSB LNB KyLoS TND iKIoKcM L1362

LEE, GEORGE F.
Addresses delivered before the Second Baptist church, Phila. ... Sept. 9, 1873...[n.p.n.d.] 24p. NRAB L1363

LEE, HANSON, -1862
Louisiana Baptist: fd. in 1854. Cathcart L1364

LEE, HILLARY PAGE, 1929-
xvi, 207, 3p. KyLoS L1365

LEE, HOWARD WILLIAM, 1916-

LEE, JERRY WALLACE

LEE, JOHN ALFRED, 1866-
Greatest hymns. Containing 400 hymns. 1912.
Comp.: Lasting hymns; a collection of songs specially designed for every department of divine worship, and suitable for all the services of the churches. No. 1. 311 hymns.

Cincinnati [etc.] Lee & Porter, 1901. [208]p. DLC KyLoS L1368

Cincinnati, 1904. 256p. RPB L1369

1906. No. II. Containing 317 hymns. TxFwSb L1370


Glencoe, Ky., Lee & Porter, 1906. 208p. LNB L1372

LEE, JONATHAN
Consistency of the Baptist in the practice of restricted communion. A sermon...Baptist church at Rome, Iowa. Delivered Oct. 13, 1867. 15, (1)p. NRB

LEE, LEON H., 1936-

LEE, MARY VIRGINIA


Intermediate Sunday school work...Nashville, S.S.B. of S.B.C. [c1937] 159p. DLC NRB TxFwSB LNB TND KyLoS NcWfC CCovB


LEE, N
[Books of a devotional nature]

A brief history of the First Norwegian-Danish Baptist church, Minneapolis, 1929.

LEE, NATHANIEL H
Immersionists against the Bible; or, the Babel builders confounded, in an exposition of the original design, tactics and progress of the new version movement of Campbellites and other Baptists...
Nashville, 1856. 9-270p. ICU

___Nashville, 1857. DLC


___Nashville, Southern Methodist pub. house, 1859. GEU

LEE, O
MAX

LEE, PETER HSING-HSIEN, 1903-
Life: See: Clark, Carl Anderson, 1905-
Who walk by faith; the saga of the Peter H. H. Lee family. Fort Worth, Texas, C. A. Clark [c1956] 122p. KyLoS
LEE, PETER HSING-HSIEN, 1903- (continued)

LEE, ROBERT GREENE, 1886-
Life: See: Auchmuty, James Adair, Jr.

Life: See: English, E Schuyler

Life: See: Gercke, Paul William

Life: See: Gercke, Paul William
The preaching of Robert G. Lee; adorning the doctrine of God. Orlando, Fla., Christ for the World publishers, 1967. 180p. LNB

Life: See: Huss, John Ervin, 1910-

Life: See: Memphis (Tenn.) Bellevue Baptist church
...In appreciation of his seventeen years and faithful service as our pastor, we dedicate this bulletin to Dr. Robert G. Lee [1927-1944] [n.p. 1944] [8p. port. NRAB


Be ye also ready: evangelistic sermons. Grand Rapids, Zondervan publishing house [1944] 133p. DLC NRAB LNB KkcbT TND IObNB

Beds of pearls. N. Y., R. R. Smith, inc., 1930. vi p., 1 l., 112p. DLC NRAB TxPwSB LNB TND PCC IObNB


___Zondervan [1960,c1936] 120p. MoKcM

The Bible. Pamphlet. TND


LEE, ROBERT GREENE, 1886- (continued)
The blood of Jesus Christ. Grand Rapids, Zondervan publishing house [c1938] 26p. DLC NRAB TxPFWSB LNB KyLoS L1406
Bothersome families. 1912. W.W. in C. LNB L1407
Bought by the blood. Grand Rapids, Zondervan publishing house [c1957] 184p. NRAB TxPFWSB LNB KyLoS MoKcM L1408
A Call to Prayer. Pamphlet. TND L1411
Calvary...Messages reprinted from Winona Echoes 1939. Grand Rapids, Zondervan publishing house [c1940] 22p. NRAB TxPFWSB LNB L1412
Jt. au.: See: Carroll, Benajah Harvey, 1834-1914
A charge to keep, and other messages. Grand Rapids, Zondervan publishing house [c1959] 120p. NRAB TxPFWSB LNB KyLoS MoKcM L1415
Christ above all, and other messages. Grand Rapids, Zondervan [c1963] 154p. NRAB TxPFWSB LNB ICU MoKcM L1417
Christmas ... God Became Man! N. Y., American Tract Society. TND L1418
See: Eddleman, Henry Leo, 1911-
For the time of tears; messages of comfort for the bereaved. Grand Rapids, Zondervan [1949] 182p. DLC LNB TND KyLoS L1421
Intro.: See: Ford, William Herschel, 1900-
LEE, ROBERT GREENE, 1886-  (continued)
From death to life through Christ. Grand Rapids, Zondervan [1966]
120p. TxFwSB LNB ICU MoKcM

From death unto life ... Memphis, 1949. 11p. LNB

From Feet to Fathoms, a series of evangelistic messages. Doran,
1926. viii-279p. ASB p. 305 U.S. Cat. 1932 TxFwSB LNB TND PCC

Grand Rapids, Zondervan [c1926] 123p. NRAB KyLoS

Funeral sermons. Grand Rapids, Zondervan.

Glory today for conquest tomorrow, significant sermons... Grand
Rapids, Zondervan publishing house [c1941] 158p. DLC NRAB
TxFwSB LNB

2nd ed. Grand Rapids, Zondervan publishing house [1941]
141p. KyLoS

God's answer to man's question, and other messages. Grand Rapids,
Zondervan publishing house [c1962] 147p. NRAB TxFwSB LNB KKcBT
TND MoKcM

A Grand--Canyon of resurrection realities. Grand Rapids, Eerdmans
publishing co., 1935. 172p. NRAB TND KyLoS

NRAB TxFwSB LNB TND KyLoS CBB MoKcM IOBNB

DLC NRAB ScGrvF TxFwSB LNB KKcBT TND KyLoS PCC MoKcM CCovB

[c1945] IOBNB

How to lead a soul to Christ. Grand Rapids, Zondervan publ. house.
July 1955; Third printing, May 1956. NRAB TxFwSB LNB KKcBT
KyLoS

"Ninth printing 1965" 80,000 copies in print NRAB

If I were a Jew. [n.p.n.d.] 38p. LNB

DLC NRAB TxFwSB LNB TND KyLoS NcUfc

See: Lewis, Bill H., 1927--
The meaning of church membership. With an introduction by
Robert G. Lee. 22p. KyLoS


N. Y., Doran [c1927] 183p. PCC LNB KKcBT
See: Meyer, Frederick Brotherton, 1847-1929
...F. B. Meyer. Introduction by Robert G. Lee. N. Y., F. H.
Revell co., [1950] 256p. At head of t-p: Great Pulpit Masters,
Volume VI. KyLoS

Modern illustrations for public speakers: likenings and leavings.
Grand Rapids, Zondervan pub. house [1955] 121p. TxFwSB LNB
KKcBT PPEB TND CBB

The must of the second birth, and other sermons. [Westwood, N. J.]
F. H. Revell co. [c1959] 129p. TND NRB A TxFwSB LNB KyLoS MoKcM
IOBNB

The name above every name, and other evangelical addresses. N. Y.
[etc.] F. H. Revell co. [c1938] 182p. DLC NRB A TxFwSB LNB
TND CBB

One plus God. By Robert G. Lee, LL.D., Pastor, Bellevue Baptist
church, Memphis, Tenn. Zondervan publishing house. Grand Rapids,
1937. 26p. NRB

Pay-day someday. Grand Rapids, Zondervan pub. house [c1957]
32p. NRB A TxFwSB LNB MoKcM

Pickings: illustrations for pulpit and platform. Grand Rapids,
Zondervan publishing house [c1938] 3p. 1. 5-125p. DLC NRB
TxFwSB LNB KyLoS CCovB IOBMB

Place called Heaven. Orlando, Florida, Christ for the World
publishers, 1959. 58p. LNB

The possibilities of a life. New Orleans, Baptist Bible Institute,
1924. 24p. LNB

LNB KyLoS

Proximities of Calvary. Grand Rapids, Zondervan publishing house
[c1940] 104p. DLC NRB A TxFwSB LNB KKcBT PPEB IOBMB

Remembering the words of Jesus.-Undened reach and heightened power.-
The missionary challenge of the new South.-The constant call of
Christ's cross.-Calvary.-Worms and threshing instruments.-Wanted
more fools.-Sitting on doorknobs. DLC NRB LNB TxFwSB TND KyLoS
CBB IOBMB

NRB LNB TxFwSB KKcBT TND MoKcM

The resurrection body. 2nd ed. Grand Rapids, Zondervan publishing
house [c1955] 29p. NRB A TxFwSB MoKcM
J. au.: See: Riley, William Bell, 1861-1947
God's Seven Abominations. Wheaton, Ill., Van Kampen press [c1954]
80p. LNB PPEB L1458

The rose of Sharon. Grand Rapids, Zondervan pub. house [1947]
121p. First ed. DLC NRAB LNB TxFwSB TND L1459

Salvation in Christ and other messages. Grand Rapids, Zondervan
[c1961] 152p. NRAB LNB TxFwSB KyLoS MoKcM L1460

folder. NRAB L1461

Second coming of Christ. Orlando, Florida, Christ for the World
publishers [n.d.] 32p. LNB L1462

Seven swords and other messages. Grand Rapids, Zondervan pub.
house [c1958] 120p. NRAB LNB TxFwSB TND CBB MoKcM L1463

DLC LNB TxFwSB TND KyLoS IOBNB L1464

(Robert G. Lee's) Sourcebook of 500 illustrations. For public
speakers, ministers, Sunday school teachers. Grand Rapids,
Zondervan [c1964] 213p. NRAB LNB TxFwSB TND MoKcM IOBNB L1465

These things we believe. [Nashville, S.S.B. of S.B.C., 1950]
8p. NRAB L1466

This critical hour, and other heart-searching sermons. Grand Rapids,
Zondervan pub. house [1942] 2p. 1., 7-146p. DLC NRAB LNB TxFwSB
KyLoS CCovB IOBNB L1467


The two nights. [Formerly entitled Proximities of Calvary]
Grand Rapids, Zondervan. L1469

The treasures of the snow. Grand Rapids, Zondervan pub. house
[1937] 24p. NRAB L1470

DLC NRAB LNB TxFwSB TND KyLoS CCovB L1471

The wonderful saviour. Grand Rapids, Zondervan publishing house
[c1965] 139p. NRAB TxFwSB TND IoKcM L1472

Word of God - not broken and not bound. Orlando, Florida, Christ
for the World publishers, 1965. 32p. LNB L1473

DLC LNB TxFwSB KKcBT TND KyLoS PPEB IOBNB L1474

NRAB L1475
Here will be found references to joint authors, translators, Baptist publishers, as well as distinctive titles, and subjects.

A

A. S. [anon.] L1891
Acadia university L3047
Addington, Stephen M1030
Adoption (Pauline Theology) M356
Adoption (Theology) L2730
Agapao (Greek word) L3128 M636
Aikawa, Takaaki, jt. au. L1290
Akers, Thomas Peter L4039
Alden, John, Jr. L1606
Alien immersion M770 M783
Allen, John M811-4
All-Southern Baptist Student Conference L1173-6
Almeida, Waldemir, tr. L1246
Alton Seminary L3084
American and foreign Bible Society L4014 L4018
American Baptist churches - Statistics L1694
American Baptist Convention - Missions L1793
American Baptist Foreign Mission Society L1793
A. B. F. M. S. - Addresses M25-26
American Baptist historical society L2090
American Baptist Home Mission Society L1710 M397 M517
American Baptist Mission Press - Maulmain L2989-90
American Baptist mission press. Rangoon, M1054-5 M1060 M1064-5 M1067
American Baptist Publication Society L1144 L1693-4 L1955 L2090 L2288
L2409 L2465-6 L2559 L2561 L2607 L2609 L2961 L3018 L3023-5 L3138
L3199 L3213 L3216 L3240 L3457 L3479 L3508 L3603 L3660 L3974 L4001
L4052 M7 M16 M30 M35 M78 N83 M105-6 M109 M111 M123 M127 M129 M164
M166 M169-70 M502 M603 M758 M1069-70
American Baptist pulpit (t) L3425
American Baptist Theological conferences L1292
American Bible Union L4042
American Colonization Society - Addresses, speeches, etc. L3983
American Indian mission association L4014
American prophetic league M97-98
American Seamen's Friend Society L1298
Amidon, Doris M. L2551 M1793
Anabaptists - Berna, Switzerland M761
Anderson, G. L1569
Anderson, P. H., tr. M769
Andreason, W. G., jt. au. L3946
Andrew, J. H. L2453
Angels L2731
Annual register of Indian Affairs M422-5
Antipaedobaptist [pseud.] L1907
Antiscinclus [pseud.] M815
Aorist principle in the N. T. L3733
Arabi (Ga.) Baptist church L1505
Araneta, Pascual L3769
Armstrong, B. E. L2430
Ashburn (Ga.) Baptist church L1505
Ashby, Douglas L1587
Ashtabula (O.) Bapt. assoc. L1743
Askew, David, tr. L3720
Asplund, John L1644-5
Associated church press - Hist. L2552
Assumption of Mary - Sermon M469
Assyrian language - Texts L4074 L4078 L4081 L4085
Astronomy - Unusual theories L3102-19
Atheism L1480
Athol (Mass.) First Baptist church L3184
Atlanta (Ga.) First Baptist church M327
Atlantic City (N. J.) First Baptist church L1548
Atomic bomb L2856
Atonement M28
Aubrey, Edwin C. L3062
Auchmuty, James Adair, Jr. L1244
Augusta (Ga.) Tabernacle Baptist church L2174
Augustine, St., Bishop M332
Avakain, John Caspar L3327

B

Babcock, Rufus L1683
Baber, Adin L2431
Backus, Isaac L3129 L4089
Bacon, Mrs. Marilla Tolman L3527
Bacon, Marion, ed. L2276
Bailey, Gilbert Stephen M407
Bailey, John M509
Bailey, T. J., jt. au. L1285
Baldwin, Thomas L1725 L3540
Bancroft, George L3621
Baptism L1142 L1149 L1337-8 L1551 L1556 L1563 L1598 L1700-1 L1723
L1760-1 L1764 L1827-31 L1834 L1895 L1917 L1921 L1924 L1926
L1936-41 L1972 L2077 L2318 L2484 L2610 L2632 L2682 L2740 L2768
L2778 L3019 L3041 L3080-3 L3087-90 L3143 L3267 L3336-7 L3516
L3521 L3540 L3552-3 L3655 L3720 L4005 L4040-1 L4043 M68 N289-96
M307 M309 N350 N392 M501 M509 M566 M573 M578-81 M612 M619-21
M634 N1013 M1030 M1033
Baptism, see also Alien Immersion
Baptism - Administrator L1828
Baptism - Early church L3931
Baptism - History L3726
Baptism - N. T. L2722
Baptism - Private L1872
Baptism - Spiritual L2077-8
Baptism and communion L1783
Baptism and confirmation M668
Baptismal remission theory (t) L2935
Baptist (Word) L2959
Baptist book concern. Louisville L3411
Baptist building fund. London L3175
Baptist conference press. Chicago L3512
Baptist confessions of faith (t) M757-8
Baptist Congress — Index L2082
Baptist Intermediate union manual (t) L1339
Baptist International Youth Conference L1177
Baptist, Reasons for not being a, L1289
Baptist ministers — Va. L2574
Baptist Ministers Conference of Philadelphia and vicinity L2084
Baptist mission press. Calcutta. L1824 L2045-6 L2282 L2495 M571
Baptist Missionary Society, London. L2157 L3144 M192
Baptist of twenty-five years standing [pseud.] L1896
Baptist, On being a L3023
Baptist Orphanage — The South L1287
Baptist praise book (t) L1944-7 L3202
Baptist publication house. Shaoshing, China L3143
Baptist quarterly review M110
Baptist Social Union, Chicago, Ill. — Addresses M63
Baptist Standard pub. co., Dallas, Tex. L3456 L3954 M543
Baptist state papers M584
Baptist Student Union L1178-81
Baptist Sunday School Committee M360
Baptist tract & book society. London L3201 L3212
Baptist Union Library (London) L2976
Baptist Union publication department L2138 L2673 M759
Baptist vocalist (t) L1555
Baptist, why and why not (t) M593
Baptist World Alliance L2198
Baptist World Alliance — Hist. L3148
B. Y. P. U. manual L1195
B. Y. P. U. of the South — Hist. L2505
Baptisteries M4 M1029
Baptists L2080 L3488 M532 M547-9
Baptists — Biog. L2088
Baptists — British Columbia L1697
Baptists — California, Southern L3120
Baptists — Canada — Education M503
Baptists — Church manuals M382
Baptists — Cuba M284
Baptists — Doct. & contro. wks. L3518 L4092 L4099 M111 M183-5 M266
M556 M787
Baptists — Education M560
Baptists — Education — Pennsylvania L2099
Baptists — England L2940 L2942
Baptists — England — Bibliography to 1689 M214
Baptists — Georgia L1531
Baptists — Germany L1565-9 L1582-4
Baptists — Illinois L1715
Baptists — Japan M366
Baptists — Kansas L3513
Baptists — Ky. — Louisville M725
Baptists — Maritime Provinces L1965
Baptists — Missions L2562
Baptists — Mississippi L1284-6
Baptists — Mo. L3513
Baptists — New England L1294
Baptists — N. C. L4028
Baptists — Nova Scotia L1967
Baptists — Oklahoma M417
Baptists — Pennsylvania L2099
Baptists - Polity M444
Baptists - Sermons L1406-75 L2150 M728-31
Baptists - South India L3985
Baptists - Texas M378
Baptists - Virginia M402-3
Baptists and Disciples L3657 M793
Baptists and Free Baptists L3187
Baptists and religious liberty L3222
Barker, A. H. L1594
Barker, Joseph M477
Barnoldswick (Eng.) Bethesda Baptist church L2079
Barth, Karl - Ecclesiology M313
Barth, Karl - Theology L3332
Barton, Frederick L1626
Baylor university - Bio. M531
Baylor university - Presidents M254
Beaton, John L4103
Beaverbrook, W. H. A. L2692
Beazley, S. W., jt. au. L2383
Bedfordshire (Eng.) - Baptists L1751
Beds of pearls (t) L1400
Bell, Theodore Percy L3950
Belvin, B. Frank L3036
Bengali language - Biblio. L3018
Bengali language - Texts L2038-42
Benstead, Mrs. E. M833
Besant, Mrs. Annie L1481
Bethany (Ga.) Baptist church L1493
Bible L2804
Bible fires (t) L1405
Bible - History L2091
Bible - Industrial occupations L2207
Bible - Interpretation L2775
Bible - Miracles L2810
Bible. N. T. Chinese L3130
Bible. N. T. Epistles M737
Bible. N. T. I & II Corinthians. L1476
Bible. N. T. I Peter - Christology L2151
Bible. N. T. James L2568
Bible. N. T. John - Structure M654
Bible. N. T. Matthew L1267
Bible. N. T. Philippians - Expositions L3950
Bible. N. T. Revelation M279 M1043
Bible. N. T. Revelation - Exposition M645
Bible. N. T. Welsh L2680
Bible, O. T. - Chronology L3524
Bible. O. T. Daniel - Dating L2483
Bible. O. T. Ecclesiastes - Preaching L1361
Bible. O. T. Ezekiel L1367
Bible. O. T. - Jacob narratives L2133
Bible. O. T. Zechariah 9:14 - Dating M261
Bible - Parables L2812
Bible - Prayers L2815
Bible - Revision L4046 L4050
Bible - Welsh versions L2676
Bible - Women L2906 L3161
Bible and science M557
Bible and Shakespeare L2593
Bibliotheca di studi religiosi. No. 4 L3996
Birds - Connecticut L2519
Blackall, C. R. L3208
Blackett, Edward Brydges M834
Blaikie, J. L2599
Blaine, James G. L2962
Body L3177
Boston (Mass.) Baptist Social Union L2350
Boston (Mass.) Tremont Temple L3208
Boston (Mass.) Warren Ave. Bapt. church M604
Bought by the blood (t) L1408
Bowles, Charles L2153
Bowman, Atha S. M656
Bowman, Peter L3516
Bradbury, William B. L3576
Brewster (Mass.) Baptist church M99
Bridgewater (Mass.) First Baptist church L2774
Briggs, Harold Edward L2432
Brine, John L2727
British brides of our G. I.'s (t) L3936
British war aims (t) L2706
Broach, Claude U. L1172
Broad River (N. C.) Bapt. assoc. L2964
Broaddus, W. F. L3440
Brock, William M498
Bronk, Mitchell L1607
Bronson, Asa C. L1310
Brookline (Mass.) Baptist church M23
Brooks, James P. L2764
Brooks, Nathan C. L3391
Brooks, Walter Rollin L2148
Brown, Henry Clifton M352
Brown university - Civil War L2405-6
Brown university - History L2576 L2758
Bryan, Andrew L2269
Bryne, Mrs. Wale L1820
Bucyrus (O.) First Baptist church L3037
Buddha and Buddhism L2499-500 N1054
Building a Christian home (t) L1237
Bunhill fields (t) L2286
Bunker, Alonzo M24
Bunyan, John L2165
Burgess, Ernest Watson L2759
Burhans, David Douglas L1608
Burrag, Henry S. L2405-6
Burroughs, P. E. L1221
Burton, Margaret E. M512
Bushy Creek (S. C.) Baptist church L2547
Butterfield, Lyman Henry L1609
Butterworth, Hezekiah L2433
Byrd, Annie Ward L1382
Byström, Jakob [Jakobson] L3737

C

Cadot, A. S. L3780-1
Calley, Mrs. Irene H. L3677
Calvary hymnal (t) M115
Cambridge (Minn.) First Baptist church L2472
Cambridgeport (Mass.) First Baptist church L2586
Cambran, Mark G., intro. L2829
Cameron (N. J.)—Baptists L4002
Cameron (Tex.) First Baptist church M722
Campbell, Alexander M289-90
Campbell, R. C., ed. L1256
Cap and bells (t) M7
Carey, Baptist L2498
Carey Indian mission M407
Carey Kingsgate press L1587 L2593 L3058
Carey press L1788 L2170 L2588 L3144-7 L3169 L3307 M72 M87 M192 M200 M633
Carlson, A. E., Jr. au. L3946
Carnahan, James L1331
Carnell, E. J. M355
Carroll, Benajah Harvey L1414
Carter, E. R. L3431
Carver school of missions L2611
Casa Bautista de publicaciones L1205 L1790-2 L2161 L3652
Casa evangélica de publicaciones L3822
Casa publicadora Batista L1241 L1600-02 L2324 L2326-32 L3126 M370
M541 M637
Casa publicadora Batista de Brasil L3472
Caswell, Alexis L2407
Catholic church L2957 M706-7
Catholic church—Doct. & contro. wks. — Protestant authors M52-3
Caudle, Amy L1559
Cedar Creek (Ga.) Bapt. church L1507
Cemeteries—London (Eng.) L2286
Central Seminary press M531
Chamberlain, John L2045
Champlin, James Tift L1605
Chapin, Stephen L2490
Charlestown (Ind.) Baptist church M448-9
Chau, P. K. L3038
Cherokee Indians—Ga. L3729-31
Chester (Pa.) Emmanuel Baptist church L2101
Chester (Pa.) First Baptist church M589-90
Chester (Pa.) No-license campaign, 1913. L2086
Chester (Vt.) First Baptist church L1603
Child labor L3508
Children M502
Children—China L1359
Children—Discipline L2028
Children—Religious life M699
China Baptist publication society L3653
Chinese Baptists—Cal.—San Francisco L3038
Chipman, George W L3239
Choirs M333
Christ: my only necessity (t) L1173
Christian, John T. L2940
Christian colleges L1186
Christian Index - History L1862
Christian life L1257 L3306
Christian lyre (t) L1299
Christian Psalmist (t) L1770
Christian witnessing (t) L1183
Christianity - Apologetics L3199
Christianity and ethnic religions M29 M34
Christianity and sex (t) M455
Christianity and the Jews L2486
Christmas L1329
Chundra Lela L1320
Church L1362 M274
Church history - Study and teaching M771-6
Church members L3520
Church members - Duties L2623
Church membership L1440 L2031 M1034
Church - New Testament L1317
Church polity L2504
Church property - Taxation M564-5
Church public relations at work (t) L1810
Church troubles L4106
Church union - South India L3985
Church work with adults M443
Church and state L2085
Church and state in New England L4089
Church and state in U. S. L3025
Church and state in Va. L2598
Churches - New Testament M535
Cincinnati (O.) First Baptist church L2801
Circumcision L1669-70
Circumcision and baptism (t) L1775
Civil disobedience L1377
Civilization - Modern L2557
Clark, Carl Anderson L1390
Clark, Edward L3540
Clarke, William L1763
Classical studies L2420-1
Clemens, Margaret M. L2115
Close and open communion L1376 L2634 L2914 L2963 L3085 L3090 L3192
L4054 M389 M559 M612
Coatesville (Pa.) First Baptist church L3938
Cobb, Myra Elizabeth L2554
Cochran (Ga.) - Baptists L1495
Cochran (Ga.) First Baptist church L1485 L1513
Cody, Z. T., jt. au. L3475
Colby college - Addresses, speeches, etc. L1605
Coleman, George W., pref. L3958
Colmar (Pa.) Montgomery Baptist church L1297
Communism L2555
Congo Commission report M88-89
Congo language - Texts L1843-58
Connecticut dissenters strong box (t) L1637
Conner, W. T. M355
Conscience L1662
Convencao Batista Brasileira L1246
Conventicles L1876 L2907 L2909 L3190
Conventicles – London (Eng.) L2575
Convention press L1163 L1238-9 L1267 L1341 L1380 L1810 L2924 L3504
M334 M349 M369 M444 M475 M514 M614 M674 M680-84 M748
Converse, James W. L3225
Conversion L3216
Conwell, Russell H. L2962 L3490-1
Copeland, Lila, jt. au. M615
Cordele (Ga.) First Baptist church L1515
A country pastor M702
Covington (Ky.) First Baptist church M522
Cowell, H. L3988
Cowle, Eber L1336
Crabtree, William L1550
Cradle roll department L1161
Crafts, John W. L1311
Crain, Margaret L., rev. M657
Cramp, J. M. L1695
Cranfill, James Britton L3951
Creeds L3723
Creeds – Baptist M575 M757-759
Creeds. Ky. Lexington. First Baptist church L2227
Creeds. Ky. Louisville. Second Baptist church L3397
Creeds. Mass. Leominster Baptist church L1716
Creeds. Ne. Lewiston. First Free Will Baptist church L2222
Creeds. N. H. Luminburgh. Baptist church L3935
Creeds. N. Y. Little Falls. Baptist church L2601
Creeds. N. Y. Lockport. Baptist church L2798
Creeds. O. Youngstown. Calvary Baptist church L2738
Creeds. Pa. Lewisburg. First Baptist church L2214
Creeds. Pa. Logan's Valley Baptist church L2965-6
Creeds. Pa. Lower Providence. First Baptist church L3566
Creek language – Texts L4015 L4019
Cretin, J. B. L3789
Crismon, Leo Taylor L2435 L3340
Crismon, Leo T., ed. L3982
Criswell, Wallie Amos M260 M585
Criswell, Wallie Amos, intro. M223
Crocker, Henry L1603
Crosby, Fanny J. L3589
Crosby, Thomas – Brief reply L2135
Crossman, Frederic S., jt. comp. M629
Crozer Theological Seminary – Historical catalog L2088
Cuba – Suffering in – 1898 L3226
Cushman, Tracie L1274
Cutten, George B. M697
Dabney, W. P. L1610
Dallas (Tex.) First Baptist church M216
Dancing L1558 L2835
Dargan, J. O. B. L2266
Davidson, William Earl M607
Davies, Godfrey L2300
Davies, John P L3653
Davis, Mrs. Blanche (Linthicum) L2528
Davis, John W. L2269
Davis, Maria Gamble L1792
Davis, William Hersey M639-41
Davis, William Hersey, jt. au. M651
Deacons and deaconesses L1745
Dean, William, intro. L3138
Dearing, Arthur L2153
Death M527
Deer, Roy B. L1704
Dedications M736
DeLaune, Thomas L1328
Delaware County Baptist Union L2081
Dell, William L3428
Denney, H. Joe M685
Devotional meditations L2542
Dewar, A. L2783
Dialogues of devils (t) M858
Dick, Mrs. Claribel P. M673
Dilnot, Frank L2693
Disciples of Christ - Doct. & contro. wks. L1385 M634
Diss (Eng.) Baptist church L2129
Dissenter [pseud.] L1912
Dissenters - England L2262
Dissenters - Marriage L1905
Dissenters sayings (t) L1865
Divine retribution L3219
Divorce M276
Dixon, Thomas L3987
Doane, W. Howard L3601
Dobbins, Gaines S., pref. L1552
Dodd, C. H. - Theology M515
Dodge County (Ga.) Bapt. assoc. L1508
Dodge County (Ga.) - Baptists L1486
Dominguez, E. G., tr. L1223
Doronila, Vincente L3775
Drama L3069 L3071-2
Drama (Church) M713
Drury, Robert M. M408
Dublin (Ga.) First Baptist church L1496
Duncan, Samuel W. M20
Durand, S. H. M363
Durgin, Lawrence L. L1295

E

Eagle, James P. L3481
Earle, John H L1318
Earthquakes L2841
East Liberty (Ala.) Bapt. assoc. M735
East Macon (Ga.) Bapt. ch. L1491
Eastman (Ga.) First Bapt. ch. L1516
Eaton, J. H. L2944
Ebenezer (Ga.) Baptist assoc. L1509
Eddleman, Henry Leo L1420
Education - Canada L1156
Edwards, F. M., tr. M541
Edwards, John Hugh L2695-6
Edwards, John Robert, ed. L3156
Edwards, Peter L1338
Elkhorn (Ky.) Bapt. assoc. L1510-11
Elmer, Franklin D., Jr. L2797
Empire (Ga.) Baptist church L1512
English, E. Schuyler L1393
English composition L2062-6
English language - Study & teaching L4038
Ethics, Christian L1365 M17
Evangelical sermons L1447
Evangelism M749
Evangelism - Children M662
Evangelistic sermons L1399 L1425
Evangelistic work L1253 L1264 L2842 L3050 M47-50 M385 N603
Evangelistic work - Chinese L1479
Evans, John L2267 L2589 L3541
Evans, John, tr. M827
Evergreen (Ga.) Baptist church L1512
Everts, W. W. L3376 L3380

F

Faith L2624 M464
Faith - healing L3223
Faith that sings (t) L3157
Falmouth (Can.) United Baptist church L3068
Fast day sermons L1629
Fawcett, John L2620
Fear L1366
Fearheiley, Don M. L1611
Fell, Philip L2225
Fink, John, jt. tr. L3982
Fishes - Connecticut L2520
Fitzgerald (Ga.) First Baptist church L1517
Florida Normal and Industrial Memorial College L1538
Folk, Edgar Estes L2945
Foote, G. W. L1480-1
Ford Hall Forum L3958
Ford, William Herschel L1422
Forest Fold (Eng.) Baptist chapel L2615
Form criticism M325
Ft. Worth (Tex.) Rosen Heights Baptist church M221
Fosdick, Harry Emerson L1597 L2511 L2513-4
Foster, Jacob K. L2621
Fountain, Charles Hillman L1704
Fourth of July orations L1624 L1771 L3980
Foot-washing L2948
Frank, Joseph  L2297
Free Baptists question book  L3005
Freewill Baptist [pseud.]  L1908
French convert (t)  M871
Friebele, Mary Louise  L1274
Friends, Society of  L2911 M740
Friendship (Ga.) Baptist church  L1521
Fugitive slave law (1850)  L2153
Fukuii Maru (Ship)  M14
Fuller, A.  L2600
Fulton, Justin Dewey  M136
Funeral sermons L1428 L1606 L1726-7 L2159 L2337
Funeral sourcebook (t)  L2846
Furman University - Hist.  M755
Future punishment  L2753 L3198

G

Gardiner, Theodore L.  L1974
Garfield, James A.  L1282
Gebbard, Anna Laura  L1355
General Association of Kentucky Baptists [Negro]  M277
General Baptist press  L2204
General Baptists - U. S. - Illinois  L2248
General Six Principle Baptists - Doctrines  L2204
Geology (Texts)  L3096
George, David Lloyd, see Lloyd George, David
Gericke, Paul William  L1394-5
German Baptist publication society  L1580
Gessner, Salomon  M836
Gibb, M. A.  L2298
Gieselbusch, Gustave  L1581
Gilkeson, Nellie M.  L1297
Gill, John  L1910 L3715
Gipson, Tracy Greer  L2454
Glen's Creek (Ky.) Baptist church  M756
Glenwood (Pa.) First Baptist church  L1971
God (Nature of)  M1039
Goddard, Josiah  L3130 L3135-6
Goddard, Josiah (ordination)  L3509
Good Will center programs  M569-70
Good Will Centers - New Orleans  L1928
Gordon (Ga.) - Baptists  L1499
Gould, Alfred Pearce  L1788
Gould, Daniel  L1289
Grace (Theology)  L1336
Grafton (Va.) Baptist church  L2597
Graham, William Franklin, Jr.  L1244
Grande Ligne Mission  L1319
Graham, Balus J. W.  L3458 M374
Granham, Thomas, intro.  L3956
Great Broughton (Eng.) Baptist church  L2578
Greater Louisville Crusade for Christ  L3033
Gregg, Pauline  L2299
Greene, L. F., ed.  L1612
Greene, (Miss) L. F.  L1680
Greene, Samuel Harrison  L2275
Greene Co. (N. C.) - Public schools L2132
Greenleaf, O. H. L2277
Grenell, Zelotes L2149
Grew, Henry L1327 L1332 L1335
Grice, Homer L. L1164
Griffith, Harrison Patillo L2918
Griffith, John Thomas L2090
Griffith, Walter Hussey, jt. au. L3964
Griffith & Rowland press L3214 M29 M59 M80-81 M107 M400 M504
Griffiths, Morris L2202
Grime, J. H. M770
Group teaching L2241
Guild, Mrs. Olive Morse L2757

H

Haldane, James Alexander L1897
Hall, Jacob Henry L3607
Hall, Robert (Sr.) L2284
Haller, William L2300
Haralson, Jonathan, intro. L3479
Harcus, Henry L1696
Hardaway, Richard E. L1702
Harp of Glory (t) L1741
Harrington, F. G., tr. L2357
Harris, Benjamin - Printer L1150
Harris, Joseph L2187
Hawkinsville (Ga.) First Baptist church L1518
Hayward, Mrs. Elizabeth (McCoy) M432 M437-40
Head, Joseph Benjamin, 1900- L3406
Healing, Divine L2295 L2857
Heaven - Sermons M278
Hebrew - Biblical language L2152
Hefflin, Nannie France M659
Helena (Ga.) - Baptists L1502
Hell L2163
Hell - Preaching M567
Hempfling, Martha L., jt. au. L1355
Hemrick, Carlene, jt. au. M1016
Henderson (N. C.) First Baptist church L1159
Herrick, Everett Carleton L1613
Hertfordshire (Eng.) - Baptists L1751
Hicks, Thomas L2913
Hill, John L., jt. au. L1227
Hill, Mildred E. L2548
Hills, Henry, printer L1868
Hills, Henry (Satire) L2279
Hilton (N. Y.) Baptist church L2728-9
Hindle, John L2620
Hitchcock, Caroline (Hanks) L2436-7
Hitchin (Eng.) Tilehouse St. (Salem) Baptist church M336
Hobart, Alvah Sabin L3187
Hodge, David M. L3036
Hogan and Hogan (t) M79
Holden, Oliver M394
Holmes, John M1726
Holmes, Henry Wilcox L2175
Holy Spirit L2859 L4109 M513
Homeopathy L2320
Homiletical Illustrations L1445 L1456
Homiletics L262 M746 M789
Homiletics - Baptist theological seminaries - U. S. L3934
Honey Creek (Wis.) Baptist church M225-6
Hopps, Margaret B. L2105
Horus M92
Horus (Text) L2410
Houston, Samuel L253 L1860
Houston (Ga.) Bapt. assoc. L1488 L1522
Houston (Tex.) First Baptist church L2507
Houston Co. (Ga.) - Baptists L1500
Howel, Martha L1331 L1333
Hubbard, E. L2438
Huddersfield (Eng.) Pole Moor Baptist church, Scammonden L2178
Hudgins, William Douglas L1245
Hughes, E. L2172
Hughes, Joseph L1591
Hummer, James, jt. comp. L1555
Hunter, G. W. L3558
Hunter, Wyatt R. M367
Husband and wife (Law) L3962-65
Huss, John Ervin L1396
Husted, Harold R. L1704
Hutcherson, Curtis A. L4013
Hygiene (Texts) L3094
Hymn tunes - Organ music L4058
Hymnals L1299-1306 L1369 L1770 L1943-7 L2365-2401 L2523 L2666 L3056
L3202 L3232 L3576-3651 L3997 M115-6 M119-22 M140 M613
Hymnals, Baptist L1555
Hymnals - Shawano language L4020
Hymnists - Baptist L3204
Hymns M748 M750
Hymns - Children M302
Hymns - Concordances M629
Hymns - Spanish speaking evangelicals M387

I

In brightest Asia (t) M38
In Excelsis (t) M140
Immersionists against the Bible (t) L1385
Immigrants M158
Immortality L3153
Imprisoned preachers... (t) L2598
India - Social life and customs L1321
Indian Springs (Ga.) Baptist church L1501
Indians of North America - Missions L4013 M406-31
Industrial training - Mission fields L2559
Infant baptism L1483 L1559 L1639 L1893 L1907 L2030 L3180 L4095
M3 M5 M390 M688 M779
Infants - Confirmation L1830
Infernal conference (t) M888
Iniskip (Scotland) Roebuck Baptist church L2995
Installation services L1957
Interchurch movement L3345
Intermediate department L1378-82
International Baptist Seminary L1710
Irenaeus testimony to the Fourth Gospel (t) L2092
Irvingites L1575

J

Jack Nips L1644
Jackson, Giles M428
Jacksonville (Fla.) First Baptist church L2476
Jacobi, Walter, tr. L3982
Jacobs, B. F. L3237
Japan - Christianity L1290
Jennings, Warren A. M409
Jessey, Henry L2272
Jesus Christ L3220
Jesus Christ - Atonement M35 M477
Jesus Christ - Blood L1406
Jesus Christ - Deity L1419
Jesus Christ - Names M361
Jesus Christ - Second coming L1192 L1420 L1462 L4053
Jesus Christ - Teachings L1772
Jewell, George Raleigh L3414
Jews L1438
Jews - Conversion L2589
Jillson, Clark L1765
Johnson, A. J., jt. comp. L1555
Johnson, C. Oscar, intro. M330
Johnson, G. J. L1723
Johnson, Leroy D M583
Johnson, P. M. L3839
Jones, D. E. L3398-9
Jones, Horatio Gates, 1822-1893 M147
Jones, J. Emlyn, rev. L2185
Jones, P. F. L2287
Jones, Sam L2599
Judas Iscariot M329
Judd, John T. L2215
Judson, Adoniram, 1788-1850 M335
Judson concordance to hymns (t) M629
Judson keystone primary department manual L2115
Judson press L1152 L1290 L1292 L1351-7 L1576 L1794 L1797 L1806-7
L2115 L2241 L2467-9 L2482 L2510 L2555 L2558 L2562-3 L2666-7
L3046 L3330 L3492 L3530 L3723 M12 M37 M128 M224 M228-9 M298
M300 M382 M418 M602 M629 M656-60
Junior children L1353
Juniors (S. S.) L3121

K

Kane, Harnett Thomas L3009
Kansas City (Mo.) Calvary Baptist church L3573
Kanto Gakuin (School) M67
Karens L3973
Karens - Missions M24
Keith, Edmond D. M748 M750
Keith, Edward D., jt. au. M674
Kelso (Scotland) Baptist church L2592
Kennedy, John L2204
Kentucky Baptist Board of child care L3344
Kentucky Baptist historical society M780-2
Khonds L2997-3000
Kiffin, William L2271 L2301-3
Kimbrough, Bradley Thomas L3415
King's Mountain (N. C.) Baptist assoc. L2964
Kingsgate press L1151 L1787 L1789 L2139 L2724 L3156 L3165 M236 M757
Kiokee (Ga.) Baptist church L1534
Kisi-Kongo language - Texts L2103 L2168
Klein, Clara, jt. au. L1355
Klein, Ernest, jt. au. L1355
Knibb, William L3328 L3970
Kongo language - Texts L2108-11 L3959-61
Kyger, John C. F., ed. L3232
Kyles, David L3307

L

Lamb of God (Theology) M732
Lamb, Thomas L3060
Lamoiile (I11.) Baptist church L2105
Langhorna, Geo. W. L2323
Lansing, Robert L2697
Larchmont (N. Y.) Larchmont Ave. Baptist church M1053
Lasting hymns (t) L1369
Lauderbaugh, J. G. L2252
Laurens Co. (Ga.) - Baptists L1487
Lay preaching L1151
Laying on of hands M784
Layman [pseud.] M1027-8
Learning processes L1227
Lear, D L1586
Leavell family L1167
Lee, R. G. L1244
LeFeuvre, Amy L2493
Lemard, George L1683
Lennie, Robert L1696
LeTourneau, R. G. L3193
Levellers L2297-2300 L2304-5
Levinger, Elma Ehrlich L2439
Leytonstone, London (Eng.) Fillebrook Baptist church M195
Libby, Herbert Carlyle L3233
Liberty of Conscience L2244-7
Liebig, H. L1581
Lifoto language - Texts L2336
Lincoln, Abraham L3621 M104
Lippard, William Benjamin L2549
Little River (Ga.) Baptist assoc. L1523
Livy (Text) L2417 L2423-6
Logic L1544
London (Eng.) - Moral conditions M485
London (Eng.) - Salters' Hall L2164
Long Island (N. Y.) Baptist assoc. L2287
Looking glass for professors of religion (t) M967
Lord's prayer - Sermons L2970
Lord's supper L3167
Lorimer, George Claude M149
Louisiana Purchase - Orations L1730
Louisville (Ky.) Walnut St. Baptist church L3410
Love (Theology) M315
Luther - Bagby league L3986
Luther, Martin L3982
Lynch law - Sermons L3439
Lyon, G. L2583

M

Macartney, Clarence E. L3661
MacCracken, Henry Noble L2276
Maclaren, Alexander, pref. L2782
McMurtry, Robert Gerald L2440
McRae (Ga.) - Baptists L1502
Macedonia (Ga.) Baptist church L1512
Macon (Ga.) First Baptist church L1519
Maddry, Charles Alexander L3392
Makariola, Gregorio, jt. au. L3816
Making Christ my master (t) L1714
Malden (Mass.) First Baptist church L2131
Mallett, C. E. L2700
Man (Theology) L1155 L3332
Manikan, Braulio L3775
Mapa, Cornelio L3775
Marion (Ala.) Siloam Baptist church L3523
Maritime Baptist Historical Collection - Catalogue L1964
Marney, Carlyle L1244
Marriage L2762
Marshall, Daniel L1489
Marshall, J. T. L2079 M236
Martens, Cornelius M238
Martin, J. M. L2441
Martin, John L1911 M998
Martin, Thomas Theodore M150
Mason, A. F. L1717
Mason, Jerome Truman L1604
Masonic orations L1729
Mead, W. L2910
Medical missions L2561
Meltham (Eng.) Baptist church L3949
Melton, Sparks White L3725
Memphis (Tenn.) Bellevue Baptist church L1397
Mener, Emil L1579
Mental healing M697
Merritt, Timothy M426
Merwin, Samuel L2497
Messer, Benjamin M882 M1011
Meyer, Frederick Brotherton L1444
Millard, David L1332 L1334
Millbridgeville (Ga.) Baptist church L1506
Miller, J. R. L2354
Mills, B. V. L2752
Minister L1293
Ministry L1291 M792
Missionaries - Health of L1698-9
Missions L3453-67
Missions - Addresses, speeches, etc. M29
Missions - Africa M398
Missions - Apologetics M46
Missions - Assam L2557
Missions - Bengal-Orissa L3008
Missions - Bolivia M600
Missions - Burma L1796 L1923
Missions - Cameroons L2107
Missions - Chile M606
Missions - China L2562 L3545-7 M8 M727
Missions - Cities M1025
Missions - Congo M12-13 M16
Missions - Europe L3447
Missions - Hindostan L1815
Missions - India L2045 L2047 L3307
Missions - Indiana M1072
Missions - Indians - History M427
Missions - Khond tribe, India L2997
Missions - Kentucky L2154
Missions - Kongo L1806 L2107
Missions - Lushais M72
Missions - Manchuria (1936) L1724
Missions - Mexico M396-7
Missions - Mohammedans L3504-5
Missions - Mountain people M375
Missions - Oklahoma L3535-6 M376
Missions - Philippines L3737-807 L4057
Missions - Philosophy M59
Missions - Russia M252
Missions - South China L2104
Missions - Study & teaching M58
Missions - Turkey M164
Missions - Western Canada M599
Missions and medicine M802
Missions Magazine (A.B.C.) L2549
Modernist - Fundamentalist controversy M311
Modest Town (Va.) Baptist church M520
Noehllman, Conrad Henry L2765
Monasticism - Early Christianity L2057
Monroe, Harriet L2442
Montour Falls (N. Y.) First Baptist church L3016
Moore, Jessie T., tr. L2495
Moore Haven (Fla.) First Baptist church L1497
Morais, H. M. L1616
Morgan, Thomas (Skewen) L2145
Morgan, Wilma L1324
Mormons and mormonism L2945
Morning Star publishing house L3005
Morse, J. B. L1957
Moultrie (Ga.) First Baptist church L1498
Mt. Calvary (Ga.) Baptist church L1524
Mt. Shiloh (Va.) Baptist church L2595
Mount Thermalka L3055
Mueller, David, jt. tr. L3982
Miller, George L2353
Muggleswick (Eng.) L2296
Munger, Lucy Weston L3677
Muskogee language - Dictionaries L3036
Muscle Shoals (Ala.) Baptist assoc. L4105
Murphy, William T., Jr. L4062
My maximum for Christ (t) L1176

N

National Baptist pub. co., St. Louis L3195
Negro Baptists - Biog. L2269
Negro Baptists, Ga. Savannah L3437
Negro Baptists, Ky. M277
Negro Baptists - Theological education L3732
Nelson, P. C., tr. L3823
Neo-evangelicalism (t) L2292-3
Neo-liberalism L2294
New B. Y. P. U. manual L1214
New Britain (Pa.) Baptist church L2243
New Convention Normal manual (t) L1221
New Ebenezer (Ga.) Baptist assoc. L1525
New Hampshire declaration of faith M575
New Orleans [Baptist] Hospital L3338
New Providence (Ga.) Baptist church L1503
New World Movement L1803
New York City (N. Y.) Calvary Baptist church M101
Newark Baptist City Mission L1952
Newbury (Eng.) Baptist church L1973
Newman, Albert H. L2956
Newport News (Va.) First Baptist church L2596
Newton, John L2282
Newton, Louie DeVotie M282
Newtonian Theory (Disproved!) L3117
Miles (Mich.) First Baptist church M415
No Revery Desserter [pseud.] L1911
North Adams (Mass.) First Baptist church M365
North Londonderry (N. H.) Baptist church L2754
Northern Baptist Convention - Formation M357
Northern Baptists rethink missions (t) L1801
Northern (Can.) Association of Baptist churches L2515
Northrop, Mrs. Lydia L1657
Novelists, Modern - Eschatological Concern L2628
Nursery school education M298-303

O

Oakley, Henry L2997
Oakley, John T. M711
Ocilla (Ga.) Baptist church L1526
Ohrn, Jacob A. L3932
Oinoe (Greek word) L3933
Old age M526
Oncken, Johann G. L3674-6
Opotowsky, Stan. L3010
Ordination as an evangelist L1725
Ordination sermons L1664 L3509 M998
Ordination statements M1032
Oregon - Desc. & travel L1703
Oriental Baptist (t) L2048
Orissa mission press. Cuttack L2494
Orkney (Scotland) Baptist churches L1696
Osage language - Texts L4021
Osborn, John B. L2766
Ossipee (N. H.) Free Baptists L1595
Overseas (t) L2551
Overton, Richard L2297
Ovid (Text) L2418 L2427
Owen, Frank L2701
Oxrieder, J. H. L3008

P

Pacheo, Elizabeth Condell M606-7
Packard, Sophia B. L3286
Packer, William L2309
Page, H. E. L1821
Palestine - Taxes L2100
Parker, Daniel L1389
Parker, Ed. L2079
Parsons, George Barton L1822
Parsons, J. L1823
Pasquin Shaveblock [pseud.] M832
Pastor's wife M528
Paul, St., Apostle - Authority M1023
Paul's Citizenship in the Roman Empire (t) L1236
Paul's missionary ideals and methods (t) L1260
Payne, Ernest A. L2157
Peace M340
Peace Conference [1919] L2711
Pearce, August Gilbert L3039
Pease, Theodore Calvin L2304
Pegues, A. L3432
Pellatt, Apsley L2980
Pengilly, Richard L1571 L1912
Penn, William Evander L2381-2
Penn, William - 250th anniversary - Addresses L2102
People's Bible History (t) L3247
People's praise book (t) L3252
Perkins' Grove (Ill.) Baptist church L2105
Perseverance (Theology) M426
Petitcler, F. F. L1618
Phelps, Mrs. Sophia Emilia L2518
Philadelphia Conference of Baptist Ministers M523
Philadelphia (Pa.) First Baptist church of West Philadelphia - S. S. L1157
Philadelphia (Pa.) New Berean Baptist church L2773
Phila. (Pa.) Oak Lane Baptist church M521
Philadelphia (Pa.) Roxborough Baptist church L1933
Philanthropy in Negro education (t) L1277
Philippine Islands - Language - Texts L3737-807
Phileo (Greek word) N636
Phillips, Richard L2283
Phinney, F. D., jt. au. M1054
Pinehurst (Ga.) Baptist church L1505
Pitt, R. H., intro. L2598
Pitts (Ga.) Baptist church L1527
Pittsburgh (Pa.) First Baptist church L2447
Pittsylvania (Va.) Baptist assoc. L1553
Plainfield (N. J.) First Baptist church L1766
Plainfield (N. J.) Park Ave. Baptist church L3623
Plattsburgh (N. Y.) First Baptist church M574
Poor - Religious instruction L2261
Port Jefferson (L. I., N. Y.) Baptist church L2287
Porter, George Loring L2447
Porter, Henry Kirke L2448
Potawatomi language Texts L4014 L4018
Poteat, William Louis L2470
Powell, Adam Clayton (Jr.) L2052
Powell, D., jt. au. L2142-3
Powell, Vavason L2273-4
Pratten, B. L1574
Prayer L1404 L2139 L2862 M704
Prayers M661
Prayers for women (t) L3179
Praying L2821
Price, John Milburn M531
Price, Seymour J. L3175
Price, William L1551
Priestcraft defended (t) M975
Primary children L1352 L1354
Primary teaching - Methods L2120
Primitive Baptists - Hymnals L1863
Primitive Baptists. Mo. Little Zion L2605
Primitive Baptists. (Va.) Luray L3957
Prodigal son M377
Prohibition L1931
Prophetic preaching (t) L1263
Protestant Theological Seminaries - U. S. M358
Protestants and Catholics - U. S. M454
Providence (R. I.) First Baptist church - Sunday school L2404
Psalms - Sermons M695
Pulaski (Ga.) Baptist assoc. L1528
Pulpit committee M83
Pure food and drugs L2641

Q

Quesne, Juan Le M388
Quinby, Hosea L1908

R

Race problem - Churches M1052
Rainer, Mrs. R. A., Sr. M615
Raleigh (N. C.) Baptist church L2160
Ramirez, Salvador, tr. M777
Ramsay, Robert L2783
Randolph, H. S. F. M102
Rankin, Mrs. John A. L1541
Rappahannock (Va.) Baptist assoc. M726
Rational Baptist [pseud.] L1909
Rauschenbusch, Walter M724
Ray, David Burcham L3657-9
Ray, T. B., jt. ed. L2553
Raymond, John Howard L2725
Readers Bible (t) M73
Reading (Eng.) - Baptists M1028
Rebaptism L3982
Regeneration (Theology) M1035
Regnum Donum L1916
Rehoboth (Ga.) Baptist assoc. L1529
Reisner, George Andrew L4084
Religion - Italy L3995
Religion - U. S. L3258
Religious Broadcasting L3551
Religious education - Curriculum M717 M721
Religious education - Study & teaching M720
Religious liberty L3637
Religious liberty - England - to 1689 M214
Religious liberty - Germany L1572
Religious workers - Training M717
Responsive readings L3206
Revelation (Theology) L1244
Reynolds, John M863
Rhodes, Christopher M145
Rich, Mark L3335
Richards, Mrs. Betsey L3077
Richards, Lewis L2750
Richardson, Samuel L2163
Richland (Ga.) Baptist church L1530
Richmond (Va.) First Baptist church M310
Rider, Richard Price L2251
Riley, Franklin L., pref. L1285
Riley, William Bell L1458
Rippon, John L1773
Rives, Elsie L3549 L3668
Rives, William Cabell L3426
Robbins, Joseph C. L1704
Robertson, D. B. L2305
Robertson, F. W. L2361
Robinson, Charles Seymour M171-2
Robinson, Robert M306
Robinson, Sarah Conger M174
Rochelle (Ga.) First Baptist church L1504 L1537
Rochester (N. Y.) Immanuel Baptist church L1578
Rochester, University. M134
Rodriguez, A. S., tr. L1205 L1223 L1228
Rodriguez Garcia, Alfredo Simon L3652 M287-8
Roe, Charles Hill M54
Roe, James Hill, jt. au. M54
Roger Williams press L1927 M85
Rogers, Ammi L1329
Rogers, Mrs. Henry C. L1340
Rogers, William M915
Rollin, D. B. L4022
Rosser, L. M559
Rousseau, Christine M. M373
S

S. A. [anon.] L1891
Sabbath L1975-2022 L3181 L3956
Sable River (N. S.) First Sable River United Baptist church L2112
St. Louis (Mo.) Baptist association - Baptists L2200
Saloons L2937 M176
Saltmarsh, John L2233
Salvation L1261 L1436
Salvation (Pauline Theology) M359
Samaritan Hospital of Brooklyn (N. Y.) M188
Sampey, John Richard M790
Sampson (N. J.) Baptist church L1767
San Francisco (Cal.) First Chinese Baptist church L3038
Sanders, Henry M. L3206-7
Sanford, Doris M. M365
Sankey, Ira D. L3635
Sargen II L4078 L4081
Sax (Greek word) [Flesh] L2162
Satan L2503 L2889-90 N745
Savannah (Ga.) First African Baptist church L3437
Schnectady (N. Y.) Emmanuel Baptist church M516 M518
Scioto (O.) Baptist assoc. L1744
Scott Plains (N. J.) Baptist church L2767
Scott, James Brown L1929
Scottish Psalter of 1650 N453
Scranton (Pa.) Jackson St. Baptist church L2210
Sedgfield, John L2270
Sedgwick (Me.) Baptist church L2622
Select hymns (t) L2523
Senior Highs L3330
Separate Baptists - N. C. L4028
Sermons - Outlines M741-4
Seventh-Day Baptists L2023
Seventh Day Baptists - Handbook L2008-9
Shackleford, Josephus L4105
Shadrach, William L2090
Shailer, Wm. H. L1605
Sharp, Daniel L2337
Shawano language - Texts L4016-17 L4020 L4022-25
Shawano Sun L4025
Shoemakers L2642
Shurtleff college L3084
Sills, Kenneth C. N. L1156
Simms, Robert L4013
Simmons, James B M133
Simmons, W. J. L3433
Sin L1160 L3538 M353 M472
Sindler, Allan P L3011
Sisemore, John T. L2927
666 Baptist clergymen (t) L2968
Slavery L2259
Slavery - Jamaica, W. I. L3328
Sloan, William Hill M397
Smalley, William Cameron M562
Smith, Ethan L1337
Smith, Francis L1150 L3499 L3503 L3515
Smith, Gerald Birney - Biblio. M723
Smith, J. T. L1620
Smith, Jean Louise, jt. au. L1355
Smith, Mrs. M. E. M2
Smith, Raymond F. L1294
Smith, Samuel Francis L3266
Smoldon, William L2584
Social evangelism (t) L2475
Social gospel - U. S. L2761
Social life, Studies in (t) L3271
"Socials" L2517
Socinianism brought to the test (t) M1006
Sociology, Christian L3211
Somerville (N. J.) First Baptist church M1015
Son of Man (Theology) M649
Sona Bata (Africa) L1805
Songs for fun and fellowship (t) M714
Songs of salvation (t) L1594
Songs we sing (t) L1165
Sorrow M529
South Africa - Indian problem L3427
Southern Baptist Convention M338
Southern Baptist Convention - Foreign Mission Board L2769 L2772
S. E. C. - Home mission board - Removal to Atlanta, Ga. M595
S. E. C. - H. M. B. L1248-9 L1255-7 L1261 L1313 L1316 L3548 M282 M348
S. E. C. - Missions M405
S. E. C. - S. S. bd. L1161 L1164 L1168 L1173-6 L1178-81 L1190 L1195
L1199 L1202-4 L1209-10 L1214-22 L1225-27 L1229-35 L1237 L1240
L1270 L1329-40 L1342 L1345-8 L1381-2 L1401 L1426 L1453 L1461
L1466 L1471 L2517 L2935 L2952 L3122 L3448 L3450 L3470 L3483
L3542 L3950-2 M280 M338 M525 N529 N532 M547-9 M552 M593 M712-3
M716 M738 M779 M791 M793 M795
Southern Baptist program planning M343-4
Southern Baptist pulpit (t) L3479
Southern Baptist publication society L2936
Southern Baptist Theological Seminary - Accreditation M268
Southern Baptist Theological Seminary - History L1930
Southern Baptists and higher education M218
Southern churches and the Negroes (t) M653
Speakers and readers - N. C. M399
Speaking in tongues L2295
Spillman, B. W. L1221 L1228
Sprague, W. B. L1621
Sproles, H. F., intro. L1284
Spurgeon, Charles Haddon L1146 L2280 L3058 L3210 M178
Squires, James Duane M153
Stalker, James L3270
Stanard, H. A. L2105
Standridge, Doris Rippy  L1316
Stanford, John  L2159
Staughton, William  L4047
Steadman, William  L2581
Stelton (N. J.) First Baptist church of Piscataway  L1769
Stemple, Earl Cyrus  M19
Stevenson, F. L.  L2708
Stewardship  L1188 L1358 L3051
Stewardship, Christian  M339 M534 M588
Stewart, Walter S.  M418
Stewart, Willie Jean  M283
Stiles, William C.  M249
Stone, George Marvin  L2800
Storrs, R. S., Jr.  L3621
Stow, Baron  L2362
Stow, John  L2750
Strain, John McGuire  M1071
Streater, Aaron  L1891
Strickland, H. L., j t. au.  M762
Strickland, Hazel N.  L1166
Strong, Augustus Hopkins  L2096 M1065
Strong, Cyprian  L2136
Suffering servant (Theology)  M649
Sullivan, James L.  L1813
Summerhill (Ga.) Baptist assoc.  L1532
Summers, Ray  L1790
Sunday laws, past and present (t)  L2013
Sunday legislation - Opposed  L1987
Sunday school libraries. Ky. Louisville. Walnut St. Baptist church  L3407
Sunday schools  L1168
Sunday schools - Beginners  L1166
Swedish Baptists - Kansas  L3513
Swedish Baptists - Mo.  L3513
Sweet, William Warren  L2485
Swenson, Erhardt  L3738
Swift, Julia Dixon  L3543

T

Tallassee (Ala.) First Baptist church  L2322
Taxation - Gr. Brit.  L4056
Taylor, Dan  L3525
Taylor, George Braxton  L3445 M555
Taylor, John  L1909
Teasdale, Thomas Cox  L3195
Tebbel, John William  L3288
Temperance  L2645-65 L2946 L3217 L3507
Temperance melodies (t)  L2662
Temperance songs  L3646
Temperance work for Christian women (t)  M495
Ten Commandments  L2741
Tertullian - Theology  L2506
Test and Corporation Acts  L1911
Texas historical and biographical magazine  L2508
Thanksgiving day addresses  L1958
Theism  M56
Theology - Study and teaching L1292
Theravada Buddhism L2500
Thomas Aquinas - Ethics L3671
Thomas, Jesse B. L2955
Thomas, John L2047
Thomas, T. L2683
Thompson, Edward Raymond L2702
Thoreau, Henry David L1377
Toby, Z. L1664
Toledo (Ohio) First Baptist church L3334
Toleration L1889 L2932
Toleration Act L2264
Tombs, John L2234
Toone, Joseph Frank L2138
Torrey, R. A. L3913-17
Toy, Crawford Howell L4087
Trinity L3519
Truett, G. W., jt. au. L3476
Truro (N. S.) First Baptist church L1968
Turpin, Claud Alden L3344
Twenty thousand New Testament (t) L1753
Tyler, Bennet L1652

U

Unitarianism L4113-4
Unitarianism - New England L2363
United Baptist Institute, Taylorsville, N. C. M558
U. S. - Description & travel L3999
U. S. S. R. - Desc. & travel L2555
Upper Alton (Ill.) Baptist church L3079

V

Vassar college L2276 L3331
Vaught, W. O., Jr. L2603-4
Vedder, Henry Clay L1791 L2956 M1067
Velasco, A., tr. L3864
Vermont Baptist historical society L1603
Vernon, Thomas L2726
Verso la fede (t) L3996
Vidler, William L1899
Vienna (Ga.) First Baptist church L1515
Vinton, Calista H. L3973
Vinton, Justus H. L3973
Virginia Baptist ministers M555
Virginia Chronicle L1676
Visitation evangelism M517

W

Waco (Tex.) Baptist assoc. L3722
Wadsworth, Mrs. Maud M1016
Walgrove (Eng.) Baptist church L3971
Wallace, Robert N L3390
Wallin, Benjamin M807 M810
Walker, C. T. L2174
Worcestershire (Eng.) Baptist assoc. L1142
World War I - and Labor in U. S. M372
Worley, C. A., comp. L1555
Worship L1326 L1357
Worship - Children L1355
Worship services M161 M616
Why I am a Baptist (t) M183
Wyeth, Walter N. M404 M419

Y

Yale lectures - Preaching themes L1564
Yankee spy (t) L1681
Yeager, Randolph Orville M420
Young, Samuel L3521
Young people - Religious needs L1859
Youngstown (O.) Calvary Baptist church L2738
Youth - Religious life L4039

Z

Zoology - Connecticut L2522

Throughout the Baptist Bibliography the location symbols are usually those employed by the Union List of Serials... or the Union Catalog of the Library of Congress. Three additional symbols used in this volume are as follows:

IOBNB - Northern Baptist Theological Seminary
MoKCM - Midwestern Baptist Theological Seminary
TND - Historical Commission, Southern Baptist Convention
Chronological Register

Items in the Lea-McGuire section printed 1641 to 1700

1641 L2301
1642 L1891 L2296 L2577 L3496 L3500
1645 M10
1646 L2233-4 L2236-8 L2307 L2908 L3060 L3191 L3429
1647 L2308 L2315 L2993 L3059 L3430
1648 L1884 L2245 L3057
1649 L2244 L2306 L2314
1650 L2992 L3428 L3501
1651 L2310 L2317 L3688
1652 L3686-7 L4005
1653 L2321 L4007
1654 L2316 L3515 L3694
1656 L2239 L3192
1657 L3520 L4010
1658 L2235
1659 L2271 L3517
1660 L1312 L1881 L1883 L1892 L3681 L3683
1661 L3502
1662 L1879
1663 L1869 L3679
1667 L3956
1670 L2907 L2909
1671 L2272-3
1674 L2910-1 L2913
1675 L1890 L2912 L3498-9
1676 L2225 L3503
1677 L3497
1679 L1867
1680 L1876 L2246
1681 L1150 L1864-5 L2247
1682 L3028 L3190
1683 L1866 L2573
1684 L3027
1687 L1868
1688 L1878
1689 L1886
1691 L3689
1692 L3692 L3695
1693 L4072
1697 M234
1698 L3697
1699 L3680 L3699-01
1700 L3682
MCDOWELL, MARGARET CLEMENS, 1895-1955 (continued) [was Clemens, Margaret Meyers]
Primary teacher's guide, Spanish-speaking Americans in the U. S. A. ... 1953. 48p. CBB M665


MCDOWELL, PHILETUS HAROLD, 1873-1956
The stern aspects of God's love; or, How to preach Hell today. An address delivered at the Evangelistic conference preceding the Northern Baptist convention, Phila., Pa., May 1937. 8p. NRAB PCC M667

MACDUFF, RALPH E    Non-Baptist
Baptism and confirmation; a few suggestions for those willing to think of these subjects. N. Y., T. Whittaker [1904] 28p. DLC M668

MCDUFFIE, EDWARD ALLEN
Jt. au.: See: McDuffie, Phillips Campbell

MCDUFFIE, JEROME A

MCDUFFIE, MARSHALL V 1855-1927
Life: See: McDuffie, Phillips Campbell
Rev. M. V. McDuffie, D.D. ... NRAB M671

MCDUFFIE, PHILLIPS CAMPBELL
Rev. M. V. McDuffie, D.D. ... NRAB M672

MCELHANEY, IOLETA HUNT
Life: See: Dick, Mrs. Claribel Featherngill, 1916-

MCELRAITH, HUGH THOMAS, 1921-

MCELRAITH, WILLIAM NOLD, 1932-


MCCLRATH, WILLIAM MOLD, 1932- (continued)


The Sosayshum—Annual Baptist meeting. Pam. TND M684

MCCLRATH, JESSE D.
See: Denney, H. Joe


MCCLROY, CHARLES WILLIAM, 1874-1949
History of Liberty church. CTI 1933 M687

MCCLROY, ISAAC STUART Non-Baptist
Infant baptism. Presbyterian com. U.S. 12 LNB M688

MACEVEN, ERNEST HUGH, 1875-
Outline Studies of the Prison Epistles. CTI 1933 M689

MACFADYEN, ARCHIBALD, 1879-

The Conversations of Christ. B.W.W. p. 62 M691

The Four Visions. B.W.W. p. 62 M692


MACFADDEN, ARCHIBALD, 1879- (continued)
Vignettes of Victory. B.W.W. p. 62 TxPwSB

MACFARLAND, CHARLES STEDMAN, 1866- Non-Baptist

__1913. PPEB

MACFARLAND, JOHN Non-Baptist

MACFARLANE, ALEXANDER
Life: See: Brooklyn (N. Y.) Hanson Place Baptist church

MACFARLANE, PATRICK Non-Baptist
A new and copious [Gaelic] vocabulary etc. Edinburgh. (Mentioned only because in the American Historical Papers he was at first supposed to be of Mill Yard, a mistake retracted but worth mentioning) xxiii, 83p. Whitley 79-815Chost LNB

MACFARLANE, PETER, 1780-1826
Remarks on the review of a pamphlet called the History of the Baptists [by Dr. Robertson] in the Evangelical Magazine, in a letter to the editor, wherein it is shown that the reviewer has left the Baptists and their system in the Bible, and condemned Paedobaptism. By a country pastor. London, Button, 1814. Whitley 45-814A LNB

MCPATRIDGE, FORREST VERNON, 1892-
The efficient country church. ASB p. 341


MCPAUL, GEORGE RAINBOTH, 1869-1930
Les Enseignements de l'Evangile contraires a ceux de l'eglide Romaine: The teachings of the Gospel contrary to those of the church of Rome. In French only. Montreal, D. Bentley & co., 1898. 8p. McIntyre

Is there salvation within the Roman Catholic church? ... with an introduction by Harold P. Morgan ... Bloomington, Ill., Biblical information bureau, 1945. xiii, 2, 110p. Lectures assembled in
MCFAUL, GEORGE RAINBOTH, 1869-1930 (continued)
Is there salvation within the Roman Catholic church? [continued]
this book were originally delivered...by...George R. McFaul at
Christ's Mission... N.Y.C. during March and April, 1920. 2d. rev.
ed. PEBB M707

Tract: Why we preach the Gospel to the French Canadians. French
and English eds. 1899. 2p. McIntyre M708

Tract: $1,500 Reward; French and English. 1900. 8p. McIntyre M709

MCGARITY, RAY OSBORNE, 1871-
History of Salado Baptist association. ASB p. 341 M710

MCGARY, AUSTIN, 1846-
Life: See: Oakley, John T
Hall's Campbellite catechism. Fulton, Ky., 1898. 76p. NRAB
KyLoS M711

MCGEE, CECIL
Fellowships. [Nashville, Church Recreation Dept., Baptist Sunday
School Board, 1964] 23p. (Church Recreation basic series) KyLoS M712

Presenting church drama. [Nashville, Baptist Sunday School Board,
1958?] [16p.] KyLoS M713

See: Reynolds, William Jensen
Songs for fun and fellowship. Compiled and edited by William J.
KyLoS TND M714


Sunday night fellowships. [Nashville] Church Recreation Service,

MCGEE, THERON CHARLTON, 1894-
The Curriculum for the Training of Religious Workers. [Phila., 1927]
179p. Thesis (Th.D.) Eastern Baptist Theological Seminary. (Type-
script) ASB p. 342 PEBB M717

Facing a new day; an effort to face candidly the problems confronting
the Christian church in a new age. Gaffney, S. C., Limestone press
[c1934] 184p. DLC TxFwSB PEBB Or1cL M718

Introduction to Religious Education. ASB p. 342 M719

Religious education in certain evangelical colleges - a study in
status and tendencies...Phila., 1928. 151p. illus. DLC IU MB
TxFwSB MeWaC PEBB PCC NRCR M720

MCGEE, WILLIAM KAY, 1900-
The place of the Bible in the curriculum of religious education.
Ph.D. Thesis, Southern Baptist Theological Seminary, 1929. viii,
183p. KyLoS M721
MCGEHEE, A

MCGIFFERT, ARTHUR CUSHMAN, 1861-1933 Non-Baptist


MCGILL, HENRY COLEMAN

MCGILL, J D
Comp.: Sketches of the Rappahannock association in Virginia, comp. in pursuance of a resolution of the association, by a committee of that body. Richmond, Va., Harrold, 1850. 118p. fold. table. NcWFC M726

MACGILLIVRAY, DONALD, 1862-1931 Non-Baptist
Ed.: See: A century of Protestant missions in China (1807-1907) Being the centenary conference historical volume. Shanghai, American Presbyterian mission press, 1907. vii, 677, XL, 52p. NRAB TxFwSB OGRaD ICU CRU NRCR DLC MBC MNCwCA CBB KyLoS PPEB (For Baptists see index. Valuable as it gives Chinese equivalents of group names) M727

MCGINLAY, JAMES, 1901-
The birthday of souls, and other sermons. Grand Rapids, W. B. Eerdmans pub. co., 1938. 137p. front. (port.) NRAB CBB KyLoS M728


The missing Christ, and other sermons. Grand Rapids, W. B. Eerdmans pub. co., 1947. 141p. DLC NRAB M730


MCGINNIS, JOHN MAC, 1916-
MCGINNIS, ROBERT S., JR., 1934–


MCGINTY, BASIL B

MCGINTY, CLAUDIUS LAMAR, 1885–


From Babylon to Bethlehem; a survey of interbiblical history. Nashville, S.S.B. of S.B.C., c1929. 243p. TxFwSB MoLiWJ KKcBT LNB GMM TND KyLoS


Sermon outlines. Westwood, N. J., Revell, 1957– v. TxFwSB

Sermon outlines for holy living. Westwood, N. J., Revell, 1960. 64p. TxFwSB TND

Sermon outlines for prayer meetings. Westwood, N. J., Revell, 1960. 64p. TxFwSB

Sermon outlines from the four Gospels. Westwood, N. J., Revell, 1961. 64p. TxFwSB CBB TND

MCGINTY, HILARY HERBERT, 1895–

MCGLON, CHARLES ADDIS, 1910–

MCCLOTHEN, GAYE LILBURN, 1910-


Our channel of service... the church. Pam. TND


MCCLOTHLIN, JAMES THOMAS, 1875-1934

MCCLOTHLIN, WILLIAM JOSEPH, 1867-1933


The Baptist Church of Christ on Glen's Creek in Woodford County, Ky. Privately printed, 1899? 24 p. McIntyre KyLoS


__Phila., A.B.P.S. [1911] xii, 368 p. McIntyre DLC MB NRAB TxFwSB KKcBT ICu InF CCovB NCR OrMcL KyLoS NCwFC GMM IBC MNtCA MoKcM PPEB PCC CanSwa

See: Baptist Historical society
Baptist confessions of Englishmen in 1611, 1655, 1787; together with modern declarations in Great Britain, Scotland, Wales, and Victoria; being a supplement to the work of Professor W. J. McGlothlin...by the British Baptist historical society. Phila., London, Baptist union publication dept. [1911?] 1 p. 1., [xiii]-xxiv, [2] p. (Designed to follow p. xii of the introduction to Prof. McGlothlin's Baptist confessions of faith, published in 1911. DLC

Baptist young people and world fellowships. ... [1923] PCC

M748
M749
M750
M751
M752
M753
M754
M755
M756
M757
M758
M759
M760
MCGLOTHLIN, WILLIAM JOSEPH, 1867-1933 (continued)

Building the Bible class. Nashville, 1919. 134p. (With Strickland, H. L.) NRAB TfFWsB MoLiWJ HoKcM TND KyLoS


Christianize the south. Pam. TND


TfFWsB

The course of Christian history. N. Y., Macmillan co., 1918. 4p. 1., 323p. DLC MB MBR-Z NN NRAB TfFWsB LNB OGrad GMM IOBHB CBB NcWfC MoKcM NRCR KyLoS CCovB MeLB PCC CaNaWA TND

___1926. PPEB

___1929. KKcBT

___In Chinese. Translated by P. H. Anderson. ASB 1936-1937

A discussion on alien immersion; between Dr. W. J. McGlothlin and Elder J. H. Grime. Lebanon, Tenn., J. H. Grime, 1937. TND

A guide to the study of church history. Louisville, Ky., Baptist World pub. co., 1908. 2p. 1., 264p. McIntyre CU DLC NRAB TfFWsB MoLiWJ CRU GMM IOBHB KyLoS CBB NcWfC NtCgA MoKcM PPEB TND NRCR


___2nd ed. Rev. 1914. N. Y., G. H. Doran. McIntyre

___New and thoroughly rev. N. Y., G. H. Doran, 1914. TfFWsB PPEB

___N. Y., Hodder & Stoughton [etc., c1914] 359p. DLC NRAB TfFWsB KKcBT PPrH1 GMM TND KyLoS CCovB PPEB

___New and rev. ed. N. Y., Hodder & Stoughton, 1914. NRCR

Historia del cristianismo. Tr. por Salvador Ramirez. Barcelona, Libreria Sintes, 1929. viii, 250p. (Translation of The course of Christian history) DLC NRAB

Trans.: See: Hubmeyer, B

Form for celebration of the Lord's Supper. 1906. McIntyre

Infant-baptism, historically considered...Nashville, S.S.B., S.B.C. [c1916] 175p. DLC NRCR IOBHB CBB NAIr NcWfC NtCgA PPEB OrMcL TND KyLoS
MCGLOTHLIN, WILLIAM JOSEPH, 1867-1933 (continued)


Kentucky Baptists, the seminary and "alien immersion." Louisville, Ky., 1908. 20p. McIntyre LNB KyLoS M783

The laying on of hands - A forgotten chapter in Baptist history. (In Kentucky Baptist historical society. Publications No. 2) NRAB KyLoS M784


Notes for the study of English church history 14th-17th centuries as given in the Southern Baptist Theological Seminary. Compiled by Wm. J. McGlothlin... Printed by William F. Fouts, Southern Baptist Theological Seminary, Louisville, Ky. 115p. KyLoS M786


Our present denominational situation. Pam. TND M788


See: Sampey, John Richard, 1863-1946

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Author</th>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Details</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>A vital ministry: the pastor of to-day in the service of man.</td>
<td>N.Y., Chicago [etc.] F. H. Revell co. [c1913] 192p. McIntyre DLC NRAB TxpWSB Moliwan KkcBT MoKcM PPEB OrMcL KyLoS LNB NBC CanWA NRCR IOBNB GNM CBB MNtCA TND M792</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>S.B.C.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>What is essential Baptist doctrine? An inquiry. A tract.</td>
<td>McIntyre                     M794</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Ed.: See: White, John Ellington</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>A volume of echoes from sermons by John Ellington White. Nashville,</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>S.S.B. of S.B.C., 1932. vii, 214p. front. (port.)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Woman in politics. Bulletin of Furman University, Greenville,</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>South Carolina, Jan. 1930. TxpWSB</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>PCC</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>The professional schools. N.Y., Center for Applied Research in</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Education [1964] x, 118p. TxpWSB KKcBT</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MACGORMAN, JOHN WILLIAM</td>
<td>A vanishing Baptist distinctive. Southwestern Seminary Chapel</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>message on April 25, 1957. 10p. KyLoS</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Claims of the missionary enterprise on the medical profession; an</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>address delivered before the Temperance society of the College of</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>physicians and surgeons of the University of the state of N.Y.,</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Angus Sabin DLC DSG MB NH-M NN NBC MNtCA</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>_Edinburgh, Kennedy, 1847. 52p. NN</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Repub. in Japanese. McIntyre</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
MACGOWAN, DANIEL J., 1815-1893 (continued)
A treatise on Chinese Horology in report of W. S. Commissioner of Patents. (Bapt. & Nat. Centenary, 282) McIntyre M806

MACGOWAN, (MISS) E
Life: See: Wallin, Benjamin
The fountain of life freely opened to the willing-hearted sinner...
38p. Whitley 36-774MW M807

MACGOWAN, JOHN, 1726-1780
Life: See: S., T. (T. S.)
The tear of friendship; a poem... Whitley 23-781A M808


Life: See: Wallin, Benjamin

See: Allen, John
A compendious descant of the autogenital and theanthropos glories of Christ... Together with a letter to an Arian by John MacGowan. Whitley 5-762P M811

Reprinted 1766. Whitley 5-762 1766 LNB M812

Reprinted 1816. Whitley 5-762 1816AM LNB M813

See: Allen, John
The crown of crowns...together with a letter to an Arian. Ed. 3. London, E. Justins, 1816. 52p. NRAB M814

Arians and Socinians monitor; being a vision that a young Socinian teacher lately had. London, 1761. 3rd ed. 63p. [By Antisocinus pseud.] CBPac M815

2nd ed. London, 1761. 63p. RPB M816

2nd ed. McIntyre Whitley 20-761P LNB M817


Norwich, 1775. Evans M819


London, 1795. 3rd ed. 36p. MWA M821


10th ed. 1811. McIntyre Whitley 20-761 1811AM LNB M824
MACGOWAN, JOHN, 1726-1780 (continued)

1st Am. from the 20th London ed. Baltimore, 1819. DLC MH NN
FPrHi MBC M825

Bywyd Joseph Mab Israel. ...Pottsville, Pa., 1850. MH

[Version by John Evans] Caefyrrddin. Whitley 103-812ff LNB M827

The canker worm; or the gourd of creature comfort withered. London, 1772. (This is the fourth part of A looking glass... see below)
Whitley 28-772A M828

A caution for drunkards. (This is the third part of A looking glass... see below) McIntyre M829

The changes of Ephraim; or the backslider's warning. 39p. (This is the second part of A looking glass... see below) McIntyre
Whitley 29-772BM LNB M830

McIntyre M831

Church and king. A thanksgiving sermon for the 29th of May, by
Pasquin Shaveblock. Whitley 38-795M LNB M832

The cleansing fountain opened. A sermon on I John i.7, occasioned
by death of Mrs. E. Benstead on March 11, 1773. London, G. Keith,
1773. 44p. Whitley 38-773AB NW NRAB M833

A curious letter to the Rev. Edward Brydges Blackett, LL.D. ...A
serious address to the inhabitants of Docktown [Plymouth] and Stoke-
Damerel. 36p. Whitley 30-772BM LNB M834

Death; a vision; or, the solemn departure of saints and sinners,
represented under the similitude of a dream. McIntyre
Whitley 32-766B LNB M835

In: Gessner, Salomon, 1730-1788, The death of Abel, translated
from the German, with original notes, by Frederic Shobert ... Albion
291p. TxFwSB M836

London, Baynes [17--] 132p. NN M837

Reprinted 1768. Whitley 32-766 1768BCIPW LNB M838

Reprinted 1771. Whitley 32-766 1771AB LNB M839


7th ed. 1780. Whitley 32-766 1780M LNB M841

1805. Whitley 32-766 1805M LNB M842

1806. Whitley 32-766 1806M LNB M843

12th ed. 1812. Whitley 32-766 1812A LNB M844
MACGOWAN, JOHN, 1726-1780 (continued)

1813. Whitley 32-766 1813M LNB

1814. Whitley 32-766 1814M LNB

1822. Whitley 32-766 1822M LNB

1844. Whitley 32-766 1844M LNB


London, 1780. MBr-Z

Printed at Harrisburgh, from the 6th London ed., for Archibald Loudon, Carlisle, 1796. xx, 180p. Evans Miu-C MWA NN RPJCB PCaD NRAB


3rd Am. from the 6th London ed. N. Y., Pelsue & Gould, 1813. 159p. NRAB


Manchester, 1823. 143p. MB

Chambersburg, Pa., 1836. 144p. NN

Dialogues of devils, on the many vices which abound in the civil and religious world. Phila., 1832. NNUT

Phila., A Towar, 1836. vi, [7]-284p. (First published, London, 1772, under title: Infernal conference: or, Dialogues of devils) DLC

Phila., 1838. MH MWA

Phila., J. Harding, 1849. vi, [7]-284p. DLC NRAB

Phila., 1860. MH

Discourses on the book of Ruth, etc. Revised and prefaced by the Rev. John Reynolds. Whitley 22-781M LNB PPEB

Reprinted 1785. Whitley 22-781 1785M LNB

Eachdraidh Joseiph...Air 'eadartheangachadh gu Gaelic, le P. Macpharlain. Whitley 25-831M LNB

A Welsh version also at Caerfyrddin.
MACGOWAN, JOHN, 1726-1780 (continued)
Familiar epistles to the Rev. Dr. Priestley, of Leeds, in Yorkshire, in which it is shewn, I. That the charges brought by him against the orthodox, are applicable to none but the people of the Doctor's own persuasion. II. That, notwithstanding his endeavors to destroy the doctrines of Christ's divinity, and the vicarious punishment of sin, the Doctor has established both, even to a demonstration. III. That what the Doctor calls rational-religion, has, according to his own account, been productive of the most unhappy and irrational consequences. IV. That the Doctor's religious pamphlets are a full and compleat refutation of themselves. By the author of The Shaver's sermon on the Oxford expulsion. London, 1771. 102p. Whitley 35-771ABMP MH NN RPB LNB

__Belfast, Printed by J. Magee, 1773. 104p. DLC__

The Foundry budget opened, or the arcanum of Wesleyanism disclosed. Manchester, 1780. Whitley 24-780AFKM LNB

__Reprinted London, 1831. Whitley 24-780 1831A__

The French convert: being a true relation of the happy conversion of a noble French lady, from the errors and superstitions of popery to the reformed religion, by means of a Protestant gardener, her servant...To which is added, A brief account of the present severe persecutions of the French Protestants. The twelfth edition. Phila.: Printed and sold by W. Dunlap, at the Newest-printing-office, on the south side of the Jersey-market, 1758. 3p. l., 134p. CShM DLC

__N. Y., Printed by J. Harrisson, for J. Reid, no. 17, Water-street, 1793. vi, [7]-144p. DLC__

__Haverhill [Mass.] 1794. MHi__

__Printed by J. Oram for E. Duyckinck & co., 1795. ICU__

__Hartford, Printed by John Babcock. 1798. 107p. DLC__

__London, Printed for E. Midwinter. 7th ed. [18--] 112p. ICU__

__Burlington [N. J.]: Printed by Stephen C. Ustick, 1802. vi, [7]-144p. Gaskell CShM DLC NjBu NjBuHi Mu-C__

__[Wilmington, Del.]: Printed by P. Brynberg...for J. Thompson, 1806. 51, [1]p. DLC__


__N. Y., G. G. Sickels, 1830. viii, [9]-144p. incl. front. DLC__

__Rochester, Printed by W. Alling, 1841. v, [7]-94p. DLC__


M867

M868

M869

M870

M871

M872

M173

M874

M875

M876

M877

M878

M879

M880

M881

M882
MACGOWAN, JOHN, 1726-1780 (continued)
A further defence of priestcraft; being a practical improvement of [Priestcraft defended] etc. Whitley 22-768CPMOP

__London, 1768. 44p. CtY


Infernal conference, or dialogues of devils on the many vices which abound in the civil and religious world. By the listener. London, Printed for G. Keith, 1772. McIntyre Whitley 31-772BC NRAB M1U

__Reprinted 1785. Whitley 31-772 1785M

__Worcester, 1790. OGrAD


__Worcester, Mass., Leonard Worcester, for Isaiah Thomas, 1795. 419p. MWA NN RPJCB MncCA KyLoS

__Reprinted 1795. Whitley 31-772 1795M

__Worcester, Mass., 1797. Evans

__Baltimore, 1804. DLC PU


__A new ed. Lexington (Ky.) Printed by Daniel Bradford, 1804. 396p. KyLx KyLxT KyHi ICU


__Reprinted Halifax, 1807. Whitley 31-772 1807A


__Burslem, printed by John Tregortha, 1813. 304p. NRAB

__4th ed. London, W. Baynes, 1813. 2v. in 1. front. DLC NRAB

__Reprinted 1816. Whitley 31-772 1816

__Reprinted 1819. Whitley 31-772 1819
MACGOWAN, JOHN, 1726-1780 (continued)

--- Reprinted 1822. Whitley 31-772 1822 in complete works H

--- Pittsburgh, 1832. MH

--- Norwich, 1835. 284p. CSmH MB MH NRAB


--- Mountain Valley (near Harrisonburg) 1853. 2v. in 1. NN VU

--- Another ed. about 1856. Phila., Leary & Getz. 284p. McIntyre

--- W. A. Leary & co., 1858. McIntyre

Joshua's pious resolution, a sermon on the duties of family religion and household government. (This is the fifth part of A looking glass... see below) Whitley 32-772B

--- A lash at enthusiasm: in a dialogue founded upon real facts. 2nd ed. London, 1778. Whitley 23-778A

--- The life of Joseph the son of Israel. In eight books. Chiefly designed to allure young minds to a love of the sacred scriptures. Re-edited by William Rogers D.D., Professor of English and oratory in the college and academy of Phila., and published by Nahum Mower at Windsor, Vt.

--- Stockbridge (Mass.) 1790. Evans

--- Phila., 1791. 295p. MiU-C

--- Elizabeth-Town [N. J.] Printed and sold by Shepard Kollowack, 1791. Evans

--- Carlisle, 1791. Evans

--- Hartford, 1791. Evans

--- Phila., 1791. Evans


--- [The first Albany ed.] Albany, 1793. 131p. Evans MB N OCHP

--- Hartford, 1793. Evans


--- Boston, 1794. Evans

--- Danbury [Conn.]: Printed and sold by N. Douglas, 1794. viii p., 11., [11]-131p. CSmH
MACGOWAN, JOHN, 1726-1780 (continued)

__Exeter, 1794. 252p. Evans MWA RPJCB__

__Keene, N. H., 1794. Evans__

__Greenfield, 1794. Evans__

__Danbury, 1795. Evans__

__Phila., 1795. xv, (1), 259p. Evans MWA PU__

__Windsor, 1795. Evans__

__Carlisle, 1796. Evans__


__Hartford [Conn.]: Printed by Elisha Babcock. 1796. vii p., 1 l., [11-142p. Evans ScmH MB NN__

__The 1st N. Y. ed. N. Y.: Printed by John Buel, for E. Duyckinck and co. No. 110, Pearl-street. 1796. 4, [v]-xii, [2], [15]-191p. Evans DLC__

__5th ed. Wilmington, 1796. 173p. Evans DeWI MWA__

__Portsmouth, N. H., 1797. Evans MH__

__Windham (Ct.) 1797. 166p. Evans DLC MWA__

__Whitley 41-799M__

__Dover, N. H., 1800. RPJCB__

__A new ed. Richmond: Published by William Pritchard. 1800. 4, [v]-xv, [1], 259p. DLC MeWaC__

__Reprinted 1800. Whitley 41-799 1800__

__Windsor, Vt. Printed and sold by Nahum Mower. 1801. xiv, [2], [17]-252p. DLC MWA__

__Worcester, Mass., Isaiah Thomas, 1801. 129p. MWA RPB__


__New Haven, Printed by William W. Morse. 1802. x, [2], [13]-208p. DLC MWA NcD__

__Brookfield, Mass., 1803. 153p. DLC MWA NcD NN(mut.)__

__New Brunswick, N. J., Printed by A. Blauvelt, 1803.__

__Printed at Greenfield, Mass., By John Denio, 1805. viii, [2], 11-130p. front. DLC MWA ICU__
MACGOWAN, JOHN, 1726-1780 (continued)

New ed. Trenton, Printed by James Oram, and for sale at his
front. DLC MH NjP MWA

--- Reprinted 1806. Whitley 41-799 1806 LNB

--- Reprinted 1809. Whitley 41-799 1809 LNB

--- Reprinted 1810. Whitley 41-799 1810 LNB

--- Walpole, N. H., Published by Isaiah Thomas & co., James G. Watts,
printer, 1811. xi, [12]-182p. CShM MWA MCD

--- Brattleborough, Vt. Printed by William Fessenden, 1813. x, [2],
13-179p. DLC MWA NRAB


DLC TxFwSB

--- (In Gessner, Salomon, 1730-1788, The death of Abel, in five
books... Sharon, Vt., Z. J. & L. Burbank, 1829. [353]p. DLC PCC

--- Sharon, Vt., 1829. CShM

--- Gaelic version 1831. Whitley 41-799 1831 LNB

--- Reprinted 1840. Whitley 41-799 1840 LNB

--- Gaelic version 1844. Whitley 41-799 1844 LNB

--- Reprinted 1951. Whitley 41-799 1851 LNB

--- Gaelic version 1862. Whitley 41-799 1862

A looking glass for professors of religion. Consisting of seven
McIntyre Whitley 33-772FM NRAB LNB OGrAD

--- London, Printed for J. Johnson [1777?] various pagings.
KyLoS

--- Reprinted 1785. McIntyre Whitley 33-772FM 1785M LNB

--- Reprinted 1802. McIntyre Whitley 33-772FM 1802M LNB

--- A new ed. N. Y., John Tiebout, 1810. 252p. ICU NRAB

[Notes by the Shaver to Churchill's Night.] Whitley 29-786M LNB

Offeiriadgrefft wedi ymddifwyn, etc. Dublin, S. Powel.
Whitley 36-769 LNB

Perez Uzzah, or the danger of innovations and discord: a sermon.
(This is the sixth part of A looking glass... see above)
Whitley 34-772B
MacGowan, John, 1726-1780 (continued)

Priestcraft defended. A sermon occasioned by the expulsion of six students from the university of Oxford, for praying, reading, and expounding the scriptures. (Reprinted often and in many places; first avowed in the 21st ed., 1810.) McIntyre Whitley 19-761F

LNB


____7th ed. London, Printed for G. Keith, 1768. 34p. NRAB

____Dublin, 1768. 32p. CtY

____London, 1768. CtY NNUT NPV


____Litchfield, 1791. 30p. Evans


____London: printed 1793. 24p. Evans

____17th ed. Boston, Benjamin Edes, 1801. NN

____17th ed. London printed, Boston reprinted, Benjamin Edes, 1802. 24p. MB NN

____Leeds: Printed by George Wilson; and sold by the booksellers, 1806. 31, (1)p. front. NRAB


____Baltimore, J. Balloch, 1846. 35p. DLC MBC
MAGGOWAN, JOHN, 1726-1780 (continued)

A rod for the sluggard, a sermon etc. London, G. Keith, 1772.
(This is the first part of A looking glass... see above) McIntyre
Whitley 35-772BQ KyLoS(mf)

Sermon at the ordination of Rev. John Martin, at Keppel Street,
London, March 31, 1774. From Ephesians V. 15. Was it pub.?
(Ivimey IV, 344) McIntyre

A sermon occasioned by the death of Mrs. Eliz. Bensted. London,
1773. Angus


The shaver: a sermon. Burlington [n.p.] 1829. 32p. PPrHi

The Shaver's new sermon for the fast day. Respectfully inscribed
to the Rev. and laborious clergy of the Church of England, by their
humble servant Pasquin Shaveblock Esq. 32p. Whitley 37-795MP

__Albany, 1796. Evans

__N. Y., 1796. (23)p. Evans

__Phila., Printed by Thomas Dodson, 1796. (16), 30p. Evans MBC

Socinianism brought to the test: or Jesus Christ proved to be
either the adorable God, or a notorious impostor...London, G. Keith,
1773. 105, (1)p. Whitley 39-773AB NRAB LNB

__Reprinted 1782. Whitley 39-773 1782M LNB

__Reprinted 1785. Whitley 39-773 1785M LNB


Some thoughts on occasional prayer... London, G. Keith, 1772. 26p.
(This is the seventh part of A looking glass... see above)

The sure foundation...Benjamin Messer; preached at Grafton Street,
June 21. Whitley 36-772ABMW LNB

Works. London, Baynes & son, 1825. Two volumes. McIntyre
Whitley 101-825ACFMQ NRAB LNB PPrHi ICU

MCGOWAN, WILLIAM

Baptism of believers proved to be the only baptism prescribed by the
Redeemer...in answer to Mr. Robert Morison. Glasgow, G. Gallie and
John Niven, Jun. 1846. 48p. NRAB

MCGRAW, BRUCE GIBSON

"From Gethsemane to Calvary" (Good Friday service April 3, 1942
by Bruce McGraw, held in Seminary chapel) PCC

See: Somerville (N. J.) First Baptist church
illus. NRAB
MCGRAW (N. Y.) MCGRAWVILLE BAPTIST CHURCH

MCGREGOR, DANIEL ARTHUR, 1847-1890

Discourses and hymns, pub. with memoir below. McIntyre

Hymn, Jesus, wondrous Saviour, etc. written just before leaving Toronto for New York. McIntyre

MCGREGOR, DANIEL ARTHUR, 1881-

The social and the individual in religion. (In Krumbine, Miles, ed., The process of religion. pp. 137-158) NRCR

MACGREGOR, DUNCAN, 1842-1915

MACGREGOR, MALCOLM, 1842-1908
The divine authority of Paul's writings. Atlanta, Foote & Davies co., 1898. 232p. front. (port.) NRAB TxPwSB LNB GM wFc PPEB PCC TND KyLoS

God's unspeakable gift; sermon. (In Southern Baptist pulpit, ed. by Rev. J. F. Love. pp. 140-152.) Delivered in Grace Baptist Church, Washington, D. C., during the Jubilee Session of the Southern Baptist Convention. MntCA


MACGREGOR, MRS. NELL LEWIS
A long, tough trail. [n.p. 1968] 181:416; plus copies of ms letters. (Lewis family, and details of missionary experiences in Montana of Rev. Thomas L. Lewis) NRAB(Xerox)

MACGREGOR, ROBERT, 1747-1798
Life: See: A layman (pseud.) The layman's remarks on Mr. R. M.'s reply to the layman's address to the Baptists. London, 1773. 16p. NRAB

Life: See: A layman (pseud.) A short and candid address to the religious society called Baptists in general, and to those of that denomination at Reading, Berks, in particular. London, 1770. 32p. Whitley 22-770M NRAB LNB

Address to the baptised churches, giving special reasons for having a baptistery in every meeting-house. London, 1768. Whitley 23-768AB LNB
MACGREGOR, ROBERT, 1747-1798 (continued)


Reprinted London, 1773. Whitley 37-772 1773A LNB

A confession of faith delivered at ordination. London, Woolwich, 1776. Whitley 29-776AM LNB

The contrast between infant sprinkling and Christian baptism; in answer to [The Christian minister's reasons for baptizing infants] etc. Whitley 41-773AMU LNB

A letter to a friend. Proving that it is the indispensable duty and most glorious privilege of every true believer in Christ to join one of the churches of Christ, who maintains the order, ordinances, fellowship, and discipline of the Gospel. London, M. Lewis, 1773. 7p. Whitley 40-773AB Angus NRAB LNB

The material difference between regeneration, the baptism of the Holy Ghost, and water baptism... [n.p., May 20, 1773] 8p. NRAB

Reflections on the death of a prince and a great man; a sermon preached at Taunton, Nov. 10, 1765, on occasion of the death of H. R. H. William, duke of Cumberland. Whitley 40-768 LNB

A reply to [A short and candid address to the religious society called Baptists] II. Dr. Gill's answer to the Rev. Mr. Addington, respecting the disturbance in Münster. III. The doctrine of baptism etc. IV. The material difference between regeneration, the baptism of the Holy Ghost, and water-baptism. London, 1773. 64p. Whitley 42-773AMX LNB

Replied to: See: The Layman's remarks on the preceding. Whitley 43-773M LNB

Truth vindicated...God is not the author of sin, etc. [n.d.] Whitley 25-775M LNB

MCGREGOR, WILLIAM, 1843-1901


3rd ed. rev. and enl. 1900. Claude De L. Black. 152p. McIntyre CanSwA

A lecture on the Apocalypse. Claude De L. Black, Amherst, N. S. 28p. McIntyre CanSwA

The Revelation. N. T. I. p. 128

MCGREGORY, JOSEPH FRANK, 1855-

Lecture notes on general chemistry. 1894. McIntyre
MCGREGORY, JOSEPH FRANK, 1855- (continued)

__Rev. and enl. By J. F. McGregory...Professor of Chemistry and mineralogy in Colgate university. Hamilton, Republican press, 1902. 374p. NRAB

A manual of qualitative analysis. 1901. McIntyre

A manual of qualitative chemical analysis. Boston, Ginn & co., 1903. xiv, 133p. DLC


MCGUIRE, ROBERT ALEXANDER, 1860-
Cont. to "Poets of America", 1890. N. T. I. p. 147

The Race Problem in the churches. Baltimore [c1890] CSmH

MCGUIRE, FLOYD E
See: Larchmont (N. Y.) Larchmont Ave. Baptist church

MCGUIRE, JOHN, 1858-1942

__Rangoon, American Baptist mission press, 1913. 51p. NRAB

Life of Paul; in Burmese, an original work. 1911. Sold by U. Hpay, Insein. (Rangoon News, Nov. 1911) 250p. McIntyre


__1914. McIntyre

[Notes on theology] [n.p.n.d.] [v.p.] NRAB

Old Testament history...Rangoon, American Baptist mission press, 1916-1922. 3v. NRU

__1916. (In Burmese) C-R p. 118

__1918. C-R p. 118

__1922. C-R p. 118
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"History, to be above evasion
or dispute, must stand on
documents, not on opinion."

Lord Acton
MCCONNAHA, EARLE FOSTER
The effect of the world war upon the labor situation in America.
Th.D. Thesis, Southern Baptist Theological Seminary, Louisville,
Ky., 1921. KyLoS (missing) M372

MCCONNELL, FERNANDO COELLO, 1856-1929
Life: See: Rousseau, Christine (McConnell)
Turquoise path [by] Christine McConnell Rousseau. Cherished
memories of my father. F. C. McConnell. Nashville, Broadman press
[1943] 219p. front. (port.) DLC NRAB LNB TND KyLoS M373

See: Graham, Balsus Joseph Winzer, 1862-
Ten fundamental doctrines, by various authors, comp. and ed. by
B. J. W. Graham... Atlanta, Ga., Index Printing co., 1948. xii,
13-138p. (Chapter II. God in Trinity, by F. C. McConnell, D.D.,
pages 19-24) KyLoS M374

The Mountain region and its people. Baltimore, Md., Maryland Baptist
mission rooms, 1893. 15p. KyLoS NRAB M375

Oklahoma. F. C. McConnell, corresponding secretary, H. M. B., 1902.
NRAB M376

MCCONNELL, FRANZ MARSHALL, 1862-1947
After the feast...Dallas, Tex., The Marshall co., 1932. 55p.
"The parable of the prodigal son...[a] supplementary story of his
efforts." Pref. DLC LNB M377

The agreement and difference between two Baptist General Bodies in
KyLoS M378

The deacon's daughter. Oklahoma City, Okla., Stealey book and
publishing co. [1918] 144p. DLC LNB TND KyLoS M379

Financing the Kingdom...Published by the Board of Directors of the
Baptist General Convention of Texas. Dallas, Irving printing co.

Assoc. ed.: See: Home and State. ASB p. 336 M381

McConnell's manual for Baptist churches. Phila., Judson press
[c1867] 5p. 1., [3]-179p. DLC NRAB MoLiWJ LNB IOBNB MntCA MaKcM
CCovB TND KyLoS NRCR M382

Mission plans and the Baptist General Convention compared with the
TxPwSB M383

The rights and obligations of labor according to the Bible. Dallas,
Tex., Storm publishing co. [c1937] vii, 65p. DLC KKcBT LNB M384

Winning souls and strengthening churches. Dallas, Tex., Irwin
publishing co., 1913. 166p. CCovB M385

MCCONNELL, HARRY CECIL, 1913-

See: Quesne, Juan Le
Los Psalms de David, metrificado en lengua Castellana por Juan le Quesne. Conforme a la traduccion verdadera d'el texto hebreo... 1606. Con una introduccion por Cecilio McConnell. El Paso, Texas, Reimpreso por la Casa Bautista de Publicaciones [1958] 83p. KyLoS

MCCONOUGHY, A N

M'CONOUGHY, DAVID

MCCORD, JOHN A , 1875-

MCCORMACK, WILLIAM R Non-Baptist
Baptism, sermon...Stenographically reported Sunday evening, December 4, 1921. [Springfield, Mo. 1921] 24p. NRAB

MCCORMICK, CALVIN
The memoir of Miss Eliza McCoy. Dallas, Tex., The author, 1892. 162p. front. (port.) illus. (Miss McCoy was a missionary among the Potawatomi and Wea Indians in Indian Territory and Kansas for nine years) DLC NN NRAB TxFwSB KKeBY NcWc KyLoS

MCCORMICK, DAVID W

MCCORMICK, DONALD, 1911-

MCCORMICK, HUGH PENDLETON, 1860-1929
Our next door neighbor, Mexico. Baltimore, Md., Maryland Baptist mission rooms. KyLoS

See: Sloan, William Hill, 1843-1917

MCCORMICK, MARY KATHERINE (REEKS) 1896-
MCCORMICK, PEARLE DELLINGER

MCCOWAN, HERVEY SMITH, 1867-

The trail a boy travels. Dallas, Tex., Author, 1914. 30p. TxFwSB M401

MCCOWN, JOHN WESLEY, -1910

Essays and addresses presented at the 2nd Congress of Virginia Baptists... 1886. NRAB M403

MCCOY, MRS. CHRISTIANA (POLKE)
Life: See: Wyeth, Walter N.

MCCOY, DON B

MCCOY, ELIZA, 1813-1891
Life: See: McCormick, Calvin
The memoir of Miss Eliza McCoy. Dallas, Tex., The author, 1892. 162p. front. (port.) illus. DLC NRAB TxFwSB TND KyLoS M406

MCCOY, ISAAC, 1784-1846
Life: See: Bailey, Gilbert Stephen (1822-1891)

Life: See: Drury, Robert M

Life: See: Jennings, Warren A.
Isaac McCoy and the Mormons (in Missouri Historical Review, Vol. 61, No. 1, Oct. 1966, pages 62-82) Files of this Journal are at: Filson Club (KyLP) and Concordia Seminary, St. Louis (MoSGS) M409
MC COY, ISAAC, 1784-1846 (continued)

Life: See: Lyons, Austin Wesley, 1884-
typewritten. NRAB M410

Life: See: Lyons, Emory J
...Isaac McCoy: his plan of and work for Indian colonization, by
DLC NRAB TxFWsB CRU PPEB TND KyLoS M411

Life: See: McCoy, William Henry, 1837-1918
Notes on the McCoy family. By William H. McCoy. 1915. Edited by
Elizabeth Hayward. Rutland, Vt., Tuttle pub. co., 1939. 23p.
NRAB KyLoS M412

Life: See: McDermott, John Francis, ed.
Isaac McCoy's second exploring trip in 1828. Kansas Historical

Life: See: Niles (Michigan)
Niles centennial program, and a historical review 1829-1929. Niles,
Michigan, August 22, 23, 24, 1929. [n.p.n.d.] 31p. p. 6 port. of
Isaac McCoy. p. 7 coming of Carey mission. NRAB M414

Life: See: Niles (Mich.) First Baptist church
First Baptist church, Niles, Michigan. Seventy-fifth anniversary

Life: See: Roustio, Edward
A history of the life of Isaac McCoy (1784-1896) as revealed in his
Seminary, 1954. 234p. NRAB(mf) KKcBT M416

Ed.: See: Routh, Eugene Coke, 1874-
The story of Oklahoma Baptists. Oklahoma City, Baptist general

Life: See: Stewart, Walter Sinclair
...Early Baptist missionaries and pioneers. Edited by the Dept. of
Miss'y education of N. B. C. Phila., Judson press [c1925], [c1926]
2 vols. (See V. 1 pp. 199-228) NRAB PPEB CaNSWA(V.1) PCC(V.1)
KyLoS M418

Life: See: Wyeth, Walter N.
Isaac McCoy; early Indian missions. Isaac McCoy-Christiana McCoy,
McIntyre DLC NHC NRAB TxFWsB LNB InF MNtCA PPEB OrMcL TND KyLoS
NRCR M419

See: Yeager, Randolph Orville
Indian enterprises of Isaac McCoy, 1817-1846. 1954. viii, 624p.

Address to philanthropists in the United States, generally, and to
Christians in particular, on the condition and prospects of the
American Indians. [n.p., 1831?] 8p. Sabin DLC MA NNN NRAB
MeWaC PlewB M420
MCCOY, ISAAC, 1784-1846 (continued)
The annual register of Indian affairs within the Indian (or Western) territory. Published by Isaac M'Coy. Shawnee, Baptist mission house, Ind. Ter., Jan. 1, 1835. Shawnee Mission, J. Meeker, Printer, 1835. 48p. [No. 1 at head of title] McIntyre Sabin NRAB MNtCA


___[No. 3] Shawnee Baptist mission, Ind. Ter., J. G. Pratt, Printer, 1837. 81p. Sabin NRAB

___[No. 4] Washington, Printed by Peter Force, 1838. 95, (1)p. Sabin NRAB MdBP MH MNtCA

A few observations in vindication of the doctrine of the final perseverance of the saints, in answer to Mr. Timothy Merritt. Published by the approbation of the regular Baptist church, on Maria creek, I. T. ...Frankfort, Ky., Printed for the author by William Gerrard, 1811. 36p. DLC NRAB

History of Baptist Indian missions; embracing remarks on the former and present condition of the aboriginal tribes; their settlement within the Indian territory, and their future prospects. Washington, W. M. Morrison; N. Y., H. and S. Raynor; [etc., etc.] 1840. 5p. 1., [3]-61p. Sabin McIntyre NN InFr1C CcSoP IC M1u-C I MH-P MWA NRAB DLC MB TxFWSB LNB PCC MoLiWJ KkST MeWaC ICu TND InF ORaD PLeWB GMD NBC NcWFb CCovb(mF) MoKcM MNtCA KyLoS


Periodical account of Baptist missions within the Indian territory for the year ending Dec. 31, 1836...No. 1. Indian Territory, Shawnee Baptist mission house, 1837. 52p. Sabin NRAB PLeWB KyLoS

Remarks on the practicability of Indian reform, embracing their colonization. Boston, Printed by Lincoln & Edmans, 1827. 47p. Sabin McIntyre DLC MWA In NN PLeWB

___2nd ed. N. Y., Printed by Gray and Bunce, 1829. With an appendix. 72p. Sabin DLC MWA NRAB RPJCB MNtCA KyLoS

MCCOY, JAMES -1833
Life: See: McCoy, William Henry, 1837-1918

MCCOY, JAMES CARL, 1883-
Fundamentalist or Modernist. ASB p. 337

MCCOY, JOHN
Flowers for mother's grave; or thoughts on mother's love, mother's death, mother's grave, and mother's home in heaven. Kansas City, Wever and co., 1883. 304p. MoLiWJ
MCYCO, JOHN (continued)
Comp.: See: A tribute of flowers to the memory of mother; or,
Thoughts on mother's love, mother's death, mother's grave, and
mother's home beyond ... Comp. by John McCoy ... Chicago and Kansas
City, Wever & co., 1888. 408p. First published under the title:
Flowers for mother's grave. TxFwSB

MCYCO, JOHN, 1782-1859
[Diary kept from 1847-1852. Microfilm copy in New York Public
library.] 275p. NN

Life: See: Hayward, Mrs. Elizabeth (McCoy) 1901-
Index to the diary of John McCoy of Clark county, Indiana, July 17,
1847 to April 30, 1852. Compiled by Elizabeth Hayward, Ridgewood,
N. J., 1939. 54p. NRAB(mf)

Life: See: Hayward, Elizabeth (McCoy) 1901-
John McCoy, his life and his diaries. N. Y., American Historical co.
[1948] xv, 493p. illus., ports., map, facsim., geneal. table (on
lining-paper) Bibl.: p. [465]-472. NRAB TxFwSB LNB CRU GMM CBB
MeWaC MfNtCA PPEB CCovB MeLB TND KyLoS NRCR DLC

Life: See: Hayward, Mrs. Elizabeth (McCoy) 1901-
...The search for the real McCoy. (Reprinted from Indiana magazine
of History V. 47, No. 4, Dec. 1951 pp. [399]-414) NRAB

Diary. See: Hayward, Elizabeth (McCoy) 1901-
John M'Coy, his
life and his diaries. New York, American Historical co. [1948]
xv, 493p. illus., ports. map, facsim., geneal. table (on lining
paper) Bibl.: p. [465]-472. NRAB MoLiWJ GMM MeWaC PPEB NRCR DLC

MCYCO, JOHN ELLISON, 1843-1891
Life: See: McCoy, William Henry, 1837-1918
Notes on the McCoy family. By William H. McCoy 1915. Edited by
Elizabeth Hayward. Rutland, Vt., Tuttle pub. co., 1939. 23p.
Index of Baptist ministers. Ip. typed. NRAB

MCYCO, JOHN RICE, 1825-1893
Life: See: McCoy, William Henry, 1837-1918
Notes on the McCoy family. By William H. McCoy. 1915. Edited by
Elizabeth Hayward. Rutland, Vt., Tuttle pub. co., 1939. 23p.
NRAB

MCYCO, LEE H ., 1915-
The church at work in adult education. Fort Worth, Texas, 1957.
215p. TxFwSB TND(mf)

Understanding Baptist polity. Nashville, Convention press [c1964]
viii, 120p. NRAB TxFwSB LNB ICU MoKcM TND KyLoS

MCYCO, RICE
Life: See: McCoy, William Henry, 1837-1918
Notes on the McCoy family. ... NRAB

MCYCO, WILLIAM --1813
Life: See: McCoy, William Henry, 1837-1918
Notes on the McCoy family. ... NRAB
MCCOY, WILLIAM, 1814-1891

Life: See: McCoy, William Henry, 1837-1918
Notes on the McCoy family. ... NRAB M447

MCCOY, WILLIAM HENRY, 1837-1918


History of the oldest Baptist church in Indiana [Charlestown Baptist church] By W. H. McCoy (one of its members.) Read before the Bethel Association at New Providence, August 28, 1880. [Louisville, Ky., Henry D. Smead, printer, 1880] 38p. Cover title: The Oldest Church in Indiana. NRAB KyLoS M449

Notes on the McCoy family. Edited by Elizabeth Hayward. Rutland, Vt., The Tuttle publishing co., inc., 1939. 1p. 1., 5-23p. DLC NRAB NcWfC TND KyLoS M450

The pioneer families of Clark co. ...As printed in "The Democrat," May 21, 1886, and copied by Elizabeth Hayward, Ridgewood, N. J., April 12, 1946. 13p. NRAB M451


MCCRACKEN, ROBERT JAMES, 1904-


American Protestantism and Roman Catholic power; delivered at Riverside Church, October 28, 1951. [N. Y., Riverside Church] 11p. NRAB M454

Christianity and sex (with special reference to Dr. Kinsey) A sermon preached in the Riverside Church, New York [n.d.] 12p. PPEB M455

Getting the church out from behind closed doors. (Tape) PCC M456

It is hard to be a Christian, a sermon preached in the Riverside Church, N. Y., on October 28, 1945. [n.p.n.d.] 11p. NRAB M457


The making of the sermon. N. Y., Harper and bros. [c1965] 104p. NRAB TxFwSB MoLiWJ KKCtB LNB ICU OGrAD HBC cBB NAIf MNmCA PCC NRCR DLC MoKcM CCovB KyLoS CaNaWA M459

Man's right to knowledge and the free use thereof. [A sermon preached Jan. 10, 1954, at the Riverside Church, N. Y.] [n.p.n.d.] Pamphlet. PPrHi M460

MCCracken, Robert James, 1904-  (continued)


The passion for self-justification. A sermon preached in the Riverside Church, New York, on November 23, 1947. 12p. PPEB M463

Putting faith to work. N. Y., Harper & brothers. [1960] viii, (1), 179p. NRAB TxFwSB KKCbT LNB OokAD CRU CBCB NAI1f MNTCA NKeUC MoKCM TND CCovB CaNSWA PLEwB PCC KyLoS NCR DLOC M464

Questions people ask. N. Y., Harper and brothers. [c1951] 188p. NRAB TxFwSB KKCbT LNB Inf CBCB OokAD MBC MNTCA MoKCM PPEB CCovB CaNSWA PLEwB KyLoS DLC NCR

____London, SCM press, 1952. TND M466

Self-pity -- its cause and cure, A sermon preached in the Riverside Church, New York on December 8, 1946. [n.p.n.d.] 11p. PPEB M467

A sermon...American Protestantism and Roman Catholic power... Riverside Church, Oct. 28, 1951. [N. Y. 1951] 11p. NRAB CBCB M468

A sermon...The dogma of the Assumption of Mary...Riverside Church, Nov. 12, 1950. [N. Y., 1950] 11p. NRAB CBCB M469

Two sermons: Slow to criticize, quick to sympathize [and] Fears we ought to fear. [Phonodisc] Word. (Great sermons series) CCovB M470

Vocation of the church, a sermon preached in the Riverside Church, New York, on October 6, 1946. [n.p.n.d.] 12p. NRAB M471

What is sin? What is virtue? N. Y., Harper and Row [c1966] 94p. NRAB TxFwSB LNB CBCB PPRHi MNTCA ICU MoKCM MBC PLEwB MeWAc PCC MeLB KyLoS M472

Why Christ was an optimist. [Phonotape] Richmond, Va. Union Theo. Seminary (Regener library) CCovB M473

McCracken, Mildred C

The extension department; lifting through love. Nashville, Broadman press [1952] 146p. illus. DLC TxFwSB LNB MoKCM PPEB CCovB TND KyLoS M474


MCCree, George Wilson, 1822-1892

Life: See: McCree, Charles Wilson


The Atonement of Christ vicarious; a reply to Joseph Barker. 1844. Leeds. 8p. McIntyre M477

Baptists and slavery; a lecture. Pub. in vol. The English Baptists, etc. McIntyre M478
MCCREE, GEORGE WILSON, 1822-1892 (continued)
Bows and arrows for thinkers and workers. McIntyre M479

Discourses (seven). London, 1866-74. Angus M480

Facts and figures for social reformers. London, 1874. Angus M481


Fools. A sermon, preached on Sunday evening, Jan. 22nd, 1865. [London] [1865] (The Penny pulpit, 51) MH M483

Jeffrey the Murdered. Partridge. McIntyre M484


Poets, painters, and players. 1881. (B. Mag. 1881, 477 rev.) McIntyre M487

Proverb will: his sayings and doings. With pen and ink sketch of primitive Methodist camp meeting. London, Hurd, 1886. (S. & T. 1886, 503 rev.) Angus McIntyre M488

The religion of our literature. London, Rodder & Stoughton. McIntyre M489

A sermon under the sky; preached in the open air at St. Giles. 1868. London, S. W. Partridge & co. (S. & T. 1868. 331 rev.) Angus McIntyre M490


A song of life and death; a meditation on the Twenty-third Psalm. London, Shaw & co., 1862. (B. Mag. 1862, 312 rev.) McIntyre M492

Sweet herbs for the bitter cry. 1883. 38p. McIntyre M493

The sword and the olive. London, 1881. Angus M494

Temperance work for Christian women. London, Tweedie, 1868. 16p. NN M495

Twenty years in St. Giles'; a sermon. London, S. W. Partridge & co., 1869. 16p. (B. Mag. 1869, 249 rev.) McIntyre MNTCA M496

War incompatible with Christianity; with an appendix. London, C. Gilpin, 1845. 16p. McIntyre M497

MCCREE, GEORGE WILSON, 1822-1892 (continued)  
_4th ed._ London, 1876. Angus M499

MCCRIE, THOMAS  
Non-Baptist  
A conversation between John, a Baptist, and Ebenezer, a Seceder,  
on the faith of the gospel. Occasioned by Mr. M'Lean's treaties  
on Christ's commission to his apostles [Halkett.] Edinburgh.  
Whitley 54-798R M500


MCRIMMON, ABRAHAM LINCOLN, 1865-1935  
The child in the normal home...Pub. for the Social service commission  
of the Northern Baptist convention, Shailer Mathews...chairman of the  
MntCA PCC NRC R M502

The educational policy of the Baptists of Ontario and Quebec.  
Toronto, McMaster University, 1920. 35p. NRAB TxFwSB CaNsWA PCC  
KyLoS NRC R M503

1., 3-254p. Bibl.: p. 249-254. DLC ICJ NN NRAB MntCA CCovB CaNsWA  
PCC M504

MCCROSSEN, JAMES WILLARD, 1902-1939  
In memoriam to Rev. J. Willard McCrossen ... 1939. PCC M505

...Sermon; "Is life predestined? Sunday, Jan. 15, 1939. [Paterson,  
Baptist Church, Paterson, N. J." NRAB M506

MCCUITION, JAMES HARVELL, 1865-  
The Little Baptist Colporter. ASB p. 338 M507

What happened to J. H. McCuition. ASB p. 338 M508

MACCULLA, VIGORS  
Non-Baptist  
The error of water baptism exposed. With an address to John Bailey.  
Whitley 55-810M M509

MACCULLOCH, JOHN, 1883-1947  
The Christian life. An adjustment to religious environment.  

Jesus the servant of humanity. N. Y. Annual 1947-48 p. 64 M511

MCCULLOCH, RHODA E. (perhaps Non-Baptist)  
"On earth peace". A study for today. Edited by Rhoda McCulloch  
and Margaret [Ernestine] Burton. [Manchester-by-the-Sea, Mass.,  
North Shore press, inc., n.d.] 144p. NRAB MBC M512

MCCULLOCH, ROY RAY, 1891-  
Baptist Theological Seminary, Louisville, Ky., 1927. v, 124p.  
KyLoS M513
MCCULLOUGH, MARY LEE (RANKIN)

MCCULLOUGH, THOMAS E. [ELMORE], 1926-

MCCULLOUGH, WILLIAM JAMES, 1898-
See: Schenectady (N. Y.) Emmanuel Baptist church


See: Schenectady (N. Y.) Emmanuel Baptist church

MCCURDY, S
How would you feel? [n.p.n.d.] Single leaf. NRAB M519

MCCUTCHEON (MRS.) J L

MCDANEL, ROBERT BROWN, 1862-1923
Historical sermon preached on the occasion of the 62nd anniversary of the Oak Lane Baptist church of Phila. formerly known as the "Union Baptist church near Milestown"...Sept. 15, 1895. [n.p.n.d.] 26p. NRAB M521


The positive denominational note. Address. 1914. McIntyre M524

MCDANIEL, MRS. DOUGLASS SCARBOROUGH


MCDANIEL, MRS. DOUGLASS SCARBOROUGH (continued)


MCDANIEL, GEORGE WHITE, 1875-1927
Life: See: McDaniel, Mrs. Douglass Scarborough
George White McDaniel... NRAB TxFwSB MoKcM M530

Life: See: Price, John Milburn, 1884-
Ten men from Baylor, edited by J. M. Price... Kansas City, Kan., Central Seminary press, 1945. 176p. TxFwSB MoKcM M531


The Bible in its place. [n.d.] McWfC M533

Christian Stewardship. Knoxville, Tenn., Baptist Brotherhood of the South. [7p.] KyLoS M534


— N. Y., Richard R. Smith, 1921. 299p. MoKcM M536

— Nashville [c1921] 304p. MBR-Z NRAB KKeBT MoKcM CanNoWA KyLoS M537

— N. Y., George H. Doran co. [c1921] ix p., 2 1., 15-299p. PPEB M538


Home missions and the present crisis; an address before the Southern Baptist Convention, May, 1918. TND M542


Our boys in France. Richmond, Va., Baptist state mission board [c1918] 4p. 1., 11-90p. DLC ICJ TxFwSB M545

The pastor's letter to the First Baptist church of Richmond, Va. 1921 [n.p.] 7p. NRAB M546
MCDANIEL, GEORGE WHITE, 1875-1927 (continued)
--- Nashville, S.S.B. of S.B.C. [c1925] 105p. NRAB TxFwSB LNB MoKcM CaNsWA KyLoS


--- N. Y., G. H. Doran co. [c1924] ix p., 2 l., 15-206p. DLC TxFwSB KKCbT PPEB CCovB NRCR


Three addresses on Baptist doctrines. The mode of baptism, Restricted communion, Distinctive principles [n.p. 1906] 31p. NRAB

What is the truth about the Bible and science. Pam. TND

MCDANIEL, J

MCDANIEL, R
Examination of Rev. L. Rosser on Open Communion. Raleigh, Printed at the Biblical Recorder office, 1859. 110p. DLC LNB NcWfC TND KyLoS

MCDERMOTT, F
MCDERMOTT, JOHN FRANCIS, ed.

MCDIARMID, ARCHIBALD P , 1852-1946
Life: See: Smalley, William Cameron, 1880-
A. P. McDiarmed; an appreciation ... delivered at the Pastors' and
laymen's conference of the Baptist union of Western Canada,

The right and expediency of independence in university education: an
argument presented to the University commission of the Province of
Manitoba on behalf of the Baptist denomination. [n.p., n. pub., 1908]
44p. CaNSWA

Should church property be taxed? N. Y., E. Scott, 1891. 20p. NN
NRAFB RPFB KyLoS NRCR

Oakland, Cal., Pacific press publishing co., 1891. (Argument
from a Baptist standpoint) 16p. DLC

MCDIARMID, H Non-Baptist
A discussion on baptism - what is it? Between H. McDiarmed [Disciple]
and L. D. Watson [Methodist]. Toronto, Trout and Todd [and]
Cincinnati, Standard pub. co. [1882] 296p. NRAB

MCDIARMID, PETER ALEXANDER, 1874-1965
episodes #4. NRAB

Winning the boys of Sona Bata (Africa) 16p. Comrades in Christian
Service. NRAB

MCDILL, MRS. ALPHA
Good will center programs and activities; a compilation of programs
and activity suggestions for five phases of good will center work
for a one year period, Social Work class, Social Work 22, Summer
1947, Mrs. Alpha McDill, Instructor. Fort Worth, Texas, South-

Suggested outline for good will center programs and activities.
Fort Worth, Texas, Southwestern Baptist Theological Seminary

MACDONALD, A
A chik Songrie Aro Eastern Bengal mu Assammi Geography. Calcutta,
Printed at the Baptist mission press, 1910. 35p. NRAB

MACDONALD, A M
The Harmonious life. Toronto, Standard pub. co., 1910. McIntyre
OGrad CBB

MACDONALD, ALEXANDER
A treatise on baptism. Part I. Pulaski, Tenn., Field & Brown,
1838. 26, [1]p. T
MCDONALD, BROWN
See: Plattsburgh (N. Y.) First Baptist church
Rev. Brown McDonald, pastor. NRAB M574

MACDONALD, CHARLES RILEY, 1903-
The New Hampshire declaration of faith. A dissertation submitted to
the faculty of Northern Baptist theological seminary in partial
fulfillment of the requirements for the degree of Doctor of theology.
Chicago, 1939. Typed manuscript. NRAB IOENB KyLoS M575

MACDONALD, DONALD GORDON, 1843-1931
Arrows from the divine quiver stringed by D. G. MacDonald, Toronto.
For the benefit of enquirers after truth. 13p. McIntyre NRAB M576

Baptist principles; are they worth defending? Jan. 1897.
McIntyre M577

Is immersion essential to Christian baptism? McIntyre M579

No baptism apart from immersion; a sermon. Toronto, Dudley & Burns,
[about 1885] 26p. McIntyre M580

Plain truths for thoughtful people. [Revised and condensed Arrows
from the Divine quiver, and Is immersion essential to Christian
baptism] Halifax, Sold by G. A. McDonald, 1902. McIntyre M581

The voice of God on the qualification for membership in the visible
church of Christ, etc. McIntyre M582

MCDONALD, MRS. ELIZABETH MOSHER, -1967
See: Johnson, Leroy D
Eulogy delivered at Camp Hill Methodist church, Harpers Ferry, W. Va.,
March 15, 1967 upon the death of Dr. Elizabeth Mosher McDonald,
former Dean of Women, Storer College March 11, 1967. [n.p.n.d.]
3p. NRAB M583

MCDONALD, ERWIN LAWRENCE
Across the editor's desk; the story of the state Baptist papers.
Ed.: See: The church proclaiming and witnessing; messages, by
W. A. Criswell ... and others. Edited by Erwin L. McDonald. Grand

TND M586

75 stories and illustrations from everyday life. Grand Rapids,

See: White, K Owen, ed.
Messages on stewardship. By K. Owen White; H. H. Hobbs, J. Ralph Grant,
MACDONALD, FRANK, 1876-1943
See: Chester (Pa.) First Baptist church

See: Chester (Pa.) First Baptist church
Fiftieth anniversary 1863-1913. [Chester, H. P. Barton, n.d.] 16p. illus. NRAB


MACDONALD, GEORGE B
The significance of the moment. [Sermon preached Sept. 17, 1939] [4]p. NRAB

MACDONALD, HENRY, 1832-1904


To the Baptists of the South. A statement of facts (on the moving of the Home Mission Board from Marion, Alabama to Atlanta, Georgia). Atlanta, 1882. TxPwSB

Why a Baptist and not a Catholic. Nashville, Baptist S.S. bd. U.S. 28

MACDONALD, J. I 1872-


MACDONALD, MRS. J. R...
...Baptist missions in Western Canada, 1873-1948. Edmonton, Baptist Union of Western Canada, 1948. 59p. illus., fold. map. CanSwA KyLoS

Getting acquainted with Canadian Baptist missions in Bolivia. Edmonton, Baptist missions of Western Canada [1947] cover-title, 35p. map. CanSwA

MACDONALD, JOHN HOWARD, 1865-1946
Her ladyship. Munsey, 1898. U.S. 02

MACDONALD, OSGOOD HAMILTON, 1897-
A church and only a church; a study in program unification. Phila., Judson press [c1936] 67, [1]p. DLC NRAB TxPwSB KkCBT CBB MNtCA PPEB NRCR

MACDONALD, ROBERT, 1860-1937
See: Boston (Mass.) Warren Ave. Baptist church
Declaration of faith, covenant, directory of members and resolutions...
[24]p. NRAB

MACDONALD, WILLIAM
Notes on the Baptists. Edmonton, 1878. 5, 86p. NRAB

MACDONALD, WILLIAM DANIEL THOMPSON, 1852-1939
See: Pacheco, Elizabeth Candell
El Apostel de la Frontera, Guillermo MacDonald; su vida y sus obras
[por] Elizabeth Condell de Pacheco. Temuco (Chile), Libreria "El
Lucero", 1941. 100p. KyLoS

Life: See: Pacheco, Elizabeth Condell
The apostle of the Chilean frontier, William D. T. MacDonald; the
story of his life. Translated from the Spanish by William Earl
TxFwSB

Baptist catechism, in Spanish. 1905. McIntyre

—Portuguese ed. entitled Catecismo da Doutrine Baptista. Pernambuco,
Brazil. 66p. McIntyre

Declaration de Fe; Confession of faith in Spanish. 1904.
McIntyre

—2nd ed. 1914. McIntyre

Dialogue in Spanish between Peter and Charles on Baptism and the
Lord’s Supper proving believers’ baptism and restricted communion from
the N. T. 1904. McIntyre

Himnos evangélicos para el Uso de Las Iglesias Evangélicas Bautistas;
Evangelical hymns prepared for the use of evangelical Baptist
churches. Temuco, Chili, 1912. 281 hymns. 335p. McIntyre

MCDONOUGH, REGINALD
Ed.: Church program guidebook. 1967-68. Nashville, Convention
press, 1967. TND

MCDONOUGH (GA.) BAPTIST CHURCH
See: Rainer, Mrs. R. A., Sr.
History of McDonough Baptist Church. First period written by
Mrs. R. A. Rainer, Sr. The second and third periods written by

MCDORMAND, THOMAS BRUCE, 1904–
The art of building worship services. Nashville, Broadman press
[1942] 131p. DLC NRAB TxFwSB KKcBT ICU IOBNEB CBB MoKcM PPEB CCovB
TND NRCR KyLoS

MoKcM PPEB TND KyLoS NRCR DLC
MCDORMAND, THOMAS BRUCE, 1904-  (continued)  

Baptism and church membership; a paper delivered at the Baptist world alliance study commission, Rochester, New York, August, 1959.  
cover-title, 18 l. CaNsWA  M619

Baptism and the ordering of the church; convincing evidence that baptism is integrally related to church order. (In The Watchman-Examiner V. 52 No. 18, May 7, 1964, p. 354-355) PPEB  M620

—Reprint copy. PPEB(missing)  M621

By the Lake; hymn written by Thomas B. McDormand, 1964. Tune: Sandon. 1p. PPEB  M622

The Christian must have an answer. Nashville, Broadman press [c1959] viii & 112p. NRAB TxFwSB MoKcM PPEB CaNsWA TND KyLoS  M623

Communion. (Tune: Federal Street) [1964] 1p. PPEB  M624

Distinctives of a Christian college (In Christianity today V. viii, No. 16, May 8, 1964, p. 11-12) PPEB  M625

Education and democracy. Address... on his inauguration as President of Eastern Baptist Theological Seminary, October 10, 1961. [13]p. PPEB  M626

[Four hymns] Hymn for the space age; Hymn dedicated to Shiloh Baptist Church ... World communion hymn; a wedding hymn. Phila., 1965. PPEB  M627


MACDOUGALL, ALLAN, 1846-  
Laoidhean Molaidh (Hymns of Praise) B.W.W. p. 61  M631


MACDOUGALL, ELEANOR  
Lamps in the Wind. London, Carey press. [publisher interest]  
TxFwSB CBB  M633

MCDOWELL, ANDREW  
Treatise on the subject of baptism, designed principally to guard the serious inquiries after truth against the sophistry of Campbellism. Richmond, P. D. Bernard, 1844. 101,(1),(1)p. NRAB NRCR NcWfc  M634
MCDOWELL, ARTHUR GEORGE
Roger Williams; religious and political architect: A thesis submitted to the faculty of Knox College in partial fulfillment of the requirements for the degree Master of Theology. [Toronto] Knox College, 1961. 140p. NRAB M635

MCDOWELL, EDWARD ALLISON JR., 1898-


See: Davis, William Hersey, 1887-1950

See: Davis, William Hersey, 1887-1950

___Nashville, Broadman, 1951. TxPwSB MoLiWJ GMM CBB MoKcM M641

The gospel of love for our day... reprinted from the Review and Expositor, January, 1944. 15p. KyLoS M642


___Nashville, Broadman press [cl951] xii, 224p. "Fifth printing" NRAB M646


Son of Man and Suffering Servant, a historical and exegetical study of synoptic narratives revealing the consciousness of Jesus concerning His person and mission. [Nashville, Broadman press, 1944] DLC KyLoS M649
MCDOWELL, EDWARD ALLISON JR., 1898- (continued)
"Second printing, March 1945." NRAB TxFwSB KKCBT LNB ICU MBC
TOBNB CBB NcWFC MNTCA HcKcM CCovB OrMcL TND

A source book of interbiblical history. By E. A. McDowell and
W. Hersey Davis. [c1948] xi, 626p. KKC BT ICU IOBNB MNTCA PEBB
CCovB KyLoS

_Nashville, Broadman, 1951. TxFwSB MoLiWJ GMM CBB MoKcM CCovB

Southern churches and the Negroes. Louisville, Ky., Southern Baptist
Theological Seminary [1941?] 20p. KyLoS

The structural integrity of the fourth Gospel. Inaugural address at
the Southern Baptist Theological Seminary, by Edward A. McDowell,
Jr., September 21, 1937. Louisville, Ky., Reprint from the Review
and Expositor, October 1937. 20p. KyLoS

The teaching church. Pam. TND

MCDOWELL, MARGARET CLEMENS, 1895-1955 [was Clemens, Margaret Meyers]
See: Bowman, Atha S.
You can do it! Activities for children's groups at church: text by
Atha S. Bowman, photographs by Ralph Berry; compiled by Margaret M.
Clemens. Phila., Judson press [1943] [63]p. incl. plates. KKC BT

Every teacher's business - evangelism; manual for children's workers;
ilus. "...an extensive revision of They brought children."
KKcBT

God's friendly world... a vacation church school course for beginners;
152p. illus. KKC BT

See: Heflin, Nannie France, 1889-
Jesus and His friends, a vacation church school course for primary
children; edited by Margaret M. Clemens... Miles W. Smith, editor-

vacation church school text for use with primary children -
Teacher's guide.) NRAB TND

My prayer book; verses. Pictures by Esther Friend. Chicago, Rand
McNally, 1947. 41p. TxFwSB

See: National Council of the Churches of Christ in the U. S. A.
Committee on Children's Work. Evangelism of children, prepared by
Margaret Clemens McDowell... Chicago, National Council of Churches,
c1942, 1954. 16p. TxFwSB CBB

New friends for Nena; illustrated by Priscilla Pointer. N. Y.,
Friendship press, 1953. 127p. illus. CBB NRCR DLC

A primary teacher's guide on the Philippines. N. Y., Friendship press,
1956. 64p. CBB
MCDOWELL, MARGARET CLEMENS, 1895-1955 (continued) [was Clemens, Margaret Meyers]

Primary teacher's guide, Spanish-speaking Americans in the U. S. A. ... 1953. 48p. CBB


MCDOWELL, PHILETUS HAROLD, 1873-1956

The sterner aspects of God's love; or, How to preach Hell today. An address delivered at the Evangelistic conference preceding the Northern Baptist convention, Phila., Pa., May 1937. 8p. NRAB PCC M667

MACDUFF, RALPH E                 Non-Baptist

Baptism and confirmation; a few suggestions for those willing to think of these subjects. N. Y., T. Whittaker [1904] 28p. DLC M668

MCDUFFIE, EDWARD ALLEN

Jt. au.: See: McDuffie, Phillips Campbell

MCDUFFIE, JEROME A


MCDUFFIE, MARSHALL V              1855-1927

Life: See: McDuffie, Phillips Campbell
Rev. M. V. McDuffie, D.D. ... NRAB M671

MCDUFFIE, PHILLIPS CAMPBELL

Rev. M. V. McDuffie, D.D. ... NRAB M672

MCELHANEY, IOLETA HUNT

Life: See: Dick, Mrs. Claribel Feathergill, 1916-

MCELRAITH, HUGH THOMAS, 1921-


MCELRAITH, WILLIAM NOLD, 1932-


MACALPINE, GEORGE WATSON, 1850–1920 (continued)

--Oxford. McIntyre

Ed.: See: Medley, William
In B. U. L. (B. H. Bk. 111, 220) McIntyre OGrAD

The Ministry of the church to the church; presidential address at

The Ministry of the church to the world; address at Baptist Union,
Glasgow, Oct. 1910. McIntyre

MACARTHUR, FREDERICK, 1907–
"Old fashioned githerin" and gospel hour radio broadcasts. [n.p.n.d.]
[12]p. NRAB

front. (port.) NRAB

MACARTHUR, HARRY HEATH, 1890–
"I don't need the church. [Los Angeles, American prophetic league,

Why you can't rub out the Jew. Los Angeles, American prophetic

MACARTHUR, KENNETH CAULDWELL, 1882–
See: Brewster (Mass.) Baptist church
A short history of the Brewster Baptist church with affiliated
membership... 125th anniversary...1949. [Brewster, Winslow press,

MACARTHUR, ROBERT STUART, 1841–1923
Life: See: MacArthur, Robert Stuart
These forty years. Sermon preached by...in Calvary Baptist church,
McIntyre NRAB MBC NRCR

Life: See: New York City (N.Y.) Calvary Baptist church
front. (port.) McIntyre NRAB TxFwSB PPEB TND KyLoS NRCR

Comp.: See: [Randolph, Howard Stelle Fitz] 1883–
The fortieth anniversary of Rev. Robert Stuart MacArthur, D.D., LL.D.,
as pastor of Calvary Baptist church, N. Y. City, May 15–20, 1910.
plates, ports. front. McIntyre DLC NRAB TxFwSB MntCA TND KyLoS
NRCR

Life: See: [Sketch] D. A. B. CaNsWA
MACARTHUR, ROBERT STUART, 1841-1923 (continued)

Abraham Lincoln his mystery, making and mastery. Sermon preached in
Calvary Baptist church, N. Y., Sunday morning Feb. 14, 1909, in
memory of the Centenary anniversary of Abraham Lincoln's birth.
[N. Y., 1909] CSmH

Advent, Christmas, New Year, Easter and other sermons. Phila.,
A. B. P. S. [1908] 285p. McIntyre NRAB TxFwSB KKcBT ICU IOBNB
TND KyLoS

Andrew Fuller; being in vol. II in series of notable Baptists.
Philia., A. B. P. S. McIntyre

Around the world due west to the Far East. Phila., Griffith &
Rowland press, 1900. 532p. front. (map) NN NRAB InF GMM MeWaC PCC
KyLoS NRCR

Around the world & Palestine. Am. Bapt. McIntyre

The attractive Christ, and other sermons. Phila., A. B. P. S.,
1898. 327p. McIntyre DLC ICU NRAB NRU TxFwSB KKcBT LNB InF PPEB
IOBNB NRCR KyLoS TND PCC CaNsWA

The Baptist quarterly review. v. 1-14; 1879-92. Cincinnati,
J. R. Baumes, 1879-84. N. Y., The Baptist review association:
London, Truber & co. 1885-92. 14 v. McIntyre NRAB KKcBT MeWaC
PPEB CCovB (lacks v.13) TND PCC KyLoS NRCR

The Baptists, their principle, their progress, their prospect.
TxFwSB KKcBT NcWfC MoKcM PCC CaNsWA PCC TND NRCR KyLoS

Baptists and literature. (From the "Book World", Dec. 21, 1908.)
NcWfC

Bible difficulties and their alleviative interpretation...Old
McIntyre DLC NN NRAB TxFwSB ICU InF GMM MntCA MoKcM PPEB CCovB
KyLoS

Calvary Baptist church. [New York City] N. Y., Judson printing
co., 1884. 13p. illus. Historical sketch. NRAB PCC

The Calvary hymnal for Sunday school, prayer meeting, and church
Boston, Silver, Burdett & co., 1891. 244p. McIntyre NNUT NRAB
NRCR RPB MntCA TND NRCR

__ N. Y., Silver, Burdett, 1894. 244p. NBug NN DLC

The Calvary pulpit, Christ & him crucified. N. Y., Funk & Wagnalls,
1890. 294p. McIntyre DLC NRAB LNB MntCA PPEB CaNsWA PLewB TND
KyLoS

__ N. Y., Funk & Wagnalls, 1891. [c1890] 294p. NRAB TxFwSB InF
IOBNB
MACARTHUR, ROBERT STUART, 1841-1923 (continued)
The Calvary selection of spiritual songs with music for the church
and the choir. Selected and arranged by Rev. Charles S. Robinson...  
NRAB TxFwSB MNtCA NRCR PCC

___N. Y., Century co. [c1878; c1881] 441p. NRAB OGrad MNtCA

The Calvary selection of spiritual songs. With music for use in 
social meetings. Selected and arranged by Charles S. Robinson and 
TxFwSB KKcBT InF MeWaC PCC CaNSWA

___N. Y., Century co. [c1878-81] 243p. McIntyre NRAB OGrad
MNtCA

Celestial lamp and other sermons. Phila., A. B. P. S. [c1899]
361p. McIntyre NN NRAB LNB InF IOBnB CCoVB PCC TND KyLoS


Christian Enquirer (editor) C-R p. 62

...Christian giving. [Boston A. B. M. U. n.d.] 5p. NRAB

The Christic reign, and other sermons. Phila., A. B. P. S. [1908]
273p. McIntyre DLC NRAB TxFwSB LNB CaNSWA TND KyLoS NRCR

The crowns of Christ, and other sermons. Phila., Judson press
[c1923] 4p. l. 1. 232p. front. (port.) DLC NRAB TxFwSB KKcBT IOBnB
CBB NcWFC PPEB CCoVB NRCR KyLoS

422p. McIntyre DLC ICU NN NRAB NRU TxFwSB KKcBT ICU InF GMM IOBnB
MNtCA CCoVB NRCR KyLoS MeLB CaNSWA

Divine balustrades and other sermons. N. Y., F. H. Revell co.
[c1892] 262p. McIntyre DLC ICU NRAB NoLiWJ ICU MNtCA CCoVB KyLoS
NRCR

The famous Johns of Christendom. C-R p. 62

Peddie, biographical sketches... contributed by friends. Phila.,
PCC NRAB

A foundation builder; sketches in the life of Rev. James B. Simmons,
D.D., comp. by... pub. under the direction of the trustees of
Simmons college, Abilene, Texas... N. Y., Chicago [etc.] F. H.
Revell co. [c1911] 141p. front., illus., plates, ports. DLC
NcU NN NRAB TxFwSB NoLiWJ KKcBT ICU OGrad MeWaC MNtCA MeLB NRCR
KyLoS

The founders of the University and the University they founded.
(In Rochester, University of Rochester addresses at the semi-
centennial anniversary of the founding of the University of
Rochester. p. 95-99) NRCR
MACARTHUR, ROBERT STUART, 1841–1923 (continued)
From the invasion of Canaan to the last of the Judges. In: The
Peoples's Bible History, edited by Dr. G. C. Lorimer. 1895.
(S. & T. 1897, 192); C-R p. 62 McIntyre KyLoS

Jt. au.: See: Fulton, Justin Dewey, 1828-1901
How to win Romanists...With a sketch of the author by Robert
Stuart MacArthur. N. Y. [c1893] 450p. front., illus. NRAB PPEB

— Rev. and enl. Somerville, Mass., Pauline propaganda [c1898]
463p. front. (port.) NRAB

— Brooklyn, Pauline propaganda co., c1898. 415p. front. (port.)
CaNSWA

Gift worship, as taught in Scriptures by precept and example.
"Giving is worship." [n.p.n.d.] 39p. NRAB

In excelsis. Hymns with tunes for Christian worship. 6th ed.
N. Y., Century co. [c1900] xiii, n.p. MNtCA

— 7th Calvary ed. N. Y., 1900. 737p. RPB LNB MNtCA

— 14th ed. N. Y., Century, 1902. 737, 56p. NN PPEB

— 18th ed. N. Y., Century co., 1903. xxiii, 741p. NRAB

— 7th ed. Century co., 1907. McIntyre

In memoriam. Rev. Christopher Rhodes. Born May 20, 1821. Died
April 4, 1890. Read...April 9, 1890. [n.p.n.d.] (4)p. MWA
NRAB

Israel from Moses to Samuel. 1896. McIntyre

See: Jones, Horatio Gates, 1822-1893
Reminiscences of the life and labor of A. D. Gillette, D.D. By
his friends and associates, Hon. H. J. Jones, Thomas Armitage,
1883. 174p. (port.) NRAB

Laudes Domini (editor) McIntyre

Ed.: See: Lorimer, George Claude, 1838-1904
The people's Bible history. Prepared in the light of recent
investigations by some of the foremost thinkers in Europe and
(Chapters by these Baptists: R. S. MacArthur; M. Summerbell;
W. C. Wilkinson; & G. C. Lorimer) NRAB

See: Martin, Thomas Theodore, 1862-1939
Conclusions by B. H. Carroll and R. S. MacArthur. Kansas City,
Mo., The Western Baptist publishing co., 1921. 89p. Chap. IX.
Why I am a Baptist. Conclusion No. II. by R. S. MacArthur, pages
60-86. KyLoS
MACARTHUR, ROBERT STUART, 1841-1923 (continued)

See: New York City (N.Y.) Calvary Baptist church
The fortieth anniversary of Rev. Robert Stuart MacArthur as pastor
[1910]. 4p. il. (port.) Includes a sketch of Dr. MacArthur's
life. Contains also: MacArthur, R. S. These forty years. PCC M151

See: New York City (N.Y.) Calvary Baptist church
N. Y., E. Scott, 1890. 112p. illus. NRAB TxFwSB ICU M152

See: [New York City (N.Y.) Calvary Baptist church]
In memoriam. James Duane Squires. Born Feb. 8, 1855, died Sept. 12,
1893. Published for distribution in the Calvary Sunday school
[New York, James Pott & co., 1895] 43,(1)p. plate; 64p. (The
second part (64p.) consists of H. Drummond's The greatest thing in
the world. N. Y., James Pott & co., 1895) (Dr. MacArthur's
address, pages 19-34) NRAB M153

_43p. KyLoS M154

See: New York City (N.Y.) Calvary Baptist church
Baptist church New York ... New York, London, G. P. Putnam's sons
[1895] PCC M155

The old book and the old faith reviewed in a series of lectures.
N. Y., E. B. Treat and co., 1900. 2p. 1., [7]-432p. McIntyre
DLC NRAB TxFwSB KKcBT LNB ICU TND OrMcL KyLoS IOBNB GMM CCovB
Inf M156


See: Our duty to the foreign population. (In: Addresses made at
a Christian Conference held in Chickering Hall, N. Y. C., Dec. 3,
4, and 5, 1888. N. Y., Baker and Taylor co. [n.d.]) 196p. NRAB M158

Palestine. Am. Bapt. 1899. U.S. 02 M159

Paul's determination at Corinth. A missionary sermon...in behalf
NRAB M160

The people's worship, and psalter. A complete order of service for
the morning and evening worship of Christian congregations.
Bellamy. Boston, Silver, Burdett & co., 1891. 127p. McIntyre
NRAB ICU CaNaWA KyLoS NRCR DLC M161

_1892 [cl891] 127p. MNtCA M162

...The promise of the comforter. Sermon...at the Calvary Baptist
church... Aug. 30, 1885. [n.p.n.d.] 7p. NRAB M163

The providential opening of Turkey to the Baptists. Phila.,
A. B. P. S., 1940 Chestnut St. [n.d.] 17p. NRAB MNtCA KyLoS M164
MACARTHUR, ROBERT STUART, 1841-1923 (continued)

The question of the centuries. Some sermons on personal relationship of the disciple of the kingdom of heaven. Cleveland, O., F. M. Barton [c1905] 94p. incl. front. (port.) DLC TxFwSB LNB NcWfC TND KyLoS

__Phil., A. B. P. S. [c1905] 94p. front. (port.) NRAB IOBNNB NRCR__


___Printed for the Calvary Baptist church, Daytona Beach, Fla. [n.d.] 20p. KyLoS

Quick truths in quaint texts. Phila., A. B. P. S., 1895. 336p. McIntyre DLC NRAB TxFwSB LNB ICU InF CBB MNtCA MoKcM PPEB PLeWb TND NRCR OrMcL KyLoS PCC

___2nd series. Phila., A. B. P. S. [1907] 271p. McIntyre DLC NN NRAB TxFwSB IOBNNB CCovB MNtCA PPEB NRCR KyLoS

Jt. comp.: See: Robinson, Charles Seymour, 1829-1899

The Calvary selection of spiritual songs with music for the church and the choir. N. Y., Century [c1881, c1878] 441p. NNUT

Jt. comp.: See: Robinson, Charles Seymour, 1829-1899


Jt. comp.: See: Robinson, Charles Seymour, 1829-1899


See: Robinson, Sarah Conger, 1858-


[The Saloon] (In Evangelical alliance for the United States... 1877. pp. 138-154) NRAB

...The seven "overcomeths." A sermon. N. Y., S. Angell, 1880. 21p. Calvary Baptist Pulpit at head of title. NRAB NRCR

Intro.: See: Spurgeon, Charles Haddon, 1834-1892

Sermons in candle...with an intro. by R. S. MacArthur. N. Y., American tract society [c1891] ii, 170p. NRAB KyLoS
MACARTHUR, ROBERT STUART, 1841-1923 (continued)
Sunday night lectures on "the Land and the Book." Phila., A. J. Rowland, 1900. xxvi, 433p. McIntyre DLC NN NRAB KkCBT LNB InF GMM MntCA

These forty years. Sermon preached by...in Calvary Baptist church, N. Y. ...1910. Fortieth anniversary of his pastorate. 16p. NRAB PCC NRRCR

Three essentials to national perpetuity and power. A free ballot. A free school. A free church. A discourse delivered in Calvary Baptist church, N. Y., on Thanksgiving day, Nov. 27, 1890, by Rev. R. S. MacArthur. N. Y., E. Scott, 1890. 32p. DLC NN MBC

The true scala santa. 1910. McIntyre


Why I am a Baptist. Why I am what I am. [etc., etc.] N. Y., John B. Alden, Publisher, c1881 by J. S. Ogilvie. 153p. Contains contributions, among which are "Why I am a Baptist", by R. S. MacArthur; and "Why I am a Seventh-Day Baptist", by A. H. Lewis. NRAB

___ N. Y., Ogilvie [1891] 153p. CaNSWA

MCAUSLANE, JAMES, 1858-1934
Life of Mrs. S. Browning Barrow. B. W. W. p. 61

Revelation of Christ. Lewes, Farncombe & co., 1887. McIntyre

MCBAIN, L DOWARD
Pref.: See: Samaritan Hospital of Brooklyn [n.y.] Report. Library has 1953. 1953 preface signed L. Doward Mc Bain, Greenwood Baptist church. NRAB

MACBEATH, A. G. W.
Why are we Baptists? Pamphlet. CBB

MACBEATH, JOHN

___ Pickering & Inglis. TxFwSB

The conquest of Kingdoms, the story of the B. M. S. London, Carey press (1924) 102p. il. NRAB


___ London, Marshall, Morgan and Scott, ltd. 1935. 128p. NRAB T05NB

Fillebrook's fifty years; the jubilee story, 1878-1928. Leytonstone, London, Fillebrook Baptist Church, 1928. 56p. front., pl. TxFwSB
MACBEATH, JOHN (continued)
The great unities... N. Y., F. H. Revell co., [c1930] 110p. TXFWSB


__1930. 271p. TXFWSB

In time of trouble. The counsel of the Big Fisherman. London, Pickering and Inglis ltd., 1951. 143p. NRAB MBC CBB


Roadmakers and Roadmenders.

The round of the year (portraits of the months) London, Marshall bros. [n.d.] 106p. TXFWSB


The silent bells.

Taken unawares. London, Pickering & Inglis. 111p. (Sermons) NRAB TXFWSB LNB MoKcM CaNsWA

The voices of revelation.


What is his name. 160p.

MCBEATH, WILLIAM H.

MCBETH, HARRY LEON
English Baptist literature on religious liberty to 1689. Fort Worth, Texas. Typewritten. 1961. 305 leaves. TXFWSB NRAB(mf)
MCBETH, LEON
Address made at the Historical Commission Conference, Glorieta, New Mexico, August, 1962. (Tape recording) TND M215

The First Baptist church of Dallas: centennial history (1858-1968) Grand Rapids, Zondervan publishing house, 1968. TND M216


The history of Southern Baptist higher education. Nashville, Education Commission of the Southern Baptist Convention. 1966. TND M218


MCBIRNIE, WILLIAM STEWART, 1920-
Instruction in the Baptist faith. San Antonio, Naylor, 1955. TND M222


MCBRIDE, CLARENCE RALPH, 1904-

Ed.: The Honey Creek church and its community... Compiled and issued as part of the centennial program of the church. [Honey Creek, Wis., 1941] 40p. illus. KKcBT M225

See: Honey Creek, Wis. Community Baptist church

Eight years in review. The pastorate of C. R. McBride at the Honey Creek Community Church, September 1937-May 1945. 16p. KKcBT M226


Protestant churchmanship for rural America. Valley Forge, Judson press [c1962] 334p. NRAB TxFwSB KKcBT LNB ICU IOBNB MNcCA NKeuC KyLoS NRCR M228

...Rural Christians and natural resources. Phila., Judson press [n.d.] 125p. illus. NRAB TxFwSB KKcBT KyLoS M229

____[c1949] PPEB M230
MCBRIDE, CLARENCE RALPH, 1904- (continued)

The rural pastor, his home and office. Kansas City, Kansas, Central seminary press [c1956] (Mimeographed) vi, 147p. TxFwSB CCovB KyLoS

MCBRIDE, GRACE, 1885-1919
See: Watson, Lila

MACBREDE, JOHN
Animadversions on the defence of an answer to a paper, intituled, The Case of the Dissenting Protestants of Ireland, in reference to a Bill of Indulgence...Written upon their desiring an act of toleration without the sacramental test. Adv. Lib. 118p. Whitley 28-697


MCCAIG, ARCHIBALD, 1852-1936


Grace Astounding in Bolshevik Russia; a record of the Lord's dealings with Brother Cornelius Martens. London, The Russian misy. soc. [1929?] 133p. NN TxFwSB CBb


New ed. 1895. E. Stock. McIntyre

2nd ed. London & Chicago, Russian Missionary Society, 1923. x, 322p. KKcBT IOBNB PPEB


Ed.: See: Irish Baptist Magazine 1891-3. McIntyre

McCAG, ARCHIBALD, 1852- (continued)

Primitive preaching. An address delivered to the Irish Baptist association... 1892. Belfast [n.d.] 12p. NRAB

--- Clelland. Belfast. 24p. McIntyre

See: Scott, Robert, 1860-
Modern sermons by world scholars, ed. by Robert Scott and William C. Stiles ... introduction by Newell Dwight Hillis ... New York and London, Funk & Wagnalls company [c1909] 10v. v.6 p. [19]-38:
God's successful servant. McIntyre FCG DLC

Several hymns; some pub. in E. A. Carter's Pioneer Hymn book. 1889. McIntyre


Wonders of Grace in Russia. With 47 illus. Riga, Latvia, Revival Press, 1926. 251p. CBB CGovB KyLoS

MCCAEB, WALTER FLAVIUS, 1873- Non-Baptist
Sam Houston. [San Antonio] Naylor co. 1958. 128p. TxFwSB

MCCALL, ABNER VERNON, 1915-
See: Baylor University, Waco, Texas.
Baylor University inaugurates a president, October 14, 1961. The inaugural address, response, prayers, greetings and other materials relating to the inauguration of Abner Vernon McCall as president of Baylor University. [Waco, Texas, Office of Public Relations, Baylor University, 1961] [32p.] KyLoS

MCCALL, DRUIE ANSELM, 1896-
The language of heaven and other gospel messages from the book of Revelation. Wheaton, Ill., Sword of the Lord publishers (1953-c1952) LNB

The Last Week of the Ministry of Jesus in the Flesh. The richest study of the Bible we have ever made...[n.p.n.d.] 15p. KyLoS

Ed.: See: The Trumpet. ASB p. 333

War in Heaven and All Out for Christ. A message by D. A. McCall, Baptist Building, Jackson, Mississippi... [n.p.n.d.] 8p. KyLoS

MCCALL, DUKE KIMBROUGH, 1914-
The adder's sting. Pam. TND

Jt. au.: See: Criswell, Wallie Amos

MCCALL, DUKE KIMBROUGH, 1914— (continued)
Equal -- under God. TND

LNB MoKcM PPEB TND KyLoS

God's Man in Today's World. [Delivered at the] Southern Baptist
Convention, 1959. Freedom Hall, Louisville, Ky. 4 mimeo. legal
sized sheets. KyLoS

How to maintain a family altar. (Reprinted from Home Life).

I am proud to be a Baptist. Pam. TND

Life's common denominators. [Nashville, Tenn.] Executive Committee,
S. B. C., [n.d.] 6 pages (folder) KyLoS

Materials submitted to Committee of the accrediting commission
of the American Association of Theological Schools. Louisville,


See: Southern Baptist Theological Seminary. ...Inaugural ceremonies,
Tuesday, March eleventh, nineteen hundred and fifty-two, Louisville,
Kentucky. [Installation of Dr. Duke Kimbrough McCall as seventh
president of the Seminary. Louisville, Ky., Southern Baptist
Theological Seminary, 1952] [13p.] KyLoS

Theological education and Southern Baptists; inaugural address of
Dr. Duke K. McCall, President Baptist Bible Inst., New Orleans,
La. Dec. 2, 1943. LNB

The things that are Caesar's. Pam. TND

Positive public relations for the South: Seven messages from
McCall. KyLoS

Ed. and comp.: See: What is the church? A symposium of Baptist
TxFwSB MoLiWJ KKBt LNB NCwFg CaNswA TND MNtCA MoKcM CCovB PCC
KyLoS IOBnb ICU DLC NRcr

"The witness of our oneness". Address... to the American Baptist
convention, June 20, 1956, Seattle, Washington. 5p. NRAB

MCCALL, E
A sermon on Scriptural divorce. March 6, 1892. Columbus, Ga.,
Thomas Gilbert, 1892. 12p. NRAB KyLoS

MCCALL, EMMANUEL LEMUEL, SR.
MCCALL, GEORGE W. -1964
The city of six wonders; a sermon on Heaven. Dallas, Tex., Author, 1944. 15p. KyLoS

MCCALL, JOHN GOLDWIRE, 1917-

MCCALL, MABEL LIPSCOMBE
Life: See: Lawrence, Mrs. Una Roberts, 1893-
Contents: Mary Prosser Jayne; Grace Clifford; Osie Allison; Martha Sullinger; Gertrude Joerg; Mabel Lipscombe McCall; Marie Buhlmaier; and Fannie Hawkins Taylor. NRAB TxFwSB KyLoS

MCCALL, MOSES NATHANIEL, 1874-1947
Life: See: Lopez Munoz, Augustin
Apostol bautista en la Perla antillana, biografia del dr. Moises Nathanael McCall. Habana, Cuba, Comite Ejecutivo, Editorial Federation, 1945. 5p. l., 13-410, (2)p. incl. 2 front. TxFwSB LNB

Life: See: Newton, Louie De Votie, 1892-
 Amazing grace, the life of M. N. McCall, missionary to Cuba. Atlanta, Home Mission Board, Southern Baptist Convention, [1948] 92p. TxFwSB LNB

See: Stewart, Willie Jean


"Second printing." DLC KKcBT CCovB

A Catechism on Cuba. Pam. TND

See: Rodriguez Garcia, Alfredo Simon, 1884-

See: Rodriguez Garcia, Alfredo Simon, 1884-
La obra bautista en Cuba occidental: apuntes historicos sobre el trabajo bautista en esta region. Publicado por acuerdo de la Convencion Bautista Occidental, en conmemoracion del 25 aniversario de su fundacion, por Alfredo S. Rodriguez Garcia ... Con nota introductoria por el Dr. M. N. McCall ... Habana, Imprenta Bautista, 1930. 172p. illus. TxFwSB
MACCALLA, WILLIAM LATTA, 1788-1859 Non-Baptist
Jt. au.: See: Campbell, Alexander, 1786-1866
A debate on Christian baptism, between the Rev. W. L. MacCalla, a Presbyterian...15th [to] 21st Oct. 1823. Buffalo, Campbell & Sala, 1824. xii, 420p. NRAB ViU TxFwSB LNB ICU NcWfC MNTCA CCovB KyLoS NRCR

See: Campbell, Alexander, 1786-1866

Discussion of Christian baptism, as to its subject, its mode, its history, and its effects upon civil and religious society. In opposition to the views of Mr. Alexander Campbell...Phila., 1828. 2 v. DLC ICU PPrHi(v.1) PCC KyLoS

___Phila., Published by George M'Laughlin, 1828. Vol. 1 only [398, (1)p.] (A second volume projected) NRAB

___Phila., M'Laughlin, 1831. 397p. CU PPrHi MBC NcWfC PPEB

___Phila., Geo. M'Cloughlin, 1832. 397p. (In opposition to the views of Mr. Alexander Campbell...and...Rev. John Walker...and Mr. Robinson [etc]) Whitley 53-832U NRAB NRCR

A public debate on Christian baptism...London, 1842. 362p. MI

The Unitarian Baptist of the Robinson School Exposed. In papers collateral to a discussion of Christian baptism and its effects upon civil and religious society as shown in the scriptures, and in the history of the church, in opposition to the views of Mr. Alexander Campbell. As expressed in a seven days' debate with the author at Washington, Kentucky, Oct., 1824, and in his spurious publication of that debate, and of a previous one of two days with the Rev. John Walker, of Ohio, and in opposition to the views of the celebrated Mr. Robinson, and other Baptist authors. Phila., 1826. 150p. PPrHi

MCCALLUM, EVA BEATRICE (MCNOWN) 1892-
Character guidance and occupations for children; for study classes of parents and teachers of children under nine years of age. St. Louis, Bethany press, 1929. TND NRCR DLC


___Phila., Westminster, 1943. 240p. PPrHi
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M290
M291
M292
M293
M294
M295
M296
M297
M298
M299
M300
MCCALLUM, EVA BEATRICE (MCNOWN) 1892-
St. Louis, Bethany press [1944] CCovB M301


St. Louis, Bethany press [c1925] 60p. illus. PEB M303

MCCALLUM, HUGH B , 1837-1883
Florida Baptist, commenced it in 1873, published it two years, and then transferred it to the Christian Index, of Georgia. Cathcart M304

MCCAN, ROBERT L 1924-

MCCANN, GEORGE, fl. 1811
Ed.: See: Robinson, Robert

M'CARREL, JOSEPH
Sermons on baptism, delivered in the First Associate Reformed church, Newburgh...June 27 and July 4, 1858. N.Y., S.T. Callahan, 1858. 43p. NRAB M307

MCCARTER, SAMUEL MITCHELL, 1870-
The Apostolic church, the model for all churches. A.S.B. p. 334 M308

Bible study of baptism. A.S.B. p. 334 M309

MCCARTHY, CARLTON
See: Richmond (Va.) First Baptist church
The first century of the First Baptist church of Richmond, Virginia. 1780-1880. Richmond, C. McCarthy, 1880. 360p. incl. front. TND NRAB M310

MCCARTNEY, RICHARD HAYES] Non-Baptist
The betrayal of Jehovah Christ Jesus by a majority of Northern Baptist convention. [Dated at end Chicago, Ill., June 20, 1922] 8p. NRAB M311

MCCARTN, CLARA ANNISS

MCCARTY, DORAN CHESTER, 1931-

MCCA, MABEL NIEDERMEYER
Bible friends. St. Louis, Mo., Published for the Cooperative Publication Association by the Bethany press, c1954. 96p. (The Cooperative series: vacation church school texts) TxPwsb M314

MCCAW, MABEL NIEDERMeyer (continued)
64p. CBB PPEB M316
N. Y., Friendship press, 1944. 55p. TxFwSB M317
My story book about the Bible. Illustrated by Betty Hespermer.
Orange juice for Terry. Pictures by Dorothy Teichman. Nashville,
Broadman press [c1962] [32p.] TxFwSB LNB MoKcM TND KyLoS M319
See: Rinden, Gertrude (Jenness)
Kenji. Illustrated by William M. Hutchinson. N. Y., Friendship
press, 1957. 120p. illus. CBB M320
Some time every day, a devotional book for junior boys and girls.
Illustrated by Carmon V. Livsey. St. Louis, Bethany press [1948]
1959. 127p. LNB MoKcM M321
Then I think of God, a book of devotional readings for children.
Illustrated by Carmon V. Livsey. St. Louis, Bethany press [1942]
LNB M322
This is God's world; a book on Christian stewardship for boys and
girls, by Mabel A. Niedermeyer; illustrated by Gedge Harmon. St.
Louis, No., Bethany press, 1946. 63p. TxFwSB M323
_ St. Louis, Bethany press, 1959. 94p. TxFwSB LNB CCovB NRCR
DLC M324
MCCLAIN, JOE
The Christology of form criticism. Fort Worth, Texas, 1947. Type-
written. 263 leaves. Thesis (Th.D.) - Southwestern Baptist
Theological Seminary, 1947. TxFwSB M325
MCCLAIN, MATTHEW, 1806-1893
Life: See: McClain, W Thomas
Life and labors of the Rev. Matthew McClain, with recollections and
events through a life of seventy years. By his son, W. Thomas
McClain. Indianapolis, John G. Doughty, 1876. 232p. front. (port.)
ilus. NRAB M326
MCCLAIN, ROY OLIVER, 1916-
See: Atlanta (Ga.) First Baptist church
First Baptist church, Atlanta, Ga.; [September 16, 1960] [Atlanta,
Ga., First Baptist church, 1960] 17p. "Open house for the
million-dollar addition to its building...Seventh anniversary of
Dr. Roy O. McClain as pastor." KyLoS M327
TxFwSB LNB MoKcM TND M328
Judas Iscariot. Th.D. thesis, Southern Baptist Theological Seminary,
MCCLAIN, ROY OLIVER, 1916–  (continued)
This way, please; facing life's crossroads... [with introduction by C. Oscar Johnson] [N. Y.] Revell, 1957. 217p. NRAB TxFwSB LNB
GdM IOBnB MoKcM TND PPEB

MCCLAIN, W. THOMAS -1937
Life and labors of the Rev. Matthew McClain, with recollections and events through a life of seventy years. By his son, W. Thomas McClain. Indianapolis, John G. Doughty, 1876. 232p. front. (port.) illus. NRAB InF

MCCLANAHAN, JOHN HOWARD, 1929–

MCCLARD, LEROY


MCCEARY, WALTER
An hour with Adoniram Judson, a biography. Grand Rapids, Zondervan publishing house [c1938] 17p. NRAB

MCCEARY, JAMES
The history of Tilehouse Street (Salem) Baptist Church, Hitchin. Hitchin, Carling and Hales, 1919. 70p. TxFwSB

MCCELLAN, ALBERT ALFRED, 1912–


The faith we hold. Nashville, Broadman press [c1954] viii, 152p. NRAB TxFwSB KcKB T Casual KYloS MoKcM TND KyLoS

Look, look, the cities! Atlanta, Ga., Home mission board, S. B. C. [c1957] 96p. 1958 Graded Series of Home Mission studies. "For Adults and young people" NRAB TxFwSB LNB MoKcM TND KyLoS

Programming in the Southern Baptist Convention. A paper based on an address delivered to the Inter-Agency Council at Dallas, Texas, March 28, 1960. 8p. KyLoS

Progress in Southern Baptist Program planning...1961. [6p.] KyLoS
McClellan, Albert Alfred, 1912- (continued)
A publication of the Foreign Mission Board, S. B. C., 1952 study
books. "Young People" NRAB DLC TxFwSB LNB NcWfC TND KyLoS  M345

A study of the special challenges and problems prepared for the
study committee of 15. Nashville, 1968. TND  M346

The west is big. Atlanta, S. B. C. [1953] 125p. NRAB TxFwSB LNB
NcWfC MoKcM KyLoS TND  M347

McClellan, Mabel (Mrs. Albert)
Teacher's guide, by Mabel McClellan, for Ways of Witnessing, by
John Caylor. Adults. 1959. Atlanta, Ga., Home Mission Board,

McClelland, Margaret Tyrrell
Intermediates in action, through the Sunday School. [Teacher's ed.]

McClenon,
The Bible on baptism. Louisville, 1896.  M350

McClenon, James William, Jr., 1924-
A bibliographical method for research in systematic and biblical
theology. Ft. Worth, Texas, 1953. 30p. TxFwSB  M351

See: Brown, Henry Clifton, ed.
More Southern Baptist preaching. Compiled and edited by H. C.
by James W. McClendon, p. 54-62. KyLoS  M352

The doctrine of sin and the first epistle of John: a comparison of
Calvinist, Wesleyan, and Biblical thought. Fort Worth, Texas,
1953. Typewritten. 278 leaves. TxFwSB  M353

How to keep the seminars safe. TND  M354

vii, 68p. Contains: E. J. Carnell, Fundamentalist with a difference;
W. T. Conner, What does the Bible mean? NRAB KKcBT LNB MBC CBs
MoKcM TND KyLoS  M355

McClenon, Robert Lee
An investigation of the Pauline concept "adoption." Fort Worth,
Texas, 1962. (Typewritten) 83 leaves. Thesis (Th.M.) - South-
western Baptist Theological Seminary, 1962. TxFwSB  M356

McClenon, Robert Ernest
The formation of the Northern Baptist Convention. B.D. Dissertation
submitted to the Federated Theol. Faculty in co-operation with
NRAB(mf)  M357

McCloy, Frank Dixon
The founding of Protestant Theological Seminaries in the United
States of America, 1784-1840. A thesis... Cambridge, Mass., Harvard
University Oct. 1959. v, 376,(7)p. (Typewritten copy in author's
possession)  M358
MCCLUNG, ROY CORNELIUS, 1917-  
The conception of salvation as a process in Pauline theology.  
Th.D. Thesis, Southern Baptist Theological Seminary, Louisville, 
Ky., 1948.  175p.  KyLoS  
M359

MCCLUNG, S REX  
The bride of Christ. [Texarkana, Ark.-Tex., Baptist Sunday school 
committee [n.d.] 8p.  NRAB  
M360

MCCLUNG, WILLIAM OTIS, 1919-  
The Christological implications of Acts, chapters one through seven 
as seen in the names used for Jesus Christ. Th.D. Thesis, Southern 
Baptist Theological Seminary, 1953.  xviii, 207p.  KyLoS  
M361

MCCLURE, JAMES GORE KING, 1848-  
Non-Baptist  
Intercessory prayer; a mighty means of usefulness. Nashville, 
Baptist S.S. bd. [c1902] 127p.  NRAB  
TND  KyLoS (Kept for publisher interest)  
M362

MCCOLL, EDITH DURAND  
Jt. ed.: See: Durand, Silas Horton, 1833-1918  
Fragments, autobiography and later writings by Silas H. Durand. 
NRAB  
M363

MCCOLL, H  
The Preacher's message. London, Farncombe & son. McIntyre  
M364

MCCOLLUM, IVANHOE, 1893-  
See: Sanford, Doris M  
A candlestick in this place. History of the First Baptist church 
North Adams...Compiled...for the 135th Anniversary, 1943.  
[n.p.n.d.] 45p. ports., illus.  NRAB  
M365

MCCOLLUM, J W  
Southern Baptist in Japan. Richmond, Foreign mission board, 
S. B. C. [n.d.] 11p.  NRAB  
M366

MCCLUB (MISS.) FIRST BAPTIST CHURCH  
Debt-free celebration and dedication of the First Baptist Church, 
McComb, Mississippi, July 16, 1944. Wyatt R. Hunter, Pastor. 
16p.  KyLoS  
M367

MCCOMMON, PAUL  
The influence of Charles Wesley's hymns on Baptist theology. Th.D.  
Thesis, Southern Baptist Theological Seminary, Louisville, Ky., 
M368

KyLoS  TND  
M369

__(A Musica na Biblia) (Portuguese translation) Rio de Janeiro, 
Casa Publicadora Batista, 1963.  TND  
M370

MCconaughy, JAMES, 1857-1934  
A beginners' course in Bible study. 9th ed. Phila., American Baptist  
M371
MCCONNALL, EARLE POSTER

MCCONNELL, FERNANDO COELLO, 1856-1929
Life: See: Rousseau, Christine (McConnell)

See: Graham, Balus Joseph Winzer, 1862-


MCCONNELL, FRANZ MARSHALL, 1862-1947
After the feast...Dallas, Tex., The Marshall co., 1932. 55p. "The parable of the prodigal son...[a] supplementary story of his efforts." Pref. DLC LNB M377

The agreement and difference between two Baptist General Bodies in Texas. Dallas, Texas, Press of Irwin printing co. [1912?] 30p. KyLoS M378

The deacon's daughter. Oklahoma City, Okla., Stealey book and publishing co. [1918] 144p. DLC LNB TND KyLoS M379

Financing the Kingdom...Published by the Board of Directors of the Baptist General Convention of Texas. Dallas, Irwin printing co. [1912] 28p. KyL-S M380

Assoc. ed.: See: Home and State. ASB p. 336 M381


Mission plans and the Baptist General Convention compared with the Baptist Missionary Association. Dallas, Texas, [n.d.] 24p. TxPwSB M383

The rights and obligations of labor according to the Bible. Dallas, Tex., Storm publishing co. [c1937] vii, 65p. DLC KKcBT LNB M384

Winning souls and strengthening churches. Dallas, Tex., Irwin publishing co., 1913. 166p. CCoVb M385

LUNN, CHARLES EDWARD, 1909-

Coatesville (Pa.) First Baptist church. Diamond Jubilee 1867-1942.
...Celebration Oct. 11 to 18, 1942. Charles Edward Lunn, pastor.

"Ideas that work" [A notebook of mimeographed items - ideas for
bulletins, special events, etc.] NRAB PCC

Pilot to the sky. The experiences of an army air forces chaplain.
N. Y., Hobson book press, 1947. 149p. NRAB KScBT

NRAB

LUNN, JAMES CHRISTIANSEN, 1861-

Fourteen nights with Jesus. 1903. W. W. in C.

Reminiscences. 1933. W. W. in C.

That which must come to pass. W. W. in C.

LUNN, JENS C 1861-
Kamp og sejr. (Warfare and victory)

Missions sange. (Mission songs) Compiled by: W. G. Andreasen,
J. C. Lunn, and A. E. Carlsen. 1916.

Vigtige Sandhæder. (Important truths)

LUNN, JENS SOREN, 1840-1909
Salme og sangbog. (Psalms and songs)...

LUNN, STEAD
History of the Meltham Baptist Church, 1813-1913. Centenary Souvenir.
Meltham, 1913. B.U.L.

LUNSFORD, WILLIAM, 1859-1927
See: Bell, Theodore Percy, 1852-1916
...An exposition of the Epistle to the Philippians [by] T. P. Bell...
Nashville, Sunday School Board, S.B.C., 1917. 77p. After death of
Dr. Bell, the work, from Chap. 4, verse 8, was finished by Dr.

Introd.: Cranfill, James Britton, 1858-
From nature to grace and other addresses. Comprising a series of
expositions of the International Sunday school lessons. By J. B.
Cranfill. With an introduction by William Lunsford. Nashville,
S. S. Board [c1924] 195p. NRAB

How to be the gainer by dying. Nashville, S. S. board of S. B.
convention [n.d.] 14p. Evangelistic series No. 16. NRAB TND L3952

Life after death. Pam. TND L3953
LUNSFORD, WILLIAM, 1859-1927 (continued)
Comp.: Veterans of the cross. Dallas, Tex., Baptist standard
publishing co., 1921. 210p. front., ports. Articles and addresses
by various contributors, published by authority of the Relief and
annuity board, Southern Baptist convention. DLC TxFwSB GMM NcWfC
CCovB TND KyLoS

Dallas, Tex., Baptist Standard pub. co., 1925. 210p. NRAB

LUPTON, JOHN -1670
Introd.: Grantham, Thomas
Seventh day sabbath ceased as ceremonial, and yet the morality of
the fourth command remaineth, &c. (Epistle dedicatory signed,
John Lupton) vi, 18p. Whitley 15-667W

LURAY (VA.) MT. CARMEL BAPTIST CHURCH
Trial and decision of Mt. Carmel church (Luray) [Primitive Baptist]
Adv't Advocate & Messenger Jan. 1941.

LURIE, REUBEN LEVI
The challenge of the Forum. The story of Ford Hall and the Open
Forum Movement. A demonstration in adult education. With foreword
NRAB NRCR DLC MNeCA PCC CCovB

LUSALA KAVUNDI, 1872-
A few Kongo hymns (With Rev. A. E. Scrivener) McIntyre

More about Jesus (Nambi masiso ma Yesu) in Bobangi. 1893. 142p.
B. M. Press, Lukolela. (M. Hr. 1893, 221 and 1894, 219) (With
Rev. A. E. Scrivener) McIntyre

LUSANSU LUA NKAND'A NZAMBI. Luasansa Charles Foster ... Kisi Kongo
kwa Mama Bentley. Ndambu anteke ... Ukweselo kwa, The Religious
tract society, London, 1893. 262p. front. Trans.: Narrative of
the Book of God. NRAB

LUSH, CHARLES MONTAGUE, 1853-1930
Husband and wife. 3d ed. Poole. McIntyre U.S. 12

The law of husband and wife within the jurisdiction of the Queen's
bench and Chancery divisions. London, Stevens and sons, 1884.
lxix, [1], 553p. Errata slip inserted. McIntyre DLC

2d ed., by Montague Lush and Walter Hussey Griffith. London,
Stevens and sons, limited, 1896. lxxix, 626p. DLC MH

Lush on the law of husband and wife. 4th ed. By S. N. Grant-
Bailey. With an introduction by the Right Hon. Lord Atkin of
Aberdovey. London, Stevens and sons, limited, 1933. clxviii,
753, [1]p. DLC IU

LUSH, ROBERT, 1807-1881
Life: See: Landels, William. Baptist worthies...

The act for the amendment of the law with respect to wills, with
practical notes. Whitley 133-837M
LUSH, ROBERT, 1807-1881 (continued)
Reprinted 1838. Whiley 133-837 1838a

[Several treatises on Law] Cathcart

LUSTY, FREDERICK CHARLES, 1860-
How William Knibb fought slavery and won freedom. B.W.W. p. 61
Walgravez Baptist Church, 1700-1950, a brief record of two-hundred-
and-fifty years' witness and service. Northampton, Billingham &
son, 1950. TND

LUTHER, MRS. CALISTA (VINCENT), 1841-
Lessons which the heathen may teach us. An address ... April 1885.
[n.p.n.d.] 12p. NRAB

The Vintons and the Karens; memorials of Rev. Justus H. Vinton and
Calista H. Vinton. Boston, W. G. Corthell, 1880. xi, 252p. illus.,
ports. DLC NRAB KKcBT IOBNB CBB NRCR MoKcH FPEB CGovB PCC OrMcL
TND KyLoS

--- Phila., A.B.P.S. [c1880] xi, 252p. front. NRAB MNtCA KyLoS

LUTHER, CHARLES CAROLL
Beautiful beckoning hands and other pieces. Boston, A.B.P.S., 1887.
74p. DLC

1894.

Road to Sodom, or a Christian's relation to the world. 1895. Brown
Hist. Cat. 1894

Talks to young Christians and some Bible outlines. 1895. Brown
Hist. Cat. 1894

Temple chimes. A choice collection of gospel songs and sacred hymns

LUTHER, JOHN HILL, 1824-1903
A Discourse: preached on the 4th Sabbath in July, 1853, to the Baptist
Church at Robertville, S. C., by the pastor...Savannah [Ga.]
"Evening Journal" Book and Job Office, (1853) 14p. KyLoS

Old Baylor and other poems. 1900. N.T.I. pg. 54

LUTHER, MARTIN, 1483-1546 Non-Baptist
A letter of Martin Luther to two pastors on rebaptism, 1528; trans-
lated into English by Walter Jacobi, John Fink, David Mueller;
edited by Leo T. Crismom. Louisville, Ky., Southern Baptist
Theological Seminary, May 1953. xv, 53p. Typewritten. NRAB TxFWSE
KyLoS

LUTHER, ROBERT MAURICE, 1842-1903
Reasons for existence. The annual discourse, delivered at the
seventy-second annual meeting of the American Colonization Society,
held in the First Baptist church, Washington, D.C., Jan. 13, 1889.
Washington, D.C., Colonization bldg., 1889. 15p. NRAB KyLoS
LUTHER, MRS. ROBERT H
At home & abroad. Boston, G. J. Stiles, 1877. 15p. NRAB


LUTHER-BAGBY LEAGUE. Belton, Texas
Prize winning stories of "Lydia" and the "Shunemmite Woman." Awarded by the Luther-Bagby League, Belton, Texas, Dec. 1945 to Melissa Nudnall Greenwood. [Austin, Austin Stationery and printing co., n.d.] [8p]. ports. NRAB

LUTZ, SISTER M. ANGELITA

L. V. H. WITLEY
See: Cowell, H McIntyre

LUYKEN, HEINRICH AUGUST, 1864-

Tr.: See: Lawrence, Practice of the presence of God, into Esperanto. London, H. R. Allenson Ltd., 1909. 60p. McIntyre

La Mistikulo; story in Esperanto. In preparation 1912. McIntyre


...Strange heredjo ... Leipsig, 1922. 319p. DLC

LUZZI, GIOVANNI, 1857-
Struggle for Christian truth in Italy. N. Y., F. H. Revell [c1913] 2p., 1 l., 7-338p. TxFwS3 NRCR DLC PPEB MNcCA


LYALL, MAX

TND
LYALL, MAX (continued)

1965. TND

LYELL, (SIR) CHARLES, 1797-1875 Non-Baptist
A second visit to the United States of North America. N. Y., Harper &
bros.; London, J. Murray, 1849. 2 v. illus. [With some account
of the Baptists] DLC NRAB OCraD GMM MNtCA PLeWB

N. Y., Harper, 1868. 2 v. illus. NeLB

LYELL, JOHN WILLIAM, 1862-1922
NRAB PCC

1818-1900. "What hath God wrought." The growth of the Baptists in
Camden, N. J. ...Sermon Feb. 4, 1900. [Camden] Camden Outlook,
1900. [6]p. illus. NRAB

LYFORD, FRANCIS E., 1820- History of Pittsfield, N. H. McIntyre

LYFORD, MOSES, 1816-1887
Life: See: Colby university, Waterville, Me.
Review of the year. Professor Moses Lyford, LL.D. The corporation
(Reprinted from the Colby oracle, 1888) DE NRAB

LYFORD, WILLIAM, 1548-1653 Non-Baptist
An apologie for our publike ministerie, and infant-baptism. Written
some years ago for private satisfaction of some dissenting brethren;
and upon request enlarged and published for the same ends. London,
1652. vi, 46p. NRAB NRCR MItCA

(8), 52p. NH NNUT-Mc

vi, 46p. Whitley 22-653MNOSTW, Salt Library NRAB

London, 1652. 46p. NRCR

London, William Du-Gard, 1653. 46p. NRAB PPrHi

Reprinted 1657. Whitley 22-653 1657MO

Ed. 3. London, 1657. (In his plain man's senses exercised.
1657) 52p. NRAB

Plain man's senses exercised to discern both good and evil, with
an apologie for our publike ministrie and infant baptism. London,
1657. 347 + 52p. NRAB MBC

LYKINS, JOHNSTON, 1800?-1876
Life: See: Hutcherson, Curtis A
The contribution of Dr. Johnston Lykins and Robert Simerwell to
the preservation, advancement and evangelization of the American
Historical Commission, S.B.C., Publication No. 2211. (NRAB(mf)


LYKINS, JOHNSTON, 1800?-1876 (continued)

The Gospel according to Matthew, and the Acts of the apostles;
translated into the Putawatamie language. Carefully compared with
the Greek text. Published under the patronage of the American and
foreign Bible society, by the Board of managers of the American
Indian mission association. Louisville, Ky., W. C. Buck, printer,
1844. 240p. DLC NRB

Creek Scriptures; Gospel of John, with extracts from Matthew and
Mark. 1835. Printed by J. Meeker, Shawano. 192p. (Collaborator
with J. Davis) (B. M. Mag. 1835, 129) McIntyre

First lessons in Shawano. 1836. 56p. (B. M. Mag. 1837, 125)
(Collaborator) McIntyre

The gospel according to St. Matthew. Translated into the Shawano
language, by Johnston Lykins, aided...by James Andrew Chute.
Shawano Bapt. mission press. 1842. 116p. Sabin

The gospel according to Matthew and the apostles, tr. into the
Putawatamie language. Louisville, Amer. & foreign Bible soc. 1844.
240p. Sabin NRB KyLoS

John's gospel in Muskoki or Creek. Shawano B. M. 190p.
Whitley 102-835b

Original and select hymns, in the Shawano language. By missionaries
of the Amer. Baptist board of foreign missions...2nd ed. Shawano
Baptist mission press, J. G. Pratt, printer, 1842. 48p. DLC

24p. (B. M. Mag. 1838, 138) McIntyre

Part of Matthew's Gospel, in Shawano Nine chapters. 1836.
J. Meeker, Shawano. Matthew completed by J. Meeker with assistance
of D. B. Rollin in Ms. 1837. (Collaborator with A. J. Chute
(Presby.)) McIntyre

Prepared Elementary books in Chippewa, Shawano and Delaware
languages. (With Joatham Meeker and others) McIntyre

Second book in Shawano. 1835. 54p. Printed by Joatham Meeker,
Shawano. (A. B. Mag. 1835, 223) McIntyre

Ed.: See: The Shawano Sun for Shawanoes; monthly. 1837.
(B. M. Mag. 1838, 138) McIntyre

Siwinowe eaweikitake. Liekens, wataotli. [Shawnee speller and
reader by Johnston Lykins] Shawano Mission; J. Meeker, printer,
1834. 42p. Sabin NN CSml MBet

____ 54p. NRAB

LYKINS, NOEL RAY

North Carolina Separate Baptists: a study in frontier Baptist
Southeastern Bapt. Theo. Sem. NRAB (mf) NcWfC TND
LYLES BAPTIST CHURCH, FLUVANNA CO., VA.
See main entry under Loving, John Wheeler, 1860-1948

LYME REGIS (ENG.) SILVER STREET BAPTIST CHURCH
Lyme Regis Baptists, 1653-1953, the story of 300 years. [n.p.n.d.] 12p. illus. NRAB

LYNCH, JAMES WILLIAM
Dropped stitches from vanished hands. 1909. From an address on the Thomasville orphanage at the Baptist state convention, Wadesboro, N. C., Dec. 9, 1909. NcWfC

LYNCH, WANDA MARIE

LYNCHBURG BAPTIST MISSIONARY SOCIETY
Constitution. Lynchburg, 1818. 8p. NRAB

LYNCHBURG (VA.) COLLEGE HILL BAPTIST CH.

LYNCHBURG (VA.) FIRST BAPTIST CHURCH
Centennial celebration 1815-1915...[n.p.n.d.] 40p. NRAB

Historical sketch, 1886-1930 and program of the 50th Anniversary of the dedication of the present church building. 8p. KyLoS

LYNCHBURG (VA.) RIVERMONT AVE. BAPT. CH.

LYND, JAMES
The class-book of etymology, designed to promote precision in the use, and facilitate the acquisition of the English language. Phila., E. C. & J. Biddle, 1855. 284, & 58p. NRAB

LYND, SAMUEL W 1796-1876
See: Akers, Thomas Peter, 1826?-1877
A collection of original sermons, contributed by ministers of different denominations, to raise means for the erection of a Protestant Female College, in Greensburg, Kentucky. Rev. Thomas P. Akers, editor and publisher, Louisville, Ky., Morton & Grinswold, 1851. 511p. Sermon III. The conversion of youth, the hope of the world, by Rev. S. W. Lynd D.D., pp. 44-56. KyLoS

Baptism. [Cincinnati, 1840] 24p. RPB

Baptism, a divine institution, and worthy the serious regard of all who reverence the authority of Jesus Christ. [Cincinnati] Whetstone and Johnson, 1833. 62p. NRAB RPB PPrHi ICU

Bible union's plan of revision vindicated. n. t-p. [n.p.n.d.] (Am. Bible union. Tracts no. 6) 15p. NRAB

The design of baptism. Louisville, Southwestern book depository, Hull Bros., printers, 1855. 60p. PPrHi NRAB KyLoS
LYND, SAMUEL W 1796-1876 (continued)
A discourse delivered before the Cincinnati Sunday-school union, on the fourth of September, 1831. Cincinnati, Printed at the Journal office, 1831. 16p. NRAB RPB L4044

A discourse on spiritual manifestations. Covington [Ky.] Printed at the Journal office, 1853. 21p. NRAB L4045

The duties of revising the Scriptures [n.p. 1852] 8p. L4046


The moral excellence of Christian character. [Sermon] (In Evangelical preacher, February, 1848) pp. [29]-34. MNtCA L4048


Pure Bible - a pure religion; encouragement to the friends of pure versions, a sermon for the 3rd anniversary of the Amer. Bible union, Oct. 1852. N. Y., 1853. (Am. Bible union. Tracts no. 7) 8p. NRAB MBC NRCR MNtCA L4050

Reply to S.W.L., on spiritual manifestations. St. Louis, 1853. 40p. MWA MBC L4051


The second advent of Christ. Cincinnati, 1843. 32p. CSmH DLC NRAB MNtCA L4053

A sermon on strict communion. Cincinnati, 1842. 20p. MBC L4054

LYNDHURST (OHIO) BAPTIST CHURCH

LYNDON, JONAS, 1704-1778
[Letter to the king protesting against taxation by the British parliament. Printed with others to the Earl of Hillesborough in Bartlett's Records] Whitley 39-768 L4056

LYNIP, G LOUISE
On good ground; missionary stories from the Philippines. Grand Rapids, Mich., W. B. Eerdmans publishing co. [1946] 149p. 1 l. illus. (incl. map) DLC NRAB TxFwSB CCovB L4057

LYNN, GEORGE ALFRED, 1915-
LYNN, JAMES HUNT, 1845-
Grace, government, & glory. B. W. W. p. 61
L4059

LYNN, ROBERT L
Young people's teacher's guide [for] So sure of tomorrow [by]
(Foreign mission graded series) KyLoS
L4060

LYNN, ROBERT WOOD, 1925-
Non-Baptist
The church as meeting house; Meeting our neighbor; meeting God
KyLoS
L4061

LYNN (MASS.) EAST BAPTIST CHURCH
Congratulations to our pastor, Rev. William T. Murphy, Jr., on the
25th anniversary of his ordination to the Baptist ministry. 1925-
L4062

Manual... Lynn, 1884. MBC
L4063

Manual... Lynn, 1897. PEB
L4064

LYNN (MASS.) FIRST BAPTIST CHURCH
Directory. Ca. 1903. NRAB
L4065

LYNN (MASS.) WASHINGTON STREET BAPTIST CHURCH
Constitution and by-laws of the Washington class... [n.p., C. C.
Herbert & co., n.d.] 10p. NRAB
L4066

Dedication services. 1906. NRAB
L4067

L4068

Manual...1880. Lynn, T. P. Nichols, 1880. 57p. NRAB
L4069

Semi-centennial anniversary...April 17, 19, 21, 1904. [Lynn,
L4070

LYNN (MASS.) WASHINGTON STREET BAPTIST CHURCH. Baptist Youth Fellowship
See: Welden, Dorothy Jean
The record and evaluation of two years' work with the B. Y. F. of
the Washington Street Baptist Church of Lynn, Massachusetts.
L4071

THE LYNN PERSECUTION [of J. Marham] Whitley 20-693 0 Non-Baptist
L4072

LYON, AARON CLEMENT, 1833-1896
Life: See: Lyon, Mrs. Mary J.
NRAB PCC KyLoS
L4073

LYON, DAVID GORDON, 1852-1935
An Assyrian manual, for the use of beginners in the study of the
Assyrian language. Chicago, The American publication society of
Hebrew, 1886. xlv, 138p., 1 l. Contents. - List of signs. -
Outline of grammar. - Transliterated texts. - Cuneiform tests. -
Notes on the texts. - Glossary. DCU-H DLC MH NN NNUT MoLiWJ IOBNE
NRCR MNtCA CCovB PCC KyLoS
L4074
LYON, DAVID GORDON, 1852–1935 (continued)

_Scribner, 1886. McIntyre_ L4075

_2nd ed. N. Y., Scribners' 1892. 142p. IU MN_ L4076


Die Cylinder-inschrift Sargons II, in transscribirtem assyrischem
Grundtext mit Übersetzung und Commentar. Bei der philosophischen
Facultät der Universität Leipzig zur Erlangung des philosophischen
Doctorgrades, eingereicht von David Gordon Lyon. Leipzig,
Hunderstund & Pries, 1882. 16p. A brief sketch of his life
appears on p. 17. NRAB KyLoS L4078

Israelitish politics as affected by Assyrian, Babylonian and early
Archaemenian Kings. 12p. KyLoS L4079

Jewish contributions to civilization. An address delivered at Chicago
before the World's parliament of religions, on September 18, 1893.
15p. DLC MB NN MBC L4080

Keilschrifttexte Sargons's Königs von Assyrien (722-705 v. Chr.)
[Ed. by Dr. D. G. Lyon] Leipzig, J. C. Hinrich's che Buchhandlung,
1883. xvi, 93p. McIntyre NRAB KyLoS NRCR MNtCA L4081

Notes on the Hammurabi monument... (From the Journal of the American

Reprinted from the Harvard Theological Review, Vol. 1, January,
1908. MNtCA KyLoS L4083

Jt. au.: See: Reisner, George Andrew, 1867-1942
Harvard excavations at Samaria, 1908-1910, by George Andrew Reisner,
Clarence Stanley Fisher, David Gordon Lyon ... Cambridge, Harvard
University press, 1924. 2 vols. TxFwSB KKCBT MNtCA PPEB FCC
KyLoS L4084

The Seal Impressions on an early Babylonian Contract. (From the
KyLoS L4085

Structure of the Hammurabi code... by David Gordon Lyon. (From the
Journal of the American Oriental Society, Vol. XXV, 1904, p. 248-
265) KyLoS NRAB L4086

Ed.: See: Studies in the History of Religions. Presented to
Crawford H. Toy, by Pupils, Colleagues and Friends. N. Y., Macmillan
co., 1912. viii & 373p. (With G. F. Moore (Presby.)) (Rev. &
Expos. Apr. 1913, 268 rev:) McIntyre KKCBT ICU GNM MBC MNtCA
PCC KyLoS DLC L4087

When and where was the Code Hammurabi promulgated? (Reprinted from
the Journal of the American Oriental Society, V. XXVII, 1906,
p. 123-134) KyLoS L4088
LYON, EDWARD N.
TND(mf) L4089

LYON, MRS. EMORY

LYON, ERNEST NEAL, 1873-1907
Poems. McIntyre L4091

LYON, ERVIN FRAKES, 1869-1935
Baptist fundamentals. Dallas, Tex., Baptist standard publishing co. [1923] 135p. KKCvBT CCovB TxFwSB TND KyLoS L4092

The Bible. (hymn) ASB p. 317 L4093

Heaven. (hymn) ASB p. 317 L4094


___2nd ed. [Natchez, Diers printing co.] 20p. KyLoS NRAB L4096

A Sinner Saved by Grace. (hymn) McIntyre L4097


LYON, MRS. HELEN THEODOSIA (IVES), 1871-
Life: See: Lyon, Mrs. Helen Theodosia (Ives), 1871-

LYON, HENRY LOUIS, 1907-
Following Jesus. ASB p. 317 L4101

The Life of Martin Luther. ASB p. 317 L4102

LYON, JAMES
See: Beatson, John
The divine right...(reprint from 1799). Brief memoirs of the life, character, and writings of the author (by his successor, James Lyon) Button. 70p. Whitley 15-799M L4103

LYON, MRS. MARY J
LYON, MATHEW, 1812-
See: Shackelford, Josephus, 1830-1915
History of the Muscle Shoals Baptist association from 1820 to 1890, a period of 70 years, with a history of the churches of the same, and a biographical sketch of its ministers. Also a short sketch of general Baptist history by Rev. Mathew Lyon. Trinity, Ala., The author, 1891. 319p. front. (port.) DLC NRAB ICU KyLoS

LYON, ROGER H
Baptist public opinion: available for the adjustment of Baptist church difficulties. [N. Y., January, 1883] 26p. NRAB RPB

Memorial address by Roger H. Lyon, Esq. at the laying of the cornerstone of the First Baptist church in the City of New York, September 25th, 1891. 37p. MH NRAB PCC KyLoS

LYON, W
[One treatise; title not obtained. 1794 (Ang. 11)] McIntyre

LYON, WILLIAM ELY, 1827-1906
The operations of the Holy Spirit in the last days. A help for Christian workers. Cleveland, German Bapt. pub. soc. [cl1894] 144p. McIntyre NRAB NRCR

LYONS, AUSTIN WESLEY, 1884-1946
The Hiram Wesley Lyons family. A memorial. Salt Lake City, Utah [Printed by the Western hotel register company] 1943. 208p. incl. illus., plates, ports. DLC NRAB MoLiWJ PCC KyLoS


LYONS, EMORY J
...Isaac McCoy; his plan of and work for Indian colonization. Topeka, Kansas state printing plant, 1945. 61p. DLC NRAB CRU NcWfC PPEB KyLoS

LYONS, JAMES
The dissemination of Unitarian principles recommended and enforced in a sermon. Two editions. Whitley 41-808M

The right and duty of a faithful and fearless examination of the Scriptures: asserted in a sermon, preached at the Calvinist-Baptist chapel, George Street, Hull: on the resignation of the pastoral office in that place, occasioned by the author's embracing the Unitarian doctrine. Harlow, B. Flower, 1808. 42, (2)p. Whitley 42-808M NRAB

LYTLE, NORMAN FREDERICK, 1936-
Zion Baptist Church, 1850-1963 (an historical sketch), by Norman F. Lytle, Pastor, July 28, 1963. 16p. KyLoS
M., C. Non-Baptist
King Jesus on his royal throne in Zion; or separate congregational Protestant churches proved to be the old, apostolical and primitive Christian churches, etc. Whitley 5-712 O LNB

M. E. S.
See: Smith, Mrs. M E @ NRAB

M., G
Infant baptism re-considered. London, 1840. 92p. Angus NRAB

M., R
An address to the baptized churches giving special reasons for having a baptistery in every meeting house. London, G. Keith, 1768. 16p. NRAB


Reply to the layman's address to the Baptists. London, M. Lewis, 1773. 35p. NRAB

M., V. D. [pseud.]

MA, ROBERTA (MA HSIN-YI) 1902--

MA SAW SA
Life: See: Woman's American Baptist foreign mission society.

MABBATT, JOHN
A briefe or generall reply unto Mr. Knutton's answers unto the VII questions [5-645] etc. Dexter Collection. 40p. Whitley 48-645 LNB

__[n.p.] 39p. NNUT-Mc

MABIE, CATHERINE LOUISE ROE, 1872-1963

The Congo woman's way. [N. Y., 1935] 8p. NRAB

A day on the FUKUIN MARU. Boston, A. B. F. M. S. [1910] 6p. folder. illus. NRAB

MABIE, CATHERINE LOUISE ROE, 1872-1963 (continued)


MABIE, HAMILTON WRIGHT  Non-Baptist


46p. MNtCA MeLB

MABIE, HENRY CLAY, 1847-1918

Life: See: Stemple, Earl Cyrus


The atonement and conscience. Boston, Mass. [n.d.] PCC


See: Brookline (Mass.) Baptist church

Celebration of the semi-centennial anniversary of the Baptist church of Brookline, with an historical discourse by the pastor the Rev. Henry C. Mabie. 1828-1878. Brookline, Chronicle print, 1878. 34p. front., illus. NRAB Nh MBC MNtCA

Intro.: See: Bunker, Alonzo

Soo Thah, a tale of the making of the Karen nation, by Alonzo Bunker... for thirty years a resident among the Karens; N. Y. [etc.] F. H. Revell co. [1902] 280p. incl. front. NRAB PPEB PCC


Ed.: See: Centenary missionary addresses. Delivered at missionary conferences and elsewhere, under the auspices of the American Baptist missionary union, in the years 1892 and 1893. Phila., American Baptist publication society [1893] 228p. front. DLC NRAB KKcBT LNB CCovB MNtCA PPEB KyLoS TND

The cross the world's evangel or the Christian law of sacrifice in relation to missions. An address...March 9, 1904. [n.p.n.d.] 12p.

The divine reason of the cross; a study of the atonement as the rationale of our universe. N. Y., Chicago [etc.] F. H. Revell co. [c1911] 186p. Contents. - The cross and highest reason. - The universe redemptocentric. - The reconciled antimony in God. - The Father sharing Calvary. - The divine mediation unique.
MABIE, HENRY CLAY, 1847-1918 (continued)

The divine reason of the cross; [continued]

"The cross" as watchword. - Superabundance of grace. - The moral and forensic one. - The evangelical principle. - Faith and philosophy congruous. McIntyre DLC NRAB TxFwSB KKcBT LNB CRU MoKcM PPEB CCoVB PCC KyLoS NRCR

The divine right of missions; or, Christianity the world-religion and the right of the church to propagate it; a study in comparative religion. Phila., Griffith & Rowland press [1908] 117p. DLC NN TxFwSB MoLiWJ KKcBT NRCR KyLoS PCC LNB GMH CaNsWA PPEB MoKcM MNeCA TND CBB

__Phila., A. B. P. S. [1908] 117p. NRAB KyLoS

Elements in Christianity which adapt it to be the universal and absolute religion. (In Congress of Arts and Science...St. Louis, 1904. Vol. 8, pp. 376-392. Boston. 1907) 1 MB


From romance to reality; the merging of a life in a world movement, an autobiography. Boston, Printed for the author, 1917. 396p. front., plates, ports. DLC NRAB TxFwSB MoLiWJ KKcBT LNB ICUR GOrAD IOBnB CBB NcWfC MNeCA PPEB PCC NRCR OrMcL CCoVB TND KyLoS

Has Christianity the moral right to supplant the ethnic faiths. (Reprinted from the American Journal of Theology, V. 11 No. 1, Jan. 1907) pp. 1-13. NRAB MNeCA

How does the death of Christ save us? or, The ethical energy of the cross. Phila., A. B. P. S. [1908] 160p. McIntyre DLC NN NRAB TxFwSB MoLiWJ KKcBT LNB ICUR CRU GMH IOBnB CBB NcWfC MNeCA MoKcM TND NRCR KyLoS CaNsWA CCoVB PPEB PCC NRCR OrMcL MeLB

__London, Hodder & Stoughton [1908] 160p. PPEB NRCR


__[Boston, C. A. Pinkham & co., c1891] 175p. NRAB


__3rd ed. Boston, W. G. Corthell, 1892. 175p. illus. NRAB

__4th ed. Boston, W. G. Corthell, 1892. 175p. NRAB MNeCA

__5th ed. Boston, W. G. Corthell, 1893. 175p. illus. NRAB KKcBT CBB
MABIE, HENRY CLAY, 1847-1918 (continued)

(B. M. Mag. 1904, 110 rev.) McIntyre

The meaning and message of the cross; a contribution to missionary
apologetics. N. Y., Chicago [etc.] F. H. Revell co. [c1906]
259p. McIntyre DLC NRAB TxFwSB MoLiWJ KkCbt LNB CRU GMM MBC
IOBNB CBB NcWFC MNtCA PPEB TND KyLoS NRCR PCC CCovB MocKm

Method in soul-winning on home and foreign fields. N. Y., Chicago
[etc.] F. H. Revell co. [c1906] 128p. McIntyre DLC NRAB TxFwSB
MoLiWJ KkCbt LNB NRCR TND ICU GMM MBC IOBNB CBB MBC NcWFC MNtCA PPEB
CCovB PCC OrMcL KyLoS

2nd ed. 144p. MocKm

Missionary fundamentals; an address delivered at the opening of
the Missionary Training institute for the northwest, Minneapolis,
Minn., Oct. 1, 1889. Minneapolis. 19p. NRCR

Now. The missionary watchword for each generation, or, the principle
of immediacy in mission work. Chicago, F. H. Revell co., 1901.
32p. McIntyre DLC NRAB PCC

The rational grounds of theism.

Romanism in four chapters, together with an open letter to Archbishop
Ireland in reply to his strictures. Minneapolis, Minn., T. J.
Morrow [c1889] iv, 85p. IU KyLoS NRCR

1895, sold by C. L. Borg & co. Chicago. McIntyre

See: Shannon, Eliza Roe
A minister's life. Memoirs of Charles Hill Roe...With contributions
by Henry C. Mable and James Hill Roe. Chicago, Lakeside press,
1900. 186p. front. (port.) illus. NRAB

Sjölvinnare Hemma och i Hedennärliden. Stockholm.

The solving of the world-riddle; or, The rational grounds of
theism (the metaphysics of the subject clarified, and in a nutshell)
ports. Contents: - The issue stated. - The naturalistic theory.
- Berkeley's absolute idealism. - Immanuel Kant's idealism. - The
later objective idealism. - Grounds for God's being and our knowledge
of Him. McIntyre DLC ICJ NRAB TxFwSB OGrAD MNtCA PPEB PLEwB PCC
TND NRCR

2nd ed. 62p. ICU IOBNB

The study of missions in theological seminaries. 14p. NRCR

The task worth while; or, The divine philosophy of missions.
[c1910] xx, 343p. DLC NRAB TxFwSB MoLiWJ KkCbt LNB ICU CRU
IOBNB CBB NcWFC MocKm PPEB PCC TND KyLoS OrMcL CanSwA NRCR
MABLE, HENRY CLAY, 1847-1918 (continued)
Under the redeeming aegis. An exposition of the evangelical principle. Doran. McIntyre CBB

London, Hodder & Stoughton, 1913. 159, (1)p. Lectures to students... McIntyre NRAB KKC4T MNtCA HoKcM ND MoKcM NY LoS NR CR

...The unshaken kingdom...N.Y., Chicago [etc.] F. H. Revell co. [c1917] 180p. (Lectures delivered under the Holland foundation at the Southwestern Baptist theological seminary) DLC NN NRAB TxFwSB LNB IOBNN NCwFC MoKcM KyLoS NR CR


Where does the money go? An address before the Baptist Social Union, Chicago, 1892. Boston, A. B. M. U., 1892. 18p. NRAB

__[Boston] L. Barth & co. 19, (1)p. NRAB

__[Boston, A. B. M. U. n.d.] 18p. NRAB

MABIE MEMORIAL SCHOOL, YOKAHAMA, JAPAN

MACALLAN, DAVID
The mode and subject of Christian baptism, comprehending a Special Reply to the late Rev. Dr. Wardlaw's Dissertation. London, 1858. B.U.L.

MCALESTER (OKLA.) FIRST BAPTIST CHURCH

MCALLISTER, FREDERICK BORMAN, 1868-
Frank answers to youth questions. N.Y. [etc.] F. H. Revell co. [c1935] 128p. DLC LNB IOBNN CCOvB TND

I'll never marry a preacher. 1923. W. W. in C.

MACALPINE, (MISS)
See: Anderson, H
Prepared Among the Lushais, in lesson form for Primary teachers and scholars. London, Carey press, 1915. McIntyre

MCALPINE, CHARLES ALONZO, 1874-1945

MCALPINE, CHARLES ALONZO, 1874-1945 (continued)


NRAE TxFwSB KKCkBT IOBNB PPEB KyLoS CCovB

Billy Sunday in action, being chapter two of "Hogan and Hogan." Rev.
(port.) illus. DLC

Ed.: See: Daily vacation Bible school handbook. Phila., A. B. P. S.,
illus., plates. DLC PCC

Hogan and Hogan; a book of religious humor...Rochester, N. Y.,
and Hogan. - The ladies' aid. - The walls of Jericho. - Matthew
meets a candidate. - Billy Sunday in action. - Mary Hogan on foreign
missions. - A course in ruralology. - The old preacher. - Hogan and
Hogan theologize. - The heathen at home. - Absentee fatherhood.
- A minimum wage. - The order of Ex. DLC TxFwSB MoLiWJ CBB MNtCA KyLoS
NRCR

NRAE

Hogan and Hogan on the five year program. Phila., Griffith and
Rowland press [1916] 37p. DLC NRAE MNtCA PCC NRCR

Mr. Dooley on the new annual. 8p. NRAE

The pulpit committee...Phila., A. B. P. S. [c1917] iv, 72p. DLC
NRAE TxFwSB ICU MNtCA PPEB CCovB NRCR TND PCC

Says Hogan, being new chronicles of Hogan and Hogan; religion with
a smile... Phila., Roger Williams press [c1917] 245p. DLC MoLiWJ
OrMcL NRCR

Phila., Roger Williams press [c1918] 245p. NRAE

Through the Bible in a year, with Easter dates for one hundred years.
[N. Y., Coverdale Bible press [c1939] DLC

MACALPINE, GEORGE WATSON, 1850-1920

Life: See: Wilson, Charles Edward, 1871-
Sir George Watson Macalpine, J. P. LL.D., chairman of the Baptist
front. (port.) (Brief biographies of leading laymen No. 7) NRAE
TxFwSB

Abstract of the report of the commission of enquiry into the admin-
istration of the Congo Free State. London, Clarke. 86p. NN

The Congo Commission Report: an English abstract. With notes and
Society. (Miss. Her. 1906, 66 plus 160) McIntyre
MACALPINE, GEORGE WATSON, 1850–1920 (continued)
The days of the Son of man. A study of the Gospels. London,
Frowde [190–] 46p. MB ICU

__Oxford. McIntyre

Ed.: See: Medley, William
In B. U. L. (B. H. Bk. 1911, 220) McIntyre OGrAD

The Ministry of the church to the church; presidential address at

The Ministry of the church to the world; address at Baptist Union,
Glasgow, Oct. 1910. McIntyre

MACARTHUR, FREDERICK, 1907–
"Old fashioned githerin" and gospel hour radio broadcasts. [n.p.n.d.]
[12]p. NRAB

front. (port.) NRAB

MACARTHUR, HARRY HEATH, 1890–
"I don't need the church. [Los Angeles, American prophetic league,

Why you can't rub out the Jew. Los Angeles, American prophetic

MACARTHUR, KENNETH CAULDWELL, 1882–
See: Brewster (Mass.) Baptist church
A short history of the Brewster Baptist church with affiliated
membership... 125th anniversary...1949. [Brewster, Winslow press,

MACARTHUR, ROBERT STUART, 1841–1923
Life: See: MacArthur, Robert Stuart
These forty years. Sermon preached by...in Calvary Baptist church,
McIntyre NRAB MBC NRCR

Life: See: New York City (N. Y.) Calvary Baptist church
front. (port.) McIntyre NRAB TxFwSB PPEB TED KyLoS NRCR

Comp.: See: [Randolph, Howard Stelle Fitz] 1883–
The fortieth anniversary of Rev. Robert Stuart MacArthur, D.D., LL.D.,
as pastor of Calvary Baptist church, N. Y. City, May 15–20, 1910.
plates, ports. front. McIntyre DLC NRAB TxFwSB MNtCA TED KyLoS
NRCR

Life: See: [Sketch] D. A. B. CaNsWA
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LOWRY, ROBERT, 1826-1899

Ed.: See: Bradbury, William Batchelder, 1816-1869
Bright jewels for the Sunday school ... Rev. Robert Lowry, editor, assisted by Wm. F. Sherwin and Chester S. Allen. N. Y., Biglow & Main [c1869] 160p. NRAB TxFwSB OGrad MBC

Comp.: The bright array; a new collection of Sunday school songs, ... & W. H. Doane. N. Y., Biglow & Main, c1889. 192p. McIntyre NNUT ICM RPB PPrHi OGrad KyLoS

Comp.: Bright jewels for the Sunday school ... Robert Lowry, ed. ... N. Y., Biglow & Main [c1869] 160p. McIntyre NRAB NNUT RPB ICN ICU TxFwSB

N. Y., 1869. 157p. NNUT MBC

Comp.: Brightest and best. A choice collection of new songs [etc]

Cantatas for Christmas. 1881-86. McIntyre

Cumptivity captive, for eastertide. A service of scripture and song.
N. Y., Biglow, [1886] 16p. DLC

Jt. au.: Chapel melodies: a collection of choice hymns and tunes ...


...The child of Bethlehem ... A service of Scripture and song for Christmas time ... N. Y., Biglow, c1890. 16p. ([Biglow & Main's]
Christmas service no. 13) ICN

Christmas service no. 4. The advent night: a service of scripture and song for Christmas time. N. Y. [&] Chicago, Biglow & Main [1881] 16p. DLC

Christmas service. no. 5-7. N. Y. [&] Chicago, Biglow [1882-1884] DLC

Christmas service no. 8. The prince of peace. A service of scripture and song for Christmas time. N. Y., [&] Chicago, Biglow [1885] 16p. DLC

Jt. au.: See: Crosby, Fanny J.
McIntyre TxFwSB

front. (port.) Autograph on fly-leaf. NRAB

L3576
L3577
L3578
L3579
L3580
L3581
L3582
L3583
L3584
L3585
L3586
L3587
L3588
L3589
L3590
LOWRY, ROBERT, 1826-1899 (continued)


NNUT

...A discourse delivered on the fifth anniversary of the organization
of the church of the Messiah, Greenbush, N. Y. ... Albany, 1858.
13p. Sabin

Early in the morning; a service of Scripture and song. N. Y.,
Biglow, [1884] 16p. DLC

Easter services. Biglow. U.S. '12

Fountain of song: a new collection of hymns and songs ... By Robert
Lowry and W. Howard Doane. N. Y. [etc.] Biglow & Main [c1877]
128p. 172 hymns. McIntyre NRAB DLC ICN RPB OGrAD KyLoS

The gates of day; a service of Scripture and song for Easter-tide.
N. Y., Biglow [1883] 16p. DLC

Ed.: The glad refrain for the Sunday school. A new collection of
songs for worship. ... & W. H. Doane ... N. Y., Biglow and Main
[etc.] [c1886] 160p. McIntyre DLC ICN NNUT RPB OGrAD NRAB
KyLoS

... Glory to God, a service of Scripture and song for Christmas time.
N. Y., Biglow & Main, 1882. 16p. NRAB KyLoS

Gold and diadem: [compr.] "Pure Gold" and "Royal diadem". Biglow.
Am. Cat. 1876

Good as gold: a new collection of Sunday school songs. N. Y.,
Biglow [c1880] 192p. McIntyre ICN DLC ICU RPB CBB PCC KyLoS

By Rev. Robert Lowry and W. Howard Doane. N. Y., Biglow & Main
[c1881] 192p. NRAB ICN NN NNUT RPB TxFwSB OGrAD

Containing the words only, from "Good as gold." By Rev. Robt. Lowry
DLC ICN NNUT

Gospel hymn and tune book: a choice collection of hymns and music,
old and new. For use in prayer meetings, family circles, and church
Lowry, & W. H. Doane. McIntyre NRAB ICN DLC MB NN NNUT TxFwSB
MoLiWJ KKcBT KyLoS

Ed.: Gospel music. A choice collection of hymns and melodies new
and old ... By Rev. Robert Lowry and W. Howard Doane. N. Y.,
Biglow & Main [c1876] 112p. OGrAD RPB ICN

N. Y., Biglow & Main [pref. 1877] 112p. DLC NN

Cincinnati, G. D. Newhall & co., [1884] DLC
LOWRY, ROBERT, 1826-1899 (continued)

See: Hall, Jacob Henry, 1855-
Biography of gospel song and hymn writers, by J. H. Hall, fully
illustrated. N.Y., Chicago [etc.] F.H. Revell co. [c1914]
D.D. PCC L3607

Ed.: Hymn service for the Sunday school. ... Embracing hymns and
songs, new and old, appropriate to the International lessons for
1879. N.Y., Biglow [etc.] [c1879] 64p. NNUT DLC L3608

[no. 1-3] ... appropriate to the International lessons for 1879,
[1881-1882] N.Y., Biglow [c1879-81] 3v. in 1. ICN L3609

N.Y., Biglow & Main [1880] No. 2. 1p. 1., 64p. DLC L3610

Same [1881] No. 3. DLC L3611

1871. McIntyre L3612

other eds. 1872. McIntyre L3613

other eds. 1873. McIntyre L3614

Joyful lays; a new collection of songs, prepared and adapted for
the Sunday School by Rev. Robert Lowry and W. Howard Doane. N.Y.,
Biglow & Main etc. [c1884] 192p. 205 selections. OGraD ICN
DLC RPB NRAB TxFwSB KyLoS L3615

Jt. au.: See: Judd, John T
History of the First Baptist church (1844-1894) of Lewisburg, Pa.,
together with addresses and sermons delivered at its jubilee
anniversary, January 3-7, 1894. Lewisburg, Pa., 1894. 72p. front.,
ports., illus. NRAB L3616

The king of glory. A service of scripture and song. N.Y., Biglow,
[1885] 16p. DLC L3617

The monarch and the manger. A service of scripture and song. For
Christmas time ... no. 12. N.Y., Biglow [1889] 16p. DLC L3618

Needs of the South. 6p. (N. Am. Rev. v. 150, 1800, p. 440) The
Negro as a mechanic. 6p. (N. Am. Rev. v. 156, 1893, p. 472)
HdBp L3619

Ed.: Our glad hosanna for the service of song in the Sunday school
... By Rev. Robert Lowry and W. Howard Doane. N.Y., Biglow & Main
[c1882] 192p. McIntyre OGraD DLC ICN IU NNUT RPB L3620

Our martyr President, Abraham Lincoln. Voices from the pulpit of
oration by Bishop Simpson, Eulogy by R. S. Storrs, jr., D.D. N.Y.,
1865. [9] 476p. RPB CRU L3621

[Phi Kappa Psi fraternity] DLC L3622

Plainfield (N.J.) Park Ave. Baptist church. Dedication services. ...
LOWRY, ROBERT, 1826-1899 (continued)


_____London, Low, 1877. 127p. ICN L3627

_____N. Y., c1899. 160p. RPB L3628

_____N. Y., Biglow, 1899. 160p. DLC L3629


The risen Jesus; a service of scripture and song for Easter tide. N. Y., Biglow [1882] 15p. DLC L3631


Comp.: The royal son. A service of Scripture and song for Christmas time ... N. Y., Biglow, c1888. 16p. [Biglow & Main's Christmas service no. 11] ICN L3634

Comp.: See: Sankey, Ira D

The royal hymnal, for Sunday schools. N. Y., Biglow & Main [1898] McIntyre DLC ICU L3635


A sermon on religious liberty. N. Y., "home" printing office, 1859. 20p. NRAB DLC PLeW B L3637

Sermon [on the death of President Lincoln] (In our martyr president. pp. 303-315. N. Y., 1865) MB L3638

A service of scripture and song for Christmas time. The Royal son Christmas service, no. 11. N. Y., Biglow, 1888. 16p. DLC L3639

A service of scripture and song for Easter-tide. N. Y., Biglow, 1886. 16p. DLC L3640
LOWRY, ROBERT, 1826-1899 (continued)

Comp.: ... Star of promise. A service of Scripture and song for Christmas time ... N. Y., Biglow, c1884. 16p. (Biglow & Main's Christmas service no. 7) ICN

Temple Anthems, for the service of the sanctuary. N. Y., Biglow & Main, 1872. 192p. (Collaborator with Dr. Doane) McIntyre


The true light. A service of scripture and song for Christmas time. Christmas service no. 10. N. Y., Biglow [1887] 16p. DLC

See: Van Alstyne, Mrs. Frances Jane (Crosby), 1820-1915 Bells at evening and other verses ... with biographical sketch by Robert Lowry. 2nd ed. - enl. N. Y., & Chic., Biglow & Main co., 1898. 224p. front. (port.) Autograph on fly-leaf. NRAB KyLoS

Welcome tiding; a new collection of sacred songs for the Sunday school. N. Y., 1877. 160p. McIntyre RPB ICN NRAB TxPwSB PPrHi CBB TND

Cincinnati: Church [c1877] 160p. NNUT DLC

...N. Y., Biglow & Main [c1877] 160p. NRAB OGraD NJPlaSDB KyLoS

LOZA, ABELARDO


LU, MARTIN C

Trans.: See: Davies, John P Thirty lessons in the life of Jesus Christ. Edited by the True Light Review Staff. Shanghai, China Baptist publication society [1937] [130]p. Text in English and Chinese. NRAB PCC

LUBBOCK (TEX.) SECOND BAPTIST CHURCH


LUCAS, ELIJAH, 1828-

Just as the matter stands. [Baptism] [Trenton, N. J.? n.d.] 8p. NRAB

Shall liberty die? or Patriots to the front. A biblical and historical view of the great antichrist ... [n.p.] 1897. vi, 540p. front. (port.) NRAB GIM NRCR PCC KyLoS
LUCAS, J R 1831-1906 Non-Baptist
Jt. au.: See: Ray, David Burcham, 1830-1922
Church discussion: Baptists and Disciples. The Ray & Lucas debate.
3rd ed. St. Louis, Mo., St. Louis Baptist pub. co. [c1873] NRAB
MoLiWJ CBB TND

___ Cincinnati, Pub. for the author, Geo. E. Stevens co., 1873.
505p. KyLoS L3657

___ Cincinnati, Pub. for the author, Geo. E. Stevens co., 1873.
509p. (pp. 507-509 are index) NRAB TxFwsB MoKcM KKcBT KyLoS L3658

LUCAS, MERLE J
...Advertising methods for young people; reasons, principles, and
methods for advertising young people's work ... prepared for Baptist
young people's union of America for C11 of the commission plan.
Phila., A.B.P.S. [c1930] 104p. illus., diagr. (Life enrichment
series) Bibliography: p. 104. NRAB DLC PCC L3659

LUCAS, RICHARD DARK, 1927-
KyLoS L3660

LUCAS, THOMAS d1741
The afflictions of good men no argument against a providence. A
sermon occasioned by the death of R[obert] Webb. Whitley 6-728Mw

Christian compulsion not persecution: a sermon preached at Trowbridge
... Nov. the fifth, &c. London, 1718. 36p. Whitley 12-718Mw
RPB MH L3661

The distinctions among Protestants not inconsistent with the unity
of the Church: a sermon at Trowbridge, &c. Whitley 7-730Mw
L3662

The pleasures of a religious life. A sermon preach'd at Taunton,
occaisioned by the death of the Reverend Mr. Thomas Whinnell. London,
1720. vi, 41, 41, i p. Whitley 12-720BW MH L3663

LUCEDALE (MISS.) FIRST BAPTIST CHURCH
First Baptist Church, Lucedale, Miss. 60 consecutive years of history.

LUCEDALE (MISS.) FIRST BAPTIST CHURCH
First Baptist Church, Lucedale, Miss. 60 consecutive years of history.

LUCK, BURNICE
NRAB TxFwsB MoKcM KyLoS TND L3666

LUCK, HAZEL ROWE
Jt. au.: See: Rives, Elsie
My family, a unit for use with nursery children in the church study
course. [by] Elsie Rives and Hazel Rowe Luck. [Nashville, Convention

LUCKETT, S B
A candid review of the Gospel Light: No. 2 - a full gospel. (Pam.)
TND L3668

LUCKETT, S B
A candid review of the Gospel Light: No. 2 - a full gospel. (Pam.)
TND L3669
LUCKETT, S B (continued)
Salvation alone through Christ the Lord. ... By S. B. Luckett,

LUCKEY, HANS, 1900-
Die ethische bedeutung der glückseligkeit bei Thomas von Aquin ...
Inaug.-diss. - Königsberg. Lebenslauf. "Literaturverzeichnis":
p. xii-xiii. DLC ICU IU

Free churches in Germany. Bad Nauheim, Christian-verlag [c1956]
16p. NRAB

Gottfried Wilhelm Lehmann und die Entstehung einer deutschen
freikirche. Kassell, Oncken Nachf. c1939. TxFWSB

Johann Gerhard Oncken und die anfänge des deutschen baptismus, von
1ic. dr. Hans Luckey. Kassell, J. G. Oncken nachf., g.m.b.h.
p. 300-302: "Quellenverzeichnis": p. 303-307. DLC NRAB ICU TxFWSB
IOBNB CBB NRCR CCovB KyLoS

NRAB

... Auflage." NRAB KKB TIC MoKcm

LUCY WESTON MUNGER
A memorial. [n.p. 1906] [8]p. Signed tributes by Dr. E. H. Johnson,
and Mrs. Irene H. Calley. NRAB

LUDINGTON (MICH.) WASHINGTON AVE. BAPTIST CHURCH
Our golden jubilee. September 1877-September 1927. [n.p.n.d.]
[12]p. ports. NRAB

LUDLOW, EDMUND, 1617?-1692
See: The horrid conspiracie of such impenitent traytors ...
Whitley 11-663C

See: A just defence of the royal martyr ... Whitley 27-699KS

See: A letter from Sir Hardress Waller ... Whitley 10-660 M

See: Regicides no saints, no martyrs: freely expostulated ...
Whitley 8-700

See: A sober vindication of Lt. Gen. Ludlow, and others ... By
a faithful friend to the Parliament and commonwealth. London,
1660. 16, (1)p. NRAB

Involved: See: Main entry under: Charles II; A proclamation for
the apprehension of Edmund Ludlow ...

Involved: See entry under: A commission and instructions ...

Answer [to Sir R. Blake] Whitley 54-652M
LUDLOW, EDMUND, 1617?–1692 (continued)

Answer to the Earl of Clanricarde's letter, 20 Feb. 1651.
Whitely 6–652M

[Ecclesiastical revenues to be devoted half to preaching ministers
and schoolmasters, half to sick soldiers and their widows.]
Whitely 42–651

A letter from Major General Ludlow to Sir E. S. comparing the tyranny
of the first four years of King Charles the martyr, with the tyranny
of the four years of the late abdicated King. Amsterdam, 1691.
30p. CSmH MIU IAu ICN NN MWA NNC MH NNU-TMc

Amsterdam, 1691. (Reprinted in Ludlow: Three tracts ... 1812)

Replied to: See: Three tracts published at Amsterdam in 1691
and 1692 under the name of Letters of General Ludlow 10–691.
Engraving; xvii, 150p. Whitely 88–812CFKMW

A letter from General Ludlow to Dr. Hollingworth, Their Majesties
chaplain at St. Botolph-Aldgate. Defending his former letter to Sir
E. S. which compared the tyranny of the first four years of King
Charles the Martyr, with the tyranny of the four years of the late
abdicated king. And vindicating the Parliament which began in Nov.
1640. Occasioned by the lies and scandals of many bad men of this
age ... Amsterdam: Pr. 1692. 72p. IU NNUT-Mc MnU MWA MH RPB

NN CSmH MBC

... defending his former letter to Sir E. Seymour ... Amsterdam,
1691 (Reprinted in Ludlow: Three tracts ... 1812) NRAB

A copy of a letter from an officer of the army in Ireland to the
Lord Protector, concerning his change of the government. By R. G.
[R. G. may be Richard Goodgroom] [The letter was expressly assigned
at Dublin to Ludlow] Whitely 86–654T

Ludlow no lyar, or a detection of Dr. Hollingworth's disingenuity
in his second defence of King Charles I. ... Amsterdam, 1692.
xx, 63, (1)p. NRAB

(Reprinted in Ludlow: Three tracts ... 1812) NRAB

Memoirs of E. L., Esquire: lieutenant general of the horse,
commander in chief of the forces in Ireland, one of the council of
state, and a member of the [Long] Parliament, &c. Vivay, Switzerland.
3 vols. Whitely 21–698ACKMOPSTUW MB OrU Njp PLeWB

2 vols. Vivay, Switzerland, 1698. 878p. 1 por. NN NRAB MnU
CSmH

Third vol. 1699. Whitely 21–698 1699

French version at Amsterdam 1699. Whitely 21–698 1699PT

Reprinted 1700. Whitely 21–698 1700R

2nd ed. London, W. Mears [etc] 1720–22. 3 v. MB
LUDLOW, EDMUND, 1617?–1692 (continued)

Reprinted 1721. Whitley 21-698 1721FSY


Reprinted 1751. Whitley 21-698 1751ST


Reprinted 1823. Whitley 21-698 1823T

Paris, 1823. 3 v. MH

Paris, Pichon-Bechet, 1827. 3 v. ([Guizot, F.P.G.] ed. Collection des memoires relatifs a la revolution d'Angeleterre. t. 6-8) DLC NN

Oxford, Clarendon press, 1894. 2 v. front. (port.) geneal. tab. NRAB DLC MWA MB WaU MdBP NJP MnU

A sober vindication. Whitley 109-660 0

Three tracts published at Amsterdam in the years 1691 and 1692, under the name of Letters of General Ludlow, and other persons, comparing the oppressive government of King Charles I in the first four years of his reign with that of the four years of the reign of King James II ... London, Reprinted by Robert Wilks, 1812. xvii, 150p. Ascription to Ludlow generally considered false. Whitley 88-812CFK1W NRAB M4U

LUDLOW, EDWARD

See: Gill, John, 1687-1771.

A sermon occasioned by the death of Mr. Edward Ludlow ... London, J. Ward, 1749. 30p. McIntyre Whitley 10-749BMO NRAB KyLoS

London, Pr. for George Keith in Grace Church Street, 1773.

LUDLOW, JAMES PETER, 1833-

Sixth pastoral letter to the Tabernacle Baptist church, San Francisco, Cal. San Francisco ... 1871. 14,[2]p. NRAB

LUKENS, WILLIAM DEWITT, 1863-1924

Full life for empty men. Boston, J. H. Earle, 1900. 113p. DLC

LUMBERTON (N.C.) FIRST BAPTIST CHURCH


LUMPKIN, CALVIN PATTON, 1830-- Jt. au.: See: Walker, James Lafayette, 1851-- History of the Waco Baptist association of Texas ... Waco, Byrnehill printing house, 1897. 446p. front., ports., illus. NRAB TxFwSB TND KyLoS

LUMPKIN, WILLIAM LATANE Baptist confessions of faith. Phila., Judson press [c1959] 430p. NRAB TxFwSB MoLiWJ KKcBT ICu OGrAd CBB NRCR DLC NCwFC MNTca MoKcm CCovB PPEB TND CaNSWA PCC KyLoS


Doctor Sparks. A biography of Sparks White Melton, 1871-1957. Norfolk, Va., Phaup printing co. [c1963] 178p. port. (On title page the date 1871 is used in error. The correct dates are 1870-1957) NRAB ICU PCC KyLoS


The story of Baptist confessions of faith. A synopsis of five lectures...delivered...Aug. 1957. Louisville, Southern Baptist Theological Seminary [n.d. 18p. TxFwSB NCwFC

LUMPKIN, WILSON, 1783-1870 (Engraving) Governor Wilson Lumpkin. [No date] GSDe

The removal of the Cherokee Indians from Georgia. N. Y., 1907. 2 vols. OkHi MiU-C AN GA GSDe Wesleyan Coll., Macon, Ga. PLeWb KyLoS


Speech of Mr. Lumpkin of Georgia, on the Indian territory bill. Delivered in the Senate of the United States, April 30, 1838. Washington, 1838. 7p. Sabin RPB GSDe

LUNCEFORD, WILLIAM NABRY, 1920-
The problem of the aorist participle in the New Testament. Th.D.
L3733

LUND, CHARLES E., 1850-
Interest tables. 1897. 23p. McIntyre
L3734

McIntyre
L3735

Practical mental arithmetic. 1897. 43p. McIntyre
L3736

LUND, ERIC, 1852-1933
L3737

See: [Swenson, Erhardt]
The worthless pin. A short reminder of a long life in the King's
service. [Sketch of Eric Lund] San Diego, California [n.d.]
30,(2)p. ports., illus. NRAB
L3738

McIntyre
L3739

Amay sa Kalag; Father of Souls. Written in Spanish, and translated
into Panayan by Manikan and other Filipinos. McIntyre
L3740

From material furnished by Eric Lund and C. W. Briggs. NRAB
L3741

Ang Abyan sang Kabataan, (The Children's Friend). (B. M. Mag. 1906,
382:) McIntyre
L3742

Ang Bahandi. (Occasional) McIntyre
L3743

Ang Gramatika nga Panayan-on; Panayan grammar. Mss. In Panayan.
McIntyre
L3744

Ang Kometa; the comet, Iloilo, 1910. 15,000 copies. In Panayan.
McIntyre
L3745

Ang Manugbantala, Jaro, 1900. (Monthly) McIntyre
L3746

Ang Ortografia nga Panayan-on; Panayan Orthography, in Jaro, 1905.
In Panayan. McIntyre
L3747

Ang pag-antus ni Kristo; the suffering of Christ, Iloilo, 1911.
In Panayan. McIntyre
L3748

Ang Paghinulsul; repentance. 1902. 8p. Pub. in Spain. In
Panayan. McIntyre
L3749

Ang Pagkalwas; salvation. Written in Spanish, and translated into
Panayan by Manikan and other Filipinos. McIntyre
L3750
Ang Pagpasawid: Confession. Written in Spanish, and translated into Panayan by Manikan and other Filipinos. McIntyre L3751

Ang Pagpangasawa sang mga letra; Spellingbook, 1st ed. 1905, 2nd 1912. McIntyre L3752

Ang Pagpatawad; Pardon. Written in Spanish, and trans. into Panayan by Manikan and other Filipinos. McIntyre L3753

Apt. biograficos de Spurgeon; biographical notes on Spurgeon. Barcelona. 1896. 32p. McIntyre L3754

Are you saved? In Spanish. McIntyre L3755

Armas de Luz; Arms of Light. Barcelona. 1899. 16p. McIntyre L3756

Astonishing revelations. In Spanish. McIntyre L3757

Ausiliar para lectores biblia; helps to bible readers. Barcelona. 1895. 100p. McIntyre L3758

Away with doubts; in Spanish. A tract. McIntyre L3759

Balasahon sa Daan nga Katipan, ikatlo ka Bahin. Written in Spanish and trans. into Panayan by Manikan and other Filipinos. McIntyre L3760

Balasahon sa Daan nga Katipan, ikaduhatang Bahin. Written in Spanish and trans. into Panayan by Manikan and other Filipinos. McIntyre L3761

Balasahon sa Daan nga Katipan, nahaunang Bahin. Written in Spanish and trans. into Panayan by Manikan and other Filipinos. McIntyre L3762

Balasahon sa Daan nga Katipan, ikapat ka Bahin (Four series Old Test. S. S. Lessons, about 100p. each) in Iloilo, 1906. Written in Spanish, and trans. into Panayan by Manikan and other Filipinos. McIntyre L3763

Banwa nga huwaran; model village, Iloilo, 1909. In Panayan. McIntyre L3764

Baptist hednmissioner; The Baptist denomination's missions to heathen lands. Pub. in Sweden. 1887-1901. 619p. McIntyre L3765

El Bautismo Bíblico; Biblical Baptism. Barcelona. 1894. 32p. (B. M. Mag. 1895. 422) McIntyre L3766

El Bautismo Cristiano; Christian baptism. Valencia. 16p. McIntyre L3767

El Bautismo de los parvulos; The baptism of children. Valencia. 16p. McIntyre L3768

Tr.: Bible. N. T. Cebuan.
Ang Bag-ong Katipan; the N. T., in collaboration with native helper, Pascual Araneta, completed 1906. 1907, 5,000 copies. Printed in Japan. (B. M. Mag. 1907, 49:) McIntyre L3769
LUND, ERIC, 1852-1933 (continued)
Tr.: Bible. N.T. Panayan.
Ang Bag-ong Katipan; The N.T. Trans. in co-operation with B.
Manikan, Mata, and Doronila, native Filipinos. Begun in Spain, 1899;
finished in the Philippine Islands, 1901. (B. M. Mag. 1901, 483;
1902, 688 & 1904, 504:) McIntyre
L3770
1st ed. Printed in Spain, 1902-03. 3000 copies. 824p.
McIntyre
L3771
2nd ed. In Japan, 1905; 11,000 copies. 672p. McIntyre
L3772
3rd ed. In Japan, 1907. 2,000 copies. 672p. (B. M. Mag. 1906,
277:) McIntyre
L3773
Tr.: Bible. O.T. Panayan.
Three books of O.T. 1906. (B. M. Mag. 1907, 273:) Ang Daan nga
Katipan: the O.T. in co-operation with native helper, B. Fernandez;
Begun 1906, completed 1912. 1st ed. in Japan, 1912; 4,000 copies.
1125p. (Missions 1912, 484 & 535:) McIntyre
L3774
Bible. N.T. Visayan (Binisaya) Ang bag-ong katipan sang aton
Sabadell, (Spain), Imprenta y encuadernaciones de Juan Comas
(1903) 456p. Notes: "First ed. Visayan N.T. ... Trans. from
Spanish Old version by Braulio Manikan, Cornelio Mapa, & Vicente
Doronila under supervision of Eric Lund, 1900-1901: NRAB ICU
L3775
Bible. O.T. Visayan (Panayan) La Santa Biblia. Ang daan nga
"Annotation by Chas. W. Briggs. Known as Eric Lund's trans. of
complete O.T. Trans. from O. version Spanish Bible by Vicente
Doronila, Bonofacio Fernandez, Pascual Araneta in council at times
with other Visayan Baptist preachers, under supervision of Eric
Lund. Printed in Japan by American Bible society, 1912."
L3776
NRAB
Birmas Apostel; Life of Dr. Judson. 1879. 130p. McIntyre
L3777
Amer. ed. Chicago, Ill. McIntyre
L3778
Bululthoan nga Bibliahanon; Bible School, in Iloilo, 1909. In
Panayan. McIntyre
L3779
Tr.: Cadot, A S
McIntyre
L3780
Tr.: Cadot, A S
Inspiration of the Scriptures, 1892. In Mss. Into Spanish.
McIntyre
L3781
Cantichs evanglichhs; evangelical hymms. In Catalan. McIntyre
L3782
La cena del Senor; The Lord's supper. Valencia. 1904. 16p.
McIntyre
L3783
The Christ and Christs. McIntyre
L3784
LUND, ERIC, 1852-1933 (continued)

La confession y el pardon; Confession and pardon. 1911. 16p. McIntyre

Consejos a los predicadores; advice to preachers. Barcelona. 1894. 68p. McIntyre

__in Panayan, by B. Fernandez. McIntyre

Cositas; little things (from Spain) Pub. in Sweden. 1880. 166p. McIntyre

Tr.: Cretin, J

A glance at Romanism; 1884. In Mss. Into Spanish. McIntyre

The criminal priest; in Spanish. A tract. McIntyre

Crisis of Soul; in Spanish. A tract. McIntyre

Dagbrackning i Spanien; Daybreak in Spain. Published in Sweden. 1897. 32p. McIntyre

Dalan sang Langit; the way to Heaven. 1902. 8p. Pub. in Spain. In Panayan. McIntyre

Deadly unbelief; in Spanish. A tract. McIntyre

Deberes Christians; Christian duties. Valencia. 16p. McIntyre

__in Panayan, by A. Velasco. McIntyre

Tr.: Desancti,


Despert amiento; Revival. 1899. Barcelona. 16p. McIntyre

Tr.: Des victorieus; victories. In French. McIntyre

Diksonariong Bibliahanon; Bible dictionary, 1913. Mss. In Panayan. McIntyre

Do souls return? In Spanish. McIntyre

El Eco de la Verdad, Barcelona, 1893- (Weekly) McIntyre


Evangelical worship. In Spanish. McIntyre

The evangelist. In Spanish. McIntyre

El Evangelista, Barcelona, 1884 - (Monthly) McIntyre

Evangelization on Apostolical lines. Liverpool, Eng., 1891. 16p. McIntyre
LUND, ERIC, 1852-1933 (continued)
The evil and its remedy; in Spanish. McIntyre L3808

En farlig väg, Börja aldrig; a dangerous path; do not commence.
Tract. 5 eds. pub. in Sweden. 1890. McIntyre L3809

El fill Prodhich; the prodigal son. In Catalan. McIntyre L3810

Tr.: Finney,
McIntyre L3811


Fraile que agito al mundo; The monk who shook the world. Barcelona.
1885. 32p. McIntyre L3813

_Also printed in El Heraldo, Jaro, Philippine Islands. 1901.
McIntyre L3814

From Perdition to glory; in Spanish. A tract. McIntyre L3815

The four Gospels and Acts, in collaboration with native helper,
Gregorio Makariola. 1907, printed in Japan. (B. M. Mag. 1908, 214:)
McIntyre L3816

Tr.: Gracia . fe . do; grace, faith, gift. In Catalan.
McIntyre L3817

Tr.: Guinness [H. G.]
Later Day Prophecies; 1884. In Mss. Into Spanish. McIntyre L3818

He was dead and behold he liveth; in Spanish. A tract. McIntyre L3819

He Himself; in Spanish. A tract. McIntyre L3820

El Heraldo, Jaro, P. I. 1900, Suspended. (Monthly) McIntyre L3821

Hermeneutica; o sea, Reglas de interpretacion de las Sagradas
Escriaturas, por el dr. E. Lund. San Antonio, Tex., Casa evangelica
de publicaciones [194-7] 95p. DLC L3822

Hermeneutics; or, The science and art of interpreting the Bible,
by Dr. Eric Lund; translated from the Spanish by P. C. Nelson ...
Enid, Okl., Printed by the Southwestern press, c1934. 3p. 1.,
9-140p. NRAB DLC L3823

_2nd ed., with numerous notes, a new chapter and an appendix and
Scripture index by the translator. Enid, Okl., The Southwestern
press, 1938. 159p. 2 port. (incl. front.) "Helps and how to
use them": p. [137]-154. DLC PPEB L3824

_3rd rev. ed., with numerous notes, new chapters and an appendix
and a Scripture-index by the translator. Enid, Okl., The Southwestern
press, 1941. 207p. front. (2 port.) "First edition 1934 ...
DLC NRAB L3825
LUND, ERIC, 1852–1933 (continued)

207p. CCovB

Home-going missionaries. McIntyre

How to be saved; in Spanish. A tract. McIntyre

Human Merits; in Spanish. A tract. McIntyre

Hundraarsminne; a centenary memorial. 1887. 32p. McIntyre

Hviloopunktten; the resting place. 1890. 32p. McIntyre

I have done no harm; in Spanish. McIntyre

La Iglesia; the church. Barcelona. 1899. 32p. McIntyre

Las iglesias apostolicas; The apostolical churches. 16p. McIntyre

Important principles of evangelization. Stockholm. 1893. 16p. McIntyre

Important principles ... translated into French and printed at Sabadell. McIntyre

...translated into Spanish and printed in Mexico. McIntyre

Incident dans le pacifique. Los Angeles [n.d.] 7p. McIntyre

Tr.: Johnson, P. The Christian law of love and forgiveness. Into Spanish. McIntyre

El Joven Martir; the young martyr. Barcelona, 1885. 32p. McIntyre

Just as I am; in Spanish. A tract. McIntyre


Kailong Buut; Woeful will. Iloilo, 1910. In Panayan. McIntyre


Knowledge without experience. In Spanish. A tract. McIntyre

Lucha tenaz; hard struggle. Valencia. 16p. McIntyre

Lying. In Spanish. McIntyre

Marvelous protection. In Spanish. McIntyre

Matrimony. In Spanish. McIntyre
LUND, ERIC, 1852-1933 (continued)

Meek. In Spanish. A tract. McIntyre L3850


Malip-ot nga mga wali; short sermons. Iloilo, 1908. Written in Spanish, and translated in Panayan by Manikan and other Filipinos. McIntyre L3854

Millions of souls deceived. In Spanish. McIntyre L3855

Ministry of woman. In Spanish. McIntyre L3856

The mission of Christ. In Spanish. McIntyre L3857

Modo de hacerse rico; the way to become rich. Barcelona. 1885. 32p. McIntyre L3858

Monday stories. McIntyre L3859

Not soon angry; in Spanish. A tract. McIntyre L3860

Old Branches; in Spanish. A tract. McIntyre L3861

The only mediator. In Spanish. McIntyre L3862

La oracion; prayer. Valencia. 16p. McIntyre L3863

—in Panayan, by A. Velasco. McIntyre L3864

Origen de la Biblia; origin of the Bible. 1909. 24p. McIntyre L3865

Pagbailo sang Confessor; Change of Confessor. Written in Spanish, and translated in Panayan by Manikan and other Filipinos. McIntyre L3866

Pagginawi sang mga Kristohano; Christian conduct, in Iloilo, 1908. 48p. Written in Spanish, and trans. into Panayan by Manikan and other Filipinos. McIntyre L3867

Pagkapahuway; Rest. Written in Spanish, and trans. into Panayan by Manikan and other Filipinos. McIntyre L3868


Perdition and salvation. In Spanish. McIntyre L3870

The pilgrim of Vitoba. In Spanish. McIntyre L3871

LUND, ERIC, 1852-1933 (continued)
Tr.: Le Plus Heureux; the happiest. In French. McIntyre L3873
The powerful myth, in Spanish. A tract. McIntyre L3874
Prints of Spiritism. In Spanish. McIntyre L3875
Propositos de los evangelicos; Purposes of the Evangelicals. Barcelona. 1901. 16p. McIntyre L3876
Transl. into Panayan for Philippine Islands. Pub. in Spain. McIntyre L3877
Read, read. In Spanish. McIntyre L3878
La Regeneracion; regeneration. Barcelona, 1898. 16p. McIntyre L3879
Religion y Ciencia; Religion and Science. Pub. in Barcelona, Spain. 1885. 94p. McIntyre L3880
Also printed in Methodist periodicals, South America. (B. Mag. 1886, 308) McIntyre L3881
La religion nueva; the new religion. 16p. McIntyre L3882
Religion of Science. In Spanish. McIntyre L3883
Repentance. In Spanish. McIntyre L3884
Reveil dans le Philippine; revival in the Philippines. 16p. In French. McIntyre L3885
Salud espiritual; Spiritual health. Originally written in French, translated into Spanish, and printed in Mexico and in Spain. Valencia, 1904. McIntyre L3886
Tr.: La Salvacion; Salvation. In Catalan. McIntyre L3887
El salvador del mundo; the Saviour of the world. 1909. 16p. McIntyre L3888
Salvation without money. In Spanish. McIntyre L3889
San roque; Iloilo, 1911. In Panayan. McIntyre L3890
Saved by grace. In Spanish. McIntyre L3892
Saved from peril; in Spanish. A tract. McIntyre L3893
Saved from shipwreck. In Spanish. McIntyre L3894
Saved through faith; in Spanish. A tract. McIntyre L3895
Seguridad di la Salvacion; Assurance of salvation. 1909. 16p. McIntyre L3896
LUND, ERIC, 1852-1933 (continued)

Tr.: A series of Tracts, published in Sweden. 1877. Into Swedish. McIntyre L3897

Simon Pedro; Simon Peter. Written in Spanish, and translated into Panayan by Manikan and other Filipinos. McIntyre L3898

Sin. In Spanish. McIntyre L3899

En spansk evangelist; A Spanish evangelist. Pub. in Sweden. 1897. 8p. McIntyre L3900

Spridda drag; Sunday tracts. 1886. 32p. McIntyre L3901

Tr.: Spurgeon, Charles
For whom is the Gospel meant? 1898. 32p. Into Spanish. McIntyre L3902

Tr.: Spurgeon, Charles
A prince and a Savior. Into Spanish. 1898. 32p. McIntyre L3903

Tr.: Spurgeon, Charles
Rest for the weary. Into Spanish. 1898. 32p. McIntyre L3904

Tr.: Spurgeon, C H
The silver trumpet. 1877. Into Swedish. McIntyre L3905

The substitute; in Spanish. A tract. McIntyre L3906

Support of Evangelists. In Spanish. McIntyre L3907

Telegrama inverosimil; Improbable Telegram. Barcelona. 1899. 16p. McIntyre L3908

That is just what I wanted; in Spanish. A tract. McIntyre L3909

There are so many religions; in Spanish. McIntyre L3910

To Smokers; in Spanish. A tract. McIntyre L3911

Tolf fragor; twelve questions. Published in Sweden. 1890. 16p. McIntyre L3912

Tr.: Torrey, R. A.

Tr.: Torrey, R. A.

Tr.: Torrey, R. A.
Individual work. 1904. Into Spanish. McIntyre L3915

Tr.: Torrey, R. A.
The resurrection of Christ. Into Spanish. 1904. 20p. McIntyre L3916

Tr.: Torrey, R. A.
To-day and to-morrow. Into Spanish. Pub. in El. Eco de la Verdad. 1904. McIntyre L3917
LUND, ERIC, 1852-1933 (continued)
Tr.: Transformation admirable; wonderful change. In French. McIntyre
Transformed cannibals. In Spanish. McIntyre
Tr.: Triple vida y autre superior; three-fold life and one yet superior. In Catalan. 16p. McIntyre
Tulin sa mga manugwali; Charge to Preachers. Iloilo, 1910. In Panayan. McIntyre
Unpardonable sin. In Spanish. McIntyre
La verdadera fe; the true faith. Valencia. 16p. McIntyre
___In Panayan, by A. Velasco. McIntyre
Vida en Abundancia; overflowing life. Barcelona. 1899. 16p. McIntyre
The way; in Spanish. A tract. McIntyre
What will they say? In Spanish. A tract. McIntyre
The will of God. In Spanish. McIntyre
William Carey; biographical notes on Dr. Carey. Pub. in Sweden. 1875. 32p. McIntyre
Yuda del predicador; helps for preachers. Barcelona, 1895. 198p. McIntyre

LUNDBERG, PER IVAR, 1895-

LUNDE, ALBERT G
Pref.: Ohrn, Jacob A 1863-
Translation: At the fountains of grace. NRAB

LUNDOQUIST, CARL H[AROLD], 1916-


LUNIBURG (N.H.) BAPTIST CHURCH
A short summary and declaration of faith of the Baptist church in [Filled in with pencil L uninburgh] to which is added the church covenant. Concord, Young and Worth. 15p. NRAB
LORIMER, GEORGE HORACE, 1868-1937 (continued)
  — German and French eds. 1903. McIntyre
  — 9th ed. 1904. xvi & 312p. (paper) McIntyre
  — Boston, Small, Maynard & co., 1905. xivp., l l., 312p. front.
    MeWaC DLC

More letters from a self-made merchant to his son. N. Y., Dodd,
1934. 308p. MeWaC

Old Gorgon Graham; more letters from a self-made merchant to his
son; with pictures by F. R. Gruger and Martin Justice. N. Y.,
Doubleday, Page & co., 1904. xi, 308p. front., 15 pl. McIntyre
DLC NRAB LNB MeLB CRU PLeWB PPEB TOEB

LORING, JAMES, 1770-1850
    McIntyre DLC ICU Inf IaNtCA

LORRAIN, J  H
  See: Kyles, David
  Lorrain of the Lushais. Romance and realism on the northeast

LOS ANGELES (CAL.) BAPTIST CITY MISSION SOCIETY
  port. PPEB

  55th anniversary 1906-1961. 6p. illus. PPEB

  folder. NRAB

  illus. NRAB

  ...Half a century building for Christ in our third largest American


  illus. PPEB

  60 past progress, present progress, future promise [60th anniversary


LOS ANGELES (CAL.) BAPTIST CITY MISSION SOCIETY. ANNIVERSARY COMMITTEE
  Twenty-fifth anniversary, 1906-1931; Los Angeles Baptist city
  mission society, Los Angeles, California ... Los Angeles, J. F.
  Elwell pub. co., 1931. 44p. TxPvSB CBB
LOS ANGELES (CAL.) BOYLE HEIGHTS CALVARY BAPTIST CHURCH
...Dedication and opening services, June 1st to 15th, 1902. [n.p.,

LOS ANGELES (CAL.) CALVARY BAPTIST CHURCH

LOS ANGELES (CAL.) FIRST BAPTIST CHURCH
NRAB L3324

LOS ANGELES (CAL.) IMMANUEL BAPTIST CHURCH
Dedication May 4th, 1924. [n.p.n.d.] 16p. illus. NRAB L3325

LOS ANGELES (CAL.) MEMORIAL BAPTIST CHURCH
Annual ... including a residence and business directory of all its
members. Compiled by John Caspar Avakain, June 1907. [Los Angeles
1907] 51, (1) p. illus. NRAB L3327

LOSH, JAMES
Speeches of James Losh, Esq., and the Reverend William Knibb, on
the immediate abolition of British colonial slavery ... Jan. 30,
Whitney 54-833 NRAB(mf) LNB CBB(mf) KyLoS(mf) L3328

LOSH, PAUL THEODORE
See: Central Baptist Theological Seminary
The inauguration of the Rev. Paul Theodore Losh, as president ...
NRAB L3329
TxFwSB KKcBT CBB PPEB CCovB PCC L3330

LOSSING, BENSON JOHN, 1813-1891 Non-Baptist
Vassar college and its founder. N. Y., C. A. Alvord, printer, 1867.
viii, [9]-175p. front., illus., (incl. ports., plans, facsims.)
NRAB DLC ICJ NN Nh NJP MoLiWJ OGrAD GMH MBC CBB MeWaC NRCR MntCA
PCC TND KyLoS L3331

LOTT, STANLEY GEORGE
The significance of man in the theology of Karl Barth. New Orleans

LOUCKS, CHESTER H
Let's explore the Christian mission in our day. A Baptist guide ...
Approved for experimental use by the Council on Christian education
of the Northern Baptist convention. N. Y., Baptist Board of Education,
Department of Missionary Education [1944] 11, (1) p. NRAB L3333
LOUCKS, W. E
Toledo (O.) First Baptist Church

LOUGHEAD, HAROLD CECIL, 1898-
Loughhead. [N. Y., A.B.H.M.S., Published by the Department of Town and Country [1956] [6]p. "Originally published as No. 16 in this series, Jan. 1944, and was written by Dr. Mark Rich ... now revised by Harold C. Loughhead ... No. 46" NRAB L3335

LOUGHRIDGE, ROBERT McGILL, 1809-1900 [AND OTHERS] Non-Baptist
Cesus klist estomen baptisētv mhayet emev vtasvte. The mode of Baptism taught and practiced by Jesus Christ ... Muskogee, I. T. 1885. 24p. Appended is a tract by Loughridge on infant baptism entitled Hopue X Baptisētv. Foreman, Oklahoma Imprints. Ok TU KHI NN
Sprinkling, the mode of Baptism taught ... by Jesus Christ and his apostles. 3rd ed. Richmond, Va., [c1898] 1 pam. DLC L3336

LOUISIANA BAPTIST CONVENTION

LOUISIANA BAPTIST STATE CONVENTION

LOUISVILLE (KY.) BAPTIST ORPHANS' HOME

A history of the Louisville Baptist Orphans' Home, setting forth the work, opportunities and needs of this Kentucky Baptist institution. Published in connection with the 60th anniversary and home coming celebration on June 30, 1929. 16p. KyLoS L3340


Louisville (Ky.) Baptist Orphans' Home (continued)
See: Turpin, Claud Alden

Louisville (Ky.) Baptist Pastors' Conference
Why do Baptists not join the interchurch movement. (Adopted by Louisville Baptist Pastors' Conference) [n.p. 1920?] 1p. KyLoS

Louisville (Ky.) Baptist Tabernacle
Fiftieth anniversary. Louisville, Ky. [1943] [8p.] KyLoS
Program of dedication services of Baptist Tabernacle...November 22-26, 1953. [Louisville, Ky.] 1953. [12p.] KyLoS

Louisville (Ky.) Beechland Baptist Church
Beechland Baptist Church...Centennial, 1960...Pleasure Ridge Park, Ky., 1960. 30p. KyLoS

Louisville (Ky.) Beechmont Baptist Church
So we build. Louisville, Ky. [1952] [14p.] KyLoS

Louisville (Ky.) Bethany Baptist Church
...To the glory of God we build; formal dedication week, October 29-Nov. 5, 1961. Louisville, Ky., 1961. 8p. KyLoS

Louisville (Ky.) Bethlehem Baptist Church
Bethlehem Baptist Church celebrates 20 years of Christian witness in Louisville, Ky. [Louisville, Ky. Bethlehem Baptist Church, 1968] KyLoS

Louisville (Ky.) Broadway Baptist Church
Broadway Baptist Church, 4000 Brownsboro Road, Louisville 7, Kentucky. [1953] [8p.] KyLoS
Church members handbook, 1958. 50p. KyLoS
God calls Broadway [1958] [8p.] KyLoS
History of the Broadway Baptist church; also sketch of Baptist jubilee with other Baptist matter originally printed in the Broadway Baptist magazine. Louisville, 1891. 120p. front., ports. NRAB KyLoS
Manual and register of the Broadway Baptist Church, Louisville, Ky., 1880. 28p.
---1885. 42p. KyLoS
---1898. 20p. KyLoS
---1931. 60p. KyLoS
LOUISVILLE (KY.) BROADWAY BAPTIST CHURCH (continued)
Presenting Broadway Baptist Church to her friends, old and new.
[1951?] [3p.] KyLoS

LOUISVILLE (KY.) CHESTNUT STREET BAPTIST CHURCH
Manual and register of the Chestnut Street Baptist Church, Louisville,
Ky., 1893. 27p. KyLoS

Manual and register of the Chestnut Street Baptist Church, Louisville,
Ky., 1896. Organized March 12, 1854. Louisville, Ky., Courier-
Journal Job Printing co., 1896. 28p. KyLoS

LOUISVILLE (KY.) CLIFTON BAPTIST CHURCH
Clifton Baptist Church, Frankfort and Bellaire, Louisville, Ky.
Sunday, October 11, 1953. Sixtieth anniversary home-coming.
[12p.] KyLoS

LOUISVILLE (KY.) CRESCENT HILL BAPTIST CHURCH
Church covenant and new rules and by-laws of Crescent Hill Baptist
Church, adopted October 31, 1923. 20p. KyLoS

34p. KyLoS

___1962. 50p. KyLoS

___1963. 48p. KyLoS

___1965. 27p. KyLoS

Microfilm. KyLoS

Twentieth anniversary in the new building; some outstanding events
and items of interest, May 4, 1947. 6p. folder. KyLoS

You and your church; a message from your pastor. [Louisville, Ky.,
Crescent Hill Baptist Church, 1947] 23p. KyLoS

LOUISVILLE (KY.) DEER PARK BAPTIST CHURCH
Prospectus; Deer Park Baptist Church, Louisville, Ky. [1915 or
1916] 8p. KyLoS

LOUISVILLE (KY.) EAST BAPTIST CHURCH
Catalogue, Sunday school library, East Baptist Church, Louisville,

Centennial program, Jan. 1, 2 and 4. East Baptist Church...1842-
1942. [12p.] KyLoS

Defence of the East Baptist church, and its pastor, against the
charges and insinuations of W. W. Everts, together with a letter
from the Frankfort Council. Louisville, Published by the East
Baptist church, 1859. 48, (8)p. NRAB KyLoS

A history of persecution for the truth's sake in Louisville, Ky., by
LOUISVILLE (KY.) EAST BAPTIST CHURCH (continued)
[List of officers and membership roll, and membership roll of
Clifton Baptist Church. n.p., 1898] [20p.] KyLoS

A Manual and register, 1886. KyLoS

Testimony in full in the case of Ford against Everts for slander,
and in the case of Hord against Ford for immoral conduct...
Louisville, Pub. by order of the Walnut Street Baptist Church, 1859.
9,44,126p. KyLoS

LOUISVILLE (KY.) FIRST BAPTIST CHURCH
Manual of the First Baptist church in Louisville, Ky. Louisville,
C. H. Monsarrat & co., 1846. 6, (2)p. NRAB

LOUISVILLE (KY.) FOURTH AVENUE BAPTIST CHURCH
Fiftieth anniversary, Fourth Avenue Baptist Church, Louisville, Ky.,
Jan. 28, 1940. 8p. KyLoS

Manual of Fourth Avenue Baptist Church...Containing the church history,
covenant, articles of faith, constitution, by-laws, and charter...
Louisville, C. T. Dearing, 1907. 28p. KyLoS

Seventy fifth anniversary, Fourth Ave. Baptist Church, 1890-1965.
[Louisville, Ky.] Fourth Avenue Baptist Church, 1965. 11p. KyLoS L3384

LOUISVILLE (KY.) FRANKLIN ST. BAPTIST CHURCH
The history of the Franklin Street Baptist Church, 1865-1950.
3 leaves. KyLoS

Seventy-fifth anniversary, Franklin St. Baptist Church...Sunday,

Valedictory number, Franklin St. Baptist Church...Rev. Lewis C.
Ray... Closing fourteen years and five months as pastor of a noble

LOUISVILLE (KY.) HIGHLAND BAPTIST CHURCH
Covenant, constitution, by-laws and active membership roll of the
Highland Baptist Church...March 15, 1944. Louisville, Ky. [n.p.]
1944. 62p. KyLoS

Fiftieth anniversary, Highland Baptist Church, 1893-1943. [n.p.]
1943. 23p. KyLoS

History of Highland Baptist Church, 1893-1968. Rev. Robert N.

[4p.] KyLoS

Year book for 1946. Charles Alexander Maddry, Pastor. By-laws,
officers and committees, calendar of events, and roster of members

LOUISVILLE (KY.) INMANUEL BAPTIST CHURCH
Home-coming and note burning services. October 1, 1961. Louisville,
Ky., 1961. [12p.] KyLoS
LOUISVILLE (KY.) J. M. WEAVER MEMORIAL BAPTIST CHURCH
Directory of the Weaver Memorial Baptist Church, Seventh and Chestnut Streets, Louisville, Ky., [1923?] 14p. KyLoS L3394

LOUISVILLE (KY.) JEFFERSON ST. BAPTIST CHURCH
Service of dedication...May 3, 1964. [Louisville, Ky., 1964] [3p.] KyLoS L3395

LOUISVILLE (KY.) ST. MATTHEWS BAPTIST CHURCH

LOUISVILLE (KY.) SECOND BAPTIST CHURCH
Manual ... containing the church covenant ... and the order and practice of the church, as revised and adopted Nov. 26, 1841. Louisville, Ky., 1842. 35p. Contains "Roll of members." NRAB KyLoS L3397

LOUISVILLE (KY.) SOUTH JEFFERSON BAPTIST CHURCH


LOUISVILLE (KY.) SOUTHERN BAPTIST THEOLOGICAL SEMINARY
See: Southern Baptist theological seminary in "S" volume. L3400

LOUISVILLE (KY.) THIRD AVENUE BAPTIST CHURCH
Jubilee year book, history and directory, 3rd. Avenue Baptist Church, Louisville. 1944. 35p. KyLoS L3401

LOUISVILLE (KY.) 22ND & WALNUT ST. BAPTIST CHURCH

LOUISVILLE (KY.) 23RD AND BROADWAY BAPTIST CHURCH

Golden jubilee manual of the Twenty-third and Broadway Baptist Church: the old Twenty-second and Walnut Street Baptist Church; mission of Walnut Street Baptist Church, Louisville, Ky. Organized Oct. 16, 1887. 59p. KyLoS L3404


LOUISVILLE (KY.) VICTORY MEMORIAL BAPTIST CHURCH
Bulletin. Celebrating the eleventh anniversary of the pastorate of Rev. J. B. Head. March 6, 1938. 20p. I. Head, Joseph Benjamin, 1900- KyLoS L3406

LOUISVILLE (KY.) WALNUT ST. BAPT. CH.
Catalogue of the Walnut Street Baptist Church Sunday School infant class library. [n.d.] 8p. KyLoS L3407
LOUISVILLE (KY.) WALNUT ST. BAPT. CH. (continued)
Centennial celebration of modern missions, held with Walnut St.
Baptist church, Louisville, Ky. Oct. 2-4, 1892. Louisville, Ky.,
Baptist book concern, 1892. NRAB(mut.) KyLoS

Dedication day. Christian education building...Sunday, Sept. 19,

Dedication program, November 16, 1902. Walnut Street Baptist Church.
1902. 8p. KyLoS

See: Eaton, Thomas Treadwell
History of the Walnut Street Baptist Church of Louisville, Ky. [by]
T. T. Eaton...Prepared for Jubilee meeting. Louisville, Baptist
book concern, 1904. 43p. KyLoS

1815-1915. Program of the Centennial celebration. Walnut Street
(First) Baptist Church, Louisville, Ky., Oct. 31-Nov. 7, 1915.
H. L. Winburn, Pastor. 8p. KyLoS

Forward in faith...The need, the challenge and the faith...Walnut
Street Baptist Church, Louisville, Ky., 1968. 12p. KyLoS

See: Jewell, George Raleigh, 1898-
The history of the Walnut Street Baptist Church, Louisville, Ky.,
Vol. II. Louisville, Ky., Walnut Street Baptist Church. [cl1965]

See: Kimbrough, Bradley Thomas, 1880-1960
The history of the Walnut Street Baptist Church, Louisville, Ky.

Manual of the Walnut St. Baptist Church, containing the church covenant,
articles of faith, list of members, charter, by-laws, church history,
etc...Louisville, Ky. Star Printing co., 1888. 64p. Also editions
of: 1851, 1867, 1873, 1883. KyLoS

Sabbath School celebration of the Walnut Street Baptist Church,
July 4, 1859. 1 sheet, printed on one side----broadshe. Poster?
KyLoS

Louisville, Ky., 1965. [6p.] KyLoS

1792...1892. Song Card. Centennial of Baptist Missions. Louis-
ville, October 2, 3, and 4, 1892. 4p. KyLoS

Souvenir program. Fiftieth anniversary (1849-1899) [n.p.n.d.]
16p. NRAB KyLoS

Testimony in full in the case of Ford against Everts for slander,
and in the case of Hord against Ford for immoral conduct, together
with a synopsis and review of the same, and protests against the
precedent and action of the Frankfort Council. Louisville, Published
by order of the Walnut Street Baptist church, 1859. 19, and 44,
and 126p. NRAB KyLoS

...the 21st annual collection for the Orphans' Home, 1890. 4p.
KyLoS
LOUISVILLE (KY.) WALNUT ST. BAPT. CH. (continued)
Walnut St. Baptist Church directory... Louisville, H. L. Morrow &
____[1893] 16p. KyLoS

LOUTHAN, HENRY THOMPSON, 1866-
Ed.: The American Baptist pulpit at the beginning of the twentieth
century. Williamsburg, Va., Published by the editor, 1903. 763p.
incl. ports. NRAB DLC V4 TxFwSB MoLiWJ KKCkBT ICU GIM IOEBN BNR
NCwFC INtCA PCC CCovB PPEB OrMcL TND KyLoS

... The Congressional career of William Cabell Rives of Virginia ...
Chicago, 1911. ii, 76, iii f. Dissertation, Univ. of Chicago.
Typewritten. NN

LOUW, DANIEL JOHANNES [perhaps Non-Baptist]

LOVE, CHRISTOPHER, 1618-1651 Non-Baptist
See: Dell, William
-1664
Right reformation... together with a reply to the chief contradictions
of Master Love's sermon, preached the same day... Printed at London,
and reprinted at Edinburgh, 1650. 40p. Whitley 80-646BMOSTW
NRAB

Short and plaine animadversions on some passages in Mr. Dels sermon...
Nov. 25, 1666... Setting forth many dangerous and destructive
assertions therein both to church and state... London, 1646. 52p.
NRAB ICU

__2nd ed. London, 1647. (4),44p. NRAB MBC

LOVE, EMANUEL KING, 1850-1900
See: Carter, E. R.
Biog. sketches of our pulpit [n.d.] D.A.B. CaNSwA

See: Pegues, A.
Our Baptist Ministers and schools. 1892. D.A.B. CaNSwA

See: Simmons, W. J.
Men of Mark. 1887. D.A.B. CaNSwA

See: [Sketch] D.A.B. CaNSwA

Ed.: See: The Baptist Truth. D.A.B. CaNSwA

A Christian seeking work... Baltimore, Weishampel, 1880. 12p.
ICN

History of the First African Baptist church, from its organization,
January 20th, 1788, to July 1st, 1888. Including the centennial
celebration, addresses, sermons, etc. Savannah, Ga., The Morning
news print., 1888. 7p. 1., iii-i, 360p. front., illus. DLC NRAB
GSDe TxFwSB ICU GMM NCwFC TND INtCA KyLoS

Regeneration: sermon. (In Negro Baptist pulpit ... ed. by
E. M. Brawley. pp. 64-80) INtCA
LOVE, EMANUEL KING, 1850-1900 (continued)
A sermon on Lynch law and raping preached by ... Savannah, Ga., of which is pastor, November 5th, 1893. Augusta, Ga., Georgia Baptist print., 1894. 19p. GSDe KyLoS L3439

LOVE, GEORGE
See: Broaddus, W. F.
Good man's character & destiny; a funeral discourse on the occasion of the death of Rev. George Love. Fredericksburg, Recorder job office, 1854. 13p. NRAB L3440

LOVE, HORACE THOMAS, 1807-1895
Circular of Horace T. Love, Agent of Brown University, in regard to the disposal of lands in Kansas granted to that institution ... [n.p. 1863] 2p. Sabin L3441

God's promise to give the Holy Spirit; a sermon. McIntyre L3442


Boston, 1851. 25p. RPB MNCa L3444

LOVE, JAMES FRANKLIN, 1859-1928
Life: See: Taylor, George Braxton


The appeal of the Baptist program for Europe, an address, by Dr. J. F. Love ... delivered at the meeting of the Baptist state convention in Columbia ... December 8, 1920. Columbia, S. C., Published at the request of the Convention [n.d.] n.p.,n.p. (1920) 18p. TxFwSB NcWfC KyLoS L3447


Richmond, Va., Religious Herald co., 1894. 61p. McIntyre NcWfC L3449

Baptist position and the position for a Baptist. Nashville, Baptist S.S. bd., S.B.C. [c1903] 112p. McIntyre TxFwSB NcWfC TND L3450

The better plan. Richmond, Foreign mission board, S.B.C. 12p. NcWfC L3451

LOVE, JAMES FRANKLIN, 1859-1928 (continued)


"Give while you live and live while you give." Richmond [n.p., n.p., n.d.] NcWfc


See: Graham, Balus Joseph Winzer, 1862-10

The great southwest; tract. 1906. McIntyre


Lewis P. Maples, The story of a life of consecration. (Pam.) TND L3464

The mission of our nation. N. Y., Chicago [etc] F. H. Revell co. [c1912] 240p. fold. tab. "The substance of these pages was given in a course of lectures at the Southwestern Baptist theological seminary." - Pref. McIntyre NRAB DLC TxPwSB GMN NcWfc MoKcM TND KyLoS


Missionary messages. N. Y., G. H. Doran co. [c1922] viii p. 21., 13-147p. DLC TxPwSB KKeBT NcWfc FPEB TND KyLoS

The moral power of good literature. Baltimore, Missionary Literature Dept., S.B.C., 1902. 16p. NcWfc TND

My denominational creed. Nashville [n.d.] 8p. NRAB TND

The papal invasion: or, Roman Catholic methods to date. S. Sch. Board, S. B. Convention, 1913. 67p. McIntyre TxPwSB NcWfc


Some who care. (Pam.) TND


Southern Baptist pulpit with an introd. by Jonathan Haralson. Phila., A.B.P.S., 1895. 365p. McIntyre DLC NN NcD NRAB NCRkj TxPwSB MoLIWJ KkBT CBB NcWfC TND HoKcH MNtCA KyLoS CCovB PPEB


Spiritual farming; with an introduction by James P. Eagle. Nashville, Sunday school board, Southern Baptist convention [1904] 70p. front. (port.) illus. McIntyre DLC TxPwSB NcWfC TND

The ties that bind. Response to "Fraternal Address of Southern Baptists." Richmond, Foreign mission board, S.B.C., [n.d.] 22p. NRAB KyLoS

To-day's supreme challenge to America...Nashville, Sunday School Board of the Southern Baptist Convention [c1925] 101p. NRAB TxPwSB GMH NcWfC HoKcH TND KyLoS PPEB

N. Y., G. H. Doran co. [1925] 101p. DLC TND

See: White, Mrs. Taul B.
Suggestion to leaders of study classes, using "To-day's supreme challenge to America", by James Franklin Love. Richmond, Va., Educational Department, Foreign mission board [n.d.] 35p. TxPwSB
LOVE, JAMES FRANKLIN, 1859-1928 (continued)
The union movement. Nashville, Sunday School Board of Southern Baptist convention [c1918] 143, (1)p. DLC NRAB NRGR TxFwSB KKcBT GMM NcWfC TND KyLoS L3486

The unique message and the universal mission of Christianity. N. Y., Chicago [etc] F. H. Revell co. [c1910] 256p. NRAR DLC TxFwSB MOlWJ GMM NcWfC KyLoS TND NcKcM CcQvB L3487

What is the matter with the Baptists? 2nd ed. Richmond, Va. Educational Department, Foreign mission board, S.B.C. [c1926] 47p. TxFwSB NcWfC TND KyLoS L3488

Why all baptized believers should join Baptist churches. Nashville, S. Sch. Board. 61p. McIntyre L3489

LOVE, JOHN, 1847-
The Conwellian era in Grace Baptist church and Temple university, 1882-1927. Phila., 1927. 48p. front. NRAB L3490


History of the Second Germantown church, Phila. C-R p. 61 L3493

LOVE, JOHN LANDELS, 1879-

____ 3rd ed. [n.d.] PPEB L3495

LOVE ONE ANOTHER. A Tub Lecture preached at Watford at a Conventicile, by John Alexander a joiner. Whitley 34-642M CBB(mf) NcWfC L3496

LOVEDAY, SAMUEL, 1619-1677
See: An elegy on the much lamented death of Mr. S. Loveday ...
Whitley 6-677H L3497

An alarm for slumbering Christians; or the parable of the wise and foolish virgins; being a plain and practical exposition of the whole 20th chapter of St. Matthew's gospel. London, Smith, 1675.
Whitley 11-675AC KyLoS(mf) L3498

An alarm to slumbering Christians, or, the parable of the wise and foolish virgins, and of the talents, sheep and goats; being a plain and practical exposition of the whole 25th chapter of St. Matthew's gospel ... London, Printed for Francis Smith, 1675. 264p. TxFwSB L3499

LOVEDAY, SAMUEL, 1619-1677 (continued)
The hatred of Esau and the love of Jacob unfouled, being a plain
exposition of the 9 chapter of Paul's epistle to the Romans &c.

Jt. au.: See: Perrott, Jennings, Loveday, &c.
To the king of these nations. The humble representation of several
societies, commonly called by the name of Anabaptists, where in
short they declare their innocency, sufferings, desires, and
resolutions. Reprinted by Underhill; Confessions, 357.
Whitley 14-661

Personal reprobation reprobated; being a plain exposition on the
ninth chapter to the Romans; shewing that there is neither little,
nor much, of any such doctrine as personal election, or reprobation,
aasserted by the apostle in that chapter. London, Smith, 1676.
[16],334p. Whitley 12-676APM MH NNUT-Mc NRAB ICU KyLoS-mf

LOVEGREN, ALTA LEE, 1922-
(About missions to Mohammedans) KyLoS


LOVEGROVE, ROBERT S
Sermon delivered prior to his baptism. Henley, 1794.
Whitley 23-794A

LOVEJOY, JOSEPH CAMMET, 1805-1871 Non-Baptist
The law and the offence; a lecture on the subject of prohibition
laws, in regard to the use of intoxicating drinks. Boston, 1852.
16p. TCJ PPrHi MBC

LOVEJOY, OWEN REED, 1866- Non-Baptist
Child labor ... Phila., A.B.P.S. [c1912] 30p. (On cover: Social
service series) Published for the Social service commission of the
Northern Baptist convention. DLC NRAB MnTCA PCC

LOVELL, NEHEMIAH GORHAM, 1806-1851
What constitutes a call to the foreign mission. A discourse before
the Wendell Baptist association (Mass.) at the ordination of Mr.
Josiah Goddard ... 1838. Worcester, 1838. 19p. NN NRAB MnTCA

LOVENE, PETER, 1870-
Baptisternas grudsatser. (The principles of the Baptists). Chicago,
Nya Wecko - Posten Printing co., 1911. 85p. McIntyre

Depets nutta och betydelse. (The meaning and importance of Baptism);
in Swedish. Author. 1909. 20p. McIntyre

Distinctive Baptist principles. A survey of faith, polity and
1950] 94p. NRAB TxFwSB IOBNE CBB PPEB CCovB KyLoS

History of the Swedish Baptist churches of Kansas and Missouri, 1869-
1927. [n.p.n.d.] 91p. front., ports. NRAB TxFwSB KKeBT
LOVENE, PETER, 1870- (continued)
Kristi forsamling uch hennes instiftelser. (The church of Christ
and her ordinances); in Swedish. Author. 1903. 156p. McIntyre L3514

LOVER, THOMAS
The true gospel-faith witnessed by the prophets and apostles, and
collected into thirty articles, presented to the world as the present
This and the next were issued together, with an address to the
reader by Griffith, Foxwell, Parret and Smith. A second manifesto
by the General Baptists. Whitley 61-654AM L3515

A LOVER OF DIVINE TRUTH [pseud.] See: [Bowman, Peter] A testimony
on baptism ... and on the washing of feet ... Baltimore, Benjamin
Edes, 1831. 71p. NRAB L3516

A LOVER OF his country and freedom, E. D. [pseud.] D., E. A true
relation of the state of the case between the ever honourable
Parliament and the officers of the army, that fell out on the 11th
and 12th of October, 1659. By a lover of his country and freedom,
E. D. London, Printed by J. C., 1659. 14p. Whitley 43-659
NRAB(mf) L3517

A LOVER OF SCRIPTURE AND TRUTH [pseud.]
Reasons for not being a Baptist. By a lover of Scripture and truth.
Charlotte, N. C., Published by Daniel Gould, 1834. 62p. NRAB L3518

A LOVER OF TRUTH
A brief and scriptural statement of the doctrine of the Trinity,
designed as a caution to those who are in danger of falling into
the dangerous heresy of Socinianism. Portsea. 16p.
Whitley 27-822 L3519

LOVER OF TRUTH [pseud.]
A disputation concerning church members and their children... London,
Printed by J. Hayes, for Samuel Thomason, 1659. (6),31p.
Whitley 11-657 NRAB(mf) L3520

A LOVER OF TRUTH [pseud.]
Gospel-baptism, or, plain proof, that the mode of dipping, plunge
or immersion, now commonly used by the people called Anabaptists;
is according to the primitive institution: In a letter to Mr.
Samuel Young occasioned by his sharp reflections ... in a small book,
etitul... A second and last New-Years gift, 5c. By a lover of

A LOVER OF TRUTH [pseud.]
Occasional sermons by a lover of truth. Lowell, P. A. O'Neill,
Printer, 1842. 192p. Authorship ascribed to "Elder" Thurston of
the Free Will Baptist church, in old pencil notation. NRAB L3522

LOVELACE, JULIA MURFEE
See: Siloam Baptist Church, Ala.
A history of Siloam Baptist Church, Marion, Alabama...[Birmingham
publishing co.] [c1943] viii, 124p. "The history written and the
papers collected and compiled by Julia Murfee Lovelace." KyLoS L3523
LOVELACE, MARC HOYLE, 1920-
The chronology of the Old Testament in the light of ancient records.
Th.D. Thesis, Southern Baptist Theological Seminary, Louisville, Ky.,
1946. xxiv, 326p. KyLoS
L3524

LOVELADY, JOE PENDER
Dan Taylor, his life and relationship to the New Connection General
Seminary. Historical Commission, S.B.C., Publication No. 2267.
NRAB(mf)
L3525

LOVERIDGE, BLANCHE GROSBECK, 1871-
Appreciation of art. Columbus, 0., Champlin press, 1912. 256p.
PLeW
L3526
Jt. comp.: See: Bacon, Mrs. Marilla Tolman, -1916
Ohio representatives on the foreign field since the organization of
the Woman's Baptist foreign mission society of the West in 1871.
[Compiled by Mrs. A. H. Bacon and Miss Blanche G. Loveridge]
Springfield, Ohio, Winters co., 1908. 22p. ports. NRAB
L3527

LOVERING, FRANK WOODS
The story of the West Medford [Mass.] Baptist church. (In the
Medford historical register Vol. 19 No. 4 Oct. 1916 pp. 73-78)
NRAB
L3528

LOVETT, MRS. IRENE EASTER
Mt. Zion (W. Va.) Baptist church. Mt. Zion Baptist church (Wood co.,
W. Va.) Annual home-coming and 130th anniversary observance.
Mimeographed. NRAB
L3529

A basic course. NRAB
L3530
See: Upland, Pa. Baptist church
Upland Baptist church. Daily vacation Bible school Report 1935 -
(Report for 1938 compiled by Mrs. Lovett, principal) PCC
L3531

LOVETT, WILLIAM PIERCE, 1872-
L3532
_ _ Boston, R. G. Badger [c1930] 235p. front., ports. DLC WaU
L3533
L3534

LOVING, BRADY ANTOINE
Some experiences of a home missionary in Oklahoma. [anon.] ...
L3535
Thornton Kelly Tyson, pioneer home missionary, ... with a foreword
by Alonzo M. Petty, D.D. Kansas City, Mo., Western Baptist publishing
cco., 1915. 151p. 2 port. (incl. front.) NRAB DLC HoLiWJ KKcBT
IOBNB CBB hNtCA PPEB PCC OrMcL CCovE KyLoS
L3536
LOVING, JOHN WHEELER, 1860-1948
A brief history of Lyles Baptist church, Fluvanna County, Virginia, for the one hundred and fifty years of its existence. Wichita Falls, Tex. [c1925] 64p. "Errata" slip mounted on p. 2 of cover. DLC NRAB PCC KyLoS


LOW, ALEXANDER RITCHIE, 1899-
Letters of a minister to his son, 1927. W. W. in C.

LOW, JOHN Non-Baptist
Jordan and Enon dried up, or No gospel-baptism until after the death of Christ. ... Containing remarks upon the third section of the Rev. Thomas Baldwin's Brief vindication of the particular communion of the Baptist churches. And upon a piece written by Edward Clark. Newburyport [pref. 1795] 24p. NRAB PPr01

LOWDELL, STEPHEN, 1718-1810
See: Evans, John
An address ... upon the interment of Stephen Lowdell (aged 92, treasurer of the G. B. Fund) Two editions. Whitley 24-810AIX

LOWDEN, C HAROLD (Probably Non-Baptist)
Gifts of love, a service for Christmas, by C. Harold Lowden and Edith Sanford Tillotson. Nashville, Baptist Sunday School board, 1917. 15p. KyLoS

Jt. ed. and comp.: See: Swift, Julia Dixon

LOWE, MRS. A. C.

[LOWE, CLIFFORD JACKSON, 1882-1963]

Letter from C. J. Lowe, of the Central China Mission. Southern Baptist Convention at Christmas time, 1933, printed on three pages. KyLoS


LOWE, MARTHA GILLESPIE
LOWE, MARTHA GILLESPIE (continued)
See: Rives, Elsie

LOWE, SAMUEL FRANKLIN, 1890-1952
Intro.: See: Southern Baptist convention. Radio committee.
The living Christ in the life of today; the first Baptist hour.
of radio broadcasts ... given under the auspices of the Southern
Baptist convention." - Introd. signed: S. F. Lowe, chairman, Radio
committee, Southern Baptist convention. DLC NRAB TxPwSB CBB NRCR
\#NtCA TND PCC

Successful religious broadcasting. Atlanta, Radio press, [c1945]
154p. TxPwSB KyLoS

LOWE, W F
What is valid baptism? A discussion of the action, subject,
administrator and the design of baptism. Fulton, Ky., 1891. 51p.
NRAB TND KyLoS

LOWE, W J
Baptism, its mode and subjects. London, J. Nisbet & co. [etc]
1899. ix, 197p. NRAB NRCR IOBNE CBB NoKcm CCoVb

LOWELL, C STANLEY Non-Baptist
135p. KyLoS

LOWELL (MASS.) BAPTIST MINISTERIAL CONFERENCE OF LOWELL AND VICINITY
No. 1 at head of cover title. NRAB

LOWELL (MASS.) CHELMSFORD ST. BAPTIST CHURCH
Golden Anniversary. 1883-1933. NRAB

LOWELL (MASS.) FIRST BAPTIST CHURCH
...Diamond jubilee. Seventy-fifth anniversary and rededication ...
NRAB \#NtCA

Historical sketch ... Centennial anniversary. Edited by Deacon
illus. Grady D. Feagan, Pastor. NRAB \#NtCA

Manual. 1895. NRAB

Manual, roster & reports. May 1889. Lowell, 1889. Including the
co covenant. NRAB

_1890. Including the covenant. NRAB

A summary declaration of the faith and practice ... [Lowell]
Lowell evangelist office, 1831. 8p. NRAB
LOWELL (MASS.) SECOND BAPTIST CHURCH

LOWER DUBLIN (PA.) BAPTIST CHURCH

LOWER PROVIDENCE (PA.) BAPTIST CHURCH

LOWER PROVIDENCE (PA.) FIRST REGULAR BAPTIST CHURCH
Manual of the First Regular Baptist church of Lower Providence Twp., Montgomery co., Pa., containing a historical account of the church, declaration of faith, covenant, rules of order, etc. Norristown, Pa., Wills & Iredell, 1868. 18p. NRAB L3566

LOWMAN, MOSES Non-Baptist
Considerations on Mr. Foster's discourse on the Jewish theocracy. Whitley 9–744CLi! L3567

LOWREY, MARK PERRIN, 1828–1885
See: [Sketch] D.A.B. L3568

Memphis Baptist; Assoc. ed. six years. Cathcart L3569

LOWREY, THEODOSIA (SEARCY)
Ed.: See: Lowrey, William Tyndale, 1858–

LOWREY, WILLIAM TYNDALE, 1858–1944

LOWRY, JAMES A

LOWRY, JENNINGS O'BANNON, 1851–1908

The Preeminence of Jesus. By J. O'B. Lowry, pastor of Calvary Baptist Church, Kansas City, Mo. [Kansas City, Press of Chas. E. Brown Ptg. co.] 31p. KyLoS L3574

LOGAN, JOHN RANDOLPH, 1811-
Circular letter on 'The terms of communion', republished and
dedicated to the Broad River Baptist association. Charlotte,
N. C., 1850. NcWfC

Sketches, historical and biographical of the Broad River and
King's Mountain Baptist associations, from 1800 to 1882. Shelby,
N. C., Babington, Roberts and co., 1887. 605p. front. MF NN DLC
NRAE NcWfC TexPwSB KyLoS NcWfC IOEAB

LOGAN'S VALLEY (PA.) BAPTIST CHURCH
Articles of faith, covenant and rules of order ... A. K. Bell,
pastor. Phila., King & Baird, 1853. 31p. NRAE TND

Charter, articles of faith, covenant, and rules of order ...
NRAE

LOGANSPORT (IND.) BAPTIST ASSOCIATION
NRAE

LONAN, M

666 Baptist clergymen. [Published by Conservative Baptist Fellow-
ship] [1960?]

LOMAS, LIVINGSTON HENRY
Rochester (N.Y.) Calvary Baptist Church
Service of installation and dedication for the Rev. Livingston H.

LOMAS, THOMAS
The model prayer. being ten sermons on the Lord's prayer. London,
Houlston & Wright, 1865. 195p. Angus NRAE

LONDON BAPTIST ASSOCIATION, ENGLAND
Circular letter on the scriptural constitution of the churches of
Jesus Christ adopted by the messengers of the London Association
of Strict Baptist ministers and churches, at their first general
meeting...1846. London, J. Stephenson, 1846. 16p. KyLoS

The duties of church members to the churches with which they are
connected: a letter... London Baptist Association, 1842.
London, J. Haddon, 1842. 13p. KyLoS

The means and importance of perfecting the discipline and character
of the churches. A letter to the churches comprehended in the
KyLoS

[The objects of Christian associations] First annual letter of
the [London] Association...1834. [Circular letter by Charles

LONDON BAPTIST BUILDING FUND
London Baptist Building Fund. [Formation and rules of the society]
... 1824. 3p. KyLoS

124
LONDON (ENG.) BAPTIST CHURCH HOUSE

L2976


L2977

LONDON (ENG.) CARTER-LANE BAPTIST CHURCH
A declaration of the faith and practice of the church of Christ in Carter-Lane, Southwark, &c. London, 1771. 8p. Whitley 16-771MP NRAB

L2978

LONDON (ENG.) JOHN STREET CHAPEL
A declaration of the faith and practice of the church of Christ, assembling at John Street chapel, King's Road, Gray's Inn Lane; formed in 1824. To which are annexed, the rules and regulations agreed to in 1826. 24p. Whitley 67-826U

L2979

LONDON (ENG.) METROPOLITAN TABERNACLE

L2980

LONDON (ENG.) REGENT'S PARK CHAPEL
Year book for the Year, 1888. London, 1889. 91p. NRAB

L2981

LONDON (ENG.) ROMNEY ST. BAPTIST CHURCH, WESTMINSTER
Confession of faith and rules of the Baptist church in Romney Street, Westminster. Whitley 77-828A

L2982

LONDON (ENG.) UPPER HOLLOWAY CHAPEL
Manual ... for 1877. London, 1877. 62p. NRAB

L2983

LONDON (ENG.) WEST HAM CENTRAL MISSION

L2984

LONDON (ENG.) WEST HAM TABERNACLE
'Streams of living waters' A brief record of one hundred years of the church worshipping at West Ham Tabernacle, West Ham Lane, London, E.15. [London, Printed by Rob't. Stockwell, 1940] 20p. illus. NRAB

L2985

LONDON (ENG.) WHITE ALLEY MEETING HOUSE

L2986

LONDON (ONT.) TALBOT STREET REGULAR BAPTIST CHURCH
Minute book no. 1 of the York st. Regular Baptist church of London, afterwards known as the Talbot Regular Baptist church ... [London, Ont., 1942?] 1p. l., 11, 2-148 (i.e.149) numb. 1., 6 1. On
LONDON (ONT.) TALEBOT STREET REGULAR BAPTIST CHURCH (continued)

Minute book no. 1 [continued]

cover: Secretary's book. Of the Committee of management, Baptist church. Kingston & London. S. (i.e.C) W. 1843. Reproduced from type-written copy. 'A condensed history of Talbot street Baptist church, London, Ont.' 5 leaves at end. Copied from the original manuscript by Edwin Seabor. DLC

LONDON TRACT SOCIETY
The life of our Lord and Savior Jesus Christ ... 2nd ed. Burmese mission press, 1836. PCC

Maulmain, American Baptist mission press, 1837. Printed in the Peguan language. McWfC


LONDON. UNIVERSITY. REGENT'S PARK COLLEGE

LONDON'S LIBERTIES: OR a learned argument ... between Mr. Maynard ... and major John Wildman ... of counsellor for the freemen of London &c.
Non-Baptist. Whitley 32-650M

LONDON'S METAMORPHOSIS: OR a dialogue between London and Amsterdam.
Whitley 43-647M

LONG, A A

LONG, A J
Hitherto - or the history of the Roebuck Baptist Church at Roebuck from 1815-1817 and at Inskip from 1817-1917. ...Preston, Geo. Toulmin & sons, ltd., 1917. 108p. front., illus. NRAB

LONG, ARTHUR, 1867-1909
See: Grundy, R
A comrade's tribute, 1909. McIntyre

See. Oakley, Henry

Trans.: See. Heberlet, P E
Life of Christ, from Uruya into Khond (called by natives 'Kui') Cuttack, Mission Press, 1907. McIntyre

The Khonds of Orissa: an appeal for recruits, 1905. McIntyre


Report for Arthington trustees. 1905. 22p. (Life 39) McIntyre
LONG, ARTHUR, 1867-1909 (continued)

Tract, in behalf of mission work. 1905. 16p. McIntyre  L3002

LONG, CLARENCE COLUMBUS, 1877-

Influence of the Bible on Social Life. ASB p. 312  L3003

'The origin and development of the Hebrew Sabbath.' Typewritten A.H. thesis. 1911. ICU  L3004

LONG, E


LONG, GARIS THOMAS


LONG, HERBERT COLLINS, 1887-


LONG, HUEY PIERCE, 1893-1935

Life: See: Kane, Harnett Thomas, 1910-


Life: See: Otstowsky, Stan.

Life: See: Sindle, Allan P


Every man a king. The autobiography ... New Orleans, National book co., inc. [c1933] viii, 343p. front. NRAB TND  L3012

... Chicago, Quadrangle books [c1933-1964] xxviii, 348p. NRAB LNB  L3013

See: U. S. 77th Cong., 1st session, 1941.

... Acceptance of the statue of Huey P. Long, presented by the State of Louisiana... Washington, D. C., United States Government Printing Office, 1941. 95p. front. (port.) LNB  L3014

LONG, ISAAC J

Outline of ecclesiastical history for the use of colleges, high schools, and theological classes. St. Louis, Ferris, Smith & co. [c1888] 125p. NRAB PPrHi ICU KyLoS  L3015
LONG, JACK
Montour Falls (N.Y.) First Baptist Church 1962 annual reports. [n.p.n.d.]
L3016

LONG, JAMES
L3017

L3018

LONG, JOHN CRALLE, 1833-1894
Baptism in history in the East and the West. Phila., A.B.P.S. [c1880]
68p. NRAB ICU KyLoS PCC MoKeH MNtCA NRCR
L3019

MNtCA NRCR
L3020

Death in old age. Funeral sermon of the late Rev. William P. Farish, preached in the Baptist Church, Charlottesville, Va., Nov. 7, 1869. [Charlottesville] 1870. 16p. NRAB DLC
L3021

Foreign Missions; a sermon preached in the Baptist church, Charlottesville, Va., Sunday evening, Feb. 11th, 1874 by J. C. Long. [n.d.] 15p. LNB
L3022

at head of title. NRAB PCC
L3023

of title. NRAB
L3024

Separation of church and state in America. Phila., A.B.P.S. [c1892]
32p. NRAB DLC OrMcL ICU KyLoS PCC
L3025

LONG, JOSEPH MANSFIELD, 1862-1942
L3026

LONG, THOMAS, 1621-1707
Non-Baptist
A compendious history of all the Popish and fanatical plots ...
from the first year of Queen Elizabeth, &c. London. 239p.
Whitley 16-584M IU MH NNUT-Mc
L3027

No Protestant, but the dissenters, plot, &c. London. (14), 196p.
Whitley 6-682GMO NNUT-\c
L3028

LONG BEACH (CAL.) FIRST BAPTIST CHURCH
Handbook. 1914. Long Beach, 1914. 68p. NRCR
L3029

LONG ISLAND (N.Y.) BAPTIST ASSOCIATION
Letters of the churches to the 39th annual meeting of the Long Island
Baptist church ... 1905. [n.p.] Eagle Book printing co. [n.d.]
23, (1)p. NRAB
L3030

LONG ISLAND BAPTIST HOME
See: Brooklyn (N.Y.) Baptist Home NRAB
L3031
LONG ISLAND BAPTIST HOME (continued)
Act of incorporation, constitution and by-laws. N. Y., L. H.
Biglow & co., 1870. 16p. NRAB L3032

LONG RUN (KY.) ASSOCIATION OF BAPTISTS

LONGacre, CHARLES SMALL Non-Baptist
Roger Williams, his life, work, and ideals ... illustrations by Robert M. Eldridge. Takoma Park, Washington, D. C., Review and herald publishing association [c1939] 191p. incl. front. (port.) illus. NRAB DLC TxFwSB LmB KyLoS CCovB IOBNE NRCR L3034

__Takoma Park, Washington, D. C., Review and herald publishing association [1940] "Second and third printing 1940" CEB L3035

LONGBRIDGE, R M Non-Baptist

LONGENECKER, ROY H
Bucyrus (O.) First Baptist church. History ... Rev. Roy H.

LONGFELLOW, FAITH H.
See: Chau, P. K.
A survey and report of the First Chinese Baptist Church of San Francisco, Calif. 98 pages Chinese text. 10 pages pictures. 12 pages text in English: "A brief history of the San Francisco First Chinese Baptist Church" by Faith H. Longfellow. KyLoS L3038

LONGHURST, AUGUST GILBERT, 1867-1937
Life: See: Pearce, Brian Louis

LONGHURST, CALEB MARK, 1840-1928
Life: See: Pearce, Brian Louis

Believers' Baptism: pamphlet. A reply to a ritualistic clergyman at Acton. 1880. Acton. McIntyre L3041

LONGHURST, GEORGE ADOLPHUS
Life: See: Pearce, Brian Louis
Old Ascot, the diaries of George and G. A. Longhurst, 1833-1881. With an introduction and genealogical tables. 1964. 43p. tables. NRAB L3042
LONGHURST, THOMAS JAMES, 1859-1931
(S. & T. 1906, 413 rev.) 214p. McIntyre

LONGLEY, MRS. PEARL (DORR)
front., plates. "Poems ... descriptive of the habits and customs
of the people of India." - Introd. NRAE DLC CaNSWa

Pages from the parables of one Tabitha. Pictures by Wm. J. Longley,
ilus. NRAE NRCC

The rebirth of Venkata Reddi, a story of India. Phila., Judson
press [c1938] x p., 1 l., 349p. front., plates. DLC NRAE LNB
EKCBI PPEB COvB MNTCA NRCC

LONGLEY, RONALD STEWART, 1896-1967
plates, ports. DLC NRAE MeLB CaNSWa MeWaC OGRAD MNTCA

The Wolfville United Baptist church. [Kentville, N. S., Kentville
pub. co., 1954] 87p. illus. CaNSWa

LONGLEY, WILLIAM JOHNSON, 1883-
Ed.: The Baptist missionary review, 1925-1929. C.R. p. 186

LONGSHORE, RALPH E
See: Alabama Baptist State Executive Board. Department of
Evangelism. Evangelize or die! produced by: Department of
Evangelism, Ralph E. Longshore, Secretary, Baptist State Executive
Board, Montgomery, Ala., [1960] [114p.] KyLoS

See: White, K
Owen, ed.
Messages on stewardship. By K. Owen White: H. H. Hobbs, J. Ralph
NRAB

LONGVIEW (TEX.) FIRST BAPTIST CHURCH
...Celebrating the completion of the new building and eighty years
of achievement, 1871-1951; December 16-23, Longview, Tex., 1951.
12p. KyLoS

...Commemorating eighty years of service and the dedication of the
new auditorium and chapel, Dec. 16-23, 1951. Longview, Tex.,
1951. [31p.] KyLoS

Ten years of progress, 1945-1955; Pastor's tenth anniversary [and]
dedication of $400,000 children's building, May 8 and 10. [Long-

LOOK, ARNOLD EVERT, 1896-
The history of Abba Marcul of Mount Tarmaka. A dissertation
presented to the faculty of the graduate school of Yale University
in candidacy for the degree of Doctor of Philosophy. Oxford;
University press, [1929] xxvii, 23p. PCC

L3055
LOOK AND LIVE songs. Nashville, Broadman press c1945. Unpaged. 144 hymns, and 1 p. of index. Round notes. NRAB TxFwSB TMD L3056

LOOK TO IT London: threatened to be fired with wilde-fire-zeal, schismatical faction, and militant mammon. [n.p.] Whitley 53-648 0 L3057

"LOOK UNTO ME", the story of the conversion of C. H. Spurgeon, with his memorable sermon upon the text that led him to Christ. London, Carey Kingsgate press [1949] PPEB LNB L3058

A LOOKING-GLAS FOR sectaries; or true newes from Newberry: being the relation of the Newbury Annabaptists whereof three were to be carried into heaven but failed in their journey. 8p. Whitley 71-64774T L3059

A LOOKING-GLASSE FOR sope-patentees: or a prospective glasse, making discovery of a new project contrived and propounded (by the sope-projectors) to the parliament, to monopolize the sope-mystery, under pretences of good to the state in the duty of excize. [Involves Thomas Lamb] Whitley 8-646311

LOOKING GLASS FOR the fanaticks. Whitley 2-710 0 L3061

LOOMER, BERNARD MAC DOUGALL


LOOMER, LESLIE ORAN, 1878--
Drama of the book of Amos. C-R p. 178 L3064
The Prophet, 1911. H.T.I. p. 208 CaNsWA L3065
A story of the two kingdoms of ancient Palestine. 1911. C-R p. 178 L3066
The witchcraft of Jezebel. C-R p. 178 L3067

LOOMER, RALPH MARSTERS, 1905--
Falmouth United Baptist church, 1843-1943. [1943] 5p. CaNsWA L3068

LOOMIS, ANY GOODHUE
LOOMER, RALPH HARSTERS, 1905- (continued)
The child in the midst: A pageant about children. Chicago, Committee on juvenile protection of the Northern Baptist convention [n.d.] 22p. NFAB


how to dramatize your meeting. [Phila., Baptist youth fellowship, c1952] 31p. NPAB PPEB


The other woman: a study in sacrifice. Prepared by Department of Missionary and Stewardship Education... American Baptist Convention... N.Y. [1952] 8p. PPEB

Out of Nazareth, a dramatic worship service, by Amy Goodhue Loomis and Elisabeth Day Knapp. N.Y. Friendship press [c1946] 23p. TxEwSE KKeBT CEB NRCR

LOOMIS, EBENEZER, 1795-1872
The saints last enemy destroyed. A sermon ... funeral of Mrs. Betsy Richards.... Utica, 1826. Reprinted New Milford, Pa., 1880; edited by O. N. Worden. 24p. NRAE

LOOMIS, FREEMAN, 1844-1925
Tribute to Rev. William Shadrack. C.T.I. 1933

LOOMIS, HUBBEL, 1775-1872
See: To Baptist churches, is proposed, for solution, the following problems: [concerns the expulsion of Hubbel Loomis from the Upper Alton (Ill.) Baptist church] [Upper Alton, 1838] 4p. NRAB

See: Wilcox, Asa -1832

See: Wilcox, Asa -1832
Structures on a pamphlet containing three letters on infant baptism written by Rev. Hubbel Loomis ... and addressed to his natural brother Mr. Joel Loomis ... New-London, 1819. 72p. PCC

An apology for renouncing infant baptism, and baptism by sprinkling and for embracing believers' baptism by immersion. Southbridge, Mass., Josiah Snow, 1830. 89, (1p. NRAE PPrHi

Defence of Letters on Christian baptism against the strictures of Rev. Asa Wilcox. Hartford, 1819. 52p. McIntyre NN NRAE MBC PPrHi KyLoS
LOOMIS, HUBBEL, 1775-1872 (continued)
A documentary history of Alton Seminary, to March 7, 1835, when its departments took the distinctive names Alton Theological Seminary and Alton College, which January 12, 1836, took the name Shurtleff College, the school, called Alton Seminary, or, Alton Literary and Theological Seminary. Founded by Rev. H. Loomis, September, 1832, and the charge resigned, June 13, 1836. By Rev. H. Loomis. Alton, Ill., Printed at the "Telegraph" book and job office, 1854. 20p. KyLoS MH1

Letter to Baptist friends, showing what has been his position on communion...Alton, Ill., Bailhache & Parks, 1856. 14p. KyLoS

Letters defending Baptist views, etc. Published in Amer. Bapt. Mag. Jan. 1829. McIntyre

Letters on Christian baptism... from Hubbel Loomis of Willington to his brother Mr. Joel Loomis, of Lyme. Norwich, Hubbard & Marvin, 1818. 61p. Written while a pedobaptist. McIntyre CSmH NN NRAB MBC PPrHi KyLoS LNB

___N. Y., Child & Wells, 1826. 61p. NRAB NN MBC PPrHi

Replied to: See: Wilcox, Asa 1832
Structures on a pamphlet containing three letters on infant baptism, written by Rev. Hubbel Loomis, of Willington (Conn.) New London, Clapp & Francis, 1819. 72p. NRAB PPrHi

Mr. Loomis's reply... "to a communication over the signature A., in the Connecticut Observer" ... (In the American Baptist Magazine, Feb., 1829, vol. IX, No. 2, p. 45-54) KyLoS

Open communion. A lecture showing that all believers, especially all baptized believers, may by the appointment of Christ, partake of the communion of his body. Alton, Ill., "Telegraph", 1849. 16p. CSmH NN MNCa

LOOMIS, JUSTIN RUDOLPH, 1810-1898
An address ... June 9, 1865, in Commencement Hall, of the University at Lewisburg, Pa. ... celebrating the completion of the endowment fund. Lewisburg, Pa., J. R. Cornelius, 1865. 15p. NRAB

Elements of the anatomy, physiology, and hygiene of the human system. New ed. N. Y., Sheldon, Lamport, & Blakeman [etc] 1855. 221p. NRAB Am. cat. 1876 KyLoS

___Rev. ed. 1871. PLeWb

The elements of geology adapted to the use of schools and colleges. Boston, Gould, 1852. 198p. illus. Inscribed: "[Copy used in his classes by Prof.] C. E. Hamlin." MeWaC PLeWb OGrAd

___Boston, Gould & Lincoln [etc] 1858. 198p. NRAB MH1 KyLoS

___Boston, Gould, 1868. 198p. MeWaC

LOOMIS, JUSTIN RUDOLPH, 1810-1898 (continued)
LL.D., president of the University at Lewisburg. Phila., W. S.
Young, printer, 1860. 40p. Cover-title: The collegiate system
of the United States. NRAB DLC MNtCA

"The retributive power of memory." A sermon preached to the students
of the University of Lewisburg, on the day of prayer for colleges.
Phila., A.B.P.S., 1859. 20p. NRAB DLC

LOOMIS, WILLIAM ISAACS, 1810-1888
Life: See: Loomis, William Isaacs, 1810-1888
Incidents and facts in my life. N. Y., Holman, printer, 1867.
36p. NRAB

The amen of original observations, transcripts & translations, or
so it is, and who we will inaugurate the pentecost of truth
absolute. [Philmont, N. Y., Philmont sentinel printing house]
1881. 22p. DLC

The American and the Englishman; or, Sir William Isaacs Loomis,
versus Sir Isaac Newton. Martindale Depot, N. Y., The author,
1871. 28p. front. (port.) DLC MB

The anti-Newtonian. Incidents and facts in my life. N. Y.,
T. Holman, printer, 1869. 59p. front. (port.) First published
at N. Y., 1867, under title: Incidents and facts in my life.
DLC NRAB KyLoS

__By William Isaacs Loomis, Pastor of the Antioch Baptist church,
264 Bleecker Street, N. Y. N. Y., 1869. 59p. [Bound with]
Discovery of the origin of gravitation, and of the majestic motive
force which generated the diurnal and yearly revolutions of the
heavenly bodies. In two parts. Martindale Depot, Columbia Co.,
N. Y., 1866. 130p. NRAB

The Baptist minister's vision of "the heavens and the earth,"
founded on thirty-one years' observations and transcripts of the
facts of nature, distinguished from the heliocentric hypothesis
of Copernicus as explained by Sir Isaac Newton. Martindale Depot,
N. Y., W. I. Loomis, 1877. 38p. DLC

Communion encyclical. To all believers. Circular letter written
by Wm. Isaacs Loomis for the Stephentown Baptist Association ...
Sept. 13th and 14th, 1871. 20p. front. (port.) Library of Congress
place of publication as [Martindale Depot, N. Y.] NRAB
DLC

A different system of education is made necessary by my discoveries
in nature. Martindale Depot. N. Y., 1878. 22p. DLC

Discovery of the origin of gravitation and the majestic motive
force which generated the diurnal and yearly revolutions of the
heavenly bodies. In two parts. Martindale Depot, N. Y.
[T. Holman, printer] 1866. 3p. l., 82p. DLC NRAB TND KyLoS
LOOMIS, WILLIAM ISAACS. 1810-1838 (continued)
The elements of knowledge: or, revolution tending to truth in
the system of education animated by revelation and nature. In
four parts. Pt. 1. Philmont, N. Y., Philmont sentinel pr. house,
1882. 48p. DLC

The epoch of the beautiful in knowledge. ... opening the seals
cover-title, 16p. DLC

Examination of Sir Isaac Newton's theory of universal gravitation.
Martindale Depot, N. Y., Pub. by the author, 1871. cover-title,
25p. front. (port.) DLC

Incidents and facts in my life. N. Y., Holman, printer, 1867.
36p. front. (port.) Also published at N. Y., 1869, under title:
The anti-Newtonian. Incidents and facts in my life. DLC NRAB

Caption title. DLC

The national principles for lovers of science, universities,
colleges, schools, teachers, and pupils of every grade. Martindale
Depot, N. Y., W. I Loomis, 1877. 28p. DLC

A new resolution of the diameters and distances of the heavenly
bodies by common arithmetic. Accompanied with an exhibit of the
variations of the astronomers, and a disproof of the Newtonian
theory of universal gravitation. N. Y., T. Holman, printer, 1868.
1p. 1., p. [85]-139. [with his The anti-Newtonian. Incidents and
facts in my life. N. Y., 1869] Paged continuously with the
author's Discovery of the origin of gravitation ... Martindale
Depot, N. Y., 1866. DLC NRAB KyLoS

N. Y., T. Holman, 1868. [83]-130p. This is paged as a
continuation of his "A new resolution..." DLC NRAB

The Yankee astronomer's manner of determining the real diameters
of the heavenly bodies. By this method, in every case, the fourth
term of a single proportion will be the linear measure of the
real diameter of the celestial body. Hudson, N. Y., Bryan &
Webb, printers [1865] broadside. diagr. DLC

LOONEY, FLOYD, 1906-
History of California Southern Baptists. Fresno, Calif., Board
of Directors of the Southern Baptist General Convention of
California, 1954. 494, (12)p. illus. NRAB TxFwSB TND KyLoS
CBB MoKoM NcWfC CCoVb

LOONEY, MYRTLE OWENS
Guiding junior boys and girls in the Sunday school. Nashville,
Broadman press [c1936] 127p. 'Editor's foreword' signed: P. E.
Burroughs. NRAB DLC TxFwSB TND KyLoS PCC CBB NcWfC CCoVb

Nashville, Sunday School Board, S.B.C., [c1936- reprinted
1944] 130p. KyLoS
LOONEY, MYRTLE OWENS (continued)


LOOS, JULIUS, 1861-1914
Der Sendbote. (On editorial staff, 1889-1891) C.R. p. 258

LOPES, J LUCIANO
Abraao Lincoln; Segunda Edicao Melhorada. Rio de Janeiro, Casa Publicadora Batista, 1951. TND


LOPOSER, BENARD ANDRE

LORD, BENJAHIN, 1694-1784  Non-Baptist
See: Backus, Isaac, 1724-1806
A letter to the Reverend Mr. Benjamin Lord, of Norwich: occasioned by some harsh things which he has lately published against those who have dissented from his sentiments about the ministry, the church, and baptism. By Isaac Backus, pastor of a church of Christ, in Middleborough ... Providence, in New-England: Printed and sold by William Goddard, 1764. Signatures: [A]-D4. DLC NRAE

LORD, EDWARD CLEMENS, 1817-1887

1874. CBB

Shanghai, Printed for the A.B.M.S., 1883. Paged in Chinese.

Printed for the A.B.M.U. Shanghai, 1888. NRAB

The Book of Psalms in Chinese. Shanghai, 1877. ICU

Ed.: See: Goddard, J
Chinese version of Genesis, Exodus, and Leviticus. 1860. McIntyre
LORD, EDWARD CLEMENS, 1817-1887 (continued)

Rev.: See: Goddard, J
(B. M. Mag. 1874, 251.) McIntyre

Comp.: ...Hymns and tunes ... Ningpo, 1856. [Paged in Chinese]
Words and music. Chinese character, and a Romanized version of
each hymn. NRAB

Memoir of Mrs. Lucy T. Lord, of the Chinese Baptist Mission, with
an introduction by William Dean. Phila., A. B. P. S. [1854]
288p. NeWaC

Tr.: See: Milne,
Two friends; revised ed. in Chinese. Ningpo, 1852. McIntyre

Notes on Chinese Scriptures: Romans, 1859; Corinthians, 1862;
Ephesians, 1862; Hebrews, 1859. Tract on the ten commandments,
in Chinese, 1862. (B. M. Mag. 1860, 257; 1862, 134). McIntyre
Sermon on the Mount, in Chinese; with notes. Printed in Ningpo,
1852. Revised ed. 1861. (B. M. Mag. 1853, 290; 1862, 134)
McIntyre

Summary of Jesus' doctrine; in Chinese 1852. Pamphlet.
McIntyre

Tract on baptism. Revised by Dr. Ashmore in Wen-Li. Shaohsing,
China, Baptist Publication House, 1898. 23p. KyLoS

LORD, FRED TOWNLEY, 1893-1962

Achievement: a short history of the Baptist missionary society,
12 port. on 1 l., diagr. Short bibliography: p. 138-140.
DLC NRAB TxFWSB LNB TND KyLoS CBB PPEB MoKcM ?MtCA CCovB NRCR

This edition appeared prior to 1946, when a revised ed. appeared.
At head of title: The missionary message of the N. T. NRAB

____London, Carey press, 1930. 140p. ICU TND MoKcM


Baptist world fellowship. A short history of the Baptist World
(port.) NRAB TxFWSB LNB MoLiWJ KkCBT ICU TND CCovB KyLoS PCC
CBB PPEB MoKcM NeWFc NAlf MtCA NRCR

TxFWSB KkCBT TND MoKcM! IOEBN

Christ on the road. London, Marshall, Morgan and Scott, ltd.
[1933] 142p. NN TND KyLoS

____Same. 1934. 126p. MoKcM

N. Y., Nashville Abingdon-Cokesbury press [1942] 185p. DLC NRAB TxFwSB KKcBT TND PCC CBB MiHiLC MNtCA

Day with Jesus. Bagster '36. 46p. US '36

The faith that sings. [Essays] Nashville, Broadman press [c1951] 119p. DLC NRAB TxFwSB LNB sicLiUS KKcBT TND KyLoS CBB PPEB CCovE MNtCA

The great decision. An outline of Christian discipleship for young people. London, 1936. 70p. NRAB TxFwSB PCC


Great women of the Bible. London, Cassell and co., ltd. [1939] 207p. 'First published, 1939.' TxFwSB CBB MeWaC


'Light your beacons' and other talks to young people. ... Second edition. London ... 1936. 124p. The "Young People's Own" series. NRAB


The man in the dark room and other people and things. London, c1927. 129p. 'The Young People's Own' Series. NRAB TND

See: Martin, Hugh, 1890-

The Master and His men, studies in Christian enterprise. London, Carey press, 1927. IOENB

LORD, FRED TOWNLEY, 1893-1962 (continued)
--- Harper, 1928. ix, 181p. TxFWsB TND L3171

The missionary message of the N.T. See: Lord, Fred Townley, 1893-1962 ... The Acts of the Apostles

--- Introd. See: Price, Seymour J


The unity of body and soul: the value of the body in Christian teaching and modern thought. London, 1929. 256p. NRAB TxFWsB MRC ICU TND KyLoS PCC MoKcM MntCA CcOvB L3176

You can master life. London, Frederick Muller, ltd., c1955. 223p. TxFWsB TND CBB L3177

LORD, MRS. FRED TOWNLEY

LORD, JOSEPH -1748 Non-Baptist
--- The reason why, not Anabaptist plunging but infant-believer's-baptism ought to be approved, is because the Lord Jesus Christ and his apostles preached it and practised it. In answer to the Anabaptist Reason Why, &c. Boston, Printed by S. Kneeland, for Samuel Gerrish, at his shop in Cornhill, 1719. 170p. Whitley 14-719mP Sabin NRAB DLC RPJCB NWA PPL MI M1U-C MHI L3179

--- Two letters, viz. one on the change of the sabbath; and the other on the beginning of the sabbath. Whitley 15-719mL L3180

--- Reprinted Boston, N.E., 1739. Whitley 15-719 1739 L3181

LORD, MRS. LUCY T. (LYON) 1817-1853
--- See: American Baptist Publication Society

LORD, MRS. MARY B
--- Jt. au.: See: Lord, William C
LORD, RIVINGTON DAVID, 1858-1938
See: ...Fiftieth anniversary ordination and pastorate of
NRAB KyLoS NRCR

See: In memoriam. Rev. Rivington D. Lord August 13, 1858 -

See: Hobart, Alvah Sabin, 1847-1930
Alvah S. Hobart, Rivington D. Lord, E. P. Tuller, Thomas H. Stacy,
A. J. Rowland, committee. NRAB

LORD, WILLIAM G
History of the First Baptist church of Athol, Mass., and the story
of the auxiliary organizations, by Mary B. Lord. Athol, Mass.,

1953. MH1

THE LORD MAYOR Non-Baptist
Warning to all persons within the city, not to offend against the
laws respecting conventicles and unlawful meetings. One page
folio, not dated. Whitley 31-682

THE LORD MAYOR'S fare-well from his office of mayoraltie, sent to him
in a letter by one of those who are usually (but unjustly) called
Lord Mayor. Whitley 65-656 MO NRAB(mf) KyLoS(mf) CBB(mf) NcWfc C

THE LORDS TABLE, whether it is to be spread like a table in an inne
for all comers? That it ought not to be so is here maintained.
London, Printed by H. S. for Henry Cripps, 1656. 73p.
Whitley 23-656MO NRAB(mf) LNB(mf) NcWfc MH1 KyLoS(mf)

LORIMER, ALBERT WILLIAM, 1871-
God runs my business. the story of R. G. LeTourneau, farmhand,
foundry apprentice, master molder, garage mechanic, laborer,
inventor, manufacturer, industrialist, Christian business man and
lay evangelist. N.Y., F. H. Revell co. [c1941] 192p. front.,
plates, ports. LNB KKcET KyLoS CCovB MeWaC TND DLC MoKcM IOBNB
NRCR DLC

LORIMER, GEORGE CLAUDE, 1838-1904
[Sketch] D.A.B.

Life: See: Teasdale, Thomas Cox, 1808-1891
Reminiscences and incidents of a long life. St. Louis, Mo., National
Baptist publishing co., 1887. xiii, 385p. (See pages 149-156
for an account of the conversion of George Claude L.) KyLoS

Address delivered by Rev. C. C. Lorimer D.D. of Immanuel Baptist
church, at the funeral of Henry Arthur Elkins. Together with
obituary notices from the Chicago Daily Tribune; The Chicago World,
etc. Chicago, Published by the Vincennes Gallery of Fine Arts,
1884. 16p. illus.
Lorimer, George Claude, 1838-1904 (continued)

...The Angel's message. ...Preached April 21, 1878. Boston, Press of J. E. Simonds, 1878. 14p. Temple themes. MNtCA L3197

...The annihilation of the wicked. Preached March 10, 1878. Boston, Press of J. E. Simonds, 1878. 18p. Temple themes. NRAB MNtCA L3198

The argument for Christianity. Phila., A.B.P.S., 1894. 480p. "Works quoted": p. 461-463. McIntyre DLC ICU NRAB TxFwSB LNB MoLiWi CR UCkBT OrMcL MNtCA KyLoS CCB PPEB INF CCoVb NcWfc MoKcM CaNsWa MeWaC OGrAD TND L3199

___Philae., 1904. 480p. NRCR L3200


The Baptists and the Reformation. A discourse. 1883. Angus L3203


___Prepared by George C. Lorimer and Henry M. Sanders. N. Y., Barnes & co., c1891. vi, 170p. McIntyre NRAB MBC ICU KyLoS OGrAD MNtCA L3207


The brotherhood ... In: Young men's Baptist social union, Boston ... Eleventh semi-annual Ladies' night ... Tremont Temple ... Oct. 20, 1897. [Boston, 1897] p. [4] RPB L3209

...Charles Haddon Spurgeon, the Puritan preacher in the nineteenth century ... Boston, Earle, 1892. 230p. A Monograph, at head of title. McIntyre NRAB NN RPB TxFwSB LNB MeLB OrMcL TND KyLoS PPEB CaNsWa NcWfc CCoVb IOBNB M1H11C L3210
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Author</th>
<th>Location</th>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Pages</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Christianity and the social state</td>
<td>Rowland</td>
<td>Phila.</td>
<td>1892</td>
<td>488p</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Christianity as a world-power. Annual sermon</td>
<td>McIntyre</td>
<td>London</td>
<td>1898</td>
<td>488p</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Christianity in the nineteenth century</td>
<td>McIntyre</td>
<td>Philadelphia</td>
<td>1900</td>
<td>488p</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>...Concurrent conclusions regarding retribution</td>
<td>Simonds</td>
<td>Boston</td>
<td>1878</td>
<td>16p</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Conversion. A series of lecture room talks</td>
<td>Needham</td>
<td>Phila.</td>
<td>1879</td>
<td>488p</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>...Criminality of intemperance. Preached before the Massachusetts</td>
<td>Simonds</td>
<td>Boston</td>
<td>1879</td>
<td>28p</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>An eloquent tribute to Washington's memory</td>
<td>Knights-Templars</td>
<td>Boston</td>
<td>1899</td>
<td>488p</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>...The ethical import of retribution. ...Preached March 24, 1878</td>
<td>Simonds</td>
<td>Boston</td>
<td>1878</td>
<td>19p</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Galilean, or Jesus, the world's Savior</td>
<td>N. Y. [etc]</td>
<td>Boston</td>
<td>1892</td>
<td>488p</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Golden gate; or, the economics of missions</td>
<td>Boston, Amer. Bapt. Miss. Union. McIntyre McIl</td>
<td>1899</td>
<td>30p</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The great conflict. A discourse concerning Baptists, and religious</td>
<td>Lee and Shepard [etc]</td>
<td>Boston</td>
<td>1877</td>
<td>155p</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Immanuel Baptist Church Pulpit. Theological therapeutics, or faith-</td>
<td>Decker</td>
<td>Chicago</td>
<td>1890</td>
<td>72p</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Immanuel pulpit: Baptist belief; peculiar principles of a peculiar</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L3211</td>
<td>L3212</td>
<td>L3213</td>
<td>L3214</td>
<td>L3215</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L3216</td>
<td>L3217</td>
<td>L3218</td>
<td>L3219</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L3220</td>
<td>L3221</td>
<td>L3222</td>
<td>L3223</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L3224</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
LORIMER, GEORGE CLAUDE, 1838-1904 (continued)
In memoriam: the priestly layman, a tribute to the life and services of Mr. James W. Converse by the Rev. George C. Lorimer, minister at the Temple with a biographical note. Boston, Alfred Mudge & son, printers, 1894. 20p. port. MNTCA

International philanthropy. A sermon delivered in Tremont Temple January 30, 1898, which is in particular a plea for the relief of the suffering in Cuba. Boston, N. E. Cuban relief committee. 1898. McIntyre NE RPB


_2nd ed._ Chicago, S. C. Griggs & co., 1882. 367p. NRAB OrMcL TND CBB

_Boston, Silver, Burdett & co., 1894._ (B. Mag. 1881, 568 rev.) McIntyre

Jesus, the world's Savior: who He is, why He came, and what He did ... Chicago, S. C. Griggs & co., 1883. 3p. l., [ix]-x. [9]-351p. An edition with "revisions and additions" published in 1892 under title: The Galilean, or, Jesus, the world's Savior. McIntyre DLC ICU MB NRAB TxFwSB LNB KyLoS PPEB IOBNE


_Jt. ed._: See: Kyger, John C. _F_ , ed. Bells of heaven; a choice collection of hymns and tunes "new and old" ... together with a carefully prepared history of hymns, with a prelude on hymnology and Christianity by George C. Lorimer. Waco, Tex., J. C. F. Kyger, publisher, 1895. 1 v. (unpaged) TxFwSB

_Comp._: See: Libby, Herbert Carlyle, 1875-1965 Under the willows; a book of verse contributed to the college publications by Colby students. [Waterville, Me., 1908?] 98p. front. Includes poems by George Lorimer. MeWaC

Living and dying nations. (In: Missionary sermons ... London [pref. 1924] viii, 326p.) NRAB


Logic of Easter. Earle. US 12

LORIMER, GEORGE CLAUDE, 1838-1904 (continued)
The master of millions; a novel. N. Y., F. H. Revell co. [1903]
588p. McIntyre DLC NRB LNB MNtCA

Memorial sermon for Dea. George W. Chipman. See: Saving power of
Christian manhood.

Messages of to-day to the men of to-morrow. Phila., A.B.P.S.,
1896. xii, 464p. McIntyre NRB DLC LNB CRU OrMcL TND KyLoS
PCC PPEB MoKcM NcWfC CCovB MNtCA IOBNB

(S. & T. 1897, 195 rev.;) McIntyre

The modern crisis in religion. N. Y., F. H. Revell co. [1904]
278p. McIntyre NRB DLC NRCR TxFwSB LNB TND KyLoS PCC PPEB
MoKcM IOBNB

A monograph. Charles Haddon Spurgeon. See entry beginning ...
Charles Haddon Spurgeon... LNB MeWaC

The old faith and the new. (In: Gospel (The) invitation ...
Boston, 1877. pp. 21-58) NN MNtCA

...Our worn-out preachers. An address ... delivered under the
auspices of the Baptist ministers' home society [of New York] at
NRAB

Pathos of the cross and other sermons. Chicago, Tidd and Wadsworth,
1889. 135p. NRAB KyLoS IOBNB

Ed.: The People's Bible history, prepared in the light of recent
investigations by some of the foremost thinkers in Europe and
America. ... Introduction by Right Hon. William Ewart Gladstone
... Chicago, Henry O. Shepard co., 1895. 2 v. front., illus.
(incl. facsims.) ports. maps, 2 plans on 1 l. Paged continuously.
Includes 'The authors - their positions, denominations, and themes'
(v. 1, p. [iii]-[iv]) DLC KyLoS

Chicago, The Henry O. Shepard co., 1895. xxiv, 1241 (i.e. 1255)
p. incl. front., illus. (incl. facsims.) ports. maps, 2 plans on
1 l. Includes extra numbered pages, 72a-d, 74a, 76a, and 8 full-
page facsimiles not included in the paging. 'The authors - their
positions, denominations, and themes," found in another 1895
edition, wanting. McIntyre DLC NBC ICU

Chicago, Henry O. Shepard co., 1896. xiv, 910p. illus. NRAB
OrMcL IOBNB

__6th ed. Chicago, Henry O. Shepard, 1902. 910p. Chapters by
these Baptists: R. S. MacArthur; M. Summerbell; W. C. Wilkinson;
& G. C. Lorimer. NRAB

The people's laureate. (In Smith, Samuel Frances, 1808-1895.
'My country 'tis of thee: and the latest poems ... 1896. p. 25)
NNUT RPB
LORIMER, GEORGE CLAUDE, 1838-1904 (continued)


_[c1886-1898] PCC

...The pontificate of Pio Nono. ...Feb. 24, 1878. [Boston, J. E. Simonds, n.d.] 16p. Temple themes. NRAB MNTCA


The preservation of primitive Christianity; an address before Baptist Union of Great Britain, autumn of 1898. London, Baptist tract and book society, 1898. (B. Mag. 1898, 564 rev.)

McIntyre

...The progress and prospects of religion in America. ...Fast Day Morning, April 11, 1878. Boston, Press of J. E. Simonds, 1878. 20p. Temple themes. MNTCA


Quadrennial. The unfinished temple ... occasion of the 4th anniversary of his settlement as pastor of the Union Temple church ... Oct. 7, 1877. Boston, J. E. Simonds, 1877. 30p. NRAB MBC PPeB MNTCA

Revivals and their critics. [A sermon ... January 17, 1897] Reported by C. E. Wood. Boston, 1897. 26p. NRAB

Robert Burns, the poet of the people. Chicago, Belford-Clarke co., 1890. 65p. DAU ICU

Jt. au.: Sanders, H. M.

Carmina sanctorum. Bapt. ed. Barnes. US 02 TND


Sermon on the Queen's mission ... [Boston, 1901] DLC
LORIMER, GEORGE CLAUDE, 1838-1904 (continued)

Week-day lecture room talks on conversion. Chicago, 1880. 85p.
McIntyre DLC NRAB MHC

What I know about books and how to use them. With introduction by
cA

__Boston, J. H. Earle, 1892. 110p. McIntyre DLC KyLoS

Wise living. Boston & Chicago, United Society of Christian endeavor
[1899] 34p. incl. front. (The Temple series) McIntyre DLC
M
cA

Pamphlet. McIntyre

A woman's work. ... A discourse delivered at the funeral of
Miss Sophia B. Packard, at Athol, Mass., June 24, 1891. Boston,
American Baptist publication society [n.d.] 32p. NRAB

The word of exhortation. An earnest talk on Sabbath school
interests. Albany, 1868. 74p. KyLoS

LORIMER, GEORGE HORACE, 1868-1937

Life: See: Tebbel, John William, 1912-
George Horace Lorimer and the Saturday Evening Post...Garden City,
N. Y., Doubleday, 1948. xii, 335p. KyLoS MeWaC DLC

Behind the Vale of Isis and other stories. Boston, 1898.
McIntyre

front., 3 pl. DLC NW MeWaC

McIntyre

__Another issue. Toronto, Wm. Briggs. xii & 333p. McIntyre

xi, 333p. front., 7 pl. DLC NRAB MeWaC

Letters from a self made merchant to his son ... Another issue
1902, by Wm. Briggs, Toronto. CRU PLeWb MeWaC

__Boston, Small, Maynard & co., 1902. xiv p., 1 l., 312p. front.,
17 pl. McIntyre MeLB MeWaC

__N. Y., Grosset & Dunlap, 1902. 312p. TxFW SB

__Boston, Small, Maynard & co., 1903. xiv, 312p. front., illus.
NRAB M
cA

__Dodd. 11. McIntyre US 28

__Chicago, Gregg publishing co., 1903. 87p. illus. Written in
Gregg shorthand. DLC

L3281
L3282
L3283
L3284
L3285
L3286
L3287
L3288
L3289
L3290
L3291
L3292
L3293
L3294
L3295
L3296
L3297
L3298
L3299
LIVERSEEGE, JOHN FRANCIS, 1864-


[LIVESEY, JOSEPH] 1794-1884
The alarm! [Preston, Eng., Greenall, printer, 1872?] 4p. NN L2643


A temperance lecture based on the teetotal principle: including an exposure of the great delusion as to the properties of malt liquor. Preston, 1836. 35p. Whitley 111-836F DSG NN VtMidSM L2645

--- Welsh version by John Pryce at Llanidloes, 1837.
Whitley 111-836 1837ff DSG NN VtMidSM L2646

--- Reprinted 1864. Whitley 111-836 1864 O DSG NN VtMidSM L2647

--- 1866. Whitley 111-836 1866K DSG NN VtMidSM L2648

A friendly address to all sorts of drinkers. [Preston, Eng.? Greenall, printer? 1872] NN L2649

A friendly address to shopkeepers, tradesmen, and the middle classes generally. [Preston, Eng., Greenall, printed 187-?] 4p. NN L2650

Joseph Livesey and his teetotalism. [Preston, 18-?] NN L2651

A lecture on malt liquor. London, Norwich Temperance Depot [186-?] 14p. LN L2652

The life and teachings of Joseph Livesey, comprising his Autobiography, with an introductory review of his labors as reformer and teacher ... London, National Temperance league's depot [pref. 1885] 16p. NN L2653

The life and teachings of Joseph Livesey, comprising Joseph Livesey as reformer and teacher ... London, National Temperance publ. depot, 1887. 2 ed. NN L2654

New lecture on malt liquor. Preston [Eng.], Greenall, 1870. 16p. NN L2655

New Year's address, 1875. To drinkers and non-drinkers. [Preston, Eng., C. Greenall, printer, 1875] NN L2656

--- 1876. 4p. NN L2657
[LIVESEY, JOSEPH] 1794-1884 (continued)

The New Year's gift ... [Preston, Eng., Greenall, printer, 1874]
4p. NN L2658

Reminiscences of early teetotalism. Preston, "Staunch Teetotaler,
1872. 56p. New ed., with additions. NN L2659

"Something must be done," [Preston, Eng., Greenall, printer,
187-?] 4p. NN L2660

A temperance lecture based on the teetotal principle; including
an exposure of the great delusion as to the properties of malt
liquor, the substance of which has been delivered in the principal
town of England... Preston [Eng.], Printed and published by
Livesey. [187-?] 16p. NN L2661

Temperance melodies, selected from Paxton Hood & others. Intended
chiefly to encourage social temperance singing meetings. Preston,
printed by A. V. Myers, for J. Livesey, [1850?] 63p. MH L2662

True policy vindicated. A friendly correspondence between Mr.
Joseph Livesey and Mr. T. H. Barker ... Manchester, United Kingdom
Alliance [1870?] 12p. NN L2663

True temperance teaching; shewing the errors of the alliance and
the Permissive Bill. London: Tweedie, 1873. 16p. NN L2664

Why repeal the malt tax? Norwich, Jarrold [186-?] 8p. NN L2665

LIVING HYMNS. (The small hymnal) A book of worship and praise for
the developing life. ... Compiled and edited by William E. Chalmers,
Samuel W. Beazley, Charles A. Boyd, Albert H. Gage, and Louis H.

__ Phila., Judson press c1923. 128p. NRAB ICU TxFwSB HBC TND

LIVING-TAYLOR, JOHN, 1885-
Cameos of Comfort. B.W.W. p. 60 L2667

LIVING-TAYLOR, MARIA, 1889-
The Cruise of the Marilocks. B.W.W. p. 61 L2668

LIVINGSTON (ALABAMA) FIRST BAPTIST CHURCH
 Constitution and By-Laws of the Livingston First Baptist Church.
TND L2669

LIVINGSTONE, JEFFREY DANIEL, 1866-1958
Life: See: Rochester (N.Y.) Lake Avenue Baptist Church
...Service of worship in tribute to Jeffrey D. Livingstone, June 7.

LLEWELLYN, DAVID JOHN, 1858-1938
The forgotten sheaf, and other addresses to children. London, Bapt.
Union Pub. Dep't., 1907. McIntyre L2671
LLEWELLYN, DAVID JOHN, 1858-1938 (continued)

___ London [n.d.] Angus L2674

LLEWELLYN, THOMAS, 1720-1783

See: Roberts, W.
Hames, Bywd Llewellyn, LL.D. Cynt or Casbach, in Seren Gomer, Sept.-Oct., 1855. McIntyre

An historical account of the British or Welsh versions and editions of the Bible. With an appendix containing the dedications prefixed to the first impressions. London, Printed by P. Hett; and sold by J. Buckland in Paternoster row, and T. Becket and co. in the Strand, 1768. vii, 112p. McIntyre Whitley 38-768N DLC ICU

___ Reprinted Shrewsbury 1793. McIntyre Whitley 38-768 1793 L2677

___ Welsh version, in Seren Gomer 1815. McIntyre
Whitley 38-768 1815 L2678

Historical and critical remarks on the British tongue, and its connection with other languages, founded on its state in the Welsh Bible. London, 1769. 120p. McIntyre Whitley 24-769P MH L2679

Ed.: Testament newydd ein harglwyd, &c. [Caerfyrddin] 682p. After only six editions in a century, printers began surreptitious editions with 1741, and Peter Williams his annotated Bible 1770. This is the first Testament printed in Wales. McIntyre
Whitley 33-779ffw L2680

Whitley 27-7934 MH L2681

LLEWELLYN, WILLIAM

The doctrine of baptism. Leominster. Whitley 39-790A L2682

LLOYD, CHARLES, 1766-1829

A biographical sketch of T. Thomas [of Pershore, Mill Yard, Peckham]. Whitley 93-818ff L2683

Monthly Repository extraordinary: or, a letter ... on the treatment by the Rev. R. Aspland ... of the case of Mr. Carlile; under prosecution for republishing the "Age of Reason." Whitley 50-819M L2684

On the Greek article. Whitley 85-816ff L2685

Particulars of the life of a dissenting minister, written by himself.
Whitley 77-813M L2686

___ Reprinted 1911. Whitley 77-813 1911CM L2687

Travels at home, and voyages by the fireside. Whitley 90-815M L2688

___Phila., E. Earle, 1816. v. 1 incomplete following p. 292.
Whitley 90-815MN NN L2689

Two sermons on Christian zeal. Whitley 90-803 L2690
LLOYD, D. BUNN. 1844-  

LLOYD-GEORGE, DAVID, 1863-1945  
Life: See: Beaverbrook, William Maxwell Aitken, baron, 1879-  
The decline and fall of Lloyd George. [1st ed.] N. Y., Duell, Sloan and Pearce [1963] 320p. illus. CaNsWA DLC MeWaC L2692  
Life: See: Dilnot, Frank, 1875-  
Life: See: Edwards, John Hugh, 1854-  
Life: See: Edwards, John Eugh, 1854-  
Life: See: Lansing, Robert, 1864-1928  
Life: See: Lloyd George, Richard  
See: McCormick, Donald, 1891-  
Life: See: Mallett, Sir Charles Edward, 1863-1945  
Mr. Lloyd George, a study. London, E. Benns [1930] 313p. CaNsWA L2700  
Life: See: Owen, Frank, 1905-  
Life: See: Thompson, Edward Raymond, 1872-1945  
Mr. Lloyd George, by E. T. Raymond. [pseud.] N. Y., G. H. Doran co. [1922] 367p. KyLoS MeWaC DLC CaNsWA MNTCA L2702  
Life: See: Watchman, pseud.  
LLOYD-GEORGE, DAVID, 1863-1945 (continued)

Life: See: Williamson, David, 1868- 
Lloyd George: a man of the people. N. Y., George H. Doran co. 
[1918] 31p. KyLoS

Appeal to nonconformists ... at the great free church demonstration, 
held at the City temple on Tuesday, November 10, 1914. London, 
Hodder & Stoughton, 1914. 16p. NRAB

British war aims: statement by the Right Honourable David Lloyd 
George, January fifth, nineteen hundred and eighteen. Authorized 
version as pub. by the British government. N. Y., G. H. Doran co. 
[1918] cover title. 15p. NRAB KyLoS

Coal and power: the report of an enquiry presided over by the 
Right Hon. D. Lloyd George. London, Hodder and Stoughton limited 
[1924] xiv, 285p. 1 l. illus. DLC NeWaC

The great crusade: extracts from the speeches delivered during the 
war, by the Rt. Hon. David Lloyd George, M.P. Arranged by F. L. 
MeWaC

See: Ilston (Wales) Monument preservation fund. 
Ceremony of unveiling of the Memorial tablet by the Rt. Hon. David 
illus. NRAB

Lloyd-George and the war, a personal history of his part in Armageddon. 
By an independent liberal. London, Hutchison and co. 159p. 
TND

Memoirs of the Peace conference [1919] New Haven, Yale Univ. pr., 
1939. 2 v. fronts., ports., maps, facsims. MoLiWJ KyLoS MeWaC 
DLC CaNsWA

Peace proposals and the attitude of the Allies: speech by the 
Prime Minister, the Right Hon. D. Lloyd-George, on December 19, 
KyLoS

2 v. fronts., illus., (maps) MoLiWJ

The truth about reparations and war-debts. Garden City, N. Y., 
Doubleday, Doran & co., inc., 1932. 4p. 1., 150p. MoLiWJ

OrciL

War memoirs of David Lloyd George. London, I. Nicholson & Watson, 
[1933-36] 6 v. fronts., plates, ports., maps, facsims., (1 fold) 
MoLiWJ CCovB

__Boston, Little, Brown, 1933-34. 2 v. illus. CaNsWA

__Boston, Little, Brown, 1933-1937. 6 v. front., pl., ports., 
map, facsims. OrciL

__Boston, Little, Brown, 1933-45. 6 v. front. pl. ports. map, 
facsims. MeWaC DLC
LLOYD-GEORGE, DAVID, 1863-1945 (continued)

When the war will end [Mr. Lloyd George's speech at Glasgow,
29 June, 1917] London, Printed by Alabaster, Passmore & sons, -
ltd., 1917. 16p. KyLoS NRAB

Where are we going? Toronto, Hodder [c1923] 371p. CaNSWA

LLOYD GEORGE, RICHARD

front. (port.) illus. NRAB PLeWb

LLOYD, F COWELL

Eighteen axioms concerning N. T. baptism. CBB

[n.d.] 46p. port. NRAB

Key-words for the books of the Old Testament scriptures. Kingston,
Jamaica, Gleaner co., ltd. [n.d.] 41p. NRAB

LLOYD, HRS. HARRIET (RAYMOND)

Ed.: See: Raymond, John Howard, 1814-1878

Life and letters of John Howard Raymond, ed. by his eldest daughter.
N.Y., Fords, Howard & Hubert, 1881. x, [11]-744p. front. (port.)
Preface signed: Harriet Raymond Lloyd. NRAB DLC NY MDp BP TXFWsb
TND KyLoS PCC CaNSWA MeWaC MNtCA

LLOYD, HINTON SUMMERFIELD, 1833-1918

Copy of a letter to Mr. Thomas Vernon from Rev. H. S. Lloyd, D.D.
[n.p.n.d.] 4p. NRAB

LLOYD, HUGH

See: Brine, John, 1703-1765

The believer's triumph over death. Considered in a sermon occasion'd
by the decease of Mr. Hugh Lloyd, who departed this life Feb. 11,
1735 ... London, Printed for Aaron Ward [etc] 1735. 37, (1)p.
Whitley 1-735 NRAB

LLOYD, ISAAC VINCENT

Life: See: Hilton (N.Y.) Baptist church
Rev. I. Vincent Lloyd, Minister. NRAB

Hilton (N.Y.) Baptist church. 1809 [to] 1959. Forward through
Lloyd, Pastor. NRAB

LLOYD, JOHN, 1738-1801

[The difference between the spirit of adoption and the spirit of
bondage] The Kent and Sussex Association... assembled at Rye...
1791. [Circular letter by John Lloyd; William Vidler, Moderator]
14p. Whitley 6-791 KyLoS NCWF(mf) CBB

A sermon on the ministration of angels, delivered at Folkstone, in
Kent, June 7th, 1786, at an association of the ministers and messengers
of several Baptist churches in Kent and Sussex, by the Rev. John
Whitley 28-786A KyLoS(mut.)
LLOYD, JOHN, 1738-1801 (continued)

—Reprinted 1788. McIntyre Whitley 28-786 1788M

—Ed. 2. London, L. Wayland, 1788. 32p. McIntyre NRAB MNtCA

Sovereign grace displayed; or discriminating mercy made known and exemplified in the case of Cain and Abel, &c. McIntyre Whitley 25-788AM MNtCA

—Reprinted 1792. McIntyre Whitley 25-788 1792

The sovereignty of grace, and the mystery of providence, exemplified &c. 61p. McIntyre Whitley 44-792A

The well-spring of life opened in Christ, &c. McIntyre Whitley 21-768AM

LLOYD, JOSEPH HOWELL, 1882-1952


LLOYD, RHYS R

Non-Baptist

Baptism as taught in the Scriptures ... Boston and Chicago, Congregational Sunday-school and publishing society [1895] 4p. 1., 7-101p. NRAB DLC LNB NRCR MBC CEB

LLOYD, RICHARD RAYMOND, JR., 1929-


LLYTHYR CYMANFA: Llanelli. Whitley 53-766w

LLYTHYRODDI WRTH CYMANFA ddeddyrew yng Nghymru.

Trefeca. Beynon of Porthtywyl moderator; the Northern discontinued annual meetings. Whitley 11-798

LLYTHYR ODDEDDYREIOL Y BEDYDDYWR YNG Ngyhyr

A gyfarfu ym pen-y-fai, yn sir porganw'r Penefin 1, A'R2, 1803. Trefeca E. Roberts & co., 1803. 8p. The association minutes of the (Wales) Baptist association. Translation: Letter about the festival of the Baptists of southeastern Wales. NRAB

LOADER, HENRY

See: Main entry under Whitehead, George Non-Baptist

Antichrist in flesh unmasked ...

LOADER, THOMAS

The millennium, or, joy and salvation to the world for a thousand years; a sermon...by Thomas Loader. Southampton, T. Baker, 1812. 41p. (This is on the microfilm project, British Baptist historical resource materials, Reel 16, #8) KyLoS
LOADER, THOMAS (continued)
Public worship enforced, in a sermon [on Is. ii. 3] preached before the Hampshire Association Ministers convened at Poole. Portsea, 1804. KyLoS

The wounded heart, or the jury-man's offences declared.
Whitley 21-665

[LOCK, ROBERT]
Rules to be observed by the members of a Christian society ...
beign June the 14th, 1760 ... at Mr. Gifford's meeting in Eagle Street, &c. 12p. Whitley 18-763G

LOCK, WILLIAM O
Jt. au.: See: Stow, John
An address from the dissenting brethren, members of the Baptist church, under the pastoral care of Mr. Lewis Richards, Baltimore.

LOCK HAVEN (PA.) BAPTIST
Historical sketch ... prepared for the seventieth anniversary,
June 1908. [n.p.n.d.] 20p. NRAB PCC

LOCKE, ARTHUR
An essay on B. V. Mills & his religious opinions. [n.p.n.d.]
31p. NRAB

Future retribution: What is it? The question fairly answered.

Historical sketch of North Londonderry, N. H., and of the Baptist church therein for 100 years, 1799-1899. Haverhill, Mass., C. C. Morse & son, 1902. 1p. l., 11p. DLC NWA MB NRAB MBC NH1 MNtCA

LOCKE, CALVIN STOUTON, 1829-
Other men have labored; a sermon preached December 7th, 1879.

The patriotic volunteer: a sermon delivered, October 19, 1862, at the funeral of George F. Whiting, who died at Middletown, Maryland, Oct. 5, from a wound received at the battle of South Mountain, Sept. 14, 1862. Printed for the family. Boston, Press of J. Wilson and son, 1862. 12p. Whiting served in the 35th Mass. regiment. DLC MBC NH1

The powers of the world to come. A sermon ... May 30, 1858, at the funeral of Mrs. Olive Morse Guild, wife of Deacon Reuben Guild.
Providence, 1858. 8p. ICN NWA RPBM NH NRCR

LOCKE, EDWIN ALLEN, 1874-
[Providence, Preston & Rounds co., c1897] 123p. illus. (incl. ports.) NRAB DLC
LOCKE, HARVEY JAMES, 1900--
Jt. au.: See: Burgess, Ernest Watson, 1886--
The family from institution to companionship by Ernest W. Burgess
illus. TxFwSB KKcBT NeWaC CaNsWA DLC MoKcm MmCa
L2759

---. N. Y., American Book co. [1953] xv, 729p. incl. illus. (maps)
forms, diagrs. (Half-title: American sociology series) 2nd ed.
PPEB CCovB PCC
L2760

A history and critical interpretation of the social gospel of
of Chicago. ICU
L2761

Predicting adjustment in marriage: a comparison of a divorced and
TxFwSB
L2762

The social gospel of Northern Baptists in the United States.
C-R p. 231
L2763

LOCKE, JACOB
See: Brooks, James P
The biography of Elder Jacob Locke, of Barren County, Ky., by
KyLoS
L2764

LOCKE, JOHN (and the Baptists)
See: Moehlman, Conrad Henry, 1879--
from the Journal of Religion Vol. 18, No. 2, April 1938. NRAB
L2765

LOCKE, WILLIAM E
The advantages of earth in contrast with the superior advantages of
heaven. Sermon ... funeral of John B. Osborn, a deacon of the Scotch
Plains Baptist church, N. J. ... 1848. N. Y., 1849. 16p. RPB
NRAB
L2766

A centennial discourse, containing a history of the Scotch Plains
Baptist church, New Jersey, during the first half of the ecclesiastical existence. N. Y., Maigne, 1847. 36p. Sabin RPB ICN
NN NRAB
L2767

Perpetuity of Christian baptism; a sermon preached June 20, 1841.
NRAB RPB CSmH NRCR PPrH1 LmCa
L2768

LOCKETT, BASIL LEE, 1879-1933
See: Lockett, Mrs. Elkin (Lightfoot), 1887--
Basil Lee Lockett; a beloved physician. Richmond, Va., Foreign
mission board, Southern Baptist convention, 1936. xii, 206p.
front., plates, ports., double map. NRAB DLC LNB TND KyLoS
L2769

Diary. 1911-1912. LNB(mf)
L2770

LOCKETT, BASIL MANLY
TND
L2771
LOCKETT, MRS. ELKIN (LIGHTFOOT) 1887–
Basil Lee Lockett; a beloved physician. Richmond, Va., Foreign
mission board, Southern Baptist convention, 1936. xii, 206p.
front., plates, ports., double map. NPAB DLC LEE

LOCKETT, GEORGE -1941
Philadelphia (Pa.) New Berean Baptist church. Dedication services...
George Lockett. NRAB

LOCKHART, BENJAMIN T
See: Bridgewater (Mass.) First Baptist church. 50th anniversary,
mimeographed. NRAB

LOCKHART, CLINTON, 1858–
Principles of interpretation; as recognized generally by Biblical
scholars, treated as a science, derived inductively from an
exegesis of many passages of Scripture. 1st ed. Des Moines, 1901.
ICU

--- 2nd ed. rev. Fort Worth, Texas, S. H. Taylor, 1915. [c1901]
260p. KKcEB MoKcM

260p. TxFwSB MNtCA

LOCKHART, DAVID, 1830-1912
McIntyre

LOCKHART, (MRS.) MARY JANE
Seven sermons of W. P. Lockhart. 1897. (Edited and pub.)
McIntyre

McIntyre

McIntyre

W. P. Lockhart, merchant and preacher: a life story, comp. by his
wife. With a preface by the Rev. Alexander Maclaren, D.D. London,
 Hodder and Stoughton, 1895. xi, 263, [1]p. front. (port.)
McIntyre DLC KyLos(mf)

LOCKHART, NINIAN, 1775-1848
See: Ramsay, Robert of Kirkcaldy
The duty of a Christian church to edify itself defended, in answer
to Mr. A. Dewar's strictures on Mr. Lockhart's pamphlet on that
subject. Whitley 69-830

The means of Christian edification, as taught and employed in the
New Testament. [Scot. Bap. Year Book 1903] Date most uncertain,
1803 and 1830 limits. Whitley 68-830
LOCKHART, NINIAN, 1775-1848 (continued)
  Reprinted 1841. Whitley 68-830 1841
  Kirkcaldy. 1843. MB
  2nd ed. Kirkcaldy, Birrell, 1843. 50p. MB
  Enlarged 1848. Whitley 68-830 1848
  3rd ed. Kirkcaldy, 1848. Angus
  4th ed. Dundee, 1872. Angus

LOCKHART, WILLIAM PEDDIE, 1835-1893
  Life: See: Lockhart, Mrs. Mary Jane (Freeman)
  W. P. Lockhart, merchant and preacher; a life story, comp. by
  his wife. With a preface by the Rev. Alexander Maclaren, D.D.
  McIntyre DLC TxFwSB TND KyLoS

  (S. & T. 1875, 236 rev.) Angus McIntyre

  The Gospel wall: or, lessons from Nehemiah. London, Nisbet & co.,
  1879. 220p. Angus MB

  Seven sermons: pub. by Mrs. Mary Jane Lockhart. London, Simpkin,

LOCKPORT (N.Y.) BAPTIST CHURCH
  The Baptist church. 1951. The services of dedication for the new
  sanctuary and Christian education building ... Sept. 14 through

  The Baptist church of Lockport. Installation service of Rev.

  The declaration of faith, covenant, and rules and regulations.
  Lockport, 1864. 8p. NRAB

  125th anniversary year, 1941, the Baptist church of Lockport, New
  edition." DLC NRAB NRCR

LOCKWOOD, JAMES, 1814-1888
  See: Stone, George Marvin, D.D., 1834-1913
  Fidelity in our lot, a memorial discourse with reference to the
  life of James Lockwood delivered in the Asylum Ave. Baptist church,
  Hartford, Conn. Jan. 22, 1888. Hartford, Case, Lockwood & Brainard,
  1888. 19p. NRAB KyLoS
LOCKWOOD, M  C  1853-1897
See: Cincinnati (Ohio) First Baptist Church
1821-1887. Dedication First Baptist church edifice ... Feb. 6,

Glimpses of day. Sermons preached in First Baptist church,
Cincinnati, Ohio. Cincinnati, Sixth Street printing works
[1892] 107, (1)p. port. NRAB L2802

LOCKYER, HERBERT [HENRY JOHN] 1886-
[A Baptist according to W-E. Nov. 23, 1939. p. 1260]

All the books and chapters of the Bible; combination of Bible
study and daily meditation plan. Grand Rapids, Mich., Zondervan
[c1966] 313p. NRAB TxFwSB L2804

All the doctrines of the Bible. A study and analysis of major Bible
NRAB TxFwSB LNB MoKcM L2805

All the kings and queens of the Bible. Tragedies and triumphs of
"Second printing - Oct. 1961" NRAB TxFwSB TND MoKcM CCovB L2806

___London, Pickering & Inglis. 253p. maps. KKcBT L2807

All the men of the Bible. A portrait gallery and reference library
of more than 3000 Biblical characters. Grand Rapids, Zondervan
publishing house [c1958] 381p. NRAB TxFwSB LNB MeLB TND CBB
PLewB PPEB MoKcM IOBNB L2808


All the miracles of the Bible. The supernatural in Scripture.
Its scope and significance. Grand Rapids, Zondervan pub. house
[c1961] 480p. NRAB TxFwSB JIBC TND PPEB MoKcM CCovB L2810

___[c1967] IOBNB L2811

All the parables of the Bible. A study and analysis of the more
than 250 parables in Scripture. Grand Rapids, Zondervan [c1963]
381p. NRAB TxFwSB TND MoKcM L2812

___London, Pickering & Inglis [1963] 381p. KKcBT L2813

___[c1966] IOBNB L2814

All the prayers of the Bible. A devotional and expository classic.
Grand Rapids, Zondervan publishing house [c1959] 281p. NRAB
TxFwSB IOBNB MNtCA L2815

___"This printing 1964" NRAB L2816

All the promises of the Bible. Grand Rapids, Zondervan publishing
house [c1962] 610p. NRAB LNB L2817
LOCKYER, HERBERT [HENRY JOHNSON] 1866–

This printing 1963 NRAB

Are America, Great Britain, China, Russia and Egypt in prophecy? Grand Rapids, Zondervan [c1957] 32p. KyLoS TxFwSB

Are these the last days? Zondervan. Announced for publication 30 June 1951. TxFwSB


Fourth printing 1958 NRAB


Second printing 1958 NRAB LNB

The Babe of Bethlehem. Chicago, Bible institute colportage ass'n [c1938] 16p. umb. DLC

...The blessed hope in the Scriptures. Grand Rapids, Zondervan [c1937] 17p. DLC NRAB

The breath of God. Cleveland, Union gospel press [c1949] 257p. NRAB CcOvB

The bridegroom cometh. Grand Rapids, Zondervan, '52. 32p.

Intro.: Cambron, Mark G 1911–

Cameos of prophecy; are these the last days? Grand Rapids, Zondervan publishing house [1942] 128p. DLC NRAB NoKCI CCovB

...Chaos and cure! The world crisis and its remedy. [Chicago, Bible colportage ass'n c1935] 15p. At head of title: 'Herbert Lockyer writes on:' NRAB


The Christ of Christmas. N. Y., Loizeaux brothers [c1942] 93p. NRAB TxFwSB

The creed of fools or atheism.

Dancing: Ancient and modern.

Death and after. [Chicago, Bible Inst. colportage ass'n., c1938] 15 unb. p. DLC

...Death in the scriptures ... Grand Rapids, Zondervan pub. house [c1937] 15p. DLC
LOCKYE[, HERBERT [HENRY JOEN] 1886-  (continued)
Decision in the Scriptures. Grand Rapids, Zondervan [c1936]   
15p. NRAB   

The double name. Grand Rapids, Zondervan publishing house [c1936]   
28p. (His Unique Bible study series) NRAB DLC   

...Dreams in the Scriptures. Grand Rapids, Zondervan [c1937]   
15p. "In the Scripture" series. NRAB DLC   

...Earthquakes. The prophetic significance of physical upheavals. [Chicago, Bible institute colportage association c1935] 15p. At head of title 'Herbert Lockyer writes on' NRAB DLC NN   

Evangelize or fossilize, a stirring call to evangelism. Chicago, Bible institute colportage ass'n. [c1938] 92p. DLC NRAB LNB KyLoS HittCA   

Fairest of all. and other sermons. Grand Rapids, W. B. Eerdmans publishing co. [c1936] 157p. NRAB DLC KKcBT PCC CBB   


Give us this day; daily portions for pilgrims. Grand Rapids, Zondervan publishing house [1942] 126p. "Appeared in Revelation during 1941." Pref. DLC TxFwSB I0BNB   


God's promise box. Grand Rapids, Zondervan. [o.p. May 1944]   

The gospel in the Pentateuch. Chicago, Bible institute colportage ass'n. [c1939] 125p. illus. (map) diagr. DLC   

The great white throne. Grand Rapids, Zondervan publishing house, 1953. 28p. TND   

...The grim shadow. Development of world corporation. [Chicago, Bible Institute colportage ass'n., n.d.] 14p. At head of title: 'Herbert Lockyer writes on' NRAB   


...The hands of Jesus ... [Chicago, Bible Institute colportage ass'n. c1935] 15p. At head of title: "Herbert Lockyer writes on" NRAB   

...Harps or spears ... [Chicago Bible Institute colportage ass'n c1935] 15p. At head of title: "Herbert Lockyer writes on" NRAB   


LOCKYER, HERBERT [HENRY JOHN] 1886- (continued)


The healer and healing movements. Stirling, Scotland, Drummond's tract depot [n.d.] 63p. NRAB L2857


The holy trinity. Grand Rapids, Zondervan [c1936] 23p. NRAB L2860

How can I make my life more effective. Grand Rapids, Zondervan publishing house [1955] 144p. NRAB TxFwSB KKcBT TND L2861

How I can make prayer more effective. Grand Rapids, Zondervan pub. house [1953] 125p. TxFwSB TND KyLoS CBB L2862


How to make prayer more effective. Grand Rapids, Zondervan publishing house [c1953] 94, (2)p. NRAB L2864

___Same. 1960. MoKcM L2865

___'This edition 1962' NRAB L2866

The immortality of the saints, a handbook on the hereafter for Christian workers. London, Pickering and Inglis [n.d.] 127p. CCoVB L2867

___An instrument of ten strings. [Chicago, Bible Institute colportage ass'n. c1935] 16p. At head of title: "Herbert Lockyer writes on" NRAB L2868

Is there healing for all? Oklahoma City, Western Network Radio Church of the Air [n.d.] 74p. KyLoS L2869


___The making of an apostle, or, Peter, the fisherman. Grand Rapids, Zondervan [c1937] 20p. 'Unique Bible study' series. NRAB DLC L2872
LOCKYER, HERBERT [HENRY JOHN] 1866- (continued)
The man who changed the world, or Conquests of Christ through the centuries. ...Grand Rapids, Zondervan publishing house [c1946]
2v. Contents: V. 1 First through the Sixteenth centuries. V. 2 Seventeenth through the Twentieth centuries. NRAB TxFWSB LNB L2873

The mulberry trees, or when revival comes. Grand Rapids, W. B. Eerdmans pub. co. [c1936] 91p. NRAB TxFWSB LNB L2874


Not here, but risen! Chicago, Bible Ins. Colportage ass'n. [c1938] 16p. DLC L2877

'Other little ships.' [N. Y., Published by the Religious book department, Calvary Baptist church, n.d.] 15, (1)p. port. NRAB L2878

...Our Lord's return ... [Chicago, Bible institute colportage ass'n. c1936] 15p. At head of title: 'Herbert Lockyer writes on' NRAB L2879

...Palms and willows. Grand Rapids, Zondervan publ. house [c1935] 16p. At head of title: 'For the heart' series. NRAB L2880

Phila., Pa., American Bible conference assoc., inc., c1935. 9p. TxFWSB L2881


The rapture of saints. London, Pickering & Inglis, ltd. 126p. NRAB HoKcIC L2885

Roses in December and other sermons. Grand Rapids, Eerdmans publishing co. [c1936] 162p. NRAB KyLoS L2886


...Satan and the spider. Grand Rapids, Wm. B. Eerdmans pub. co., 1945. 87p. 1 l. (Home devotional library) DLC NRAB IOBNE L2888
LOCKYER, HERBERT [HENRY JOHN] 1886- (continued)


Satan the Anti-Christ. Grand Rapids, Zondervan publishing house [c1936] 74p. DLC NRAB KyLoS L2890

The sins of the saints. London [etc] Pickering and Inglis [n.d.] 124p. NRAB PPEB CCovB L2891


The ten strings. Grand Rapids, Wm. B. Eerdmans pub. co., 1945. 32p. NRAB L2894


...Triads of Scripture ... [Chicago, Bible Institute colportage ass'n. c1935] 16p. At head of title: 'Herbert Lockyer writes on' NRAB DLC L2896

The two Herbergs, father and son: two radio dialogues by ... broadcast over WHCA and affiliated stations ... Jan. 1, 1936 and Jan. 5, 1936 ... [N. Y.? 1936] 15p. NN L2897

Two in one. The believer's two natures. [Chicago, Bible Institute colportage ass'n. c1935] 31p. NRAB L2898


Visiting the empty grave. Chicago, Bible Institute colportage assoc. [c1935] 12p. NRAB L2901

Was Christ virgin born? L2902


When God died. A series of meditations for Lent ... Grand Rapids, Wm. B. Eerdmans, 1939. 118p. KKcBT L2904

___2nd ed. Grand Rapids, Wm. B. Eerdmans publ. co., 1942. 118p. NRAB TxFwSB CCovB L2905

LOCKYER, NICHOLAS [1611-1685]  Non-Baptist
Queries upon the late act against conventicles. The act of parliament against religious meetings proved to be the bishops act, &c. 16p. Whitley 13-670A10T DLC NNUT-Mc CtY

A sermon preached ... Oct. 28, 1646. London, Matthew Simmons, printer, 1646. 32p. CSmH NNUT-Mc TxU UIL iNA MH NRAB PPpHi ICU  

Some seasonable and serious queries upon the late act against conventicles ... By a friend to truth and peace. [London] 1670. 16p. Whitley 8-670 1M NRAB DLC NNUT-Mc CtY

LODDINGTON, WILLIAM  Non-Baptist
Jt. au.: W. Head, W. Lodlington, &c.
A brief account of the most material passages between those called Quakers and Baptists at the Barbican meeting, London, the 9th of the 8th month. 48p. Whitley 26-674AM LMB(mf) KyLoS(mf)

Quakerism no paganism; or a friendly reply to W. R., &c. London, 1674. PHC PSC-Hi

_64p. Whitley 10-675E  

The twelve pagan principles, or opinions, for which Thomas Hicks hath published the Quaker to be no Christian, Seriously considered, &c. [London?] 1674. 40p. Whitley 8-674D PHC PSC-Hi

LODGE, JAMES LLEWELLYN  -1907

Salvation by grace. A sermon ... North New Jersey Baptist association, at Orange, N. J., June 12, 1878. Hackensack, New Jersey Republican printing house, 1878. 16p. NRAB TND


A time to dance. N. Y., Ward & Drummond [n.d.] 43p. NRAB

LODGE, LEE DAVIS, 1865-1923
Ed. See: Griffith, Harrison Patillo
Lee Davis Lodge ... with biographical and appreciative sketches, and selections from his writings and speeches, and tributes of love and admiration from far and near. Ed. and arranged by H. P. Griffith. [Gaffney, S. C., 1924] 260p. incl. front. (port.) DLC

History of French philosophy. McIntyre

A study in Corneille. Baltimore, J. Murphy & co., 1891. 313p. front. (port.) McIntyre DLC MB KyLoS
LODGE, LEE DAVIS, 1865-1923 (continued)
Winnie Davis school of history: address [delivered at the reunion of the United Confederate Veterans of South Carolina in Chester, S. C.] 33p. ScU L2921

LODI (CAL.) TEMPLE BAPTIST CHURCH

LOESSNER, ERNEST JOSEPH, 1907-


A family affair. Pamphlet. TND L2925

Pardon... Your influence is showing. Pamphlet. TND L2926


What are friends for? Pamphlet. TND L2928

Where's it getting me? Pamphlet. TND L2929

LOEWS, HEINRICH F 1879-
Bible. Griendwahrheiten. C-R p. 267 L2930

Jesus Kommt. C-R p. 267 L2931

[LOFFT, CAPEL] 1751-1824 Non-Baptist
The Protestant dissenters' right to a complete toleration asserted, containing an historical account of the Test Laws. One of many anonymous pamphlets evoked by the Dissenting Deputies pressing for a repeal of the penal laws; none have been traced to a Baptist. London, Pr. for J. Johnson, 1787. Whitley 44-787K ICU L2932

Reprinted 1789. Whitley 44-787 1789BK L2933

LOFTON, GEORGE AUGUSTUS, 1839-1914

The baptismal remission theory. Nashville, S. Sch. Board. [c1913] 78p. McIntyre NRCR LNB NcWfC TND KyLoS L2935

The Baptist trophy: a centennial poem on religious liberty. Memphis, Southern Baptist publication society, 1876. 100p. McIntyre DLC NRAB TND KyLoS L2936
LOFTON, GEORGE AUGUSTUS, 1839-1914 (continued)
The bar room as a business and social resort. Delivered at Talledega, Ala., Oct. 23, 1887. Talledega, Our Mountain home, 1887. 19p. port. NRAB L2937


Character sketches; or, The blackboard mirror. A series of illustrated discussions, depicting those peculiarities of character which contribute to the ridicule and failure, or to the dignity and success of mankind ... Nashville, Southwestern publishing house [c1890] 454p. incl. plates. front. (port.) McIntyre DLC NRAB TxFwSB LNB ICU TND KyLoS L2939

Defense of the Jesse records and Kiffin manuscript, with a review of Dr. Jno. T. Christian's work, entitled: 'Baptist history vindicated.' Appendix to English Baptist reformation form 1609 to 1641 A.D. Nashville, Press of Marshall & Bruce Co., 1899. v, [1], 7-138p. DLC NRAB TxFwSB LNB ICU NcWfC(mf) TND KyLoS NRCR L2940

Education; an address delivered at the anniversary of the Tipton female seminary, Dec. 19, 1873. Memphis, 1874. 20p. NRAB L2941

English Baptist reformation. (From 1609 to 1641 A.D.) Louisville, Ky., C. T. Dearing, 1899. viii, [9]-280p. McIntyre DLC NRAB NRCR TxFwSB LNB ICU NcWfC TND KyLoS CBB PPEB Canes'IA IOBNB L2942

Essentials to cross-bearing. "Follow me" ... A lecture to the young converts who joined the Third Baptist church, of St. Louis, Mo., during the great revival in that church, January, Feb., and March, 1879. St. Louis, C. R. Barns, 1879. 24p. NRAB L2943


Intro.: See: Folk, Edgar Estes, 1856-1917
The Mormon monster; or, The story of Mormonism ... with a full discussion of the subject of polygamy. Chicago, F. H. Revell, 1900. 372p. front. (port.) NRAB KyLoS L2945

Habitual drinking, and its remedy. Memphis, Tenn., Southern Baptist publication society, 1874. xii, [9]-99p. DLC NRAB KyLoS L2946

Memphis, Published by author, 1876. (Ch. Repos. May 1876, 400 rev.) McIntyre L2947

[A handwritten sermon on "Foot Washing" by George A. Lofton preached in Nashville, Tennessee, December 23, 1888, while he was pastor of Central Baptist church in Nashville] TND L2948

Harp of life, its harmonies and discords ... Nashville, J. R. Florida & co. [1896] 463p. illus. McIntyre DLC NRAB TxFwSB LNB L2949
LOFTON, GEORGE AUGUSTUS, 1830-1914 (continued)

_—Nashville, Southwestern co., 1896. 463p. KyLoS_ L2950

_—Jackson, Tenn., Ellis, Martin & co., 1896. 463p. KyLoS_ L2951

John the Baptist (in verse). Nashville, Sunday school board, Southern Baptist convention, 1905. 56p. McIntyre NN DLC LNB TN D KyLoS NcWfC L2952

The masterwheel: or, The power of love. being a discussion of that passion by which God transmits the moving force of His being to the universe, through whose highest development man becomes like unto Deity, and without which he would cease to be in his Maker's image ... with illustrations by the author. Nashville, Tenn., Macon, Ca., [etc] The Southwestern co. [1906] 477p. incl. front. (port.) plates. McIntyre DLC TxFsSB LNB TN D KyLoS L2953

Mighty to save: a discourse in verse & other poems. Chattanooga, 1884. 42p. McIntyre NRAB ICU IC M KyLoS L2954


Why the Baptist name? A discussion between Dr. George A. Lofton (Baptist) and F. W. Smith (Christian) Nashville, McQuiddy printing co., 1912. 345p. 2 port. (incl. front.) McIntyre DLC NRAB LNB NoLiKJ TN D KyLoS NcKm NcWfC CCovE L2959


LOGAN, JAMES

Pastoral advice. Phila., A.B.P.S. [n.d.] No. 109. (Kept for publisher interest) NRAB L2961

LOGAN, JOHN A., 1824-1886

Life. See: Conwell, Russell Herman
The life and public services of James C. Blaine, with incidents, anecdotes, and romantic events connected with his early life ... by Russell H. Conwell ... Augusta, Maine, E. C. Allen & co. [1884] p. 443-504: Biography of General John A. Logan ... by Russell H. Conwell. PCC L2962
LIMA, ROSALINO da COSTA (continued)

En. Porem, Olharei Para O Senhor (I, However, Will Look to the Lord). Rio de Janeiro, Casa Publicadora Batista, 1964. TND L2328


Outora e agora (Then and Now). Rio de Janeiro, Casa Publicadora Batista, 1964. TND L2331


LIMA (OHIO) FIRST BAPTIST CHURCH

LIMESTONE COLLEGE, GAFFNEY, SOUTH CAROLINA
The centennial of Limestone college, November 6, 1845-November 6, 1945. [1945] 78p. front., plates. McWfC L2334

LIMESTONE (GA.) MISSIONARY BAPTIST CHURCH
Historical sketch of Limestone Missionary Baptist Church. Bleckley County, Ga. (February, 1923) 10p. KyLoS L2335

LIMINANINA 1881-

LINCOLN, ENSIGN, 1779-1832
See: Sharp, Daniel, 1783-1853
A tribute of respect to the character and memory of Mr. Ensign Lincoln. Who died December 2, 1832. Boston, Lincoln and Edmands [183-] 16p. Whitley 119-832 NRAB DLC KyLoS PPEB LNtCA L2337

Aids to devotion, in three parts, including, Watts' Guide to prayer. [Preface signed E.L.] Boston, Lincoln and Edmands, 1831. 10-288p. DLC MH NN L2338

__2nd ed. Boston, etc., 1832. MH L2339
__3rd ed. Boston, 1844. RPB L2340
__Phil. A.B.P.S., 1844. 318p. McWfC L2341
LINCOLN. ENSIGN, 1779-1832 (continued)

_5th ed. Memphis, Tenn., Graves & Mahaffy, 1844. TN_ D L2343

_2nd ed. Boston, B. Perkins, 1845. MH_ L2344

_Am. Bapt. Am. Cat. 1876_ L2345

Sabbath school class book. Boston, Gould, 1832. 123p. illus. front. LNB L2346


_1837. 123p. front. NPAB_ L2349

LINCOLN. HEMAN, 1821-1887

See: Boston, Mass. Baptist Social Union. The Ladies' twenty-third annual reception and banquet ... Tremont Temple, Oct. 25, '87. 23p. Ebenezer Dodge, C.D.B. Pepper, Henry G. Weston, & Heman Lincoln were on the program. NPAB L2350

Doing good. A sermon preached before the Unitarian and Baptist congregation of Jamaica Plain, on fast day, April 5, 1855. Boston, Gould & Lincoln, 1855. 21p. Sabin NPAB RPB NBC L2351

Comp.: The life of Jesus Christ, the Son of God: compiled from the four narratives. Boston, Lothrop [1875] 382p. ME RPB L2352

Ed.: See: Müller, George, 1805-1898

_The life of trust: being a narrative of the Lord's dealings with George Müller, written by himself. With an introduction by Francis Wayland. A new ed., brought down to the present time, including his visit to America. N. Y., T. Y. Crowell [1877] 528p. "Editor's preface to the new rev. ed. signed" Heman Lincoln. KKcBT_ L2353


Outline lectures on church history and history of doctrine, for use by the students of Newton Theological Institution. Boston, G. J. Stiles, 1884. 163p. McIntyre NPAB NN ICU L2355

_Boston, G. H. Ellis, 1886. 92p. RPB ICU NRAB PCC NcWFC MNtCA_ NRCR L2356


Ed.: The quiet hour ... a book of prayers. Boston, Lathrop, 1871. McIntyre DLC MBC L2358
LINCOLN, HEMAN, 1821-1887 (continued)
Ed.: Revised ed. of Dr. H. L. Wayland's abridgment of Muller's Life of Trust. Boston, Gould & Lincoln, 1873. (Exam. July 24, 1873, rev.) McIntyre TxFwSB


Sermons and life of Rev. F. W. Robertson. (Reprint, "Baptist Quarterly") LNB

See: Stow, Baron, 1801-1869
TND LNTCA

Unitarianism in New England. (From the Baptist Quarterly, July, 1876) 20p. NcWFC

The Vatican Council and civil allegiance. Newton Centre, Mass., 1875. 16p. Reprinted from The Baptist Quarterly, April, 1875. MNTCA

LINCOLN, HORACE NEELY
All in all songs. Songland co. US 12

Choir singers choice. Songland co. US 12

Chorus and concert selections combined. Songland co. US 12

Christmas carols. Songland co. US 12

Columbian singer. Songland co. US 12


Crowning theme revised. Songland co. US 12

Eureka carols. Songland co. US 12

Gospel hymnal. Songland co. US 12

Gospel singer. Songland co. US 12

Ideal vocalist. Dallas, Texas, Songland co., c1899. At head of title (Twentieth Century) RPB US 12

Keytone. Songland co. US 12

Little song gem. Songland co. US 12

Majestic sweetness. Songland co. McIntyre US 12

Marguerite; novel. Songland co. US 12

Musical sittings. Songland co. US 12
LINCOLN, HORACE NEELY (continued)

See: Penn, William Evander, 1832-1895
Harvest bells, nos. 1, 2 and 3 combined...Suitable for churches,
Sunday-school, revivals and all religious meetings, composed and
selected by W. E. Penn. Aided in No. 3 by Prof. H. N. Lincoln...
St. Louis, No., W. E. Penn, n.d. 346 and 47 hymns. KyLoS

See. Penn, William Evander, 1832-1895
Harvest bells no. 3. Shape note edition. A rare collection of
new and beautiful songs by over one hundred different authors...
for sabbath schools, revival and other religious meetings. Composed
and selected by W. E. Penn ... and H. N. Lincoln ... Cincinnati,
John Church, c1887. 128p. TxFwSB

Praise, A new song book (small volume - big scope) by E. N. Lincoln,
S. W. Beazley, special contributor and Chas. H. Gabriel, well
TxFwSB

Sacred songking: a new song book for revivals, praise and prayer
meetings, singing and Sunday schools, churches, musical normals,
conventions, day schools and the home. Kansas City, No., Cincinnati,
Ohio, Dallas, Texas, Songland co., [c1901] 15p. 277 numbers.
McIntyre KyLoS TxFwSB

Select anthems. Songland co. US 12

Send the tidings: cantata. Songland co. US 12

Singer's treasure. Showalter. US 12

Singing school handbook. Songland co. US 12

Song-land melodies: a new song book; for revivals, praise and
prayer meetings ... school and home. Dallas, c1898. [248p.
RPB

___[n.p.] c1897, c1898, c1900. 388 hymns. front. (port.)

___Dallas, Tex., Songland co. [1900] [335p. 1 l. (Lettered on
cover: Consolidated new century edition) McIntyre DLC

DLC

___Complete: a new song book for use in all public gatherings ...  
Dallas [c1892] 192p. RPB

___Dallas, Tex., Showalter [1894] 240p. 2 port. DLC US 12

Songland quartet and chorus. Songland co. US 12

Song revival. Dallas, Tex., Songland co. [c1898] unp. Cover-
title. RPB US 12

(Super)-dominant harmony method. Dallas, Tex., Songland co [1900]
1p. 1., 49-98p. 'Based on Keystone rudiments in 'New music teacher.'
DLC NN
LINCOLN, HORACE NEELY (continued)
Tritonus, op. 20. A new musical compend. Consisting of the New
music teacher and Singing school hand book on the rudiments of
music. (Super) dominant, new harmony method and cantus firmus,
practical harmony and composition ... Dallas, Tex., Songland co.,
1901. 1p. l., 161p. front. (port.) McIntyre DLC
L2398
Winning voices combined. Songland co. US 12 TxFwSB
L2399
Winning voices no. 1. Songland co. US 12
L2400
Young folk's songster. Songland co. '07
L2401

LINCOLN, JOHN LARKIN, 1817-1891
See: Lincoln, W. E.
641p. US '02 LNB OrMcL ICU CaNwWA NRCR MNCtCA MeWaC
L2402
2nd ed. US '02
L2403

Address delivered on the fiftieth anniversary of the formation of
the First Baptist Sunday school, Providence, Sunday, May 30, 1869.
Providence, Providence press co., printers, 1869. 38p. Cover-
title: Historical address on the First Baptist Sunday school,
Providence, 1819-1869. Sabin DLC MWA NRAB MBC KyLoS PCC
L2404

Comp.: See: [Burrage, Henry Sweets] 1837-1926
Brown university in the civil war. A memorial. Providence
Includes: The memorial tablet in Manning hall, by J. L. Lincoln.
McIntyre PCC MeWaC
L2405

See: Burrage, H. S.
Civil War record of Brown Univ., Providence, R. I., 1920. ICU
L2406

A discourse commemorative of the life and services of Rev. Alexis
Caswell ... delivered before the Alumni of Brown University,
NRAB RP ICN Mnh MH RPJCB MWA ICJ MBC ICU TND PCC PPEB MNCtCA
L2407

Essay. The Sunday school teacher's preparation for his class.
[n.d.] 9p. RHI RPB
L2408

Goethe's Faust. [Phila., A.B.P.S., 1869] [32p. Reprinted from
the Baptist quarterly, v. 3, 1869, p. [278]-309. M1U
L2409

McIntyre ICU
L2410

__N. Y., Appleton, 1866. ICU
L2411

__7th ed. ... 1869. PCC
L2412

__N. Y., Am. Bk. [c1882] ICU MoLiWJ MeWaC
L2413
LINCOLN, JOHN LARKIN, 1817-1891 (continued)
In memoriam. John Larkin Lincoln, 1817-1891 ... Boston, and N. Y., Houghton, Mifflin and co., 1894. iv p., i ll., 641p. 2 port. (incl. front.) Edited by William Ensign Lincoln. NRAB DLC ICU
InU HBAat ICN TiU NN ICJ MeLiWJ MeLB ICU TND KyLoS PCC PLeWB PPEB OGRAO MCtCA

Introduction to Goethe's Faust. Prov. 1891. 29p. RPB ICU


Ed.: Livy, with notes. Am. bk. US '02

Ed.: Ovid, 1883. N.T.I. pg. 37

The poem of Lucretius. Newport [n.d.] 52p. [Ms.] RPB

The relation of Plato's philosophy to Christian truth. [Phila., 1874] p. 209-221. From the Baptist quarterly, Apr. 1874. RPB L2420


Report on the origin and present operations of the Free Will Baptists: read before the Missionary society of Newton Theological Institution, Feb. 14, 1839. RPB L2422

Selections from the first five books of Livy's Roman History, with the twenty-first and twenty-second books entire; with explanatory notes, a plan of Rome, and a map of the passage of Hannibal. N. Y., D. Appleton & co., 1847. 329p. McIntyre L2423

___21st ed. N. Y., Appleton, 1869. ICU L2424

___New ed. 1871. VIII, 370p. McIntyre KyLoS L2425

___Another ed. 1873. McIntyre L2426

Selections from the poems of Ovid, with notes. Appleton, 1883. 238p. McIntyre L2427

Sophocles as a religious teacher. Lecture ... Newport, 1876. 50p. RPB

Wrote introduction for Safe Home or, The Last Days and Happy Death of Fannie Kenyon. Boston, Gould & Lincoln. McIntyre L2428

LINCOLN, MRS. NANCY (HANKS), 1784-1818
See: Armstrong, B E
The Mother of Lincoln. Poem. McIntyre L2430

See: Baber, Adin
Nancy Hanks, the destined mother of a President: the factual story of a pioneer family as revealed in an exhaustive study of ancestral
LINCOLN, MRS. NANCY (HANKS), 1784-1818 (continued)
See: Baber, Adin, Nancy Hanks, the destined mother [continued]

history. Kansas, Ill., Sold exclusively by the Arthur E. Clark co.,
Glendale, Calif., 1963. 174p. TxFwSB
L2431

See: Briggs, Harold Edward, 1896-
Nancy Hanks Lincoln, a frontier portrait, by Harold E. Briggs.
L2432

See: Butterworth, Hezekiah
Heroine of the wilderness. Winston, 1906. US 12
L2433

__Phila., 1906. ICU
L2434

See: Crismon, Leo Taylor, 1906-
"The Lincoln Family and the Baptists" (Annual of the General
Association of Baptists in Kentucky, 1958, pages 180-184)
KyLoS
L2435

Life: See: Hitchcock, Caroline (Hanks) 1863-

Nancy Hanks: the story of Abraham Lincoln's mother. N. Y.,
Doubleday & McClure co., 1899. xxii,[2],105p. MWA MeWaC
L2437

See: Hubbard, E.
Abe Lincoln and Nancy Hanks. Roycrofters. [c1920] US 28 CRU
MeWaC
L2438

Life: See: Levinger, Elma Ehrlich

A child of the frontier; a one act play about Abraham Lincoln.
N. Y., London, D. Appleton and co., 1925. 3p. 1., 19p. (Half-
title: Appleton short plays, no. 7) MeWaC
L2439

See: McMurtry, Robert Gerald, 1906-
The Lincolns in Elizabethtown, Ky., by R. Gerald McMurtry. Fort
Wayne, Ind., Lincolniana publishers, 1932. 16p. KyLoS
L2440

See: Martin, J. M.
Defence of Lincoln's mother, conversion and creed. Minneapolis,
Minn., The author, 1921. (Privately printed) US 28
L2441

See: Monroe, Harriet
Nancy Hanks: Who gave us Lincoln and never knew. Poem. Pub. in
KyLoS
L2442

See: Warren, Louis Austin, 1885-
The Lincolns, Hoosier pioneers, [by] Louis A. Warren. (Reprinted
251-264) KyLoS
L2443

See: Warren, Louis Austin, 1885-
Three generations of Kentucky Lincolns, by Louis A. Warren.
Louisville, Ky., 1938. pages 65-78. "Reprinted from the Filson
Club History Quarterly, Louisville, Ky., April, 1938, no. 2 of
Vol. 12, p. 65-78. KyLoS
L2444
LINCOLN, THOMAS, 1780?-1850?
See: Crismon, Leo Taylor, 1906-
"The Lincoln Family and the Baptists"...

See: Warren, Louis Austin, 1885-
The Lincolns, Hoosier pioneers...

LINCOLN, WILLIAM ENSIGN, 1847-
The first Baptist church of Pittsburgh. Pittsburgh, Pa. [The
is printed by William Ensign Lincoln, in memory of his beloved
wife, Mary Porter Lincoln, 1846-1920, and of her brothers, George
Loring Porter, 1839-1919, Henry Kirke Porter, 1840-1921."
NRAB
OrMcL CaNSWA

Ed.
See: Lincoln, John Larkin, 1817-1891
In memoriam. John Larkin Lincoln, 1817-1891 ... Boston and N. Y.,
(incl. front.) Edited by William Ensign Lincoln.
NRAB DLC OrMcL
ICU TNDFd KYLoS PCC PEBB NcWFC HeWAC Inf MntCA NRCR

Some descendants of Stephen Lincoln of Wymondham, England, Edward
Larkin from England, Thomas Oliver of Bristol, England, Michael
Pearce of London, England, Robert Wheaton of Swansea, Wales, George
Ayer of Norwich, England, and notes of related families ... N. Y.,
Printed for William Ensign Lincoln, Pittsburgh, Pa., by the
Knickerbocker press, 1930. v, [1], 322p. illus. (incl. ports.)
"Errata and addenda" slip mounted on p. 322. DLC NRAB ICU
MntCA NRCR

LINCOLN (NEB.) FIRST BAPTIST CHURCH
Fiftieth anniversary (1869-1919) [n.p.n.d.] 24p. illus. NRAB

Program of the golden anniversary celebration of the First Baptist
Church, Lincoln, Nebraska, Sunday, October 26, to Sunday, November 2,
1919. [Brief History of the First Baptist Church, Lincoln,
Nebraska... ] 14 leaves. KyLoS

Revised rules of order; revised, May 27, 1914, amended Aug. 1, 1917.
16p. NRCR

LINCOLN (N.Y.) BAPTIST CHURCH
The Baptist church of Lincoln, Wayne County, N. Y.: Historical
sketch. Read by J. H. Andrew at a centennial commemorative service
NRAB NRCR

125th anniversary Aug. 2 & 3, 1941. ... Tracy Greer Gipson, Minister.

LINCOLN PARK (O.) INSTITUTIONAL BAPTIST CHURCH
Souvenir ... to April 1897. [n.p.n.d.] 39, (1)p. ports. NRAB

LINCOLNTON (N.D.) FIRST BAPTIST CHURCH
History of Lincolnton First Baptist Church, 1859-1959. [n.p. c1959]
unp. illus. ports. NcWfC
LINDAY, RYLLIS E
L2458

Now I am two. Nashville, Broadman press c1963. [31]p. illus. NRAB TxFwSB TND
L2459

LINDBERG, ALFRED ERIK, 1869-
L2460

Christianity; a Catechism, in Swedish. McIntyre
L2461

Harmony of the Bible and Science; in Swedish. McIntyre
L2462

Ed.: Swedish papers - Cleveland Posten; Temple Bell (Boston); Golden Gate Posten (San Francisco) McIntyre
L2463

LINDBLUM, HERBERT DABOR, -1959
Mother's homegoing. [Jan. 18, 1867 - Sept. 7, 1940] [n.p.n.d.] 29p. NRAB
L2464

LINDEN, LEILE
L2465

Holiday afternoons; or, The Commandments illustrated. Phila., A.B.P.S. [c1853] 251p. front. NRAB
L2466

LINDER, LOUISE S
L2467

NRAB
L2468

We need churches; a vacation church school text. Phila., Judson press [c1948] 91p. TxFwSB CBB IOBNB
L2469

LINDER, SUZANNE (CAMERON)
L2470

LINDH, OLAF, 1834-1912
The Sabbath; in Swedish. 1874. McIntyre
L2471

LINDHOLM, ERIC NATHANIEL, 1897-
L2472

LINDSAY, DAVID, 1872-
The education act and passive resistance. Pamphlet. McIntyre
L2473

The old theology and social reform. Pamphlet. McIntyre
L2474
LINDSAY, DAVID, 1872— (continued)
Social Evangelism. A series of studies, eight sermons and articles. London, A. H. Stockwell, 1911. 95p. McIntyre L2475

LINDSAY, HOMER GENTRY, 1903—
See: Jacksonville (Fla.) First Baptist Church

LINDSAY, SAMUEL MACAULAY, 1887—
Fear not. A sermon ... the Baptist church, Brookline, Mass. [n.p.n.d.] 15p. NRAB L2477
If Christ had not come. A sermon ... the Baptist church, Brookline, Mass. [n.p.n.d.] 12p. NRAB L2478
The parables. [n.p.n.d.] Typewritten. MNtCA L2480
The sermon on the mount. [Incomplete paging, n.d.] Typewritten. MNtCA L2481

LINDSEY, HAROLD EUGENE, 1920—

LINDSEY, J. B.
Treatise on the mode and subjects of baptism. Dundee, 1861. Angus L2484

LINDSEY, JONATHAN ASMEL, 1937—

LINDSEY, ROBERT LISLE, 1917—

LINDSEY, THEOPHILUS, 1723-1808 Non-Baptist
An examination of Mr. Robinson's Plea &c. [43-776]
Whitley 20-785BO L2487

___Enlarged and avowed. 1789. Whitley 20-785 1789W L2488

___London, 1789. HH L2489

LINDSLEY, SOLON, 1810-1864
See: Chapin, Stephen, 1778-1845
[A portfolio of Baptist records; miscellaneous correspondence of
LINDSLEY, SOLON, 1810-1884 (continued)
See: Chapin, Stephen, 1778-1845, [A portfolio of [continued]

Dr. S. Chapin, Wm. Ruggles. Solon Lindsley, and others, relative to
church matters and Columbian College in Washington, D. C. 1822-
1836] Handbook of Mss. in Library of Congress. 1918. p. 345 L2490

LINDSLEY, HARVEY, 1804-1889
Medical science & the medical profession in Europe & the U. S.
Wash., 1840. 35p. NRAB L2491

LINDSTROM, GUSTAF WILHELM, 1870-
1910- McIntyre L2492

Trans.: Le Feuvre, Amy
Teddy's button into Swedish, entitled Soldatgossen. Pub. as vol.
in series, Bibliolekten Gullivnan, by Rev. E. V. Helstrom, Stockholm.
1899. McIntyre L2493

LINE UPON LIFE. Part I. [5 lines] Cuttack, Printed for the Orissa
in Orissa. NRAB L2494

Translated from English into Assamese, by Jessie T. Moore.
Rev. ed. 2nd ed. 1,500 copies Nowgong, Assam. Published by the
American Baptist missionary union 1903. (1), (4), (165)p. illus.
Printed at the Baptist Mission press, Calcutta. Seven lines in
Assamese at head of title. NRAB L2495

LINEHOLME (ENG.) GENERAL BAPTIST SABBATH SCHOOL
Afternoon service. Hymns to be sung at the anniversary of the
General Baptist Sabbath school, Lineholme ... May 27, 1866 ... 
Todmorden, Howard, printer and stationer [1866] 40p. NRAB L2496

LINES, HENRY
A letter, addressed to the Rev. Samuel Merwin, pastor of a
Presbyterian church in New-Haven. [n.p., but dated at and New Haven
May 6, 1813] 6p. NRAB KyLoS L2497

LINES ON THE departure of Mr. and Mrs. Eustace Carey for India. Also
consolatory lines addressed to their respective mothers. Leicester.
[These were the first to be licensed under the new charter. The
directors later in the year refused a licence to W. Yates, and
Fuller went to the Board of Control, which issued one. The
directors and the local authorities offered no opposition in future]
Leicester, 1814. Whitley 26-814A L2498

LING, TREVOR OSWALD, 1920-
Buddha, Marx, and God: some aspects of religion in the modern world.
228p. Bibl. p. 218-222. TxFwSB LNB L2499

Buddhism and the mythology of evil: a study in Theravada Buddhism.
LING, TREVOR OSWALD, 1920— (continued)
Prophetic religion. London, Melbourne etc. Macmillan; New York, St. Martin's press, 1966. xii, 179p. TxFWSB CCoVE MNtCA
L2501

L2502

L2503

LINK, ALFRED HUGO
A history of democratic church polity. New Orleans, La., B. B. I., Thesis submitted in partial fulfillment for the requirements of the degree of Th.D. 198p. LNB
L2504

L2505

LINK, HAROLD HENRY
Theology of Tertullian. New Orleans, La., B. B. I. Essay submitted in partial fulfillment of the degree M.C.T. 1926. 22p. LNB
L2506

LINK, JOHN BODKIN, 1825-1894
See: Houston (Tex.) First Baptist Church
Leaves from an unpublished chapter of church history, being a citation of facts attesting the moral enormities and administrative atrocities tolerated and sanctioned by the Baptist Church at Houston, Texas. Edited and revised by PHILOALETHES..., 1878. 20p. KyLoS
L2507

Ed.: Texas historical and biographical magazine, designed to give a complete history of the Baptists in Texas from their first entrance into the state, and other historical matters of interest to the denomination. v. 1-2; Jan. 1891-Dec. 1892. Austin, Tex., J. B. Link [1891-92] 2 v. ports. monthly, 1892; bimonthly, 1891. J. B. Link, editor. No more published. McIntyre DLC NRAB LNB(v.1) KyLoS NcWfc
L2508

Editor - Texas Baptist Herald; Assist. Editor - Texas Baptist. McIntyre
L2509

LINK, JOHN R
You can understand the Bible. Valley Forge, Judson press [c1966] 224p. Author is pastor of Varrenton (N.C.) Baptist church. NRAB TxFWSB LNB MBC TND PCC PPEB NcWfc CCoVE
L2510

LINN, EDMUND HOLT
L2511

How can the layman, preacher and professor renew the church? (In Andover Newton Quarterly, v. 7, no. 4, p. 168-187, March 1967) MNtCA
L2512
LINN, EDHUND HOLT (continued)


LINNEY, HARRY

Northern Association of Baptist churches. A brief historical sketch, 1890-1918. Including minutes and financial statement of 1917. Huntsville, Canada [n.d.] 8p. MRAB

LINSCOTT, MRS. HERBERT B.

See: Linscott, Mrs. Hilda Bates

LINSCOTT, HILDA BATES, "MRS. HERBERT B. LINSCOTT."


LINSLEY, JAMES HARVEY, 1787-1843

See: [Phelps, Mrs. Sophia Emilia, 1823-1903]


Catalogue of the fishes of Conn. prepared for the Yale natural hist. soc. n.t-p. [n.p.n.d.] 26p. Fr. the Amer. journal of science & arts. v. 47. no. 1. MRAB

Lectures on the relations and duties of the middle-aged. Hartford, Conn. Whitley 104-828N


McIntyre

Comp. Select hymns adapted to the devotional exercises of the Baptist denomination. 1836. Hartford, Conn., 1836. (With G. F. Davis) McIntyre RPB

____2nd ed. Hartford, Canfield & Robins, 1837. OC1


____Stereotyped ed. Hartford, Robins, 1841. 416p. ICU NNUT
LINSLY, JAMES HARVEY, 1787-1843 (continued)
Select hymns, adapted to the devotional exercises of all evangelical
denominations. Stereotyped ed. Turbotville, Pa., Miller, 1854.
416p. DLC

LINTHICUM, BLANCHE
See: Davis, Mrs. Blanche (Linthicum)

LINTZ, HARRY MCCORMICK, 1900-
Birthmarks of the born again. Rel. leaders of Am. Vol. 2
1941-42

Call to Service. Rel. leaders of Am. Vol. 2 1941-42

David the giant-killer. Rel. leaders of Am. Vol. 2 1941-42

Eagle Christians. Chicago, Bible Institute Colportage Association
[c1940] 29p. MRAB

Give me this mountain. Rel. leaders of Am. Vol. 2 1941-42

God's answer to your question, why? Rel. leaders of Am. Vol. 2
1941-42

If God be for us. Rel. leaders of Am. Vol. 2 1941-42

John's description of the New Jerusalem. Rel. leaders of Am.
Vol. 2 1941-42

Mighty to Save. Rel. leaders of Am. Vol. 2 1941-42

The ocean of water and the ocean of God's grace. Rel. leaders of
Am. Vol. 2 1941-42

The philosophy of life. Rel. leaders of Am. Vol. 2 1941-42

Put that on my account. Rel. leaders of Am. Vol. 2 1941-42

Sin and its spectre. Rel. leaders of Am. Vol. 2 1941-42

Strength for each day. a book of daily devotional meditations.
Grand Rapids, Zondervan pub. house, 1958. unpaged. TnpWSB

That man, Balaam. Rel. leaders of Am. Vol. 2 1941-42

The trial of Pilate before Christ. Rel. leaders of Am.
Vol. 2 1941-42

Who keeps your record? Pamphlet. TND

LINVILLE, RAY
South Carolina, Bushy Creek Baptist Church. A Condensed History
of Bushy Creek Baptist Church, 1794-1952. TND

LINVILLE (VA.) BAPTIST CHURCH
Church book of the Baptist church, located at Linville Creek,
by Mildred F. Hill. Query in DLC?] (No location given in this
vol.) 1923.
LIPPHARD, WILLIAM BENJAMIN, 1886-
See: Lipphard, William Benjamin, 1886-
Copy with author's inscription. NRAB ICU MoKCm IOBnB L2549

issue, revised 1925. N. Y., Foreign missions headquarters [n.d.]
182p. illus. NRAB KyLoS L2550

Soc. Overseas: an illustrated survey of the foreign mission
enterprise of Northern Baptists; ed. by William B. Lipphard with
the collaboration of Esther M. Wood and Doris M. Amidon. Second
[Pref. 1930] 277p. illus. PPEB CCovB L2551

The Associated Church Press. A brief history (1916-1961)
[Chicago, Associated Church Press, 1966] 51p. Reproduced from
typewritten copy. NRAB L2552

A Baptist guidebook of Europe. Compiled by W. B. Lipphard and
T. B. Ray. Published by the A.B.F.M.S. and the F.M.B. of the
Southern Baptist convention. [1923] i,ap. NRAB L2553

See: Cobb, Myra Elizabeth
True tales of transformed lives. [Eleven senior Foreign Mission
Stories] Four stories by M. E. Cobb, five stories compiled by
W. B. Lipphard, two stories compiled by Mary Huston. Based on
"India. N. Y., Dept. of Missy. Educ., Baptist Ed. of Educ., in
"Senior Grade" NRAB L2554

Communing with communism: a narrative of impressions of Soviet
plates. NRAB DLC MB LNB MoLiWJ MBC KKcBT TND KyLoS PCC CBB PPEB
CCovB OGrad InF 1McCA NRCR L2555

Disillusioned world: a look at fifty years of world upheaval.
KKcBT L2556

Enlisting for Christ on the Naga Hills (Assam) [N. Y., 1927]
16p. Comrades in Christian service. NRAB L2557

Copy with author's inscription. NRAB KKcBT TND PCC CBB 1MtCA
NRCR L2558

The gospel of industry; a survey of industrial training on Baptist
mission fields. Phila., Published for American Baptist foreign
mission society and Woman's American Baptist foreign mission society
by the A.B.P.S., 1918. 4p. 1., 68p. plates. Bibliography: p. 67-
68. DLC NRAB OrMcCL ICU KyLoS PCC CBB 1MtCA NRCR L2559

Ed.: The guide book of the American Baptist foreign missionary
society. 1924-25. N. Y., 1924. MH L2560
LIPPHARD, WILLIAM BENJAMIN, 1866- (continued)

Out of the storm in China; a review of recent developments in Baptist mission fields; issued by the Department of missionary education of the Board of education of the Northern Baptist convention ... Phila., Judson press [c1932] 6p. 1., 201p. front., illus. (maps) NRAB DLC KKcbBT Or1cL KyLoS PCC CBB PLeWB Inf CCovB IOBNB PPEB L2562


LIPSEY, JOHN W 1868-1913
Temple simplicity of salvation. Pamphlet. McIntyre L2564

This life and one to come. McIntyre L2565

LIPSEY, PLAUTUS IBERUS, 1865-1947


LISH, A B (d. 1852)
[Matthew in Khasi] Whitley 64-834 L2569

LISK, CHARLES WAYLAND, 1868-1925

LISLE, WILLIAM McINTIRE, 1842-1910


A LIST OF the conventicles ... within the city of London and bills of mortality. Whitley 30-683M

LIST OF THE gentlemen and ladies in England who have contributed towards endowing the [Rhode Island] college. Whitley 4-768B

A LIST OF the names of the severall Colonels and their colours...
London, Henry Overton, 1642. s. sh. folio. Whitley 16-642M
NRAB(mf) LNB(mf) CBB NCWFC

LISTER, J. MANDALE

LISTER, JAMES, fl. 1794-1837
On the importance of religious knowledge; circular letter from the Yorkshire Lancashire Association, assembled at Bacup...1813
[Circular letter by James Lister; William Stephens, Moderator]

LISTER, JAMES, 1813-1847
Emmanuel: which being interpreted is God with us, &c. Rochdale. 17p. Whitley 92-818AKM

See: Steadman, William
Two sermons, delivered... May 3rd, 1818. 15 & 22p. Rochdale [n.d.] NRAB

---Rochdale, 1818. Angus

The substance of a sermon ... on the death of the Rev. G. Lyon. Whitley 22-794M

LISTER, THOMAS WHITSON, 1861-
In Memoriam Rev. William Smoldon. B.W.W. p. 60

LITCHFIELD (CONN.) BAPTIST CHURCH

LITCHFIELD, ROLAND
The modern inquisition in a Baptist church ... or, An unvarnished statement, Showing the grounds on which he was excluded from, and the manner in which he has since been treated by the First Baptist in Cambridgeport; J. W. Parker, Pastor. Cambridge, Mass., Printed for the author, 1854. 46p. A second t-p varies in small details. NRAB MH DLC

LITERARY LIBERTY CONSIDERED. Whitley 15-774 1

LITT, JOHN IRVING CARLYLE, 1896-1963
The steel helmet. London, Carey press, 1944. 64p. (The Furnival library of talks to boys and girls) NRAB
LITTLE, ISAAC

See: Evans, John, 1767-1827
The conversion of God's ancient people, the Jews. An address ... Oct. 2, 1808, upon the baptism by immersion and Mr. Isaac Littleter, one of the Israelitish nation. London, C. Stower [etc] 1808. iv, viii. 34p. NRAB L2589

LITTLE, EUSTACE, 1827-
Address delivered at Aylesbury and district free church council "At Home, March 3, 1904. 1000 copies issued. McIntyre L2590


LITTLE, PERGUS G.

LITTLE, RUBERT V

LITTLE, LAURA NANCE
Daring in the dawn. Richmond, Va., Dice press, 1938. NRAB TxFwSB LNB TND L2594

LITTLE, LEWIS PEYTON, -1939
History for 100 years of Mt. Shiloh Baptist church located near Faber, Nelson County, Virginia ... Roanoke, Va., Economy printing co., 1934. 72, (4)p. NRAB L2595

History of the First Baptist church of Newport News, Virginia, from 1883 to 1933, Newport News, Va., Franklin printing co., inc. 1936. xxi, [1], 218p. incl. front., illus., ports., facsims. NRAB DLC TND KyLoS L2596


Imprisoned preachers and religious liberty in Virginia, a narrative drawn largely from the official records of Virginia counties, unpublished manuscripts, letters, and other original sources, with an introduction by Rev. R. H. Pitt. Lynchburg, Va., J. P. Bell co., inc., 1938. xix, [1], 534p. incl. front., illus. DLC vii NRAB TxFwSB ICU TND KyLoS PCC CBBPLEvEB CCovEB NcWfC PPEB IOBNB MncGa NFCR L2598

LITTLE, ROBERT
Sea: Jones, Sam & J. Blaikie
Correspondence between J. B. & S. J. pastors of the church in Red Cross Street, London, and R. Little, pastor of the Church in Little Cannon Street, Birmingham, relative to proposed union of the churches, &c. Whitley 65-809M L2599

A defence of the author's conduct ... with some observations on Mr. A. Fuller's [Strictures on Sandemanianism, in twelve letters to a friend] Birmingham. Whitley 73-811M L2600
LITTLE FALLS (N.Y.) BAPTIST CHURCH
Articles of faith and covenant ... Little Falls, 1869. 16p. NRAB
L2601

LITTLE FALLS (N.Y.) FIRST BAPTIST CHURCH
The one hundredth anniversary 1829-1929 of the First Baptist church, Little Falls, N. Y. [n.p.n.d.] 16p. port., illus. NRAB
L2602

LITTLE ROCK (ARK.) IMMANUEL BAPTIST CHURCH
L2603

The romance of the development of Immanuel's mission program, 1945. 10p. KyLoS
L2604

LITTLE ZION (N.C.) CHURCH OF PRIMITIVE BAPTISTS
L2605

A LITTLE BOOK OF judson verse from the writings of Sarah Boardman Judson and "Fanny Forrester." Chicago, W.B.F.M.S. of the West, 1908. 31p. NRAB
L2606

On paper label on spine "No. 31 S.S.L. No. 1" NRAB
L2607

LITTLE MARY
See: [Gilmore, Joseph Henry, 1834-1918]
Little Mary, an illustration of the power of Jesus to save even the youngest. With an introduction by Baron Stow. Boston, Gould and Lincoln, 1861. xii, [13]-106p. DLC NRAB
L2608

L2609

L2610

LITTLEJOHN, CARRIE UARDA, 1890—
L2611

LITTLEJOHN, JOHN
Journals, 1773-1832. He was converted as a Baptist, later turned Methodist. Historical Commission, S.B.C. Publ. No. 1253. NRAB(mf)
L2612

LITTLETON, EBENEZER, 1830-1920
Day unto day. (Day unto Day uttereth speech. Psalm XIX,2) Being daily portions upon the word of God: for family or private reading, for each day throughout the year. London, Farncombe &; son, 1906. 412p. McIntyre
L2613

Another ed. 1911. McIntyre
L2614
LITTLETON, EEBENEZER, 1830-1920 (continued)
History of Forest Fold Baptist chapel. 1844. McIntyre L2615

A jubilee of ministerial mercies: or Fifty-five years in the
vineyard. Written after over forty years pastorate at Crowborough.
London, Farncombe & son, 1908. 156p. McIntyre L2616

LITTLETON, JOHN, 1832-1888
Several sermons, pieces of poetry. McIntyre 

To him remembered me in my low estate. McIntyre L2618

Vatican decrees. McIntyre L2619:

LITTLEWOOD, THOMAS, 1753-1817
See: Fawcett, John
Divine mercy the refuge of sinners in distress: a discourse
delivered at the funeral of ... Mrs. Littlewood, Rochdale ... An
address at the interment, by John Hindle [of Manchester]. Ewood
Hall [n.d.] 50p. Whitley 29-792M L2620

See: Foster, Jacob K
A sermon on the death ... Whitley 87-817 L2621

The necessity and importance of observing the positive institutions
of the gospel. The ministers of the several Baptist churches
assembled in association at Ackrington, on the 28th and 29th of
May 1806, send Christian salutation, to the several communities
over which they preside, meeting for divine worship at Ackrington,
Bacup, Barnoldswick ... Rochdale. Printed at the office of
J. Hartley, 1806. 24p. Circular of the Yorkshire and Lancashire
A Baptist bibliography, v. 2, no. 3-806. "Account of the Baptist
church lately constituted at Sedgwick (district of Maine) New
England": p. 19-22. DLC KyLoS(mf) CBB L2622

Duties incumbent on the members of churches towards the brethren
of their own community. [Circular letter of the Yorks and Lancs]
Association at Liverpool...1809. [Circular letter by Thomas
Littlewood]. Rochdale, J. Hartley, 1809. 24p. Whitley 4-809
KyLoS NcWfC(mf) CBB L2623

See: Yorkshire & Lancashire (Eng.) Association. 1800.
Faith. The ministers of the denomination of Particular Baptists...
at Sabden... June 4 & 5th, 1800. [Rochdale, J. Hartley, 1800]
16p. Circular letter by Thomas Littlewood. Whitley 5-800
NRAE(mf) LNE(mf) KyLoS(mf) NcWfC CBB L2624

LIU, MRS. FRANCES WANG
The death of my husband - Dr. Herman C. E. Liu. [Hongkong, 1939]
45, (1)p. port. illus. Title from cover. Autographed by Mrs. Liu.
NRAE TND TxFwSB KyLoS L2625

LIU, HERMAN CHEN EN, 1896-1938
Life: See: Liu, Mrs. Frances Wang
The death of my husband... NRAE TxFwSB TND KyLoS L2626
LIU, HERMIAH CHAN EN, 1896-1938 (continued)
In memoriam. Published upon the first anniversary of his death. Shanghai, University of Shanghai, 1939. 32p. [In English and Chinese] KyLoS NRCR L2627

LIVELY, ROBERT EWING, JR., 1929-

LIVERMORE, HARRIET
See: Livermore, Samuel Truesdale, 1824-1892
Harriet Livermore, the "Pilgrim Stranger". Hartford, Conn., Case, Lockwood & Brainard co., 1884. 223p. front. (port.) NRAB NRCR L2629

A narration of religious experience, in twelve letters. In two volumes. Concord, J. B. Moore, 1826. V. 1 only. NRAB NBC PCC L2630

LIVERMORE, L

College endowments. An address delivered before the annual session of the S.D.B. Education Society, at Adams Center, N.Y., 1883. NjPlaSDB L2631

LIVERMORE, L J


LIVERMORE, SAMUEL TRUESDALE, 1824-1892 (N.B. Colgate Gen. Cat. and C.R.D.S. Gen. Cat. uses Truesdell instead of Truesdale)
Harriet Livermore, the "Pilgrim Stranger". Hartford, Conn., Case, Lockwood & Brainard co., 1884. 223p. front. (port.) NRAB NRCR L2633

The Lord's supper as restricted to immersed believers. Hartford, Case, Lockwood & Brainard co., 1880. 53 & 10p. NRAB NRCR KyLoS L2634

Hartford, Conn., Case, Lockwood & Brainard co., 1882. vii, 53 & 13p. "MtCA L2635

__ Hartford, Conn., Case, Lockwood & Brainard co., 1885. 53 & 15p. NRAB L2636

__ Hartford, Conn., Case, Lockwood & Brainard co., 1886. 53p. NRAB L2637

__ 1893. A.B.P.S. 64p. McIntyre L2638

__ Phila., A.B.P.S. [n.d.] 52p. LNB L2639

LIVERPOOL (ENG.) ASH ST. BAPTIST CHURCH
The history of Bootle-cum-Linacre mission now Ash Street Baptist church. In commemoration of fifty years of church fellowship; October 17th, 1886 to October 17th, 1936. 31p. ports., illus. NRAB L2640
LEWIS, DAVID WYRE, 1872-
   Articles in Yr Hauwr, (The Sower): Y Greul, (The Magazine), and
   Seren Gomer. McIntyre

   Collaborator with Revs. D. W. Hopkins, E. Edmunds and E. W. Davies
   on The Welsh Baptist Union Report, 1910-12. Swansea, E. Edmunds,
   1913. 118p. McIntyre

   Editor, Seren Gomer: Bimonthly. McIntyre

LEWIS, DOCKERY DURHAM
   Monasticism in early Christianity. Ph.D. Thesis. S.B.T.S.,
   Louisville, Kentucky, 1934. xi, 167p. KyLoS

LEWIS, EDWIN HERBERT, 1866-1938
   Ed.: See: Allen of Alfred. Milton, Wis., Davis-Greene corp.,
   1932. 2nd ICU NaLF

   Business English. Chicago, Ill., LaSalle Extension University,
   1921. 80p. NjPlaSDB
   —1938.

   A First Book in writing English. N. Y., Macmillan co., 1897.
   294p. NjPlaSDB
   —1901. NjPlaSDB
   —1899. ICU

History of the English paragraph: A dissertation presented to the
   faculty of Arts, Literature and Science of the University of Chicago
   for the degree of Ph.D. Univ. of Chicago press, 1894. NjPlaSDB
   —1899. ICU

   An Introduction to the study of literature for the use of secondary
   and graded schools. N. Y., Macmillan co., 1925. NjPlaSDB
   —1899. ICU

   Ed.: See: Lewis, Abram Herbert, 1836-1908
   Spiritual Sabbathism, by the late Abram Herbert Lewis...Plainfield,
   "The work of revision has been completed by...E. H. Lewis.
   "Editorial note. KyLoS

   Personality: A Commencement address for the class of 1930,
   Lewis Institute, Chicago, June 19, 1930, with additional notes.
   Chicago, Ill., 1930. 56p. NjPlaSDB
   Philosophy. What a linguistic contextualist thinks of philosophers.
   Waukesha, Wis., Press of Davis-Greene corp. 84p. NjPlaSDB
   294p. NjPlaSDB
LEWIS, EDWIN HERBERT, 1866-1938 (continued)
A second manual of composition - Designed for use in secondary
schools. N. Y., Macmillan co., 1900. 579p. NjPlaSDB L2071

Comp.: Specimens of the forms of discourse. N. Y., H. Holt & co.
1900. viii, 367p. DLC NRCR NjPlaSDB L2072

164p. NjPlaSDB L2073

NjPlaSDB L2074


[LEWIS, ELAINIE]
Ya Po and the Akhas. [By Elaine and Paul Lewis] [N. Y., A.B.F.M.
Societies of the A. B. C., 1955] 15p. illus. NRAB L2076

LEWIS, Enoch. 1776-1856 Non-Baptist
Essay on baptism: showing that baptism of the spirit, and not with
water, is the true Christian baptism. Phila., Uriah Hunt [etc]
1839. 63p. NRAB I PRC MI NcD NjNBr PPrHi KyLoS L2077

... The true Christian baptism not that of water. Phila., Tract
association of Friends, 1890. (No. 60 at head of title) 12p.
NRAB L2078

LEWIS, EVAN ROBERT, 1860-1933
History of the Bethesda Baptist church, Barnoldswick, Yorks...
with introduction on Baptist principles by Rev. Ed. Parker... and
sketch of 'present pastorate' by Rev. J. T. Marshall. Cwmavon,
1908] McIntyre NRAB CEB L2079

The origin, continuity and witness of the Baptists. 1907. Bapt.
Union Pub. Dept., London. McIntyre L2080

LEWIS, FRANK GRANT, 1865-1945
Comp.: See: Abstract of the charter of the Delaware County Baptist
Union and abstracts of the titles of some Baptist churches of
Delaware county made by Frank Grant Lewis. 51. NRAB L2081

An author, title and subject index to the proceedings of the Baptist
congress. Chicago [1913] MB NRAB TxFwSB ICU PCC L2082

Comp.: See: Baptist Congress. [Index of the]
Annual sessions of the Baptist Congress 1st-30th: 1882-1912.
N. Y., etc. 1883-[1913] 30v. Title varies. PPEB L2083

Baptist Ministers Conference of Philadelphia and vicinity.
[n.p. 1938] [50]p. NRAB L2084

Church and state. A new challenge in a perennial conflict. Phila.,
Judson press, 1928. 11p. (Reprinted from the Crozer Quarterly
Oct. 1928) NRAB PCC NcMcC L2085
LEWIS. FRANK GRANT, 1865-1945 (continued)
[Correspondence, literature, etc., of the Chester No-license campaign, 1913. Collected by Frank G. Lewis] PCC

A critique of conduct. Crozer Theol. sem. Chester, Pa., 1930. 13p. Revision and expansion of an article in the Crozer Quarterly, April 1930. DLC PCC NRCR

See: Crozer theological seminary, Chester, Pa. Alphabetic biographical catalog, the Crozer theological seminary, 1855-1933, with names of students by classes appended...compiled by...and Rittenhouse Neisser...Chester, Pa., Crozer theological seminary. 1933. 244p., 1 l. 'Supplement to the Seminary bulletin, April, 1933.' DLC NREAB TxFwSB LNB ICU PPEB KyLoS PCC CBB PLevB HeWaC MNTCA NRCR

Contributed to: A dictionary of religion and ethics. C.R. p. 134 PCC

See: Griffith, John Thomas, 1845-
Sketch of the life of Rev. William Shadrach, D.D. ...with an introduction by Rev. Frank Grant Lewis...Phila., A.B.P.S. for the American Baptist historical society, 1915. 32p. front. (port.) pl. DLC NREAB TxFwSB ICU TND KyLoS HoKeM PCC NRCR

How the Bible grew, the story as told by the Book and its keepers. Chicago, Ill., University of Chicago press [c1919] xi, 223p. DLC InF CcObV HoKeM IOnNB PPEB CAnS1A MB N N NREAB TxFwSB HoLiWJ MBC MeLB CRU KKeBT ORHeL ICU TND KyLoS PCC PLevB MeWaC OGrAD iNtCA

...The Irenaeus testimony to the Fourth gospel: its extent, meaning and value. Chicago, University of Chicago press, 1908. 1p. 1., 5-64p. McIntyre DLC NN NREAB TxFwSB MBC ICU PCC iNtCA

...Chicago, University of Chicago press, 1908. 64p. CU DLC ICU

Jesus' father and Virgin Births. CTS p. 19

Notes on the ancestry of David Living-stone, for the Library of Congress... [Canistea, N. Y. 1939] DLC


Public libraries and religion. CTS p. 19 PCC

Scientific libraries: lessons from yesterday for today and tomorrow... Canistea, N. Y. 1938. DLC NN

A sketch of the history of Baptist education in Pennsylvania... Chester, Pa., John Spencer, inc., for Crozer theological seminary, 1919. 42, [2]p. DLC IOn NB iNtCA NRCR
LEWIS, FRANK GRANT, 1865-1945 (continued)

...Taxe in Palestine in the days of Jesus...[Chic.] 1906. 32 numbered leaves. Typewritten. Thesis (M.A.) - Univ. of Chic.
(Dept. of N. T.) CTS p. 19 ICU PCC L2100

Twentieth anniversary of Emmanuel Baptist church, Chester, Pa., Feb. 16 to 19, 1919 - With a history of the church... Chester, Pa., Duncan-Thyne printing, 1919. 29p. front. NRAB PCC L2101

The 250th anniversary of the first arrival of William Penn in Pennsylvania, 1682-1932. Addresses, programmes, etc. Edited by a committee... F. G. Lewis, chm. Chester, Delaware co. hist. soc., 1934. 106p. illus. NRAB PCC L2102

LEWIS, G. F

LEWIS, G. W

LEWIS, GEORGE R
History of the La Moille Baptist church, with sketches of the Sunday School work, the Woman's mission work and the Perkins' Grove church. Prepared by...Margaret B. Hopps and H. A. Stanard. [Chicago, Mize & Stearns, n.d.] 83p. NRAB L2105

LEWIS, GORDON R
Confronting the cults. Phila., Presbyterian and Reformed pub. co., 1966. [v], 198p. NRAB L2106

LEWIS, MRS. GWEN ELLEN (THOMAS) 1853-1909
Life: See: Hawker, George
An Englishwoman's twenty-five years in tropical Africa; being the biography of Gwen Ellen Lewis, missionary to the Cameroons and the Congo...London, N. Y. [etc.] Hodder and Stoughton, 1911. xiv, 352p. front., plates, ports., map. McIntyre DLC ICJ NN MoKcL L2107

Bible stories; in Congo language. Underhill Station, B. M. Press, 15p. (M. Her. 1890, 266) McIntyre L2108

Catechism, for use at Kiboko. (M. Her. Jan. 1910, 6:) McIntyre L2109


Nsongi a Nzila; a manual for inquirers, in Congo. San Salvador, B. M. Press, 1898. (M. Her. 1898, 240) McIntyre L2111

LEWIS, HARRISON FLINT, 1893-
LEWIS, HAZEL ASENNATH, 1886-
A handbook on week-day church schools. St. Louis [1924] TND ICU L2113
How to conduct a beginners department. [c1918] TxFwSB L2114


Junior pupils book; year two. St. Louis [n.d.] ICU L2116
Knowing children better. Phila., Westminster press [c1941] 80p. TxFwSB PPEB TND L2117

__Philad., Westminster press [1942] 80p. LNE KKCBT MNTCA L2118

Methods for primary teachers... a text-book in the standard course in teacher training, outlined and approved by the sunday school council of Evangelical denominations. Third year specialization series. St. Louis, Pub. for the Teacher training publishing association by the Front rank press [c1921] 182p. TxFwSB KKCBT ICU PPEB CBB TND MNTCA L2120

__St. Louis, Mo., Bethany [c1921] 182p. LNB MoKCH L2121


__St. Louis, Bethany press, 1944. CBB L2123


__St. Louis, Bethany press, 1953 [c1947] 80p. CBB L2125

Primary church school. St. Louis, Bethany press [c1932] 2nd ed. xii, 260p. PPEB TxFwSB KKCBT CBB MNTCA NRCR DLC L2126

__Rev. ed. St. Louis, Published for the Cooperative Publication Assoc. by the Bethany press [c1951] 149p. PPEB CBB CaNeWA NRCR DLC L2127

LEWIS, ISAAC, 1823-1896

LEWIS, J. P.
A brief history of the Baptist church at Diss. Ipswich, 1859. Angus L2129
LEWIS, JAMES
Llythyr cymmenfa dde-ddwyreiniol y Bedyddwr yng Nghymru, yr hona
a gynhaliwyd yng Ngroes-y-parc. Whitley 8-795

LEWIS, JAMES NELSON
See: Malden (Mass.) First Baptist church
1788 August 9th and 1888. Judson centennial services. A compilation of
the addresses, papers, and remarks, given at these services. [n.p.]
Mystic side press, 1888. 75p. MH NRAB RPB NNCa ICU

LEWIS, JASPER L.
A survey of the public school system for white children of Greene
Bibliography: p. [72]-75. A thesis submitted to the faculty of
Wake Forest college as partial fulfillment of the requirements
for the degree of Master of arts. NcWfC

LEWIS, JOE OLLIN, 1935-
An analysis of literary forms in the Jacob narratives. Th.D. Thesis,

LEWIS, JOHN, 1675-1747 Non-Baptist
A brief history of the rise and progress of Anabaptism in England...
NN LNB HBC KKcBT NcWfC CCcOvB
Replied to: See: Crosby, Thomas
A brief reply to the Rev. Mr. John Lewis's Brief history of
the rise and progress of Anabaptism in England: and to his
account of Dr. Wickliffe. London, 1738. 44p. McIntyre
Whitley 3-738AM NRAB

LEWIS, JOHN, 1746-1792
Christian forbearance
Replied to: See: Strong, Cyprian, 1744-1811
Animadversions on "The substance of two sermons, preached at
Stepney, pastor of the church in that parish;" entitled,
"Christian forbearance to weak consciences, a duty of the
gospel." By ... pastor of the First church in Chatham...
Hartford [Conn.] Printed by Hudson and Goodwin, 1789.
iv. [5]-56p. DLC NRAB ICU

LEWIS, JOHN, 1860-1949
'Baptised into Jesus Christ.' An address given by the moderator
(Rev. John Lewis, of Crawley), before the Kent & Sussex Baptist
Association, at Ramsgate, Tuesday, May 27th, 1924. Published by
request [T. F. Pain & sons...Printers...Deal & Sandwich] 19p.
KyLoS

Ed.: See: Found faithful in memoriam, Joseph Frank Toone.

Prayer in the purpose of God and in the experience of man. London,
Kingsgate press, 1939. 19p. (Dedicated to the members of the
Kent and Sussex Baptist association) NRAB
LEWIS, JOHN, 1863-
L2140

Ed.: See: Lewis, J
Lessons and catechism for standards 1 and 11 and the children under ten years old, 1912. Bapt. S. Sch. Union of Wales. 60p. McIntrye
L2141

L2142

See: Powell, D
Lessons for standard 111. 1912. Bapt. S. Sch. Union of Wales. 60p. McIntrye
L2143

LEWIS, JOHN ALEXANDER, 1841-
A biographical sketch of the Rev. Cadwallader Lewis of Bel-Air, Franklin County, Kentucky, by his son, John A. Lewis, of Georgetown, Kentucky. [Published about 1894] 19p. KyLoS
L2144

LEWIS, JOHN GOMER, 1843-1914
Life: See: Morgan, Thomas (Skewen)
J. Gomer Lewis, D.D. the most popular lecturer in Wales. Carmarthen, 1911. 96p. McIntrye
L2145

Our nation and our religion; address at Welsh Baptist Union, 1898. McIntrye
L2146

Lectures. McIntrye
L2147

LEWIS, JOHN JAMES, 1833-1884
Memorial of...professor...kn Madison university. N. Y., Judson printing co., 1885. 120p. front. (port.) NBUg NRAE LNB TND
KyLoS CCGvB MeWaC NRRC
L2148

Life: See: Grenell, Zelotes, 1841-1918
John James Lewis Memorial. (In Colgate University. Special memorial service at Hamilton, N. Y., June 17, 1885. Utica, N. Y. [n.d.]
30p. NRAB
L2149

Sermons and lectures (see Brooks, W. R., ed., Memorial of Lewis. 1885. p. 29-120) NRAB
L2150

LEWIS, JOHN MOORE, 1921-
L2151

LEWIS, JOHN THURMAN
L2152
LEWIS, JOHN W
The life, labors, and travels of Elder Charles Bowles, of the Freewill Baptist denomination...Also An essay on the Fugitive law of the U. S. Congress of 1850 by Rev. Arthur Dearing. Watertown, Ingalls and Stowell's steam press, 1852. 285, (2)p. NRAB DHU NBU; CSBH SNF ICN HnH MMA LNB MeLB TND KyLoS CBB NeW;C McWaC NRCR DLC L2153

LEWIS, JUNIUS COURTNEY
Meeting the need of trained Christian leadership in the mountain area of Kentucky: a thesis submitted the Faculty of N. O. Bapt. Seminary for the degree of M. R. E. in the Dept. of Rel. Ed. New Orleans, N. O. B. T. S. 1950. 35p. LNB L2154

LEWIS, LEWIS WILLIAM
Centenary Souvenir of the Welsh Baptist Church, Knowsley Road, Linacre, Liverpool. London, 1903. B.U.L. L2155

LEWIS, LORD BISHOP OF ST. ASAPH
Serious caution against the dangerous errors of the Anabaptists... New ed. London, Rivington, 1821. 15p. NRAB L2156

LEWIS, MRS. MARIANNE (GOULD) -1890
Life: See: Payne, Ernest Alexander, 1902-

LEWIS, PAUL
Jt. au.: See: [Lewis, Elaine]

LEWIS, MRS. RACHEL
Life: See: Stanford, John, D.D.
Support in death: a discourse delivered at the funeral of Mrs. Rachel Lewis. N. Y., 1820. 15p. NRAB MNTeca L2159

LEWIS, RICHARD H.
Some reminiscences of the Baptist church in Raleigh fifty years ago. (In N. C. Baptist historical papers, v. 1, no. 3, April. 1897, p. 256-258) NeW;C L2160

LEWIS, RICHARD W
'Este Camino.' Hechos 9:2...Obras personales y ganadores de Almas. El Paso, Casa Bautista de publicaciones, 1930. 86p. NRAB L2161

LEWIS, SUNNIE MADGE

LEWIS, THOMAS, 1689-1749 Non-Baptist
The nature of hell, the reality of hell-fire, and the eternity of hell-torments...vindicated. In opposition to [Richardson, Samuel, Of the torments of hell. The foundation and pillars thereof
discovered, searched, shaken and removed. With many infallible proofs, that there is not to be a punishment after this life for any to endure that shall never end. To the glory of God, and comfort of those in fear of the torments of hell, and for the furtherance of a holy life] lately reprinted, etc. London, 1720. 38p. Whitley 16-720CI NN NRAB

The scourge: in vindication of the Church of England. To which is added...The Anatomy of the heretical synod of dissenters at Salters' Hall. London, 1720. 400p. Whitley 17-720CD ICN CBPac InN PHC NNUT DLC MBC ICU

LEWIS, THOMAS 1813-49
Trans.: See: Bunyan, John
Bywyd a marwolaeth yr annwyl dan enw Mr. Drygddyyn, etc. [Version of Mr. Badman [The life and death of Mr. Badman, presented to the world in a familiar dialogue between Mr. Wiseman and Mr. Attentive] made by Thomas Lewis of Breconshire from the fourth edition. Caerfyrrddin. Whitley 24-731ffsw cf. Dict. Welsh Biography

__Reprinted. Lerpwl. Whitley 10-782ffHOSsw

LEWIS, THOMAS, 1859-1929
Conducted Ngonde ya Ngonde (Month by Month) a magazine in Congo dialect. 1898 (With H. R. Phillips) McIntyre

Pilgrim's Progress into Kisi-Kongo; first pub. in serial form, in magazine, Ngonde ya Ngonde. 1898-99. B. M. Press San Salvador. (H. Her. 1900, 250:) McIntyre


These seventy years. An autobiography. London, Carey press [1922] 300p. front. (port.) NRAB TxFwSB ICU KyLoS CBB

__1931. MoKeM

LEWIS, THOMAS
Sylwadau ar Ddwy Bregeth y Parch. E. Hughes...Aberdar, D. J. Thomas, 1862. 60p. NRAB

LEWIS, MRS. THOMAS
See: Lewis, Mrs. Glen Elen (Thomas) 1853-1909

LEWIS, THOMAS P
See: Augusta (Ga.) Tabernacle Baptist church Condensed historical sketch. By Thomas P. Lewis, with an introduction by Rev. C. T. Walker. 27, (1)p. NRAB

LEWIS, THOMAS ROBERTS, 1862-1922
A brief account of the life and labors of the venerable H.W. Holmes, for forty-five years minister of the Gospel at Pole Moor,
LEWIS, THOMAS ROBERTS, 1862-1922 (continued)
A brief account of the life and labors [continued]

Huddersfield, etc. (Henry Wilcock Holmes, Bapt.: 1797-1875)
Slaithwaite, J. W. Roberts, 1895. Pamphlet. McIntyre

Pamphlet. McIntyre

A series of idylls on particular Baptist church life, for the Baptist, 1898-1900. McIntyre

A short historical sketch of Pole Moor Baptist church. Scammonden,
McIntyre

LEWIS, TITUS, 1773-1811
Life: See: Jones, E T
Titus Lewis and his times. In mss. (1915) McIntyre

Esponiad ar y cyffelbyiaethau, a roddir yn yr ysgrythyrau Sanctaidd
i Dduw'r Tad. Vedi ei dynu allan o waith Mr. Keach. Caerfyrddin,
1811. Whitley 17-8114 MH

Yr ail ar grafiad. Carmarthen. Whitley 78-815M

Catecism y bedyddwyr neillduol. Whitley 17-804w

___3rd ed. Caerfyrddin. Whitley 126-824ff

Hanes wladol a chreffyddol prydain fawr: O'r amser y daeth y
brutaniaid i wladychu iddi gyntaf hyd yn bresennol. Caerfyrddin,
argraffwyd ac ar werth gan. J. Evans, 1810. 624p. (Trans.: An
ecclesiastical and civil history of Great Britain from the coming
of the Britons here unto the present time.) Whitley 18-810M

NRAB

___2nd ed. enlarged by J. Emlyn Jones, LL.D. 1857. Caerfyrddin,
1857. 1000 p. McIntyre IU

___Reprinted 1855. Whitley 18-810 1855M

See. Harris, Joseph
Galarnd: new, gan goffadwriaethwl O fywyd a marwolaeth Titus
Lewis, etc. Caerfyrddin. 12p. Whitley 94-811ff

Holwyddoreg. Whitley 28-819ff

Llyfr Rhyfeddodau...Caerfyrddin [Carmarthen] argraffwyd gan J. Evans,
yn Hwl-y-Pwr, 1808. First edition. 60p. (Trans.: A book of
wonders, or examples of God's wonderful deliverances of his Servants)
Whitley 22-800M

Mawl i'r oen a laddwyd, sef, pigion o hymnau, etc. Part I.
[Part II. 89-808] Caerfyrddin. Whitley 70-802ff

___yr ail ran. [See 70-302] Caerfyrddin. Whitley 89-808ff
LEWIS, TITUS, 1773-1811 (continued)
Pigion o salmu canu yn ol cyfaneoddiaid Edmund PryS [1621]
Caerfyrddin. 96p. Whitley 112-810ffs
L2192

Taeuelliad babanod o ddynion, ac nid o Dduw; neu attebiad i lyfr
Peter Edwards, etd. 36p. Whitley 75-806ff
L2193

Testament newydd ein harcalwydd...gyd a sylwiadau ar odrew'r daill.
A gyhoeddwyd gan T. L. Whitley 40-802bM
L2194

Traethawd ar feddydd. Caerfyrddin. Whitley 54-807ff
L2195

A Welsh-English dictionary, etc. Carmarthen. McIntyre
Whitley 66-805h
L2196

___2nd ed. 1815. McIntyre
L2197

LEWIS, WALTER OLIVER, 1877-1965
See: Baptist World Alliance. 7th Congress, Copenhagen, 1947.
plates, ports. NRAB LNB KkEBT TND KyLOs PCC CBb PEb CaNsvA
OBnb MnTca NRcr
L2198

'Brothers" (In Help! Crisis in Asia and Europe.) Broadman,
Nashville, 1946. TND
L2199

A history of Baptists in St. Louis Association to 1849. Th.D.
L2200

LEWIS, WILLIAM
Galar a gorfoledd y saint: neu hymnau cymmymys a pherthynol i
addollad cyhoeddus. Trefecca. Whitley 48-786
L2201

Whitley 26-798
L2202

___Reprinted Caernarfon, 1830. Whitley 26-798 1830m
L2203

See Kennedy, John
General Six Principle Baptist faith and order. From circular letter
by Deacon John Kennedy - 1857. Republished by the General Six
Principle Baptist Association of Pa., 1954. Poplar Bluff, Mo.,
Printed by the General Baptist press [n.d.] 20p. NRAB
L2204

LEWIS, WILLIAM GARRETT, 1797-1865
Appropriating faith, the true antidote to the fear of death...
L2205

Original hymns and poems on spiritual subjects. London, 1827.
94p. Whitley 38-827AM
L2206

The trades and industrial occupations of the Bible...London,
Religious tract society [1874] viii, 283p. Angus DLC MoKcM
L2207

Westbourne Grove sermons. London, 1872. 294p. Angus NRAB
L2208

LEWIS, WILLIAM JOHN, 1865-
History of Welsh Baptists for the Hundred Years, 1810-1910.
B.W.W. pg. 60
L2209
LEWIS, WILLIAM P

See: Scranton (Pa.) Jackson St. Baptist Church
Rev. William P. Lewis, Pastor. NRAB L2210

LEWISBURG (PA.) BAPTIST CHURCH


LEWISBURG (PA.) FIRST BAPTIST CHURCH

Annual...1898. Lewisburg, J. W. C. Champ, Printer. 22p. NRAB L2212


Church manual: containing an historical sketch...together with its covenant rules of order, charter, and articles of faith. Lewisburg, Printed for the church, 1885. Cornelius, pr. 41p. NRAB L2214

1844-1894. History...together with addresses and sermons...Jan.
"Prepared by Pastor John T. Judd", p. 3. NRAB PLewB L2215

NRAB L2216

NRAB L2217

PLewB L2218

Jubilee anniversary First Baptist Church. PLewB L2219

List of members of the First Baptist Church... 1922. 20p.
PLewB L2220

Report of the nominating committee, May 9, 1934. PLewB
L2221

LEWISTON (ME.) FIRST FREE WILL BAPTIST CHURCH

By-laws and Covenant adopted by...in Lewiston, [adopted at its organization, May 22, 1838] 8p. MeLB L2222

LEWISTON (PA.) FIRST BAPTIST CHURCH

24p. NRAB L2223


LEX TALIONIS...

[Fell, Philip, 1633?–1682]
Lex talionis, or the author of the Naked Truth stript naked. [See Croft, H.] London, 1676. Angus ICU L2225
LEXINGTON (KY.) FIFTH ST. BAPTIST CHURCH
The church record containing the histories of the churches, biographies of their pastors, photographs of churches and pastors, list of officers and members. N. Y., Church record publishing co., 1897. 211p. (Also contains information on First Baptist church, and Upper-Street Baptist church) MoKcM L2226

LEXINGTON (KY.) FIRST BAPTIST CHURCH
Lexington, Ky., Purnell & Byrnes, 1891. 30p. KyLoS NRAB L2227

Souvenir, one hundred seventy-fifth anniversary celebration...
November 28 to December 6, 1965...Lexington, Ky., 1965. 32 leaves.
KyLoS L2228

LEXINGTON (KY.) PORTER MEMORIAL BAPTIST CHURCH
Directory and year book...Porter Memorial Baptist Church, 730 South Limestone Street, Lexington, Ky., 1931. 14 leaves.
KyLoS L2229

LEXINGTON (KY.) WOODLAND AVE. BAPTIST CHURCH
A history of the founding of the Woodland Avenue Baptist Church. Woodland Avenue and High Street, Lexington, Kentucky, 1962. 45p.
KyLoS L2230

LEXINGTON (MO.) FIRST BAPTIST CHURCH
NRAB LNB L2231

LEXINGTON (VA.) BAPTIST CHURCH

LEY, JOHN Non-Baptist
See: Saltmarsh, John -1647
The smoke in the temple... with a full answer to Master Ley against my late New-Quere. ...London, 1646. 70p. NRAB L2233

See: Tombes, John, 1603?–1676
An apology or plea for the two treatises and appendix to them concerning Infant baptism; published December 15, 1645. Against the unjust charges, complaints and censures of Dr. Nathanael Hones, Mr. John Geree, Mr. Stephen Marshall, Mr. John Ley, Mr. William Hussey; together with a postscript by way of reply to Mr. Blake's answer to Mr. Tombes his letter, and Mr. Calamy, and Mr. Richard Vines preface to it. ... London, 1646. 157p. NRAB KyLoS L2234

A discourse of disputations concerning religion; with animadversions on a publack disputatioon at Killingworth between John Bryan and John Onley [See: A publack disputatioon sundry dayes at Killingworth in Warwickshire, betwixt John Bryan and John Onley...
Whitley 12-658M LNB(mf) L2235

Light for smoak, or a ... reply to The Smoke in the Temple [Saltmarsh, John, The smoke in the temple...] London, 1646.
(30), 97; (1), 21p. Whitley 29-646M CSmH NNUt-Mc L2236
LEY, JOHN  Non-Baptist (continued)
Light for smoke; or, a cleare and distinct reply ... [to] the
Smoke in the Temple, by John Saltmarsh... London, I. L. for
Christopher Meredith, 1646. (6), (3), (1), (18), 97p.
Replied to: See: Saltmarsh, John
-1647
An end of one controversie: Being an answer or letter to
Master Ley's large last book, called Light for Smoke...
LNB(mf) KyLoS(mf)
L2237

LEY, WILLIAM  Non-Baptist
[Word in Greek] or, a buckler for the Church of England, against...
Arrows Against Babylon [Pendarvis, John, Arrows against Babylon,
or certaine queries serving to a cleare discovery of the mystery
of iniquity...] ...and an addition of several antiqueries in the
close. Oxford, 1656. (4), 24p. (Greek word at head of title)
Whitley 28-656AH0 N[NUT-ic] N[RB]
L2239

LEYDEN, JOHN  Non-Baptist
A comparative grammar of the Burma, Malayu and Thai languages.
Serampore. Whitley 40-810
L2240

LEYPOLDT, MARTHA M
40 ways to teach in groups. Valley Forge, Judson press [c1967]
125p. NRAB
L2241

L'HOMMEDIEU, J  B
A sermon on house cleaning. Delivered at the Park Baptist church,
Port Richmond...[n.p.n.d.] 9p. NRAB
L2242

LIBBECK, RUDOLPH
See: New Britain (Pa.) Baptist church
NRAB
L2243

LIBERTY OF CONSCIENCE asserted, or persecution for religion condemned
by the laves of God, native, reason. Published by a well-wisher
to the kindomes good. Whitley 20-649M
L2244

LIBERTY OF CONSCIENCE confuted by arguments of reason and policie.
Delivered in a discourse betwixt a Turke and a Christian.
Whitley 29-648M
L2245

LIBERTY OF CONSCIENCE, in its order to universal peace, impartially
stated, &c. Whitley 26-680M
L2246

A second part by June, 1681. Whitley 26-680 1681MOW Angus
L2247

LIBERTY (IND.) ASSOCIATION OF GENERAL BAPTISTS
Minutes of all annual sessions. Liberty association of General
Baptists. From 1824 - 1909. Owensville, Ind., General Baptist
publishing house, 1910. 568p. front. (port.) Preface signed:
D. B. Montgomery. NRAB TND
L2248
LIBERTY (MI.) BAPTIST CHURCH
Seventy-fifth anniversary ... Nov. 2, 1919. Liberty, F. W.
Cunningham commercial printer [1919] 1 leaf. NRAB L2249

LIBERTY (MO.) SECOND BAPTIST CHURCH
Manual and roll of membership of the Second Baptist church of

See: Rider, Richard Price, 1837-
History of the Second Baptist Church, Liberty, Missouri, by

LIBRARY (PA.) PETERS CREEK BAPTIST CHURCH
1773-1948. 175th anniversary... Nov. 13 & 14, 1948. History of
Title from cover. NRAB L2252

LICHT, FRITZ AUGUST, 1851-
Die Grage der Jahrhunderte. C-R p. 252 L2253

Die Grundwahrheiten des christentums. C-R p. 252 L2254

LICORISH, DAVID NATHANIEL
NRAB L2255

Tomorrow's church in today's world. N. Y. [1956] ICU L2256

LIDBETTER, ISAAC
See Evans, John, A.M.
The conversion of God's ancient people, the Jews. An address
delivered at Worship Street, Oct. 2, 1808, upon the baptism, by
immersion, of Mr. Isaac Lidbetter... to which is prefixed an
account of his conversion at Cranbrook. Two editions.
Whitley 62-808AKM L2257

LIDDELL, ERVIN THOMAS, 1877-
The mountains of salvation and other sermons. With a biographical
sketch of the author. [By] Rev. Ervin Thomas Liddell. Phila.,
Ziegler. 1909. 345p. KyLoS L2258

LIDDON, JOHN, 178C-1823
Cruelty, the natural and inseparable consequence of slavery, and
both diametrically opposite to the doctrine and spirit of the
Christian religion: ... March 11th, 1792 at Hemel-Hempstead,
Herts. London, C. Dilly [etc] 1792. 32p. Whitley 41-792AI
RFB NRAB(Xerox) L2259

See: Eastern (Eng.) Baptist Association. 1781
Circular letter of the Eastern association, held at Tring,
Herts, June 5th & 6th, 1781. [n.p.n.d.] 11p. The character of
voluntary service, written by John Liddon. Angus Whitley 4-781
NRAB(mf) LNE(mf) KyLoS(mf) McWfC CBB L2260

The general religious instruction of the poor, the surest means
of providing universal national happiness. A sermon ... Sunday
schools. 31p. Whitley 42-792H L2261
LIDDO, JOHN, 1780-1823 (continued)
The genuine principles of all religious dissent, and especially of the Protestant dissenters in England... sermon... Nov. 4, 1792... London, J. Johnson [etc] 1793. 32p. Angus Whitley 43-792AM
NRA

Perfect religious liberty the right of every human being... a sermon for the benefit of the persecuted Protestants in France.
Button. 26p. Whitley 36-816

Thoughts on intolerance, occasioned by the new interpretation of the Toleration Act, as it respects the Protestant dissenters.
NRA

LIKE, FRANCIS PUGH, 1898-

LIDE, R W


LIEBCHELD, J Non-Baptist
See entry under: Infant sprinkling considered...

LILE, GEORGE
See: Davis, John W.
George Lile and Andrew Bryan, pioneer Negro Baptist preachers. (In the Journal of Negro history, Vol. 3 No. 2 April 1918 pp. 119-127) NRA

LIEVESLEY, J
See: Sedgfield, John
The righteous scarcely saved and the misery of the wicked. Set forth in a sermon... at the funeral of J. Lievesley. Liverpool. Whitley 7-720AM


THE LIFE AND death of Mr. Vavasor Powell that faithful minister and confessor of Jesus Christ. Wherin his eminent conversion, laborious, successful ministry, excellent conversation, confession of... are faithfully recorded for publick benefit. With some eulogies and epitaphs by his friends... 1671. (6), 208p. NNUT-Mc
NRA

L2262
L2263
L2264
L2265
L2266
L2267
L2268
L2269
L2270
L2271
L2272
L2273
THE LIFE AND death of Mr. Vavasor Powell (continued)  
___174p. McIntyre Whitley 23-671ABGHOPS NRAB  L2274

n.d.] 63p. Cover title. NRAB  L2275

LIFE AT VASSAR: seventy-five years in pictures. Poughkeepsie,  
Vassar cooperative bookshop [1940] 124p. illus. (incl. ports.,  
fascim.) pl. Title vignette, with dates: 1865. 1940. Foreword  
signed: Marian Bacon '22, editor. "Published in celebration of  
the seventy-fifth anniversary of Vassar college and in honor of  
Henry Noble MacCracken in the twenty-fifth year of his presidency."  
NPAB DLC ICU  L2276

1896. 35 leaves. front. (pört.) NRAB  L2277

Whitley 47-833b  L2278

THE LIFE OF H[enry] H[ills] with the relation at large of what passed  
between him and the taylors wife in Blackfriars, &c. [Addresses  
by Kiffin and King] Whitley 18-688ki  L2279

THE LIFE of the Rev. C. H. Spurgeon, from his birth to the present time:  
being a complete biographical history ... London, James Paul, 1860.  
24p. NRAB  L2280

8p. NRAB  L2281

LIFE OF THE Rev. John Newton ... Calcutta: Printed by J. Thomas,  
at the Baptist Mission press, for the Calcutta Christian tract and  
Hindi? NRAB  L2282

LIFE OF RICHARD PHILLIPS, the Baptist preacher who was tried & cast at  
Ryegate, April 26, 1750. London [n.d.] 26p. NRAB  L2283

LIFE OF ROBERT HALL, of Arnsby, England, the father of Robert Hall, of  
Bristol. Phila., 1849. 34p. NRAB  L2284

___[1-2],20,[3-4]p. illus. no. 78. NRAB  L2285

LIGHT, ALFRED W  
Bunhill fields: written in honour and to the memory of the many  
saints of God whose bodies rest in this old London cemetery. With  
chart of the ground ... 2d ed. London, C. J. Farncombe & sons,  
Ltd., 1915-1933. xii, 244p. 2 v. front., illus., plates, plan.  
McIntyre DLC NN NRAB CBB PPEB NJPlaSDB  L2286

LIGHT FOR THE Long Island Baptist Association ... To the Committee of  
investigation appointed by the association at its annual meeting  
held with the Hanson Place Baptist church, Brooklyn, Oct. 21, &  
Awful developments! Port Jefferson, L. I., W. A. Overton, Jr.,  
1874. 76p. NRAB  L2287

LIGHTBURN, JOSEPH ANDREW JACKSON, 1824-1901
[Sketch of life and biographical references] D.A.B. L2289

LIGHTFOOT, JAMES THOMAS, 1854-
Theology and eschatology, 1924. N.T.I. p. 152 L2291

LIGHTNER, ROBERT PAUL
Neo-evangelicalism. Findlay, Ohio, Dunham publ. co.,[1959] 170p. ICU KyLoS PPEB L2292
Neo-liberalism. Chicago, Regular Baptist press, 1959. 100p. TxFwSB L2294

LILBURNE, GEORGE
A most lamentable information of part of the grievances of Muggleswick... sent up by George Lilburne... lp. Whitley 8-642 NRAB(mf) KyLoS(mf) CRF NCWFC L2296

LILBURNE, JOHN, 1614?-1657
See: Frank, Joseph

See: Gibb, H A

Life: See: Gregg, Pauline

Ed.: See: Haller, William, 1885- Non-Baptist
LILBURNE, JOHN, 1614?-1657 (continued)
See: [Kiffin, William] 1616-1701
Whitley 18-641 NRB(mf) LNB(mf) KyLoS
____(2),16p. Pref. signed by William Kiffin. NRB

See: [Kiffin, William, 1616-1701 & others
NRAB ICU

See: Pease, Theodore Calvin, 188701943

See: Robertson, D B
The religious foundations of Leveller democracy. N. Y., King's Crown press, 1951. x,175p. TxFwSB PPEB lHoKcM NRCR DLC

An agreement of the free people of England. Tendered as a peace-offering to this distressed nation. By ... John Lilburne ...

An Alarm to the house of lords: [London?] 1646. 12p. NNC TxU

The resolved mans resolution, to maintain with the last drop of his heart blood, his civill liberties and freedomes. [London, 1647] 40p. Wing No. L2174 NRB

The upright mans vindication: or an epistle ... unto his friends at Theobalds in Hertfordshire. Occasioned by Major William Packers calumniating the said Mr. J. L. Whitley 43-653

LILBURNE, ROBERT, 1613-1665
See: Another victory in Lancashire obtained against the Scots by Major General Harrison and Colonel Lilburne, 12 Sept. 5c.
Whitley 19-651!

Replied to: See: A declaration concerning Colonel ...
Robert Lilburne...

Replied to: See: A letter from Sir Arthur Heislige...

Replied to: See: A remonstrance sent from Colonell Lilburnes Regiment...
LILBURNE, ROBERT, 1613–1665 (continued)

The innocent man's second proffer. Made unto his [John Lilburne's] present adversaries, and communicated unto them by his loving brother &c. s. sh. Whitley 78-649N

[A letter from Newcastle, contained in] A letter from the Kings Majesties court at Hampton concerning the commissioners of the parliament and of the estates of Scotland delivering the propositions to the king. These propositions may be seen in Lansdowne MS. 215, fol. 61. They do not in any way seek a toleration: the Newport treaty based on them is also silent. Whitley 55-647M

Proclamation by the commander-in-chief of all the forces in Scotland, ordering that no person be allowed to travel without a pass. Leith. s. sh. Whitley 28-654 0

Two letters ... to the Lord General, containing the particulars of the total rout and overthrow of the Earl of Derby, and the forces under his command in Lancashire ... Aug. 25, 1651, &c. London, 1651. Whitley 17-651M ICN

LILLIE, JAMES

The commission, or Apostolic baptism, in its subjects and mode. Containing the substance of a discourse ... May 25, 1851 ... First Baptist church, New York. N. Y. : E. R. Tripp, 1851. 40p. IU ME NFAB FprHl ICU NRCR

A reply to Professor Stuart...on the wine question. [London, 1842-52] ICU

Small and simple doses contrasted with bleeding and confused drugging; or, Homoeopathy vs. Allopathy. A lecture ... 1855 ... by James Lillie, M.D., D.D., Toronto, 1855. 40p. DSG NN NRAB

LILLIES BANQUET: or, the star gazers feast, ... for all sects and sorts of persons, both Presbyterians, Anabaptists, &c. [Satire in verse] s. sh. Whitley 79-653M

[LILLY, ANDRES JR.]


LILLYBRIDGE, C


LIMA, DELEYR de SONZA


____1966. 224p. TND

LIMA, ROSALINO da COSTA

Curos Melagrosas Ou Embustes (Miraculous Cures or Frauds). Rio de Janeiro, Casa Publicadora Batista, 1962. TND
LEPOIDS, VICTOR, 1817-1890 (continued)

Judaism, Christianity, and Pedobaptism, etc. in mss. 1868. McIntyre

See: [Judson, A ?]
Memoir of A. Judson D.D. into French in mss. McIntyre

Life of Roger Williams into French: in mss. McIntyre

Life of Sarah D. Comstock (Mrs. A. M. Edmund) in mss. McIntyre

Peter and Benjamin: a dialogue on Baptism; in mss. 1868. McIntyre


Les recherches sur le Baptême, (Researches concerning Baptism) 1849. 168p. McIntyre

_—_ Revised ed. in mss. 1863. McIntyre

The religious belief of the Baptist. in mss. 1868. McIntyre

LEQUESNE, CHARLES THOMAS, 1885-


Spiritual values and spiritual regeneration. Kingsgate press. L1789

LERIN, ALFREDO

Tr.: See: Summers, Ray


Ed.: See: Vedder, Henry Clay, 1853-1935

Breve historia de los Bautistas. Version en Castellano por teo filio Barocio...2nd ed. Corregida y aumentada por el Prof. Alfredo Lerin. El Paso, Casa Bautista de publicaciones, 1940. 269p. NRAB LNB

LERIN, OLIVIA S D de

Maria Gamble Davis; Una Heroina de la fe en Mexico. El Paso, Casa Bautista de publicaciones, 1956. 92p. TND

LERRIGO, PETER HUGH JAMES, 1875-1958


ICU TND KyLoS PLEwB PPEB IOENB CCovB NRCR OGrA
LERRICO. PETER HUGH JALEES, 1875-1958 (continued)


Articles in Baptist missionary magazine etc. 1902-1908. MCINTYRE


God's dynamite: or, Changing a world by prayer...a mission study book for adults and young people; edited by the Department of missionary education, Board of education of the Northern Baptist convention... Phila., Boston [etc.] Judson press [c1925] 5p. 1., 3-184p. DLC NfAB TxFwSB LNE KkCBT OrMcL ICU Tnd NRCR CBB PCC KyloS PPEB CCovB IOtNB

Hewing a station out of the African jungle. N. Y., Published by the Board of missionary cooperation of the Northern Baptist convention for the A.B.P.H.S. [1925] 15, (1)p. Reprinted from the Rock Breakers NRAB

Hymns (79) in Visayan language: published in Isag Kalantahan, 1907. MCINTYRE

Isabel Gonzalez: a missionary story, pub. in Classmate, 1906. MCINTYRE

Comp. See Northern Baptists rethink missions: a study of the report of the Laymen's foreign missions inquiry. N. Y., Baptist board of education, Department of missionary education [1933] 128p. illus. DLC NfAB TxFwSB CRU KkCBT ICU Tnd KyloS PCC PPEB CaNSWA HoKcll NcWfC CCovB MeCA NRCR IOtNB

Omoa. Are you awake? N. Y. [etc.] F. H. Revell co. [c1936] 175p. plates, 2 port. (incl. front.) DLC NfAB TxFwSB KyloS PCC CBB PPEB CCovB IOtNB NRCR NtCA

Opportunities for world service. New world movement. [n.p.] 1919. 27p. diagr. NRAB

Polong and Bolong. Tract. 1909. A.B.F.M. Union. MCINTYRE

Revival at Sona Bata. [N. Y., N.B.C., 1923] 8p. NRAB

Rock-breakers. kingdom building in Kongo land...edited by the Department of missionary education, Board of Education of the Northern Baptist convention...Phila., Judson press [c1922] 7p. 1., 3-200p. front., plates, fold. map. DLC NfAB TnF TxFwSB KyloS PCC CBB PLeWb NcWfC CCovB IOtNB NtCA


LERRIGO, PETER HUGH JAMES, 1875-1958 (continued)
The world thrust of Northern Baptists. N. Y. city, Department of
missionary education, Board of education of the Northern Baptist
convention [c1928] 2p. l. 3-170p. DLC NRAB TxFwSE KKcBT ICU
KyLoS PCC CBB CCovB NITCA NRCR IODNB

LESCH, COMER R
Church public relations at work. Nashville, Convention press

Creative Christian communication. Nashville, Broadman [c1965]
128p. NRAB LNB ICU TND KyLoS PCC MCoKcH CCovB

Mobilization of informational resources: mobilization of resources
paper for missions consultation, Miami Beach, Florida, June 30-
July 3, 1965. [Richmond, Va., Foreign Mission Board, S.B.C.]
1965. 10p. KyLoS

Comp.: See: Sullivan, James L 1910-

125p. NRAB ICU

LESLIE, ANDREW, 1798-1870
1863-64. (M. Her. 1863, 329) 1864: 353. McIntyre

The friends: a true tale of woe and joy. From the East. By
Gilchrist. Containing an account of Baptist mission work in
1831, 66: B. Mag. 1871, 709. McIntyre

Funeral sermon for Mrs. Evans. Calcutta, 1845. Angus

Gospels in Hindi, in Kaithi (or Kythee) character, to John VIII.
1852. McIntyre

Hindi Scriptures. With John Parsons and John Christian revised
N. T. in Hindi. 1846, etc. Pub. 2,500 copies, 1848. McIntyre

Another ed. 2,000 copies 1850. McIntyre

...Memoir of Mrs. Wale Bryne, formerly of Nonphyr, but latterly
of Calcutta. [London] Baptist tract society. No. 47 at head of
title. [n.d.] 8p. McIntyre NRAB

Memoirs and remains of H. E. Page, late a captain in the services
McIntyre Whitley 36-830M

See: Parsons, George Barton, 1813-1840
Memoir of the late Rev. George B. Parsons, missionary to India:
consisting chiefly of letters and papers written by himself.
McIntyre Angus NRAB

Trans.: See: Parsons, J
Matthew revised ed. 1856. (B. Mag. 1847, 319, 361) 1848, 740:
1849, 313: 1853, 321. McIntyre
LESLIE, ANDREW, 1793-1870 (continued)
A short historical view of the Baptists...third edition, corrected
and enlarged. Calcutta, Printed at the Baptist mission press,
1840. 43p. Angus NRAB

__Another ed. Calcutta, 1872. Angus

The vision of the heavenly world; to which is prefixed a memoir
of Mrs. Eliza Leslie, late of Monghyr, Hindoostan: with extracts
McIntyre Whitley 29-828AM

[LESLIE, CHARLES, 1650-1722] Non-Baptist
A discourse proving the divine institution of water-baptism
wherein the Quaker arguments against it, are collected and
confuted. With as much as is needful concerning the Lords supper.
By the author of The snake in the grass...London, printed for C.
Brome, at the Gun, at the West end of St. Pauls. W. Kebelwhite,
at the White Swan, in St. Pauls church-yard. And H. Hindmarsh,
at the Golden Ball, over-against the Royal Exchange, in Cornhill,
1697. London, 1697. 4p. 1., 64p. Whitley 10-697AB/0 NRAB
DLC
PPhRHi KyLoS

A discourse shewing who they are that are now qualify'd to
administer baptism... London, C. Brome, 1698. 62, (2)p. NRAB

Five discourses: viz. on water baptism, etc. London, 1700.
(4), 197p. Angus Whitley 16-700 O CBPaC NcD MH NNUT-Mc
PPhRHi

A religious conference between a minister and a parishioner,
concerning the practice of our orthodox Church of England, in
baptizing infants, by pouring water on their faces or sprinkling
them, and in confirming them, etc. 32p. Whitley 14-696AOTU

Whitley 14-696 1698DS: IGN NNUT-Mc

Wolf stript of his shepherd's cloathing. In answer to a late
82 + 16p. Angus NN NRAB MBC ICU

LESLIE, (MRS.) ELIZA
Life. See: Leslie, Andrew
The vision of the heavenly world; to which is prefixed a memoir
of Mrs. Eliza Leslie, late of Monghyr, Hindoostan: with extracts
from her correspondence. Wightman & Cramp. 182p.
Whitley 29-828AM

LESLIE, JEREMIAH
...Christian baptism. By...of Zanesville, Ohio, a member of a
society which practices water baptism. ...Phila., Tract association
Friends, 1888. 24p. No. 75 at head of title. NPAB

LESLIE, (MISS) MARY ELIZA, 1834-1907
A child of the day. 1882. Repub. in Edinburgh. McIntyre
LESLIE, (MISS) MARY ELIZA, 1834-1907 (continued)
__ 2nd ed. 1869. (B. Mag. 1868 314) (B. Mag. 1870, 46)
McIntyre TxFwSB
Heart echoes from the East; or sacred lyrics and sonnets. London, J. Snow & co., 1861. B. Mag. 1868, 314. 1870, 46. McIntyre
__ 2nd ed. 1869. McIntyre
Sorrows, aspirations and legends from India, poems. London, John Snow, 1858. B. Mag. 1858, 697 rev. McIntyre

LESLIE, WILLIAM HENRY, 1868-1935
Apostolic history. Pub. at Banza Manteke. McIntyre

__ Matthew. about 1910. McIntyre
__ Psalms, Part I, 1898. Banza Manteke. B. M. Mag. 1898, 441:
1899, 379. McIntyre

Henry's outlines of church history, in Congo dialect. Probably his. B. M. Mag. 1904, 493. McIntyre

McIntyre

How prayer overcame the fetishes. [Boston, A.B.M.U., 1909] 4p. NRAB

[Mbanza Manteke, 189-?] MR(mut.)

Nkanda wa salu kia Yisu ye sintumua zintumua zandi. Wasonua kua
192p. MH

Nkanda wamoyo wajizusi. Wasonua kua W. H. Leslie. Mbanza
Manteke, Kongo, 1900. (2), 162p. (In Kongo) MH

Outline of Old Testament history, in Banza Manteke dialect. 1906.
E. T. Wells) McIntyre

LESLIE, WILLIAM HENRY, 1868-1935 (continued)
__Boston, A.B.M.U. [1906] 6p. folder. NRAB

McIntyre

Jt. au.: See: Welles, E. T.
Yinkulu ya Luwawam Luankulu. Yasekulu kua E. T. Welles
(Luse 1-80), ye W. H. Leslie (Luse 81-162) Banza Manteke, Congo
State, A.B.M.U., 1905. 158, (4)p. NRAB

Yinkulu ya esi yidea yina va kat i kua Luwawanu luankulu ye luampa.
Banza Manteke, Congo State, A.B.M.U., 1906. 44p. NRAB

LESTER, ANDREW DOUGLAS, 1939-
Implications of the needs and experiences of selected adolescents
for the church’s ministry. Th.D. Thesis, S.B.T.S., Louisville,
Ky., 1967. xii, 340p. KyLoS

LESTER, CHARLES EDWARD, 1815-1890 (supposed author)
__Life: See: Houston, Samuel, 1793-1863
Life of Sam Houston. (The only authentic memoir of him ever
published.) ... Illustrated. N. Y., J. C. Derby, 1855. xi,
13-402p. "Perhaps by Charles Edward Lester" -- Sabin. Lester,
Charles Edward, supposed author -- Library of Congress. McIntyre
Sabin TxFwSB KyLoS Mii MeLB

LESTER, JAMES
Importance of religious knowledge. Yorkshire & Lancashire assoc.
Circular letter...1913. NRAB

LESTER, JAMES ADAMS
Th.M. New Orleans Baptist Theological Seminary. Index of Graduate
Theses, No. 1034. Historical Commission publication No. 1730.
NRAB(mf) LNB TND(mf)

LESTER, P. G.
Hymn and tune book for use in Old School or Primitive Baptist
NFAB

[L'ESTRANGE, SIR ROGER] 1616-1704 Non-Baptist
An apology for the protestants: being a full justification of
their departure from the Church of Rome, with fair and practicable
proposals for a re-union. Done out of French into English by
154p. TxFwSB

Dissenters sayings. The second part. ...London, Printed for
Joanna Brome, 1681. (12), 79p. NRAB PPrHI ICU


The reformed Catholique: or, the true protestant. London, Henry
Brome, 1679. 35p. TxFwSB
[L'ESTRANGE, SIR ROGER] 1616-1704 Non-Baptist (continued)
A reply to the reasons of the Oxford-clergy against addressing.
London, printed by L. Hills, Printer to the King, 1687. 20p.
DLC

tolerant discuss'd. London, Printed for Henry Brome, 1663.
NcWfC

LETTER ADDRESSED TO Rev. Enoch Pond...
See: Nott, Samuel

A LETTER CONCERNING toleration. Licensed, Octob. 3. 1689. The
second edition corrected. London, Printed for Awsham Churchill
at the Black Swan in Ave-Mary Lane, 1690. ii, 87p. NRAB MoLiWiJ

A LETTER FROM a clergyman, giving his reasons for refusing to administer
baptism in private, by the public form as desired by a gentleman

2nd ed. London, 1769. Angus

London, Pr. in the year 1769. 56p. NRAB

LETTER FROM A field officer at Madras in the service of the E. I. C.
to a member of the Board of Controll, on the conversion of the
Hindoos. [London production?] Whitley 30-813

LETTER FROM A justice of the peace concerning conventicles.
Whitley 11-680 OS

LETTER FROM A minister of the Church of England to one of his
parishioners, concerning the objections made by the Antipedobaptists
to infant baptism. Whitley 43-813M

A LETTER FROM a minister of the Church of England, to the pretended
Baptist, author of the three considerations directed to Mr. Penn.
1688. Angus

LETTER FROM COLONEL BARKESTEAD, Colonel Okey...to their friends in
the congregated churches in London. Whitley 16-6621!

LETTER FROM IRENOPOLIS to the inhabitants of Eleutheropolis: or,
an address to the dissenters of Birmingham. By a member of the
established church. Birmingham. Whitley 17-792T

LETTER FROM...MONCK...together with Major-general Overtons answer
thereeto. Whitley 3-660M

LETTER FROM SHREWSBURY, setting forth the design which the Anabaptists
and Quakers had to secure the Castle, etc. [The day before this
was written, The Rump invited the members of the Long Parliament,
purged out by Pride in 1648, to resume their seats. The letter is
dated 27 February, and has been assigned to 1660-1, in the alarm
about Venner's rising, but it refers to the parliament, which did
not exist in February, 1660-1] [See next item]
A LETTER FROM Shrewsbury, setting forth the design which the Anabaptists and Quakers had to secure the Castle, and to have received five hundred more to them in opposition to the Parliament. Dated Salop, Feb. 27, 1660. London, Printed for T. H. [n.d.] Broadside. Whitley 13-660M NRAB(mf) KyLoS(mf) CBB(mf) NcWfC L1883

LETTER FROM SIR Arthur Hesilrige, to the Speaker of the House of Commons of a great victory obtained by the parliament’s forces. With Colonel [Robert] Lilburns letter to Sir Arthur Hesilrige [on 1 July]. Non-Baptist. Whitley 26-648M L1884

LETTER FROM SIR Hardress Waller...to Lieutenant General Ludlowe, with his answer to the same. (A declaration of Waller as to Ludlow’s proceedings at Duncannon is in T.) Whitley 10-660M L1885

LETTER FROM THE member of Parliament, in answer to the letter of the divine, concerning the bill for uniting Protestants. [London, 1689?] 8p. DLC L1886

LETTER FROM THE Presbyterian ministers of the association about Boston to the Baptists at Providence, with the Baptists’ remarkable answer. Phila. Whitley 2-724 L1887

LETTER FROM THE rector of * * * * * in the diocese of Bath and Wells, to Doctor Gill, author of [8-751, reprinted 1801] Whitley 44-805M L1888


A LETTER OF religion to the Protestant dissenters...in the county of Kent... by a curate of the same county. Whitley 40-675 L1890

LETTER SENT TO my Lord Mayor
See: [Streater, Aaron]
A letter sent to my Lord Mayor and his venerable bretheren; by no athist, no papist, no Arminian...or Brownist but an honest beleaving Protestant... Written by A. S. London, Printed in the yeare 1642. 1p. 1., 6p. DLC KyLoS(mf) L1891

LETTER SENT TO the Lord Mayor of London by Lieut. Col. Kiffen, Capt. Gosfright, Capt. Hewling, and Lieut. Lawes, touching the [seizing!] of their persons. Also shewing the forgery and falsehood of [the preceding] etc. Henry hill. Non-Baptist. Whitley 15-660M0 L1892

A LETTER TO a Baptist minister... with a particular right of infant baptism. Shrewsbury, 1776. 147p. LNB L1893

LETTER TO CERTAIN dissenting ministers. Whitley 20-771P L1894

A LETTER TO a gentlewoman concerning baptism. Also an office, or form of prayer, for the use of adult persons. London, 1732. Angus L1895

LETTER TO BAPTISTS [By a Baptist of twenty-five years standing] [n.p.n.d.] 8p. NcWfC L1896

LETTER TO JAMES ALEXANDER HALDANE on his sermon upon the late fires, etc. By a layman. Non-Baptist. Whitley 87-325AMOT L1897
LETTER TO LORD HOLLAND, occasioned by the petition from the General body of the Dissenting ministers of London, for the relief of the Roman Catholics. With strictrures on a petition of an opposite nature, from some Dissenting ministers. By a member of the General Body. London: Holdsworth & Ball, 1829. 40p. NN L1898

LETTER TO MR. WILLIAM VIDLER, in answer to one from him, which is also annexed, etc. Non-Baptist. Whitley 35-809 L1899

LETTER TO ONE of the chief ministers of the non-conforming party. Whitley 51-674W MBC L1900

LETTER TO THE author of [27-778, Robinson] By a layman. Non-Baptist. Whitley 20-7822 L1901

LETTER TO THE Baptist church at Kingston-Upon-Hull by three of its members: giving their reasons for separating, etc. Whitley 10-788 L1902

LETTER TO THE General Baptist Churches [from the new Connexion Association at St. Ives] [1778] Whitley 6-778 NcWfC(mf) L1903

LETTER TO THE General Baptist churches [of the New Connexion, to support the Academy founded this year] Whitley 11-797M L1904

LETTER TO THE Marquis of Lansdowne on the policy of his proposed bill relative to the marriage of dissenters, grounded on a view of the dangerous inroads of dissent, from concessions already granted with notes by a member of the Church of England. York. 95p. Whitley 15-823V L1905

A LETTER TO the pretended Baptist. By a minister of the Church of England. Whitley 14-688Ac L1906

LETTER TO THE Rev. Dr. James Kidd, on the subject of his recent and long-continued misrepresentations of the sentiments of Anti-paedobaptists, including a review of his Treatise on Infant Baptism. By Antipaedobaptist. Aberdeen. 63p. Whitley 54-825A L1907

LETTER TO THE Rev. J. Butler
See: [Quinby, Hosea]
A letter to the Rev. J. Butler, containing a review of his "Friendly letters to a lady," together with a general outline of the doctrine of the Freewill Baptists. By a Freewill Baptist [pseud.] Limerick, Silas Curtis, 1832. 160, (1)p. (For author ascription see Free Baptist Cycl.; 1880 Centennial; & Morning Star 3-12-79) DLC CSmil NRB L1908


LETTER TO THE Rev. Mr. J. Gill, containing remarks on some passages in the dedication to [his "Christ the Saviour"]... 31p. Non-Baptist. Whitley 15-737BM L1910
LETTER TO THE REV. John Martin. Occasioned by his intended speech on the repeal of the test and corporation acts. By no reverend dissenter. 32p. WH


A LETTER TO the Rt. Honble the Lord-Mayor, on the sacramental qualification. With some observations on the sermon preached before his Lordship on the 10th of January, 1790. London, Printed for J. Johnson, 1790. 29p. [Non-Baptist] NRAB

LETTERS ADDRESSsed TO a person baptized on a profession of faith. Sixth edition. Button. Whitley 40-814

LETTERS BY MR. EWING and the Rev. Dr. Ryland respecting a passage in [the foregoing]. Glasgow. 4p. [Non-Baptist] Whitley 91-816V

LETTERS CONCERNING THE Regium Donum, addressed to the Morning Chronicle. (The Museum has an undated Address to Protestant Dissenters on the same topic) Whitley 15-792P


LETTERS FROM AMERICAN Baptist ministers about "A message from the Baptist union of Great Britain and Ireland to the Baptists of the United States of America." Baltimore, Md., Printed and distributed by R. H. Edmonds [1917?] 1p, 1., 5-50p., 1 l. DLC NRAB

LETTERS FROM THE churches to the Long Island Baptist association, 1908. [n.p.n.d.] 24p. NRAB

LETTERS OF CORRESPONDENCE from the Baptist churches in Ireland in the year 1653-6, with the Baptist churches in England and Wales; extracted from Tytmey's History of the English Baptists...London, T. Smith [1813] 16p. Angus NRAB


LETTERS OF SEVERAL missionaries addressed to the Executive Committee. Maulmain, ptd. for the subscribers, 1854. 108p. NRAB


LETTERS ON BAPTISM: a second course. London, 1757. 52p. NRAB

LETTERS ON THE church. By an Episcopalian. 192p. Whitley 84-826

LEUSCHNER, MARTIN LUTHER, 1904-

LEVERETT, MARGARET

LEVERING, EUGENE, 1845-1928
See: Scott, James Brown
The Hague peace conferences of 1899 and 1907, a series of lectures delivered before the John Hopkins University in the year 1907, by James Brown Scott, ...in two volumes...Baltimore, the Johns Hopkins press, 1909. On verso of half title: At the thirteenth annual meeting of the Mohawk Conference on International Arbitration, Mr. Eugene Levering of Baltimore offered a sum of money to be devoted to advancing the aims of the conference... Mr. Levering's generous donation has been employed in defraying the expenses of this publication. KyLoS L1929

LEVERING, JOSHUA, 1845-1935

Prohibition, whence it came and why? Address in the University Baptist Church, Baltimore, Md., Nov. 21, 1930, at the request of the Men's Bible Class. 32p. KyLoS L1931

LEVERING, NATHAN
The Constitution of the American Baptist Society, for propagating the Gospel, established Jan. 1, 1817. Phila., Published by order of the society, by Jacob Frick & co. 8p. (Membership included Horatio G. Jones, Theophilus Harris, Thomas Roberts, Wm. E. Ashton, John Watts, George P. Curwen, and Nathan Levering) NRAB L1932

LEVERING, RALPH ISAAC
See: Philadelphia (Pa.) Roxborough Baptist church
...Sesqui-centennial souvenir containing a brief history of the church by...Also the officiary 1939-1940. 14p. NRAB L1933
LEVI, DAVID  Non-Baptist
Letters to...Mr. Bicheno, etc. occasioned by their remarks on
Mr. D. L. answer to Mr. Priestley's first letter to the Jews.
ii, 15° p. Whitley 18-7898

__3rd ed. 1793. Whitley 18-789 1793M

LEVINGTON, JOHN  Non-Baptist
Scripture baptism defended, and Anabaptist notions proved to be
anti-Scriptural novelties. Detroit, T. K. Adams, Monroe, Mich.,
The author [etc., 1865] xii, 143p. DLC NRAB

__4th ed. Detroit, Adams [n.d.] PPrHi

__[N. Y.] 1865. DLC

PPrHi PPEB

__Chicago, Published by Poe & Hitchcock [etc] 1866. 242p.
NRAE NRCR

DLC ICU NRAB

LEVY, EDGAR MORTIMER, 1822-1906
Life. See: [Newark (N. J.) South Baptist church]
A tribute of affection to a faithful pastor [Edgar H. Levy]
N. Y., John A. Gray & Green, 1869. 14, (1)p. NRAE

The Baptist harp, etc. 1849. Co-editor with Dr. G. B. Ide
and others. McIntrye

Jt. comp.: See: Baptist praise book for congregational singing.
Prepared by Richard Fuller, E. M. Levy, S. D. Phelps, H. C. Fish,
Manly, Jr., J. P. Holbrook, spec. mus. ed. N. Y., & Chic., A. S.
Barnes & co., [1871] 640p. (1311 hymns and doxologies, etc.)
OrMcL

__1872. McIntrye NRAE ICU

__Chapel ed. N. Y., Barnes, 1873. 6p. 1., 289p. MeWaC

__N. Y. & Chic., A. S. Barnes & co., 1875. 535 18p. (Hymns
with music) TxFwSB

__Chapel edition. For the social meeting, Sunday-school and
sanctuary. N. Y. [etc] A. S. Barnes & co., 1875. 28°p. NRAE
KyLoS

From bondage to freedom: or, How I entered into rest. Boston,
Advocate of Christian holiness [n.d.] 27p. NRAE PCC

__Boston, McDonald, Gill & co. 1888. 48p. McIntrye DLC
LEVY, EDGAR MORTIMER, 1822-1906 (continued)

God's proclamation of freedom. A discourse preached in the Baptist church, Flemington, N. J., at the 25th anniversary of the New Jersey Baptist State Convention, Nov. 15, 1864. Newark, F. Starbuck, 1864. 16p. NRAB

History of the Newark Baptist city mission from its origin in 1851 to its seventeenth anniversary in 1868. N. Y., Kurd & Houghton [etc.] 1869. 142p. front. McIntyre DLC ICU LMA NRAB

NRU TxFwSB LNB KKcBT OrMcL TND KyLoS PPEB CBB PCC CCovB NcWfc IOBNB

Kind words to Baptists. McIntyre


____2nd thous. Phila., A.B.P.S. [c1851] 180p. NRAB

Memorial sermons preached in the Berean Baptist church, Phila. Boston, McDonald, Gill & co. [1890] 126p. (pp. 113-126: Record of baptisms from Jan. 2, 1845 to Dec. 7, 1890) NRAB TND KyLoS PCC PPEB

A minister hindered by unreasonable men: a sermon preached Sept. 10, 1862 at the installation of the Rev. J. B. Horse, into the pastoral office of the Baptist church at Morristown, N. J. Newark, Francis Starbuck, 1862. 27p. MB NRAB

National thanksgiving. A sermon, preached in the North Baptist church, Newark, N. J., before the united congregations of the city, Thursday morning, Nov. 24, 1864. N. Y., Holman, 1864. 18p. DLC NRAB


A pastor's joy. A discourse, preached in the First Baptist church, West Phila., March 5, 1848. Phila., S. H. Clark, 1848. 8p. NRAB

Pearls of promise. Scripture tests...Boston [1886] 124p. DLC

The three prayers offered before the Republican conventions. 1856-1900-1906. [n.p.n.d.] 3p. NRAB

Upper room believers, or Bible readings delivered at the Friday meetings. Phila., Christian standard co. [1897] 74p. McIntyre DLC

LEVY, GEORGE EDWARD

See: Acadia University

A catalogue of the Maritime Baptist historical collection in the library of Acadia University. ... Kentville, N. S., Kentville pub. co., ltd. 1955. 41,(3)p. Foreword signed George E. Levy. NRAB
LEVY, GEORGE EDWARD (continued)


LEVY, HERMAN DAVID, 1912–

LEVY, MAURICE AMBROSE, 1874–1940

Life and character. Lakewood, N. J., 1924. xi, 264p. DLC L1970

LEVY, MAURICE EUGENE

LEWELYN, WILLIAM Non-Baptist Treatise on baptism; or, The doctrine of baptism. Leominster, 1790. 176p. Angus NRAB L1972


The authority of the Sabbath and the authority of the Bible are inseparable. Plainfield, N. J., A.S.T.S., 1866. 16p. Tracts on the Sabbath Question, No. 2. NJPlaSDB L1975


LEWIS, ABRAHAM HERBERT, 1836-1908 (continued)

...To which is added an important chapter on 'The origin of
the week.' Alfred Centre, N. Y., The American Sabbath tract
society, 1884. 2p. l., [3]-150, 6p. (First published in 1870,
under title: The Sabbath and the Sunday) DLC NNUT PCC NAIf
NJPlaSDB

__2nd ed. rev. Alfred Centre, 1888. 140p. ICU NN NRAB NAIf
NJPlaSDB

The Catholicization of Protestantism on the Sabbath question: or,
Sunday - observance non-protestant. Plainfield, N. J., American
Sabbath tract society, 1897. 60p. NJPlaSDB NN NNUT KyLoS NAIf

32p. NJPlaSDB

The corruption of Christianity through paganism during the first
ICU NJPlaSDB MNotCA

A critical history of the Sabbath and the Sunday in the Christian
church. Alfred Centre, N. Y., The American Sabbath tract society,
1886. viii, 583p. CSmH DLC NN NRAB MeLB TND IO8NB NAIf
NJPlaSDB

__2nd ed. rev. Plainfield, N. J., The American Sabbath tract
society, 1903. v, 412p. DLC NRAB TxFwSB KyLoS PCC CCovB NAIf
NJPlaSDB

A critical history of Sunday legislation from 321 to 1888 A.D.
N. Y., D. Appleton and co., 1888. x p., 1 l., 279p. DLC MH NWA
NNUT NRAB LNB MoLiWJ MeLB KyLoS PCC MoKCh NAIf HRCR NJPlaSDB

Does the New Testament teach the observance of Sunday? Plainfield,
N. J., 1896. 16p. NJPlaSDB

Enforced Sunday idleness promotes crime, or the Evolution and
future of Sunday legislation. The American Sabbath tract society,
Plainfield, N. J., 1905. 16p. NJPlaSDB NAIf

Evolution and future of Sunday legislation. Plainfield, American
Sabbath tract society, 1905. 16p. MB NRAB NAIf

"How did Sunday come into the Christian church?" (It did not come
through the New Testament, nor the Apostles) Plainfield, N. J.,
A.S.T.S. [n.d.] 8p. NJPlaSDB

Letters to young preachers and their hearers. Plainfield, American
Sabbath tract society, 1900. 230p. port. IU NRAB NAIf
NJPlaSDB

Outline History of Sunday Legislation. Plainfield, N. J.,
A.S.T.S., 1896. 12p. (Tracts on the Sabbath Question, No. 9)
NJPlaSDB
LEWIS, ABRAHAM HERBERT, 1836-1908 (continued)

Paganism surviving in Christianity. N. Y., G. P. Putnam's sons, 1892. xv, 309p. DLC ICU 1B NRBIB NBuC NRU CU MNU T ICN MBr-Z

MiU NRCR KyLoS PlEwB PPEB IOBN NB NaIf NJPlaSDB L1992


Reasons for giving the Sabbath a rehearing. Plainfield, N. J., 1896. 16p. (Tracts on the Sabbath Question, No. 4) NJPlaSDB L1994

The restitution. Cat. of A. B. Hist. Soc. p. 34 L1995

Roman catholics and the Sabbath; or, Sunday-observance non-Protestant. N. Y., A.S.T.S., 1894. 47p. NRCR NJPlaSDB L1996

The Sabbath and pure Christianity. Westerly, R. I., American Sabbath Tract Society, 1867. 20p. NJPlaSDB L1997


Ed. 4. N. Y., 1894. 48p. NN NRBIB LNB HBC NAIf NJPlaSDB L2005


LEWIS, ABRAM EERBERT, 1836-1908 (continued)
A Seventh-day Baptist hand-book. Alfred Centre, N. Y., American
NRU KyLoS PCC NjPlaSDB NRCR L2008
Revised ed. Plainfield, N. J., 1896. 48p. NRAB TND KyLoS NALf
NjPlaSDB L2009
Spiritual Sabbathism. Plainfield, N. J., American Sabbath tract
society, 1910. xvi, 223p. front. (port.) DLC NRAB KyLoS PCC
IOBNE NALf NjPlaSDB L2010
Studies in Sabbath reform. Plainfield, N. J., American Sabbath
tract society, 1898. 125p. NN NRAB KyLoS NALf NjPlaSDB L2011
Sunday from the middle of the second century to the Protestant
on the Sabbath Question, No. 8) NjPlaSDB L2012
Sunday laws, past and present. A lecture in the Hall of Philosophy,
at Chautauqua, Aug. 8, 1881. Reported by the "Chautauqua Herald"
and revised by the author. Alfred, N. Y., 1881. 16p.
NjPlaSDB L2013
Sunday legislation. Its history to the present time and its results.
New ed. N. Y., D. Appleton & co., 1902. xiv, 297p. NRAB KyLoS
PPEB L2014
Sunday observance is non-Protestant. Plainfield, N. J., A.S.T.S.,
1912. 32p. See: "The Catholicization of Protestantism on the
Sabbath Question - 1897" NjPlaSDB L2015
Sunday Rest Bill - U.S. Senate. Notes of a hearing before the
Committee on Education & Labor, Thursday, Dec. 13, 1888. [Remarks
by Dr. Lewis, p. 41-44; p. 63-67, p. 102] NjPlaSDB L2016
Sunday since the Protestant Reformation. Plainfield, N. J.,
A.S.T.S., 1896. 12p. (Tracts on the Sabbath Question, No. 11)
NjPlaSDB L2017
Swift decadence of Sunday. What next? Plainfield, N. J., American
Sabbath tract society, 1899. 1 p. 1., vi p., 1 l., 273p. DLC
MoLiWJ NALf NjPlaSDB L2018
2nd ed. rev. Plainfield, N. J., American Sabbath tract society,
1900. vi, v, 223, (1)p. NRAB KyLoS NALf NjPlaSDE L2019
The Time of Christ's Resurrection and the Observance of Sunday.
N. Y., March, 1892. 16p. (Sabbath Reform Library, Vol. 1, No. 3)
NjPlaSDB L2020
NjPlaSDE L2021
Various reasons for observing Sunday. Plainfield, N. J., A.S.T.S.,
1896. 16p. (Tracts on the Sabbath Question, No. 12) NjPlaSDB L2022
LEWIS, ABRAM HERBERT, 1836-1908 (continued)

Why I am a Seventh-Day Baptist. Why I am what I am. [etc., etc.]
Contains contributions, among which are "Why I am a Baptist",
by R. S. MacArthur and "Why I am a Seventh-Day Baptist", by
A. H. Lewis. NRAB

(Reprinted from The Press, of New York, for Sunday, Feb. 9, 1891)

2nd ptg. 1911. Plainfield, N. J., A.S.T.S. NjP1aSDB


In: Sabbath Reform Library, Vol. 1, No. 7. A.S.T.S., Alfred,
N. Y., 1892. NjP1aSDB

LEWIS, AHZI, 1746-1819 Non-Baptist

Address to pedobaptist churches concerning the standing and
discipline of baptized children. Lansingburgh, Tracy & Bliss,
1813. 20p. MWA NRAB LNB

To which is added, an address to baptized children...Somers
CSmH MBC

The covenant-interest, of the children of believers, illustrated
and proved: and considered as a solid foundation for infant
64p. CCrHi CyD LC NRAB PPrHi

LEWIS, BILL H., 1927-
The meaning of church membership. With an introduction by
Robert G. Lee. 22p. KyLoS

LEWIS, CADWALLADER, 1811-1882

Life: See: Lewis, John Alexander, 1841-
A biographical sketch of the Rev. Cadwallader Lewis of Bel-Air,
Franklin County, Kentucky, by his son, John A. Lewis, of Georgetown,
Kentucky. [Published about 1895] 19p. KyLoS

See: Lewis, John, 1784-1858
A brief account of the school, for the liberal education of boys,
proposed to be established at Covington, Ky. opposite Cincinnati,
Ohio. By John Lewis...Covington, Ky. R. C. Langdon & W. A.
Camron, 1831. 8p. p. 8 'Mr. Cadwallader Lewis, now at the
University of Virginia, will be associated with me in the institution,
and he will open it for the reception of pupils on the 20th of
October next.'

LEWIS, CHARLES BENNETT, 1821-1890

An account of the Persian life of the celebrated St. Peter, as
presented to the great Akbar by a nephew of Francis Xavier. N. Her.
1878, 163. McIntyre

Address on occasion of designation of Albert Williams to Calcutta.
(see under A. Williams) 1866. McIntyre
LEWIS, CHARLES BENNETT, 1821-1890 (continued)
An appeal for our foreign missions. A paper read before the autumnal session of the Baptist Union, held in Broad Street Chapel, Nottingham, October 14, 1873. 11p. MNTCA


Bengali Scriptures - With James Thomas revised psalms and Proverbs, 1848, etc. McIntyre

___ Assisted J. Wenger on portions revised, 1849, etc. McIntyre

___ N. T. rev., pub. 1852. O. T. 1852. McIntyre

Bible in Bengali. Handy edition. 1867. McIntyre

Ed.: See: Bible O. T. Bengali
Old Testament in Bengali. 3rd ed. rev. 1855-1861 (With Dr. J. Wenger and James Thomas) McIntyre

The evidences of Christianity. M. Her. 1878, 302. McIntyre

Hindustani Scriptures - N. T. complete 1851. (With James Thomas) (B. Mag. 1851, 822) McIntyre


The Oriental Baptist: a periodical in India - some 15 vols. in 1878. McIntyre

Persian N. T. complete; assisted by Jas. Thomas. 1851. B. Mag. 1851, 313; 1852, 315. McIntyre

Edited many portions of Persian New Testament (Henry Martyn's version revised) 15,000 copies pub. under his care. 1850. McIntyre

Edited several Bengali, Urdu and other works, for Rel. Tract Society of Calcutta. M. Her. 1890, 413. McIntyre

LEWIS, CLAUDE

LEWIS, DAVID RHYS (Ordained in 1895)
These fifty years, 1863-1913; Jubilee celebrations, West Vale Baptist church, Yorkshire. Printed by Marmaduke Pilling & sons, ltd. 1913. 28p. McIntyre
LEE, ROBERT LETT

Ed.: See: Louisiana Baptist in action ... ed. by Robert L. Lee. West Monroe, Quality, 1954. 77p. illus., map (folding) LNB L1477

LEE, SHAU YAN
China has a ten thousand mile spiritual wall. Norfolk, Va., 1946. 82,(1), and section in Chinese. "Second printing" NRAB L1478

How to win the Chinese. Norfolk, Va. 1946. 151,(1)p. Third printing" NRAB L1479

LEE, W. T.
Jt. au.: See: Foote, G. W.
Theism or atheism: which is the more reasonable? A public debate between Mr. W. T. Lee...and Mr. G. W. Foote... held in the Temperance Hall, Derby, May 15 and 16, 1895...London, Porder, 1896. 90p. NN L1480

Debates defending Christianity, with Mrs. Annie Besant, G. W. Foote and Joseph McCabe. McIntyre L1481

My neighbor and God. 1914. McIntyre L1482

LEE, W. W.
Evils of infant baptism. [n.p., n.pub.] 1909. 23p. LNB L1483

LEE, WALTER MAYBERRY, 1880-1930
Bryan book. A record of one of the first families of the state of Georgia. [n.p.n.d.] unpaged. LNB L1484


LEE, WALTER MAYBERRY, 1880-1930 (continued)

An historical sketch of Bethany Baptist church. [n.p.n.d.] 8p. NRAB LNB  L1493

Historical sketch of Cochran and Cochran Baptists. [n.p.n.d.] 26p. NRAB      L1494


Historical sketch of the First Baptist church, Moore Haven, Fla. [n.p.n.d.] 12p. NRAB LNB  L1497

Historical sketch of the First Baptist church of Moultrie, Ga. [n.p.n.d.] 9p. NRAB  L1498

A historical sketch of Gordon (Ga.) and the Baptists. [n.p.n.d.] 12p. NRAB LNB  L1499

Historical sketch of Houston County Baptists. [n.p.] January, 1923. 10p. NRAB LNB KyLoS  L1500


Lee, Walter Hayberry, 1880-1930 (continued)


History of the Evergreen, Macedonia and Empire Baptist churches in Bleckley and Dodge Counties. [Cochran, Ga., 1920] 12p. DLC NRAB LNB


__[n.p.] 1919. unpaged. LNB


History of the First Baptist church of Macon, Georgia. [n.p.n.d.] 24p. NRAB LNB


History of the Little River association of missionary Baptists in southwest Georgia. [n.p.n.d.] 74p. NRAB


History of Ocilla, Mystic, Big Creek, New Mt-Zion, Holt, Pinetta, and Irwinville Baptist churches. [n.p.n.d.] 14p. NRAB


History of the Pulaski association of missionary Baptists in Georgia. [n.p.n.d.] 20p. NRAB LNB KyLoS

LEE, WALTER HAYBERRY, 1880-1930 (continued)


History of South Georgia Baptists. Rochelle, Ga. [n.d.] 100p. LNB


A little visit to the Baptist church on the Kiowa. [The first Baptist church in Georgia, founded 1772] (In the Review and exposer Vol. J0 No. 3 July 1923 p. 317-330.) [Kiokee Baptist church] NRAB KyLoS

Ed.: See: Marshall, Jabez Pleiades - 1832


Comp.: See: Rochelle (Ga,) First Baptist church

LEE, WILLIAM C


LEECHMAN, JOHN, 1803-1874

Catechism, for Bengali School. Calcutta. About 1836. (B. Mag. 1839, 443) McIntyre

Christ's many crowns: an unfinished Mss. McIntyre

Comfort concerning those who sleep in Jesus; a discourse occasioned by the lamented death of Mrs. John A. Rankin. Preached in the Baptist chapel, Irvine, 20th September, 1846...Glasgow: Maclehoose, 1846. 27p. NN


Journal of a tour in Ceylon and India etc. 1852. (Collaborator with Joshua Russell) McIntyre

Logic, or the science and art of reasoning. About 1835. First pub. in Serampore, India. (B. Mag. 1874, 411, 414) McIntyre

__Republ. in Great Britain; 4 eds. McIntyre

__2nd ed. Glasgow, 1845. Angus
LEECHMAN, JOHN, 1803-1874 (continued)
Logic; designed as an introduction to the study of reasoning. 4th ed. London, Allan, 1864. MH

LEEDOM, H.P.S. HARRIET

LEEDS (ENG.) EBENEZER BAPTIST CHURCH
Life: See: Crabtree, William

Life: See: Price, William

LEEK, CHARLES FRANKLIN, 1892-


Watching the World. ASB p. 306

LEEK, WILLIAM

LEENHARDT, FRANZ J (1902-)
Non-Baptist
Le baptême chrétien; son origine sa signification. Neuchatel, Delachaux & Niestlé [c1944] 74p. DLC TXFwSB KkcbT KyLoS NRCR

---[c1946] ICU

LEFTWICH, J. T.
The duty of the church in view of the law and the testimony against the sin of social dancing; discussed in two sermons. Atlanta, Ga., Harrison, 1878. 45p. NCWfC

A LEGAL ATTEMPT to enforce the practice of infant baptism: being a genuine copy of a Petition to Parliament, by the nurses and chambermaids of the cities of London [etc.] against the Anabaptists. To which is added a counter petition by the wives of the Anabaptists and a letter to the Rev. John Horsey, by Amy Caudle. London, J. Buckland, 1786. 49p. NRAB

LEGATUS [pseud.]
An elegy on the death of the Reverend Mr. John Ryland, M.A. London, For the author, 1792. 20p. McIntyre Whitley 51-792M0 NRAB
THE LEGITIMATE CONSEQUENCES of a spiritual reception of the doctrines of the everlasting gospel. [Circular of the Norfolk & Suffolk New, at Radleigh] Bungay. 24p. Whitley 11-834A

LEGUAT, FRANCOIS Non-Baptist
Voyage et aventures de Francois Leguat, & de ses compagnons en deux isles desertes des Indes Orientales. Tom. I. A Londres, David Mortier, 1703. v. 1 only. front., maps. Autograph of William Carey. NRAB

L'HARDY, FERDINAUD Non-Baptist
Le bapteme des enfants. Paris, 1882. 554p. NRAB

LEHMANN, GAYLORD LEON, 1932-

LEHMANN, GOTTFRIED WILHELM, 1799-1882
Life: See Lehmann, Joseph, 1832-1907
Gottfried Wilhelm Lehmann, Grunder und erster prediger der Baptisten-Gemeinde in Berlin...Hamburg, J. G. Oncken nachfolger (Phil. Bickel), 1887. 68p. front. (port.) McIntyre NRAB

Life: See: Luckey, Hans
Gottfried Wilhelm Lehmann und die Entstehung einer deutschen freikirche. Kassel, J. G. Oncken Nachf. c1930. TxFwSB


Ed.: History of the Baptist churches in Germany and adjacent countries since 1834, edited by G. W. Lehmann...tr. by Rev. G. Anderson. Berlin, E. Buchbinder, print. 1869. 23p. NRAB RPB TxFwSB NRCR

Der Moderne Esau vor einem besauderen Linsengericht: The Modern Esau before a particular pottage of Lentiles. A sermon. McIntyre

Trans.: See: Pengilly, Richard

Religious liberty in Germany. A letter to the assembly of the German evangelical churches, held in Berlin...1853. London, 1854. 24p. Angus

1854. In German. McIntyre
LEHMANN, GOTTFRIED WILHELM, 1799-1882 (continued)
   Trans. into English by Rev. B. Pratten, 1854. London, Holston & Stoneman. McIntyre
   L1574
   "Uber die Irvingianer: pamphlet, on the Irvingites. 1853."
   McIntyre
   L1575

LEHMANN, GUSTAV ADOLPHUS
   Consultant: See: Hymns and songs of the spirit. Valley Forge
   NRAB
   L1576

LEHMANN, MRS. GUSTAV ADOLPHUS
   See: Lehmann, Mrs. Huldah (Moser) -1968
   L1577

LEHMANN, MRS. HULDHA(MOSER) -1968
   Life: See: Rochester (N.Y.) Immanuel Baptist Church
   A service in loving memory of Huldah Moser Lehmann. August 18,
   L1578

LEHMANN, JOSEPH, 1832-1907
   Life: See: Mener, Emil
   Joseph Lehmann. Eine Skizze seines Lebens und Wirkens. Von
   L1579
   Christi Gemeinde und Bundesstiftungen nach der Schrift. Christ's
   church and ordinances according to the Scriptures. Cassel,
   G.B.P.S., 1900. McIntyre PCC
   L1580
   German Theological Magazine (With Gustave Gieselbusch and
   H. Liebig) McIntyre
   L1581
   Geschichte der deutschen Baptisten. [v.1] Hamburg, Druck und
   Verlag der Baptistischen Verlagsbuchhandlung, 1896. [v.2]
   Cassel, Verlagshaus der deutschen Baptisten, 1900. 2 v. in 1.
   McIntyre NRAB TND KyLoS PCC PPEB(v.1) NRCR MNTCA
   L1582
   ___Cassel, 1922. 300p. il. NRAB
   L1583
   ___Cassel, 1922. Zweiter teil von 1848 bis 1870... 304p. NRAB
   L1584
   Gottfried Wilhelm Lehmann, Gründer und erster prediger der
   Baptisten-Gemeinde in Berlin...Hamburg, J. C. Oncken nachfolger
   (Phil. Bickel), 1887. 68p. front. (port.) McIntyre NRAB
   L1585

LEICESTFR (ENG.) BUCKINGHAM BAPTIST CHURCH
   ...Centenary souvenir, 1847-1947. [Bristol, T. O. Elworthy & son,
   n.d.] 24p. illus. Compiled by Miss D. Lear. NRAB
   L1586

LEICESTER (ENG.) FRIAR LANE BAPTIST CHURCH
   See: Ashby, Douglas
   Friar Lane; the Story of Three Hundred Years. London, Carey
   Kingsgate press, 1951. 131p. TND MoKcM
   L1587

LEICESTER (ENG.) ROBERT HALL MEMORIAL CHAPEL
   The first manual of the church meeting in Robert Hall Memorial
   Chapel. Year ending Dec. 31st, 1902. [Leicester, Wallin & Rowe,
   printers, n.d.] 38, (2)p. NRAB
   L1588
LEICESTER (MASS.) GREENVILLE BAPTIST CHURCH
1738-1838. The Greenville Baptist church in Leicester, Mass. Exercises on the 150th anniversary... Sept. 28, 1888, including a historical address by C. F. Lawrence & co., 1889. 126, (1)p. front. DLC MB MH INMA NJP INRAB TxFWSB iHi ICU KyLoS NCWFC L1589

LEICESTER (MASS.) GREENVILLE BAPTIST SOCIETY

LEIFCHILD, JOHN  Non-Baptist

LEIGH, SIR EGERTON, 1762-1818
The answer of God, addressed to the Baptist church at Rugby. Whitely 67-809 L1592

Reprinted 1906. Whitely 67-809 1906U L1593

LEIGH, JOHN CHARLES, 1852-1890

[LEIGHTON, MINNIE J ]

LEILE, GEORGE
See: Liele, George  NRAB L1596

LEININGER, CHARLES EARL, 1936-

LEIPOLDT, JOHANNES, 1880- Non-Baptist

LEITAO, EDGARD
Ajud a pregadores leigos (Help for the Lay Preachers). Rio de Janeiro, Casa Publicadora Batista, 1962. TND L1599


Medita estas coisas (Meditate on these things). Rio de Janeiro, Casa Publicadora. 1966. TND L1601

LELAND, AARON, 1761-1832
Life: See: Crocker, Henry, 1845-
Elder Aaron Leland. Distinguished as preacher, judge, legislator, councillor and for five years lieut. governor of the state of Vermont. Founder of the First Baptist church, Chester, Vt., and for forty-six years its pastor. [Burlington, Vt.] The Vermont Baptist historical society, 1906. 51p. port. DLC NRB AB TxDwSB
TND MtCA

LELAND, HECTOR CORNELIUS, 1851-1939

LELAND, IRA, 1810-1887
See: [Champlin, James Tift] 1811-1882

LELAND, JOHN, 1754-1841
Life: See: Alden, John, Jr.

Life: See: Bronk, Mitchell, 1802-

Life: See: Burhans, David Douglas, 1939-

Life: See: Butterfield, Lyman Henry

Life: See: Dabney, W P
President Madison and the Baptist preacher [John Leland] (In Harper's Magazine, August 1851, p. 446-448) NRB KyLoS

Life: See: Fearheiley, Don M
A Broadman Inner Circle book. NRB TxFwSB LNB ICU TND KyLoS MoKehi NcWfC

Life: See: Greene, L. F.
Writings of Elder John Leland. 1845. D.A.B. TND KyLoS

Life: See: Herrick, Everett Carleton, 1876-
LELAND, JOHN, 1754-1841 (continued)
Life: See: Leland, John

Life: See: Leland, Rev. John
Some events in his life written by himself. Richmond, 1836. 48p. NRAB L1615

Life: See: Morals, H

Life: See: Orange (Va.) Baptist church

Life: See: Petitsclier, F. F.

Life: See: [Sketch] D.A.B. L1619

Life: See: Smith, J. T.
Life and Times of Rev. John Leland. (In Baptist Quarterly, April 1871) D.A.B. NcWfC L1620

Life: See: Sprague, W. B.

___N. Y., Carter, 1860. xxiii, 860p. NRAB L1622

___N. Y., Carter, 1865. xxiii, 860p. NRAB L1623

An address, delivered at the request of the Republican Committee of Arrangements, at Pittsfield, on the anniversary of American independence. July 5, 1824. 2nd ed. Pittsfield, Allen, 1824. 16p. PPrHi L1624

An address to the young men of Cheshire: delivered July 4, 1808. Pittsfield, Phineas Allen, 1808. 15p. TND(Xerox) L1625

See: Barton, Frederick


___Washington, Geo., 1804. 16p. DLC L1628

Blow at the root; being a fashionable fast day sermon, delivered at Cheshire, April 9th 1901. Bennington, Haswell, 1901. 37p. OClW NcWfC L1629
LELAND, JOHN, 1754-1841 (continued)


___Suffield, Conn., Pr. by Edward Gray, 1801. 36p. Cth1 MWA.

___New London [Conn.] Printed by J. D. Huntington, 1801. Edenton [N.C.]: Reprinted by J. Beasley. 1803. CSmNH

___Washington, (Geo.) Reprinted for Thomas Maxwell, 1805. 31p. NRAB (photostat) NcD NcWFC KyLoS (mf)

A budget of scraps. [New London, Conn.? 1800?] 36p. CSmNH DLC MB NcWFC

Circular letter of valediction, on leaving Virginia in 1791. [n.t-p.] 4p. Evans 1Hh MWA NcWFC NRAB (photostat) KyLoS NcWFC

___Boston, printed for John Asplund, 1794. 4p. Evans MWA


An elective judiciary, with other things, recommended in a speech, pronounced at Cheshire, July 4, 1805. Pittsfield, Printed by Phinehas Allen. July, 1805. 23p. Sabin DLC 1H-1 KyLoS (mf)


___Pittsfield: Printed by Phinehas Allen, February, 1811. 1p. 1., [5]-24p. CSmNH NN RPJCB MNtCA

Free thoughts on War. Pittsfield, Phinehas Allen, 1816. 23p. CSmNH KyLoS (mf)


___Albany, Printed for John Asplund, of Virginia, by Charles R and George Webster, 1792. 8p. NRAB
LELAND, JOHN, 1754-1841 (continued)

Dover, 1793. 23p. Evans

Concord, 1793. Evans

Windsor, Printed and sold by Alden Spooner, 1793. 12p. NRAB

Windsor, 1793. 12p. McIntyre Evans MWA

The jarring interests of Heaven, reconciled by the blood of the cross... Canandaigua; reprinted for Benjamin Cole, preacher of the gospel. D. Bemis, printer, 1814. 31p. MWA NRAB ICU

In: Fish, Henry Clay, History and repository of pulpit eloquence v. 2, p. 454-461. Note: Title reads: The jarrings of heaven reconciled by the blood of the cross. (This sermon as transcribed is not verbatim. It is also incomplete, about one half of it printed) NtCA RPB KyLoS

In: Tyler, Bennet, 1793-1858

The doctrine of the saints' perseverance, vindicated and established. A sermon by Bennet Tyler... Also, The jarring interests of heaven, reconciled by the blood of the cross. By John Leland. N. Y., Printed by Eroderick and Pitter, no. 2 Dey-street, 1820. 44p. DLC ICN 118 NRAB PCC PMHi KyLoS MntCA


An oration, delivered at Bennington, Aug. 16, 1808... Bennington Vt., Pr. by Anthony Haswell, 1808. 22p. MWA

Oration delivered at Cheshire, July 5, 1802... Pittsfield. (Mass.) printed by Phinehas Allen. [1802] 16p. NHi TND


Oration at the interment of Mrs. Lydia Northrop, wife of Stephen Northrop, of Cheshire, who died April 26, 1794. Portsmouth, N. H., Charles Pierce, 1794. 12p. Sabin Evans MWA NHi NRAB(photostat) KyLoS(mf)

Part of a speech, delivered at Suffield, Conn. on the first jubilee of the United States. Pittsfield [Mass.] Printed by F. Allen, July, 1826. 22p. DLC KyLoS(mf)


Result of observations in short sentences... Pittsfield, Printed by Phinehas Allen & son [n.d.] 28p. Aphorisms. NNC NRAB(mf)
LELAND, JOHN, 1754-1841 (continued)
The rights of conscience inalienable and therefore religious opinions not cognizable by law, or the high-flying church-man, stript of his legal robe, appears a yaho. New London, 1791. 29p. Sabin Evans MBAT NHi NCWFC NRAB KyLoS(mf)

2nd ed. Richmond, Va., 1793. 152p. Evans Sabin McIntyre

Sermon at ordination of Z. Toby, Dec. 1817. Was it pub.? A. B. Mag. 1818, 350. McIntyre

Short essays on government. 1820. D.A.B.

Short sayings on times, men measures and religion, exhibited in an address, delivered at Cheshire, July 5, 1830. Pittsfield [Mass.] Pr. by Phinehas Allen [18[0?] 24p. CSmi KyLoS(mf)

Some events in the life of John Leland. Written by himself. Richmond, Wm. Sands, 1836. 48p. McIntyre NRAB NHi KyLoS(mf)

Pittsfield [Mass.] Printed by Phinehas Allen and son, 1838. 44p. Sabin DLC MB

Strictures on the consecration of Christ, and the rite of circumcision. Hartford, From the press of John Babcock, 1801. 24p. DLC KyLoS(mf)

Norwich, Russell Hubbard, 1812. 23p. TND MWA CthHi

A storke [read stroke] at the branch. Containing remarks on times and things. Hartford, Printed by Elisha Babcock, 1801. 24p. Sabin DLC Cty MWA NN TND

A true account: how Matthew Womble murdered his wife (who was pregnant) and his four sons, on June 19, 1784. 7th ed. Worcester, Mass., Daniel Greenleaf, 1801. 8p. TND(Xerox)

See: Tyler, Bennet, 1783-1858
The doctrine of the Saints' perseverance, vindicated of heaven, reconciled by the blood of the cross. N. Y., Broderick and Ritter, 1820. 44p. NRAB KyLoS MNtCA

Van Tromp lowering his peak with a broadside: Containing a plea for the Baptists of Connecticut. Danbury, 1803. [Greene, M. L. Dev. of rel. lib. in Conn. p. 541]

Van Tromp. 1806. D.A.B.

The Virginia chronicle: with judicious and critical remarks, under xxiv heads. [n.p.] 1789. RPJCE KyLoS(mf) NCWFC

Orange Co., Va. March 1789. 7p. Sabin Evans

‘An account of the different religious sects there are in the state. - Pref. The 'IV head' treats of slavery in Virginia.
The address of the committee of the united Baptist churches in
LELAND, JOHN, 1754-1841 (continued)
The Virginia chronicle: [continued]

Virginia, assembled in the city of Richmond, August 8, 1789.
To the President of the United States: 2p. at end) Evans
McIntyre DLC RPJCB Vi NRBAB (photostat)

Norfolk, 1790. 45, (3)p. Evans CSmH MWA

The writings of the late Elder John Leland, including some events
in his life, written by himself, with additional sketches, etc.
by Miss L. F. Greene, Lanesboro, Mass. N. Y., Printed by G. W.
Wood, 1845. 744p. front. (port.) McIntyre DLC ICU NcWfc NN
NCC NRBAB PCC RPJCB TNDCF WCnCA

The Yankee spy. Calculated for the religious meridian of
Massachusetts; but will answer for New Hampshire, Connecticut
and Vermont. By Jack Nips. (20)p. [also] A circular letter of
valediction, on leaving Virginia, in 1791. (4)p. Boston,
John Asplund, 1794. Evans CSmH NH MWA PCC RPJCB NRBAB (photostat)
MHi KyLoS (mf)

LELAND, SHERMAN
The Leland magazine, or a general record of Henry Leland and his
descendants 1850. D.A.B.

LEWARD, GEORGE, 1802-1831
Life: See: Babcock, Rufus
Funeral sermon with biographical sketch of Rev. George Lemard,
1832. Printed in Lemard’s volume of sermons. (Miss. Jubilee
441) McIntyre

Sermons on various subjects. 1832. McIntyre

LEMON, JOHN BUNYAN
The Bible as a library; a chart of the books of the Bible.
1899. McIntyre

The Bible as it is: a teacher-training-class education for every-
body, in twelve lessons of one hour each. [Greenfield, Mass.,
The author] [c1922] 1p. 1., 5-62p. illus. DLC PCC

Bible pleasantries for social parties. 1910. Rainbow pub. co.
McIntyre

A bicyclist’s dream of the road to heaven...Manchester, N. H.,
Printed by The John B. Clarke co., 1899. 101p. illus. McIntyre
DLC NRBAB Nh

Elijah the prophet; a dream of the Christ...N. Y., Chicago
[etc.] F. H. Revell co. [c1899] 282p. McIntyre DLC NRBAB PPEB

Lemon’s Bible game. 1907. McIntyre

Places of interest in the Bible...Manchester, N. H., The Rainbow
pub. co., 1903. 120p. incl. maps. McIntyre DLC NN

Stories of the Bible. C-R p. 108
LEMONS, LELAND CAROL
KyLoS L1693


LENFEST, J Non-Baptist
What will become of the wicked?" A review of J. M. Cramp, D.D. Halifax, 1861. 24p. CaNsWA L1695

LENNIE, ROBERT, 1834-
See: Harcus, Henry, 1810-1899
The history of Orkney Baptist churches and a sketch of the life of Rev. Oliver Flett, D.D. by the Rev. Henry Harcus, with a sketch of the author's life by his son-in-law, Rev. Robert Lennie...
Ayr, David, Hourston, 1898. 173p. NRAB TxFwSB MoKcM L1696

History of Baptist work in British Columbia from its commencement to the year 1900. Pub. in Bapt. year book of Ontario. McIntyre L1697

LENNOX, WILLIAM GORDON, 1884-
A comparative study of the health of missionary families in Japan and China, and a selected group in America. Denver, Department of Economics, University of Denver [1922?] 44p. FkCBT CCovB L1698

The health and turnover of missionaries...Advisory committee. J. G. Vaughan, M.D., chairman, E. H. Dodd, M.D., P. H. J. Lerrigo, M.D., M. H. Ward, M.D. Published by the Advisory committee. N. Y. city, The Foreign missions conference [c1933] 217p. front. map, diagrs. NRAB ICC PCC PLEwB MoKcM NJPLaSDE NJtCA NRCR DLC L1699

LENOIR, N 1825-1867
The baptism of children: a treatise against that practice, in French. McIntyre L1700

Essay, Biblical, Historical and Dogmatical, upon infant baptism. a large vol.: in French. 1856. (A.B. Me. 1856, 377) McIntyre L1701

LENOIR (N.C.) FIRST BAPTIST CHURCH
First Baptist Church, organized 1889. Lenoir, N. C. Fiftieth anniversary and dedication service, Sunday, September 17, 1939. Richard E. Hardaway, Pastor. 7p KyLoS L1702

LENOX, EDWARD HENRY 1905
Overland to Oregon in the tracks of Lewis and Clark. History of the first emigration to Oregon in 1843...Edited by Robert Whitaker. Oakland, Cal., 1904. 69p. illus. NRAB CBB L1703

LENOX, GORDON LEPRILL, 1902-
Life: See: Fountain, Charles Hillman
How four leaders of the Northern Baptist Convention helped place a minister over a church...June 28...Aug. 15, 1946. [Addressed to the Special Pulpit Committee of the First Park Baptist church, Plainfield, N. J.] 6p. (Mimeographed. Mentions Joseph C. Robbins; Roy B. Deer; G. Merrill Lenox; Harold R. Husted) NRAB L1704
LENOX (MASS.)
Life: See: Shepard, Samuel, M.A.
A history of the town of Lenox, Massachusetts.
Whitley 111-32991

LENT, FREDERICK, 1872-1942
About to graduate, baccalaureate sermon, June 7, 1931. Elmira,
XXII, no. 5, July, 1931" MH

...Baccalaureate sermon...seventy-eighth commencement, June 4,
1933. Elmira, N.Y., Elmira College, 1933. MH

The call of Jesus to the young: baccalaureate sermon, Elmira
College, June 8, 1930. [Elmira, N.Y., 1930] "Elmira College

Life of St. Simeon Stylitis, 1914.

...Record of the International Baptist Seminary founded by the
1920-1941, at head of title. NRAB

The riches, perils, and stability of America: baccalaureate
sermon, June 5, 1932. [Elmira, N.Y., Snyder Bros., printing co.,
MH

Three minute talks. [n.d.] 124p. OrnQAd

_1930. W.F. in C._

Unifying the curriculum. [Elmira, N.Y., 1912] DLC

LENTZ, E.G.
Pioneer Baptists of Illinois. (In Transactions of the Illinois
State Historical Society 1927 pp. 122-131) NRAB

LEOMINSTER (MASS.) BAPTIST CHURCH
A summary declaration of the faith and practice of the Baptist
church... Worcester, Spooner & Howland, 1841. 10p. NRAB

LEOMINSTER (MASS.) CENTRAL BAPTIST CHURCH
Manual...containing its covenant, articles of faith, by-laws and
rules of order. Together with an historical discourse... Dec.
23, 1874 by Rev. A. F. Mason, Pastor. Leominster, Enterprise
book and job office, 1875. 38p. NRAB KyLoS

LEOMINSTER (MASS.) FIRST BAPTIST CHURCH

Fiftieth anniversary, 1890-1940, of the laying of the cornerstone
of the First Baptist Church, Leominster, Massachusetts. [Leominster,

Manual...Leominster, 1901. 48p. MTA

125th anniversary, 1824-1949, First Baptist Church, Leominster,
LEONARD, ABIGAIL C
Ed.: See: Leonard, George, 1802-1831
Sermons on various subjects...To which is prefixed the Rev.
Mr. Babcock's sermon. Occasioned by the author's death. [Ed.]
by Abigail C. Leonard. Portland, Office of Zion's Advocate, 1832.
xxxiii, 140p. Whitley 11-832H CSmH DLC NRBAB NH1 FCC PPEB

LEONARD, ABNER
The mode of baptism: a letter to Rev. G. J. Johnson, pastor of
the First Baptist church, in Burlington, Iowa. Burlington, The
 Telegraph printing co., 1854. Printed wrappers. Booksellers
advt.

LEONARD, CHARLES A
Progress of the Lord's work in the northern regions of Manchukuo,
the new state of the Far East. Reports and articles portraying
phases of life and experience of natives and missionaries in
pioneer work on the frontiers of Manchuria and Siberia. [n.d.]
NcWFC

LEONARD, DAVID [AUGUSTUS] 1771-1818
Life: See: Baldwin, Thomas, 1753-1825
A sermon delivered at Bridgewater, December 17, 1794, at the
ordination of the Rev. David Leonard to the work of an evangelist.
By Thomas Baldwin, A.M. pastor of the Second Baptist church in
Boston. Published by desire. Boston, Printed by Joseph Bumstead,
Union-street, 1795. 36p. Whitley 60-795H CSmH(pp.33-36
wanting) WH1

A funeral sermon...at Holme's Harbour, Martha's vineyard, Nov.
1st, 1795, occasioned by the death of Mr. John Holmes. Boston,
Pr. by Manning & Loring, 1795. 23p. Evans Sabin NWA RPJC6DLC
NeWAC NnTCA

Funeral sermon. Delivered in the Baptist meeting house in city
of New York on Feb. 16, 1800. N. Y. Printed by Furman and
Loudon, 1800. 30p. Evans Sabin DLC ICU

The Laws of Siasconset: a ballad. Proposed, with a pipe of
tobacco, as an evening's amusement to the fishermen. [To the
tune "Vicar of Bray." ] Printed at New Bedford, (Massachusetts)
By John Spooner - 1797. 8p. plate. Evans NWA HBU

Masonic oration at Nantucket [Mass.] Dec. 27, 1796. Newbedford,
Pr. by John Spooner, 1797. 23p. Evans Sabin NWA

Oration delivered at Raynham, [Mass.] May 11, 1804, on acquisition
of Louisiana. Newport, R. I., Pr. by Oliver Farnsworth, 1804.
30p. Evans CtY DLC NWA ScC

An oration occasioned by the death of...Washington. Pronounced
in the First Baptist meetinghouse, in the city of New York, on
February 22, 1800... New York, printed and sold by M. M'Farlane,
1800. 22p. front. The frontispiece is a portrait of Washington
engraved by J. White after Joseph Wright. Evans DLC NBar
NNHunt MBpF: NH1 NN ICU
LEONARD, DAVID [AUGUSTUS] 1771-1818 (continued)

Oration pronounced at Raynham, 5th July, 1802. Boston. Pr. by Munroe and Francis, 1802. 30p. Evans ICU MHi MTaHi RPB L1733

LEONARD, GEORGE, 1802-1831
Life: See: Babcock, Rufus
Sermon occasioned by death and including a sketch of his life and character. Portland, 1832. 23p. port. NRBAB L1734

Life: See: Leonard, George, 1802-1831
Sermons on various subjects...To which is prefixed the Rev. Mr. Babcock's sermon, occasioned by the author's death. [Ed.] by Abigail C. Leonard. Portland, Office of Zion's Advocate, 1832. xxxiii, 140p. Whitley 111-832M MHi INTCA NRAB PCC PPEB L1735

Portrait. Badger, pinxt. Pendleton's lithogs., Boston. NRBAB L1736

...A sermon...Oct. 28, 1855, after the death of his daughter. Boston, Benjamin H. Greene, 1855. 16p. Sabin L1737

A sermon...at Windsor...July 4, 1819. Windsor, Printed by Ide & Aldrich, 1819. 21p. Sabin L1738

Sermon delivered on the day of general election, at Montpelier, Oct. 12, 1820, before the legislature of Vermont. [Acts xvii.7.]
Windsor, Vt., Aldrich, 1820. 28p. DLC HBC L1739

Sermons on various subjects...To which is prefixed the Rev. Mr. Babcock's sermon, occasioned by the author's death. [Ed.] by Abigail C. Leonard. Portland, Office of Zion's Advocate, 1832. xxxiii, 140p. Sabin Whitley 111-832M CSmH DLC NRAB HBC KyLoS INTCA L1740

LEONARD, GEORGE EDWARD, 1832-1913
The harp of Glory. For church, Sunday-school and all societies of religious and musical endeavor. Lexington, N. C., Leonard bros. [1898] 125p. DLC L1741

Showalter. US 02 L1742

Ed.: See: Historical papers concerning the Ashtabula Baptist association for ninety years 1817-1907. [n.p.n.d.] 84p. front. (port.) illus. McIntyre CEB NRAB RPB IOBNB NRCR L1743


LEONARD, HENRY CHARLES, 1836-1898
...The diaconate: including some account of the primitive order of deaconesses. The circular letter of the Midland Association of Baptist Churches, assembled at Waterloo Road Chapel, Wolverhampton, on Tuesday and Wednesday, June 18th and 19th, 1867. 14,[2]p. MNTCA L1745
LEONARD, HENRY CHARLES, 1836-1898 (continued)
The good news of Marcus' telling. A literal translation of the
Anglo-Saxon version of Mark's Gospel. With preface and notes.
London, James Clarke & co., 1881. (B. Mag. 1881, 288 1894, 207
rev.) McIntyre
___2nd ed. 1894. McIntyre

Great truths in small words. A sermon. London, 1870. Angus

Half hours with Apostolic fathers. London, 1887. Angus

___1888. (Church, 1888, 71 rev.) McIntyre

A history of the churches forming the Hertfordshire and Bedford-
shire Baptist Association. Hemel Hempstead, 1875. Angus

John the Baptist: an epic poem in three books. London, James
Clarke & co., 1880. (S. & T. 1881, 42 rev.) McIntyre Angus

Trans.: See: The New Testament into colloquial English, to be
known as The Twentieth Century New Testament. Four Gospels and
Acts completed at the time of his death; also the Modern English
Version of the Epistle of James. (Collaborator with others)
(B. Mag. 1892; 1898, 293) McIntyre

Our palace beautiful, and the lions which guard it. London, 1875.
Angus

Ritualism traced to its pagan origin. A lecture. Bournemouth
[n.d.] Angus

Ed.: See: Sacred songs of the world. Tr. from one hundred and
DLC NNUT TxFWsB

St. Clement of Rome, pope & martyr: a glimpse of the Christian
doctrine and life of the 1st century. Bournemouth, Tribbett &
Mate, printers, 1874. 25p. McIntyre NRAB

Sonnets on the parables of our Lord: with a new classification,
and a new nomenclature. London, Clarke & co., 1884. (S. & T.
1885, 142 rev.) Angus McIntyre

The Spanish Armada Macaulay's, Armada completed by another hand.
McIntyre

LEONARD, J. RUSSELL

Baptism: its mode and subjects. London, 1877. Angus

Christian baptism: its mode, subjects, and perpetuity. Westo-
Super-Nare, 1873. 168p. Angus PFEF

LEONARD, JACOB DRAKE

Life: See: Tribute to the memory of Rev. Jacob Drake Leonard
NRAB
LEONARD, LEWIS, 1783-1856
Life: See Clarke, William
God glorified in his servants: A discourse on the death of Rev. Lewis Leonard...1856. Cazenovia, 1857. 20p. NRAB  L1763
Plain truth, concerning infant baptism, without questions or apologies, in a short treatise. Poughkeepsie, Barnum & Nelson, 1817. 31p. McIntyre NWA NRAB PCC MNTCA  L1764

LEONARD, MANNING, 1814-1885
Life: See Jillson, Clark

LEONARD, OLIVER B.
Historical sketch of the First Baptist church at Plainfield. N. J., 1818-1877. Newark, N. J., Starbuck & Dunham, 1877. 16p. NRAB  L1766


LEONARD, S. W.
The Christian Psalmist. Louisville, John P. Morton and co., 1850. TND  L1770

LEONARD, ZENAS LOCKWOOD, 1773-1841

LEOPARD, COLEY LIVINGSTON, 1918-

LEPARD, WILLIAM, 1700-1799
Life: See: Rippon, John, 1751-1836
Discourses on the all-sufficient gracious assistance of the spirit of Christ. To which are added memoirs of the late Mr. William Lepard... London, 1800. 120p. front. Whitley 60-800 NRAB KyLoS  L1773

LEPOIDS, VICTOR, 1817-1890
Le Catechumenat pour la Cene: est-il Evangelique? (Does the Gospel teach a Catechumenate for the Lord's Supper?) 1847. 24p. McIntyre  L1774
Circumcision and baptism, followed by a justification of Strict communion: in mss. 1868. McIntyre  L1775

A few words suited to the occasion: in mss. 1868. McIntyre  L1776

See: Hiscox, E. T.
Baptist Church Directory into French: in mss. McIntyre  L1777